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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to explore the nature and experience of bed wetting from the 
perspective of young people who wet the bed, and that of their parents and siblings. A 
review of the literature suggested that there was still much to be learned about how families 
manage a young person's bed wetting in the context of every day family life. A qualitative, 
inductive approach and grounded theory generating methods were used. Nineteen femilies 
and twenty young people aged 4 to 17 years, living in some of the most deprived as well as 
the most affluent localities in the study area, took part. Analysis of in-depth unstructured 
conversations was facilitated by NUD#IST Power Version 3.0 computer software. With the 
aid of memos, logic diagrams and a coding paradigm (axial coding) the relationships between 
emergent concepts were identified and tested and a grounded theory developed around the 
core concept of "perceived control", which often manifested as "perceived helplessness". The 
data help to explain how parents' and young people's attitudes towards bed wetting may be 
reinforced as they interact from day to  day. The study has revealed many insights into family 
processes and the roles played by individual femily members, including fethers and siblings. 
The social Consequences o f bed wetting are described. Several conditions have been 
identified which, it is strongly suggested by the data, may need to be fiilfiUed for the young 
person to have the best chance of becoming reliably dry at night, using conventional 
treatment methods. Families' experiences of methods suggested by health care professionals 
have important implications for practice. It is argued that the family, rather than the 
individual or the mother-child dyad, should be the unit of intervention. Ways of enhancing a 
belief in competence among young people, their parents and health care professionals are 
described.
If a child lives with criticism 
He learns to condemn 
If a child lives with hostility 
He learns to f i^ t 
If a child lives with ridicule 
He learns to be shy 
If a child lives with shame 
He lemns to feel guilty 
If a child lives with tolerance 
He learns to be patient 
If a child lives with encouragement 
He learns confidence 
If a child hves with praise 
He learns to appreciate 
If a child lives with fairness 
He learns justice 
If a child lives with security 
He learns to have faith 
If a child lives with approval 
He learns to like himself 
If a child lives with acceptance and friendship 
He learns to find love in the world.
CHAPTERl: AN OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
1.0 Introduction
This introductory ch^iter gives an overview of this stu^ by describing the nature of bed wetting and 
the involvement of health care professionals, the origins of the study, the initial research questions 
and the approach adopted to answering them.
1.1 The nature of wetting and the involvement of health care professionals
"No other cmnplaint (bed wetting) has given rise to so many treatmsot endeavours and sudi 
dispute as to its pathogenesis and whether it can properly be characterised as a disuse or 
not. Treatment ranges from ritual procedures to modem medical treatment with a solid 
scientific basis. Some specialists consider the conq)laint to be a variation of normality, 
vdiereas others r^ard it as a disease. Regardless of \^hether one subscribes to one (pinion or 
the other, modem urbanised life puts demands on children at an early age to be able to 
control continence in order to oonqjly socially."
Djurhuus, Norgaard and Rittig (1992) p.8
Bed wetting is a phenomenon surrounded by both mystery and controversy. It has been described as 
a boiign, self-limiting pathology whose natural course (to dryness) can be accelerated by treatment 
and as a social construct, that is as deviance firom socially accepted norms regarding the a ^  at 
which a child should be reliably dry at night (Section 2.2.1). In the latter ^ )proach a bed wetting 
child is defined not so much as having a pathophysiological problem but as friiling to meet society's 
expectations of the age of attainment of a normal develr^mental milestone.
In recent times, the cause of bed wetting has been variously attributed to reduced bladder capacity, 
unstable bladder contractions, bladder outlet disturbances, sleep disorders, urine output regulation 
dysfiincticm or psychological problems. The focus of much clinical research has been on bladder 
function and there have been many clinical trials of interventions which are based on the belief that 
bed wetting is a pathophysiological problem (Section 2.2.3).
The interventions have included pharmacologically reducing the rate and volume of urine production 
overnight, pharmacotherapy aimed at reducing unstable bladder contractions and various surgical 
interventions to correct supposed bladder outlet disturbances. Successful treatment with the 
antidiuretic hormone arginine vasopressin (AVP) suggests that night time polyuna and AVP 
deficiency may contribute to bed wetting but many other therapeutic approaches still in use are said 
to be of questionable efficacy (WiUe, 1994).
/
There is a growing body of evidence that bed wetting involves a normal, complete micturition which 
can occur at any stage in the sleep cycle, in young people who are psychologically normal and Wio 
have a normal bladder capacity (where the bed wetting is monosymptomatic). There is, however, 
some evidmce that the bed wetting child's arousal response to a full bladder may be underdeveloped 
nr malfunctioning.
Over the last 50 years one of the most successful treatment approaches for monosymptomatic bed 
wetters has been behavioural training using a bedside or body worn alarm (Forsythe and Butler, 
1989). The rationale bdtind this method is that the young person needs to learn to wake up to the 
physiological signals that the bladder is full.
An organic cause for bed wetting, such as a congenital abnormality or a neurological disorder, has 
only hem identified in a very small percentage of cases (Norgaard, 1991). The aetiology of bed 
wetting for the m^ority of mmiosymptomatic bed wetters is almost certainly nmhifectorial and it is 
still a matter of considerable debate.
At the heart of tiie controversy is the very practical question; "Whose business is it?" Many 
professionals r^ard the treatment of bed wetting as being within their remit, including urologists, 
paediatricians, clinical psydiologists, general practitioners (GPs) and nurses. In the first instance 
parents may seek help fimn their GP or their health visitor In other cases the health visitor may 
discover the young person's bed wetting at a pre-school check or when visiting the femily at home for 
another purpose, or it may be discovered by the school nurse. Afier ruling out obvious congenital 
abnormalities, neurological disorders or other possible causes such as repeated urinary tract
infections, the GP may refer the young person to a paediatrician, a clinical psychologist or a 
urologist for a specialist opinion. Urologists describe bed wetting as the most common "urological" 
complaint in children (Djurhuus et al, 1992), yet there is no consensus among them or among 
paediatricians or clinical psychol(%ists about how to treat it (Section 2.2.3). The diversity of 
treatment approaches in current use seems to add to the uncertainty of what it is that is actually 
being treated.
While m any health care professionals may become involved with some femilies at one time or 
another in the search for a solution to the young person's bed wetting, there is evidence that many 
femihes rarely if ever actively seek help from any health care professional (Devlin, 1991; Foxman et 
al, 1986).
There is, however, evidence that bed wetting is a common problem. Epidemiological surveys suggest 
that 15 - 20% of five year olds, 5% of ten year olds and 1-2% of fifteen year olds and over wet the 
bed regularly. It has been estimated that 500,000 young people in the UK wet the bed on some 
occasions (Blackwell, 1995) (Section 2.2.2) yet the problem is, for the most part, hidden and many 
sufferers beheve themselves to be alone.
There is a growing body of anecdotal evidence, collected by community based nurses and clinical 
psychologists running specialist enuresis chnics, that both the young person and the femily feel 
anbarrassment at the young person's feilure to attain a developmental milestone vdiich the majority 
of childrai aitain between the ages of three and finir years. These anecdotal accounts suggest that 
bed wetting can have fer reaching consequences for the young perscm and the femily (Section 2.2.4).
As bed wetting is for the most part managed by the femily, within the context of every day femily 
life, it would seem that an understanding of how femihes experience and respond to a young person's 
bed wetting, and their experience of methods suggested by health care professionals, could have 
important hnpUcations for both service organisation and service delivery.
Because of the nature of her relationship with femilies, and her long term involvement with femilies 
over time (in an ideal world) the health visitor is particularly well placed to understand the attitudes 
of individuals within the femily to the young person's bed wetting, the family's dynamics, the family's 
material circumstances and access to resources, and the family's special problems and needs, at a 
particular point intime. These are all part of the context in which bed wetting is manned from day 
to day.
The health visitor is the health Care professional most likely to discover the family's "secret" and to 
be in a position to give practical advice and support to the femily as a whole. There is little doubt 
that long-term support of the femily will be required, until the young person becomes reliably dry.
Health care professicmals suggest that bed wetting, unlike chronic diseases of childhood such as 
spina bifida, cystic fibrosis, asthma and diabetes mellitus (Eiser, 1993), is both non-life threatening 
and curable. Yet even whm a fiunily has been selected for inclusion in a clinical trial of an 
established treatment, such as a body worn alarm, and is given c l^  information, and is supported 
and followed up according to a carefully devised protocol, the young perscm's success in achieving 
dry nights for six mmths or more cannot be guaranteed (Forsythe and Butler, 1989).
It has been suggested that treatment based (m an alarm should not be considered to have failed until 
it has been trialled for at least 16 weeks without the young perstm achieving 14 consecutive dry 
nights (Butler, 1991). The co-bperation of the parents and the young person over such a prolonged 
period is an obvious pre-requisite for success.
Other than anecdotal accounts, little is known of families' experiences with methods suggested by 
health care professionals in the hcxne setting, when a clinical trial protocol is not in use, or of how 
long femihes persist with the r^imes suggested.
While the roles of the paediatrician, the urologist and the chnical psychologist are not to be 
underestimated, it would seem that for the majority of monosymptomatic bed wetters the health 
visitor has the most pivotal role to play in assessing the young person and the femily, in acting as
gatekeeper to more specialist services, and in supporting the whole femily in what may be a long 
haul to a (xmq)letely successful outcome.
It is suggested that the family's experience of bed wetting is a particulariy appropriate topic for a 
nurse to research as woiking with families is very much a nurse's business (Wright and Leahey, 
1993). Whall's (1993) historical review of the family as the unit of care in nursing suggests that this 
has always been so, although the understanding of the concept of family nursing and its implications 
for nursing practice is still evolving (Friedmann, 1993; Bell, 1995; Taylor, 1995).
The serendipitous way in which the research topic came to be chosen is described below.
1.2 The origins of the study
(This section outlines the personal origins o f this study. It has therefore been written in the first 
person.)
My particular interest in urinary tract dysfunction and urinary incontinence began when, as Research 
and Audit Sister in a District General Hospital, I became involved in an audit of prostatectomy 
(McKelvie et al, 1992). From my earliest (xmversations with mostly elderly patians I was struck by 
the fer-reaching ccmsequmces of benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) for the mm's activities of daily 
living and social functioning. I also became convinced that in addition to collecting mortality and 
morbidity data we should address issues relating to quality of life when measuring the outcome of 
surgery.
Following an extensive review of the literature (including the work of Fowler et al, 1988; Wyman et 
al, 1990 and Yu, 1989) I b%an to construct an abbreviated quality of life measuring instrument, 
specific to male urinary symptoms, for use both in hospital and the community. This work was 
overtaken by the development of a BPH Symptom Index by the American Urological Association 
(AUA) (O'Leary et al, 1992; Barry et al, 1992a,b) vbich included questions relating to quality of life 
specific to this condition.
With the purpose of learning more about different research methods and a growing curiosity about 
quality of life in relation to urinary incontinmce I applied for and was awarded a studentship 
entitled; "The psychological and social effects of urinary incontinence; individual, femily and carer 
perspectives".
While reviewing the literature on informal carers I became interested in the consequences of caring 
for the carer, through reading such works as Parker’s (1993) book on caring and disability in 
marriage, Twigg*s (1992) review of research relating to informal carers and Glendinning's (1992) 
book The Costs o f Informal Care: Looking Inside the Household.
I had originally intmded to e?q)lore fee psychosocial effects of urinary incontinence in the elderly 
whm a chance encounter in the changing rooms of a swirnining pool caused me to change the focus 
of my study to the consequences of bed wetting for young people and their femihes. A lady vfeom I 
knew only by s i ^  asked me what I did for a Uving. When I told her that I was a nurse about to 
embark on a study of the impact of urinary incontinence in the elderly and their carers, she suggested 
that I look instead at the problem of bed wetting in children. She told me that her 16 year old son had 
never been dry at nigbt and that at times she was at her wits' end. She described it as "hell".
This chance mcounter made me wonder whether all mothers of a bed wetting child felt as despairing 
as this mother seemed to be. Ihad never worked as a nurse in the community (other fean for one 
month during my training) and 1 had no experience of bed wetting either personally or professionally, 
but as I drove home I knew that the inq)act of bed wetting cm young people and their femihes would 
be the focus of my study and it is a decision which I have never r^retted.
1.3 The initial research questions and the approach taken
Following the encounter wife fee mother of a bed wetting adolescent (Section 1.2) it was decided that 
the topic for this study would be the experience and meaning of bed wetting for young people aged 5 
to 20 years, and their femihes. A review of the literature confirmed that there was a great deal stih to
learn about how bed wetting is managed in the context of every day femily life and its impact for 
everyone in the femily (Chapter 2).
Two broad research questions were initially framed:
1. How do parents and young people manage the practical consequences of bed wetting from 
day to day?
2. What impact do young people and their parents perceive bed wetting to have on the quality 
of their lives as individuals and on the quality of femily life?
To seek answers to these questions a qualitative research approach, an inductive process of inquiry 
and grounded theory generating methods were selected (Ch^jter 3).
The initial research questions were developed in the knowledge that they might be refined or even 
abandoned eariy on in the study, in the light of themes emerging from the data during ongoing 
analysis. The refinement of the initial research questions r^idly took the emphasis of the study 
beyond a descriptive understanding of the meaning of the experience of bed wetting, firom the 
perspective of individual femily members, towards a new understanding of fee processes going on 
within femilies and a conceptualisation of the femily as a unique, multi-generational social systan.
1.4 An overview of the thesis
The material in this thesis is arranged in seven chapters. The present introductory chapter provides a 
brief overview of fee study. Chapter 2 summarises the findings of the literature review undertaken 
before and during the early stages of data collection. Chapter 3 outlines and justifies fee study’s 
design and methods. Chapter 4 sets the scene for the remaining chapters by summarising contextual 
data about fee femilies emolled into the study. Chapter 5 sedcs to answer the initial broad research 
(positions by describing the femilies’ eiqieriences of living with a young person who wets the bed It 
includes accciunts of the part played by different femily members in the management of the young 
person's bed wetting, the scxiial consequences of bed wetting for individual femily members and for 
the femily as a social unit and the femilies' experiences of treatment mefecxls suggested by health
care professionals. Chapter 6 describes the beliefe and attitudes of femily members to bed wetting 
and explores the relationship between beliefe, feelings and behaviour as femily members interact 
with one another firom day to day. This chapter includes an analysis of the concepts of perceived 
helplessness and perceived control. Chapter 7 outlines the implications of this study's findings for 
practice and indicates some directions for further research.
CHAPTER 2: THE LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 Introduction
This chapter begins by discussing fee uses of literature in qualitative research (Section 2.1). Section
2.2 summarises the findings of a literature review on bed wetting. It includes a discussion of the 
nature of bed wetting and its prevalence, fee management of bed wetting by femilies and by health 
care professionals and the impact of bed wetting (m the individual and the femily. Sectirm 2.3 
reviews the literature on the nature of the femily and fee dynamics of the interaction of femily 
members. The chapter ends by highlighting some unanswered questicms about bed wetting and its 
mapagement wfaidi are of particular relevance to tins study (Section 2.4).
2.1 The uses of literature in qualitative research
The researcher came to this study wife no professional or perscmal experience of bed wetting, no 
profi^ional experience of working wife femilies in tiie community setting, and wife only a 
rudimentary knowledge of cpiaUtative research methods (Section 1.2). These acknowledged deficits 
necessitated a pericxl of library work to find out what was known about the research tc^ic (Secticm 
2.2), to aid fee identificaticm and delineaticm of the research problem and the initial research 
cpiestions (Section 3.1) and to gain a feorcaigh understanding of cpialitative research methods and 
their underlying assumptions.
When conducting research using cpiantitative methods it is usual to conduct an exhaustive review of 
the literature at the start of a study. This is undertaken to identify gaps in existing knowledge, to 
identify the variables relevant to the research cpiestions, to generate hypotiieses fer testing and to 
suggest a conceptual framework to guide the research and to fecilitate the interpretation of data.
In qualitative research, the literature is used somewhat differently. As in cpiantitative research, a 
review of the literature can greatly fecilitate the identification and delineation of the research 
problon and help to confirm the ^propriateness of the approach proposed. An awareness of fee
literature can also be useful in many other ways: fecilitating initial, selective sanq)ling (Section
3.6.1); stimulating questions during ongoing data analysis (Section 3.9), and acting as a secondary 
data source (Glaser, 1978; Silverman, 1985; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). However, commitment to a 
priori knowledge, including knowledge of existing conceptual frameworks, can jeopardise the 
research process by stifling creativity and can seriously threaten the validity of the study's findings 
(Morse, 1992a).
It is easy for fee qualitative researcher to foel that knowledge is dangerous but fixnn a pragmatic 
viewpoint the possession of knowledge as a result of previous e?q)erience in the field is often 
unavoidable, whether this is gained as a researcher or through professional practice. Strauss and 
Corbin (1990) suggest that existing knowledge should not be ignored and that all types of literature 
judged to be relevant to a study can and should be used at any and every stage of the research 
process. The danger of knowledge is not in possessing it but in becoming a captive of it (Strauss and 
Corbin, 1990; and Morse, 1992a). The literature on bed wetting was reviewed wife these principles 
in mind (Section 2.2).
From the earliest contacts wife the femilies, asking the question: 'TVhat is going on here?" raised 
many questions about femily dynamics and the consequences of the interactions between femily 
members frmn day to day. These questions naturally led to an exploration of the literature on fee 
femily, wife a special enq)hasis on understanding femily processes (Section 2.3.2). The literature on 
femily systems theory, reviewed in Section 2.3, was finmd to be entirely congruent wife the princ^le 
of mutual simultaneous shapirig, one of the central axioms of the naturalist paradigm, which formed 
fee basis of this study's research ^ proach (Section 3.1). Through reading the femily systems 
literature the researcher was sensitised to fee mutual interplay of femily monbers. The fiieory which 
has resulted fixnn this study emphasises dynamic femily processes (Chapters 6 and 7).
As new feemes emerged during data analysis the researcher returned to the literature on occasion to 
see whefeer a particular theme, identified fixnn the data, had been identified by others and if so what 
they had said about it. Thé findings finm the literature were used in a crmstant comparative way to
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gain insight into the theme being explored. In this way the reading was truly grounded in the data. 
Two exanq)les illustrate this ^proach to the use of Uteratqre.
"Mother as orchestrator" was identified fiom the data as a major theme at an early stage in the study 
(Section 5.2.1). A review of fee literature on parents' roles in child care was then undertaken and 
helped to set fee family's experience of bed wetting and its management within the context of the 
parents' roles in child care more gmerally (Secticms 5.1 and 5.2).
The literature was turned to again, nmch later in fee study, in order to gain further understanding of 
the relationshÿ between beliefa, feelings and behaviour (Section 6.2.2.1). A large body of literature 
on social cognitioii was discovered. Reviewing this literature led to a greater understanding of the 
influence of beliefe about bed wetting on both attitudes and bdiaviour as family members interacted 
wife one another fiom day to day.
In a more prosaic way fee literature on bed wetting sensitised the researcher to the methods that 
might be fimnd to be in use by the families. A review of the literature on bed wetting also uncovered 
a more fundamental issue r%arding the uncertainty among health care professionals about the 
aetiology of bed wetting and whether it can be characterised as a pathology or not (Section 2 .2).
2.2 Bedwetting
2.2.0 Introduction
"Many times ... as well old men as children, are oftentimes annoied, vba their urine issuefe 
out either in their slepe or waking against their willes, havi(n)g no power to reteine it ^ ^lan it 
comefe..."
Phaire (1553/1957) p.53
This section summarises the findings of the initial literature review of bed wetting undertaken to gain 
an overview of what was known about fee topic and to aid the identification and delineation of the 
research problem and fee initial research questions.
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Two contrasting perspectives on the aetiology of bed wetting were discovered and are discussed in 
Section 2.2.1. The epidemiology of bed wetting is reviewed in Section 2.2.2. ^proaches to the 
managonent of bed wetting are described in Section 2.2.3, from the health care professional's 
perspective and the families' perspective. The literature on the inq)act of bed wetting on the 
individual and the family is discussed in Section 2.2.4,
2.2.1 Perspectives on bed wetting
Bed wetting is a phenomenon whose cause is uncertain. Even in recent times it has been attributed to 
reduced bladder c^)acity, unstable bladder contractions, bladder outlet disturbances, sleep disorders, 
urine output regulation dysfunction or psychological problems. An organic cause fer bed wetting, 
such as a congenital abnormality or a neurogoiic disorder, has only beai idartified in a very small 
percentage of cases (Norgaard, 1991). The aetiology of bed wetting for the majority of bed wetters is 
still a matter of amsiderable controversy within the medical professicm, and betweai health care 
professionals and social sciaitists more generally and it is almost certainly multifactorial.
A review of the literature on bed wettmg, undertaken before contact was made with families, 
uncovered two contrasting perspectives. In the medical literature bed wetting is often described as a 
benign self-limiting pathology whose natural course (to dryness) can be accelerated by traitment. A 
contrasting perspective is to describe bed wetting as a social construct - that is, as deviance frx»n 
socially accepted norms regarding the age at which a young persrm should be reliably dry at night 
(Leaders, 1993). In the latter ^ proach, a bed wetting child is defined not so much as having a 
pathophysiological problem but as failing to meet scx^ iety's expectations of the age of attainment of a 
normal developmental milestone. In practice many healfa care professionals straddle these 
contrasting perspectives by defining bed wetting in scxâo-medical terms.
The perspective b ro u ^  to bed wettmg by differmt professionals working with families to help to 
resolve the problem can infruaice how bed wetting is defined and can have important implications in 
practice. Beliefe about the cause of bed wetting can certainly influence the treatment prescribed 
(Section 2.2.3). Whether health care professionals acknowledge and are prepared to address the
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social and emotional consequences of bed wetting for the child and his or her âmily, or merely 
regard bed wetting as a benign self-limiting condition, can afkct both the professional's attitude to 
the femily and how seriously and quickly a solution is sought. A study by Shelov et al (1981) 
suggests that parents expect their child to be dry at night at about the time that most children 
normally achieve dryness (between die ages of Üiree and feur years). They become concerned about 
bed wetting from then on, while most doctors do not define bed wetting as a problem until the child is 
(xmsiderably older than this. Clinicians may defer treatment until the child is seven years of age (or 
even older), believing that by this time the situation will have resolved itself in most cases (Butler, 
1993a).
Bed wetting as a bfinipn self-limitinp pathology
Bed wetting is often described as the most commcm urological complaint in children (Djurhuus et al
1992). Looked at fi-om a medical perspective, bed wetting is generally not now regarded as a distinct 
disease or disorder but as a symptom (Vereeckoi, 1990).
Monosymptomatic bed wetting is not generally r%arded as a sign of bladder dysfunction, but Wiere 
bed wetting is accompanied by day wetting, neurogenic disorders, lower urinary tract dysfunction 
and (xmgoiital malformation need to be ruled out, when the diild is being assessed. The present 
section is confined to a discussion of monosynqjtomatic bed wetting where the cause is fiu* from 
certain.
Children are bom unable to control bladder en^xtying voluntarily. The acquisition of continence is 
said to be a complex skill which occurs early in diildhood (Cheater, 1992) and which probably 
involves both spontaneous physiological maturaticm and the learning of certain associated social 
skills (Smith & Smith, 1987a, b). The dilonma, even for those health care professimials \ i^io adopt a 
socio-medical perspective, is to decide on the point at which wetting the bed become abnormal. The 
ways in which some health earc profiasiohals and n^earehem have defined urinary ineontinence in 
diildhood, and bed wetting in particular are now discussed, in this context.
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Definitions of bed wettms
Some confusion has arisen because there are different uses of the terms enuresis, urinary 
incontinaice and bed wetting in the literature which may be a reflection of the different perspectives 
on bed wetting amongst the different professionals involvW with femihes in its management.
The International Continence Society’s (ICS) Committee <m Standardisatim of Terminology defined 
enuresis as any involuntary loss of urine and proposed that if it is used to denote incontinence during 
sleep, enuresis should always be qualified with the adjective "nocturnal" (Abrams et al, 1988, p. 17). 
Byâlmâs (1992) suggests that the term enuresis should only be used to denote complete micturitions 
and should be reserved fi>r bed wetting and fi>r "giggle" enuresis. Throughout this study the terms 
"nocturnal muresis" and "bed wetting" are used interchangeably to denote conqilete involuntary 
micturitions during sleep.
Acknowledgement of the social conqxment of bed wetting is contained in the ICS definition of 
urinary incontinmce as;
"... involuntary loss of urine which is objectively demonstrable and a social or hygienic 
problem."
Abrams et al (1988) p. 17 
This definition acknowledges that cultural values, social norms and culturally shared rules have a 
part to play in fire interpretation of involuntary loss of urine as "a social or hygjaiic problem". 
Children have to learn to void urine in a socially ^propriate place and at a socially appropriate time, 
both in the day and at night (Norton, 1986).
In a treatment manual written fi>r professionals, a psychologist and a psychiatrist defined nocturnal 
enuresis as:
"... persistent childhood bed wetting, which occurs in the absence of any discernible 
neurol(%ical or urological pathology, and which continues beyond an age by which most 
children, without the need fi>r special attention, have gained normal control over functioning 
of the bladder."
Bollard andNettelbeck (1989) p. 1
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In a book written for parents, professionals and the older bed-wetting child the Deputy Director of 
Social Services in Oxfordshire, who has been involved in research into enuresis since the early 
1970s, defined bed wetting very similarly as:
"... persistent and ficquent urination during sleep at an age at which a greater degree of 
night-time bladder cantrol is considered to be normal."
Morgan (1988) p.27
These definitions beg three im^rtant questions: fiom what age should wetting the bed be considered 
to be abnormal; how ficquently does bed wetting need to occur to be defined as abnormal, and who 
decides? There is considerable disagreement in the literature and amcmgst hrahh care professionals 
about the answers to these questions.
Some res^rchers suggest that the physiolc^cal maturation needed for night time bladder control is 
present in children by the age of three, define bed wetting as a problem in individuals aged foree and 
over and tra t children for it fimn this age (Azrin, et al, 1974). Others define nocturnal enuresis as: 
"over age four" (Devlin, 1991) or "at or after the age of five" (e.g. Forsythe and Butler, 1989; 
ïflâlmâs, 1992).
Forsydie and Butler’s (1989, p.879) definition of enuresis is:
"... involuntary discharge of urine by day or night or both, in a child aged five years or older, 
in the absence of congenital or acquired defects of the nervous system or urinary tract."
This is the definition used in pubhcations originating firom the Enuresis Resource and Information 
Centre (ERIC) at Bristol, such as their guide to enuresis, written for professionals (Blackwell, 1989, 
1995) and their guidelines cm minimum standards of practice in the treatment of enuresis (Morgan,
1993), which were supported by the National Enuresis Research Steering Group. Their choice of the 
age of five years or older as defining amresis corresponds to Hjâlmâs' (1992) more general proposal 
to define childhood urinary incontinence as occurring fiom five years of age. This is why "age five or 
over" was originally used as one of the inclusirm criteria for this study (Sectimi 3.6.1).
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Turning to the second question "how frequent does bed wetting need to be to be defined as 
abnormal?", fiequencies quoted in the literature vary from sevai nights a week to one night in six 
months (Jarvelin et al, 1990). Betweai these extremes definitions have included; "at least twice a 
week" (Devlin and O'Cathain, 1990); "at least once a week" (Couchells et al, 1981; ïflâlmâs, 1992); 
"at least OIKC a mwh" (Devlin, 1991; Jarvelin et al, 1991; Oppel et al, 1968a) and "at least once in 
three months" (Foxman et al, 1986; Hellstrom et al, 1990).
In an extensive review of the pathophysiology of bed wetting Norgaard (1991, p. 11) states:
"A clear-cut definition of nocturnal muresis has never been given (in the literature), however 
when comparing the observed prevalence in the different studies we see almost the same in 
each age group. This indicates tiiat a child who voids during sleep is an enuretic and that the 
severity of the problem varies fiiom once a month to every n i^ . The question as to when 
muresis is to be considered pathological must be a matter of whm the child or parents cross 
an iatrodiropic limit."
Norgaard is suggesting that bed wetting becomes a problem when the parents and fhe child say it is, 
radier than at some arbitrary age and with some arbitrary frequency decided on by health care 
professionals. Norgaard's perspective is the one which came to be adopted in this study (Section
3.6.2).
This is not to say that it is inappropriate for researchers to decide on (qierational definitions of bed 
wetting which involve a specification of the age of die children to be included and the minimum 
frequency of bed wetting (wet nights per week or month). However, sudi criteria should be decided 
in relation to the purpose of the study. In a series of studies of the pathophysiology of bed wetting 
(Norgaard et al, 1985a,b, 1989a,b; Norgaard, 1989a,b), Norgaard himself only included children 
who usually wet the bed on three or more nights per week fiir the practical reason that the research 
involved intensive monitoring and was designed to give a good possibihty of studying enuretic 
qiisodes. Buder (1991) has suggested a set of standard definitions to be used in research into the 
outcomes of trials of treatment efBcacy. He has proposed that for such studies young people should 
have been shown to wet the bed cm at least seven nights in a two week pericxi prior to inclusicm in 
any study.
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Primary and secondary bed wetting
A distinction is often made in the literature between primary and secondary bed wettrug but there is 
no universal agreement oh the criteria to be used to differentiate between them. According to 
Forsythe and Redmond (1974, p.259):
"Primary  noctumal enuresis refers to the child who has never been dry at night and 
secondary or acquired noctumal enuresis refers to the diild who has been dry for at least a 
year before the onset of enuresis."
They do not specify a lower age limit. In another study Feigusson et al (1990, p.54) used the criteria 
of die American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM3) which defines secondary bed wetting as:
"The onset of bedwetting after the age of 5 years following at least 1 year during which the 
child had remained dry at night."
Other researchers have reduced to 6 months the time for which the child has to have been dry before 
being classified as having a secondary problan (eg. Devlin, 1991; Hjâlmâs, 1992; Jarvelin et al, 
1990, 1991).
Cross-cultural perspectives
To shed some h ^ t on the cultural aspects of bed wetting, it is perhaps helpful to comment briefly
upon die few cross-cultural studies that have been reported, such as Abraihovitdi and Abramovitch,
1989; Bose, 1992; Buder and Golding, 1986; de Jonge, 1973; Karandikar, 1992. In these studies bed
wetting has beoi defined in many different ways. The prevalence rates quoted vary considerably, but
they all suggest that die age at which a child is eiqiected to be dry at night is culturally determined
and can vary considerably in different cultures. Evidence fixim a health visitor involved with this
study suggests that in another culture in die Far East, where the climate is warmer and the practical
consequences of bed wetting are much easier to manage, wetting the bed is not a cause of anxiety
and tension between mother and child and the age of attainment of day and night time bladder control
is not an issue. In this Far Eastern culture the achievement of many odier developmental milestones
such as the child's first tooth, first words and first attenqits at walking are noted and talked about
with as much interest as diey are by parents in the UK.
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In conclusion, both the social and the medical perspectives on bed wetting have merits in terms of 
what they highlight but each has deficiencies because of what is under-played or ignored. An 
understanding of both perspectives is important for nursing practice, as the community nurse is often 
the first port of call for concerned parents and many nurses have a responsibility for the assessment 
and support of the child and his or her fondly over quite prolonged periods in early childhood 
(Chapter 7).
2.2.2 The epidemiology of bed wetting
Epidemiology is the study of the distribution of a disease or a pafoophysiolpgical condition in human 
populations and the foctors that influence this distribution (Lihenfold, 1978). Bed wetting is often 
though of as a condition of childhood, yet it can affect some people into adolescence and even into 
their adult life. This section reviews what is known about the prevalmce of bed wetting, the 
fi-equency of its occurrence for individuals (expressed as affected nights per week or month) and the 
proportion of bed wetters who also have day time urinary problems.
What proportion of the population wet the bed?
The lack of a universally accepted définition of bed wetting and the lack of agreement cm the criteria 
for differentiating between primary and secondary bed wetting (Section 2.2.1) makes a meaningful 
compariscm of the numerous epidemiological studies very difficult (e.g. Blcunfield and Douglas, 
1956; Devlin, 1991; Dodge et al, 1970; Foxman et al, 1986; Hellstrmn et al, 1990; Jarvelin et al, 
1988; Oppel et al^  1968a; Rutter et al, 1973; Verhulst et al, 1985). In a survey of the literature as 
Icmg ago as 1973, de Jcmge found that prevalence rates quoted for children varied fixnii 1-40% 
depending on the characteristics of the pcqmlations studied and how the researchers defined bed 
wetting.
However bed wetting is defined, it is generally accepted that it is a common problem which could be 
affecting as many as half a million children in the UK (Blackwell, 1995). Based on an average of 
two wet nights per week, it has beat estimated that 15-20% of five year olds, 7% of seven year olds, 
5% of ten year olds, 2 - 3% of 12 to 14 year olds and 1 - 2% of 15 year olds and over wet the bed. It
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is however a condition which many people and their fomihes chose to keep secret and many sufferers 
believe themselves to be alone.
Norgaard (1991) estimates that 10-15% of all bed wetters are secondary bed wetters. In a survey of 
1806 school children aged 4 to 14 years in Ireland, Devlin (1991) found the percmtage of secondary 
bed wetters to be somewhat higher at 30%. In a birth cohort study in New Zealand which followed 
1265 childrm for the first ten years of life, Fergusson et al (1990) found that 7.9% of the children 
had developed a secondary bed wetting problem by foe age of ten years.
Bed wetting is reportedly more common in boys than girls, at least among younger children, (de 
Jonge, 1973; Devlin, 1991; Foxman et al 1986; Hellstrom et al, 1990; Verhulst et al, 1985), which 
lends sume credence to those who think that bed wetting is associated with delayed physical 
development (Jarvelin 1989).
In a longitudinal study of untreated bed wetters Forsythe and Redmond (1974) showed an annual 
"spontaneous cure rate" of 14% between the ages of five to nine years and a 16% "cure" rate 
between the ag% often to nineteai years. As there is such controversy about whether bed wetting is 
a disease or not, it is more appropriate to say that every year the condition resolves fin about one 
young person in six.
How fiequentlv do individuals wet foe bed?
As in many instances it is not known whether there has been one or more than one bed wetting 
episode in (me night (because the individual often does not wake up immediately after voiding), it has 
become customary to use fipequency of bed wetting, expressed as affected nights in a given time 
pericxi (usually per week or month) as an indicator of the severity of the ccmdititm, rather than the 
number of episcxies per night.
In their study of 1129 enuretic children, Forsyfoe and Redmond (1974) fourxi that 79% wet the bed 
seven nights per week, 11% five to six nights per wedc and 10% two to four ni^ts per week. The 
absence of young people wetting the bed one night or less per wedc in this study could be a reflecticm 
of foe referral criteria for foe clinic, although this was never stated. As foe sample comprised only
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bed wetters attending an enuretic clinic it might be supposed that these were in the main the most 
severely affected children, in terms of the number of wet nights per week. Three more recent large 
scale epidemiol(%ical surveys, conducted in Scandinavia and Ireland by Jarvelin et al (1991), 
Hellstrom et al (1990) and Devlin (1991), probably give a more realistic picture of the frequency of 
wet nights over a given period for children living in the community, who may or may not be known 
to health care professionals.
From a sample of 141 children, identified as bed wetters fixjm a survey of 3375 seven year old 
childrm in a region in Finland, Jarvelin et al (1991) found that 35% wet the bed on more than 14 
ni^its out of 30, 61% wet the bed 1 to 14 nights in 30, and 5% wet the bed less than once a month. 
In a survey of 3556 sevm year old school mtrants in Sweden, Hellstrom et al (1990) found a h i^  
percentage of occasimal bed wetters with 64% wetting less than once a week but at Imst cmce in 
three months. Devlin's (1991) survey of the parents of 1806 school childrm aged 4 to 14 years in 
County Kildare, Ireland, is nearest in age range to the range of ages of the young people in this 
study, which was 4 to 17 years. Devlin found that 33% wet the bed betwem mce a month and less 
than once a week, 11% wet the bed once a week, 25% wet two to fournights a week, and 31% wet 
the bed on five to sevm nights a week.
What proportion of bed wetters also have dav tmm urinarv svmptoms?
The prevalence of day wetting among bed wetters has bem reported in several studies (e.g. Bloom et 
al, 1993; Blomfield and Douglas, 1956; Devlin, 1991; Fergussm et al, 1986; Hellstrom et al, 1990; 
Jarvelin et al, 1988 and Oppel et al, 1968a) and is estimated to be within the range of 10-20%. 
However a cmqrarison betwem studies is again made difficult because of the different definitions of 
day wetting used.
Hellstrom et al (1990) defined noctumal and dhimal incontinmce as "wetting at least once every 3 
months" (p.434) but did not define incontinmce in terms of the volume of urine lost. B^âlmâs (1992) 
claims that 1 ml of urine is moug^ to cause some social inconvenience but this volume may not 
always be noticeable to others. Meadow (1990) has developed a three grade system which 
distinguishes betwem the loss of small and larger volumes of urine in a way whidi may be relevant
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for the young person in terms of the social consequence of incontinence and the ease or otherwise of 
keeping it a secret. His grading system is:
" 1. Damp pants and underclothe, but urine does not seep through to the outer clothing.
2. Wetting does seep through to the trousers or skirt, making a visible wet patch.
3. A wet puddle OQ foe seat or floor."
Meadow (1990) p. 179
In his experience conqrlete voiding in the day time (a puddle on the seat or floor) is rare. Most of the 
children presenting at his clinic had a mixture of grade 1 and grade 2 incidents.
Data on other urinary symptoms such as urgency in childrm is much more scarce. In a study of 
3556 sevm year old school entrants in Sweden, HeUstrom et al (1990) found that most childrm had 
a moderate form of urgency. Urgency was defined in Hellstrom et al's (1990, p.434) study as:
"... a short latency period betwem first sensation and a need to void which occurred daily 
and was not caused by a voluntary delay."
5% of the total sanqile were classified as having inqierative urgency requiring full concentration on
holding, such as assuming a squatting position.
2.2.3 Approaches to the management of bed wetting
This section gives an overview of approadies to the management of bed wetting fiom a historical 
perspective, fiom the perspective of health care prof^sionals and fiom the perspective of lay people 
who may or may not have direct experimce of caring for a bed wetting child. The purpose of this 
brief review is rmt to debate the relative merits of different treatments but to demonstrate their 
diversity, which may be a reflection of the lack of consensus among health care professionals on the 
nature of bed wetting and its aetiology (Section 2.2.1).
A review of treatments used in the 19th Century identified methods such as creating bhsters on the 
sacrum, requiring a child to sleep in a fimne which elevated the pelvic floor, or making young people 
eat porridge boiled in their own urine (Borstebnaim, 1983; Buchan, 1994; Ghckhch, 1951; Salmon,
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1975). These would today be regarded by many as little short of child abuse, yet each method had a 
rational if ill-informed basis.
The diversity of therapeutic ^proaches in common use today suggests that there is still some way to 
go in understanding foe causes of bed wetting and the ways in viiich various genetic and 
environmental foctors could be interacting. Methods in common use include:
• various forms of behavioural training (e.g. Azrin et al, 1974; Azrin & Thienes, 1978; 
Bollard and Nettlebeck, 1982; Butler et al, 1988, 1990; Fielding, 1980; Fordham & 
Meadow, 1989; Forsythe & Butler, 1989; Gustafion, 1993; Kaplan et al, 1989; Morgan, 
1978; Papworth, 1989; Scott et al, 1992; van Londen et al, 1993; van Son et al, 1990; 
Whelan & Houts, 1990)
• pharmacologically reducing the rate and volume of urine production overnight 
(e.g. ï^âlmâs & Bmgtsson, 1993; Miller et al, 1992; Rittig et al, 1989) 
pharmacologically increasing bladder capacity by diminishing detrusor (xmtractions 
relaxation and mental imagery (e.g. Kohen, 1991) 
self hypnosis (e.g. Olness, 1975) 
visualisation (e.g. Butler, 1993a)
hypnother^}y (e.g. Edwards & van de Spuy, 1985; Simpson, (1991), and 
acupuncture (e.g. Minni et al, 1990; Xu, 1991).
Underpinning each method is a different perspective on the causes of bed wetting.
As bed wetting is mostly managed by the fomily in the home setting, and there is some evidence that 
m any fomilies rarely if ever seek professional help (Devlin, 1991; Foxman et al, 1986; Haque et al, 
1981) it is important to cmsider vhat parents do of their own volition to stop the bed wetting.
There is much agreement about the methods commonly used by parents as described by Bollard & 
Nettelbeck (1989), Butler (1987, 1994), Butler & Brewin (1986), Haque et al (1981), Morgan 
(1981,1988), Shelov et al (1981) and Woolnough (1992). Many parents stop their child fiom taking 
a drink an hour or two before the young perscm's bed time, and lift the child at their own bed time. 
Many parents attribute their child's bed wetting to deqi sleep and some try using an alarm clock to
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wake the child at a set thne in the night It is commonly reported that parents offer rewards for dry 
nights Butler (1993a) and others have noted that some parents punish their children for bed wetting.
In a survey of consecutive referrals to a clinical psychologist in the UK for treatment of bed wetting, 
Butler et al (1993) found that only 6 (4,5%) of the 134 mothers who completed the 20 question 
Maternal Tolerance Scale (Morgan and Young, 1975) answered Yes to the question: "I punish 
him/her for bed weding". This is in contrast to the findings of Haque et al (1981) Wio found that 
35.8% of atotal of 346 parents attending one of nine paediatric hospital departments in the United 
States reported on a 20 question questionnaire that foey punished the child for wet nights. It is not 
possible to say whether the mothers in Butler et al's (1993) study under-repoited the use of 
punishment or whether the parents define "punishment" differently in the UK and the USA, or 
whether there is a genuine cross-cultural difference in parents' tendency to use punishment between 
the UK and foe USA. A comment by a healfo visitor tutor, quoted by Leenders (1993, p.93) suggests 
that it may be difficult for some parents to admit to the use of punishment:
"Corporal punishment seems no answer yet parents have 'confessed' that foe bed wetting 
stopped after years of sympathetic understanding whm foe mother lost her tonper and 
lashed out."
Througb this literature review, \foich was undertaken prior to the researcher's first contact with 
fomilies, an understanding was gained of the wide variety of ^ proaches to foe management of bed 
wetting advocated by healfo care professionals and the methods most cmnmonly used by the parents 
of a bed wetting child. This saisitised the researcher to the topic (Section 3.9.1) and also helped to 
focüitate a more accurate and immediate understanding between foe researcher and the fomily 
members when various treatment methods were discussed.
2.2.4 The impact of bed wetting on the individual and the family
This section b%ins with an overview of the literature cm the psycholcigical and social consequmc^ 
of urinary incontinence of whatever cause for pecqile of all ages, before summarising what is known 
of the impact of bed wettmg cm the individual and the fomily.
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The psychological and social consequences of urinarv incontinence
Urinary incontinence has been defined by the International Continence Society Committee on
Standardisation of Terminol^y as:
"...involuntary loss of urine which is objectively demonstrable and a social or hygienic
problem."
Abrams et al (1988) p. 17 
This definition suggests that there should be an objective assessment of the loss of urine but it also 
implies that incontinence is in part culturally defined and is influenced by cultural values, social 
norms and culturally shared rules of interpreting the event as "a social or hygienic problem".
A review of the literature firom western Europe and the USA on the psychological and social effects 
of urinary incontinence in all age groups, whatever the cause, suggests that the involuntary loss of 
urine can have for reaching consequmces for the individual inchidiog effects: on selfqierception 
(Lagro-Janssm et al, 1990; Dowd, 1991; Mackaulay et al, 1991); interpersonal relationships 
(Parker, 1993); sexual activity (Sutherst, 1979; Norton et al, 1988) and quality of life (Herzog et al, 
1988; Yu et al, 1989). Studies show that the individual's perception and interpretaticm of the 
symptoms of urinary incontinence help to determine the person's respcmse to these symptoms, 
including ifoether or not they seek help fixnn health care professicmals (Herzog et al, 1989; Burgio et 
al, 1991; Rekers et al, 1992) or nxxlify daily routines, work, leisure and social activities (Norton, 
1982; Wyman et al, 1987, 1990; Hunskaar and Arinanes, 1991).
The psychological and social consequences of bed wetting for the individual and the family
"I still have some wet rngfos now; usually vhen I get upset because Fm very lonely. I cant 
make friends in case they ask me to their homes, and then stay the night I have never been 
away for a hohday in my life because of complaint and dare not go to cinema or any 
crowded place as I must dash to toilet more often than most people. So now Fm shut away in 
my own house, not seeing no one or having anyone to talk to and cannot make fiiends or join 
any clubs or anything. Ittl hang over me to my dying day - an outcast in a modem world, 
always longing for a woman fiimd and a nice hohday."
Extract fix)m a letter written by a 61 year old bed wetter,
cited in Stone (1973) p.l
As this quotation illustrates, bed wetting can affect s(»ne individuals into old age with devastating 
effects on many aspects of their fives, including the development of close personal relationships, in
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ways vfiich are reminiscent of the reported effects of urinary incontinence more generally, described 
at the b%inning of this section.
Anecdotal reports fiom health care professionals with a special interest in continence, such as 
continence Qursc advisers and clinical psychologists running enuresis clinics, surest that bed 
wetting can be distressing for the sufferer, of whatever age, leading to feelings of embarrassment, 
anxiety, loss of self esteem and occasionally physical abuse fiom other members of the femily 
(Barry, 1988; Butler, 1987; Dobson, 1989; Moreton, 1989; Norton, 1986, Reinhard, 1989 and 
Shapiro, 1989). Sufferers are widely reported to be reluctant to stay ovem i^ with fiiends, and 
young people are rqx)rtedly reluctant to take part in school t r ^  which involve staying away fiom 
home (Butler, 1994). It has bem suggested that bed wetting can make young people reluctant to 
leave home but bed wetting Wnch persists into adulthood has also been imphcated as a factor 
contributing to homelessness (Stone, 1973).
In her guide to enuresis for professimals, Bladcwell (1989) paints a bleak picture, suggesting that 
persistent bed wetting may lead to: parents feeling anxious, guilty and eventually experiencing loss 
of cmfidence in their parenting skills; difficulties in the relatimships between parents and children, 
and the child losing confidence, possibly becoming withdrawn, having difficulty making or keqiing 
friends and under-achieving at school. Gibson (1989, p.270) describes bed wetting as "a family's 
récurrent nightmare" which she says can have devastating consequences for the family and the child's 
self image.
When reading these accounts the researdier was reminded of her encounter with the mother of a bed 
wetting adolescent which triggered the resmrcher's interest in the topic of bed wetting and led to this 
study (Section 1.2). The mother described living with a bed wetting 16 year old as "hell".
After reviewing the largely anecdotal literature on the inqiact of bed wetting on the individual and the 
family the researcher was left with three inter-related questions:
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1) Are the n^ative and pervasive consequences of bed wetting, as reported in the literature and 
by the mother who triggered this study, the reality for all young people \foo wet the bed and their 
families or are they one extreme but inqxirtant end of a continuum of experience?
2) Are there any bed wetters leading lives which they regard as being unaffected or only 
minimally affected by bed wetting?
3) Are all young people and their parents equally concerned about bed wetting?
Some light is shed on these questions by the findings of two studies.
In a study of 127 consecutive referrals to a community based enuresis clinic whose main purpose 
was to explore, through structured interviews, factors predicting the outcome of treatment with an 
enuresis alarm, Devlin and O'Cathain (1990) found that 42% of parents and 32% of young people 
were concerned "a great deal" about bed wetting, 44% of parents and 34% of young people rated 
their concern as "moderate" and 14% of parents and 34% of young people as "a little" or "none".
This study suggests that there may be differing perceptions among young people and tiieir parents 
about die inq>act of bed wetting on their lives but it does not answer the questions: "Who is most 
concerned, and why?"
In a collaborative study of parmtal perceptims of bed wetting involving paediatricians fiom nine 
medical centres in the United States, Haque et al (1981) found that 20% of the 331 parents who 
conq)leted a 20 question questionnaire were "very worried" about their child's bed wetting, 65% were 
"concerned but not alarmed" and 14% were "sometimes worried". These researchers found that 
parents with the least formal education were most worried about their child's bed wetting and most 
likely to cmsult a physician about it. They found that 70.6% of the least educated, "Grade School", 
parmts punished their children for bed wetting conqiared to 34.5% of Hig^ School educated parents 
and 31.8% of Collie educated parmts. The Grade School parents were also found to be the most 
concerned about changing the wet sheets and about foe smell of the wet bed. It could, however, be 
that the Grade School educated parents reported tiieir feelings and practices more truthfully than the 
EQgh School educated parents. There is no way of knowing from Haque's study vhat these parents 
actually did within foe home, and why. The studies by Devlin and O'Cathain (1990) and Haque et al 
(1981) do, however, suggest that not all parents and young people are equally concerned about the 
bedwetting.
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2.3 The family
2.3.0 Introduction
In this section the literature on the nature of the family and the dynamics of the interaction of family 
monbers is briefly reviewed. A number of important methodological issues are raised in relation to 
family research.
2.3.1 Definitions of a "family "
"Everyone knows what a family is, yet no one seems to be able to find a definition that is 
acceptable to everyone. Should the definition include only those people related by blood, 
marriage or adoption, living under one roof... or should a definition also include a daughter 
away at college, the mother’s current hve-in lover, the nan-custodial husband and his wife, 
with \foom the children spend every other weekend, the granc i^arent who lives next door but 
spends most of every day tending the childrm vdiile the mother works ...?"
Broderick (1993) p.51-52
There is no universally accepted definition of what constitutes a family (Yerby et al, 1995). Social 
scientists often make the distinction betwem the nuclear family, typically idmfifiai as a parent or 
parmts and a child or children, and the extmded family, which typically includes graqc%)arents and 
Other relatives. It is difficult and ultimately arbitrary to decide vbat is meant by a family. Definitions 
of the family are not widely agreed upon by famihes tiiemselves (Jorgenson, 1989). Who is 
considered to be "family" is, in part, culturally determined. Ddierty (1986) describes the family as 
an abstraction. Certainly there is a variety of possible definitions.
Hie operatidnal definition of a family adcqrted at the start of this study was that it should include the 
young person i^o  wet foe bed and the parent or parmts with vbom he or she was hving. This 
definition is conqiatible wifo the definition of a family commonly used for census purposes, vfoich is:
marriage"
"Two or more persons, sharing a common residmce and related by blood, adcqition or
Broderick (1993) p.52
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However, according to this definition a family could be two sisters hving together or a married 
couple without children. The following more recently published definition of a family is more 
congruent with this study's findings, encompassing as it does key concepts which facilitate an 
understanding of family process;
"A family is a multigenerational social system consisting of at least two interdependent 
pe(q)le bound together by a common hving space (at one time or another) and a common 
history, and vbo share some d%ree of emotional attachment to or involvement with one 
anodier."
Yerby et al (1995) p. 13
Describing a family as "multigenerational" enqihasises the inqrortance of relationships between 
parents and children and foe influence of inter-generational influences on the family as a whole 
(Minuchin 1985, 1988; Simmons et al, 1993). It is the inter-gender and inter-gener^onal nature of 
relationships within foe family vhich make it unique as a social system. Unlike ah other 
organisations famihes incorporate new members only by birth, adoption or marriage and members 
can leave only by death.
With the exception of the parent-parent dyad, relationships within famih^ are non-voluntary. Any 
reorganisaticm of the family is generaUy within the control of the parmts vbo may decide to 
separate, divorce ami remarry irrespective of the wishes of their children. Until they are old enough 
to leave home young people are enmeshed as dependants in a network of relaticsiships which may be 
supportive and a potent source of personal growth or which may be damaging. At the worst this 
unequal relationship between parents and children can lead to child abuse (Briere, 1992; Dalos and 
McLaughlin, 1994; Findlay and Salter, 1992; Mennen and Meadow, 1994; and Stainton-Rogers et 
al, 1989).
A family exerts an influence over its members vbich can endure for a lifetime and extend beyond one 
generation. It is in the family context that children first learn how valued, loved and loveable they 
are. Ahhou^ a child's self-omcqit (thé composite of positive and n^ative feelings about self) 
continues to grow and change throu^iout life, there is a growing bocfy of evidence that many of a 
person's most emluring feelings about themselves are developed at an early age and are reinfi)rced or
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modified by information received fi"om otiier family members (e.g. Amato, 1986a,b; Belsky, 1981, 
1990; Caspi and Elder, 1988; Claike-Stewart, 1988; Cummings et al, 1989; Donley, 1993; Dunn 
and Brown, 1994; Eisenbeig and Fabes, 1994; Gecas and Schwalbe, 1986; Hinde and Stephenson- 
Hinde, 1988; Lambom et al, 1991; NoHer, 1994).
Yerby et al's (1995) definition of the family given above acknowledges the family's "shared history", 
as well as the influence of the experiences vbich eadi parent brings to a family fix)m their family of 
origin Shared history refers to the shared experiences, meanings and values associated with a family 
unit as it fimctions and evolves over time.
In Yerby et al's (1995) definition of tiie family, "attachmmt" and "involvement" refer to the intimate 
social bonds that link family members, vhich may not be visible to wider family, neighbours or 
researchers. "Inter-dq)endence" moans that each family member’s bdiaviour influences and is 
influenced by every other family member's behaviour. An acknowledgement of this characteristic of 
the family is pivotal to family systems theory, which is described below.
2.3.2 The family as a social svstan
"Study of the family in our day must include a consideration of systems theory."
Whyte (1994) p.32
The term "system" describes an integrated whole in Wiich the parts or members are interconnected 
with one another in a complex web of relationshq)s. A body of knowledge which is often referred to 
as family systems theory has come to form the conceptual ftnindation of a great deal of therapy, 
research and policy making in the family field (Rosenblatt, 1994).
The published wotics on famify systems theory are so diverse (e.g. Belsky, 1981; Bronfenbrenner, 
1986; Ihhde, 1989; Olson, 1989; Minuchin, 1988; Patterson and Dishion, 1988) that it is misleading 
to write as thougjh there is a single theory. However, the field is not chaotic. There are simply a 
number of perspectives such as the interpersonal perspective of Hinde or the ecological perspective
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of Bronfenbrenner which each focus on a different aspect of the family system and its place in the 
wider world.
The purpose of this overview of femihes as systems is to highlight common elements of these 
differoit perspectives which have helped to sensitise the researcher to the dynamics of what was 
going on, when analysing the data from this study. This review is also reflective, raising some 
fundamental methodological issues, including the extoit to which a researcher can capture the reality 
of a situation from the family's perspective, whm this reality is in a constant state of change.
In this study, family systems theory has come to be regarded as a tool for helping the researcher to 
see vhat might otherwise be missed, in the way that Rosenblatt describes;
''Thinking in terms of family systems can provide striking new realities and perspectives on 
vdiat had been takoi as reality; it is like being able to use microscopes and telescopes v4ien 
previously one could only see things with the naked eye".
Rosenblatt (1994) p.33
Family systems theory is merely a met^hor, and like all metaphors it has both strengths and 
limitations. These are commented iqxm in Chapters 5 and 6 in relation to the extent to which the 
principles of family systans theory were seen to ^ l y  to the concq)ts which emmged dnrmg this 
study.
Four characteristics of the family as a systan are briefly commented upon below, namely; 
wholeness; the inter-dependoice of family members; the presence of subsystems within systrans, and 
the dialectic between homeostasis and change.
The wholeness of flie family
Wholeness imphes that no one element of a system can be understood in isolation fixjm other system 
elements. Inherent in this concqpt is also the idea that the vriiole is more than the sum of its parts.
This has inqx)rtant inq)hcations for any study involving the family. This stance was instinctively 
adopted by the researcher during the earhest phase of this study's design.
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The interdependence of family members
The central tenet of family systems theory is the principle of interdependent components mutually 
and simultaneously influencing all other system conqxments (Broderick, 1993). The characteristic of 
inter-dependence is completely ccmgruent with one of the central axioms of the naturalist paradigm, 
chosen to guide the selection of methods in this study, and described by Lincoln and Cuba (1985) as 
"mutual simultaneous shying". Yeiby et al (1990, p. 10) describe the general consequences of the 
characteristic of inter-dependence of famüy mranbers:
"Inter-dependence inq)lies that no family member is totally in control, inaccessible, or 
unmoved by the actions of other family members. Although one or more individuals may be 
accorded more power in the family unit, all individuals are affected by the actions of others."
In the second edition of their book Understanding Family Communication Yerby et al (1995) liken
the connections between members of a family to rubber bands. Activity by one member tugs on the
other members. The effect may be tenqx)rary but if the altered tension between individuals is
maintained this can lead to a realignment of all family members until a new equilibrium is reached.
The concept of inter-dependence fundamentally challenges the positivist notion of linear causality 
(Yeiby et al, 1995). Acknowledging the interdependence of family members and the principle that 
family members influence one another in complex and dynamic ways, encourages the researdier to 
move beyond the uni-directional and bi-directional approaches to understanding the interaction 
between parents and children which characterised most family research before 1980 (Stafford and 
Bayer, 1993).
The presence of subsvstems within the family
Minudiin (1985) describes how each family with children is composed of subsystems such as the 
parrait^arent subsystem, and subsystems between each parent and each child and amongst siblings. 
In a family with two parents (PI and P2) and two childrai (Cl and C2) there is the possibility of ten 
subsystons. While it was customary for family researchers to think in dyads such as paroat^arent 
(P1+P2) or parent-child (eg. Pl+Cl), it is now acknowledged that a subsystem can develop between 
three members of the family Wiich excludes the fourth, %. P1+C1+C2 - where perh^s a step father
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is excluded, or P1+P2+C1, where C2 is a scapegoated child. The alliances developed between family 
members can have an important influence on the functioning of the family as a vhole.
The response of families to change
The dialectic betweai homeostasis and change is currently the subject of some debate between family 
systems theorists and is worfoy of note when considering the findings of a study such as this where 
the enq)hasis is on uncovering processes and rqjeated patterns of behaviour. Stafford and Bayer 
(1993, p.31) describe the two opposing processes:
"Famihes resist diange and strive to maintain the status quo; system manbers cUng to 
current patterns of interaction. Changes are stressful, whether they are normal life-course 
changes or unexpected events. None-the-less, famihes do change. Famihes transform in 
response to each member's development as weU as to the development of the constituent 
dyads (e.g. marital, sibling, and so forth). In additimi, events that occur with the passage of 
time, such as the birth of a new member, an accident in the family, and so forth, modify 
family interaction patterns."
It is now being suggested that a family’s desire to resist change has been over-stated by tiie eariier 
family systems theorists. The management of change is coming to be seen as a primary function of 
the family and maintaiance of stabilify as a secondary function. Chang and Phillips (1993) have 
gone so far as to suggest that change is continuous and stability is an iUusion.
Some phenmnenologicahy oriented interpretivist researdiers suggest that social processes are 
ephemeral, fluid phoiomena with no existence independent of the social actors' ways of construing 
and describing them, so that the search for rq>eated patterns in behaviour is futile (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994). As a result of undertaking this stucfy this researcher has come to beheve that 
patterns in parents' and young peoples' behaviour are discernible (as described in Ch^jters 5 and 6) 
but has also come to recognise the dynamic nature of reality for the family. While it is useful to be 
able to identify patterns in a family's interactions it is acknowledged that famihes are in a constant 
state of flux. The ability to idaitify stable roles and patterns of behaviour may help an understanding 
of a family at a point in time but as Rosenblatt (1994) points out, time and motion, like a river, keep 
the family in a continuous state of change.
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The absence of the concept of families as systems in the literature on the management of bed wettmg 
While undertaking this review of the family literature in response to questions raised by the data 
emerging from the study, the concept of famihes as systems was found to be a widely accepted 
foundation for recent family research and to be the foundation of many therapeutic ^proaches to 
diverse family problems (Burr and Klein, 1994; Dallos, 1995; Gell%, 1995; Muncie et aL 1995; 
Wegner and Alexander, 1993). However, no discussion of the family as a system was encountered 
during the initial literature review on bed wetting (Section 2.2) suggesting that bed wetting has not 
bear researched from this perspective.
This may be because the httle research that there has been on family processes in relation to the 
management of bed wetting in diildren has been crmducted by clinical psychologists. Psychologists 
have tended to lag behind sociologists in seeing the imphcations of family systems theory because^  
until relatively recaitly, the focus of psychological research has bear the individual rather than the 
individual as part of a family group (Stafford and Bayer, 1993).
The only systematic research that there has been on family process is research led by a clinical 
psychologist, who has studied the consequences of "maternal intolerance" for the outcome of 
behavioural treatments such as the Ixxiy worn alarm (Butler et al 1986, 1990,1993), using a 
questionnaire originally develcq)ed by Morgan and Young (1975). This questionnaire includes such 
questions as:
"I worry more about my child's h^jpiness than about a few extra sheets/clothes to wash ...
YES/NO"
cited in Blackwell (1989) p.49 
(^ uesticms such as this contain an m built bias towards one response. Since ^ )pearing in a guide to 
bed wetting for professionals, published by the Enuresis Resource and Information Centre 
(Blackwell, 1989) the questionnaire has been modified (Butler, 1993b; Blackwell, 1995), but there is 
still a centrally inq)ortant and unanswered question about what it is that this questionnaire is actually 
measuring.
In Butler's research the mother-young person dyad is the focus of interest and the research seems to 
be based on the premise that one aspect of a parent's personality (the attribute of "maternal
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intolerance") can predict the outcome of treatment for the child. This approach is sometimes referred 
to as the social mould perspective (Peterson and Rollins, 1987) whereby children are assumed to be 
passive and to be moulded by the actions of their parents as though they were lumps of clay. This 
linear, uni-directional view of the nature of parent-child interactions has long been superceded in the 
family literature (Stafford and Bayer, 1993).
The concept of "maternal intolerance", as described by Butler, does not folly explain foe wide 
variation in parental attitudes towards bed wetting, or their antecedents or consequences, as is made 
clear in chapter 6.
2.4 Summary
The literature review revealed that foe aetiology of bed wetting is far from clear for foe majority of 
bed wetters and is almost certainly multi-factorial. It revealed the divergence of views among healfo 
care professionals as to whether bed wetting should be categorised as pathological or not (Section 
2.2.1), as well as differing perspectives on how to treat it (Section 2.2.3). Questions relating to the 
interplay between nature and nurture in this context have barely been addressed or even articulated, 
with many pafoophysiologists dismissing foe possible contribution of psychological factors to lack of 
night time bladder control.
A plefoora of randomised controlled clinical trials of the efficacy of many different treatments was 
discovered. The literature also contains a munber of anecdotal accounts and case histories 
illustrating the psychosocial consequences of bed wetting for the individual and the family. However, 
the review revealed a paucity of information on the ways in whidi bed wetting is managed within foe 
context of everyday family life. In particular very little has been reported in foe literature on the 
behefa, feelings and roles of fathers and siblings.
The review omfirmed that there were many unanswered questions about bed wetting and its 
managemait, within the context of every day family life. It also confirmed that the phenomenon had 
not been widely studied fixm the family's perspective. The inq)hcaticHis of these findings for the 
study's design are described in the next ch^jter.
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CHAPTERS; RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
3.0 Introduction
This chapter is about the decisions involved in designing this study and its conduct in practice.
Kvale (1995) argues that the quality of the knowledge produced by an investigation rests on the 
quality of the craftsmanship with vhich every stage of the research process is conducted, including; 
the soundness of the theoretical pre-suppositions of the study; the appropriateness of the research 
design and methods for the study's topic and purpose, and the rigour of the verification process. 
Evaluation of the craftsmanship of a study by otiiers requires that the research procedures used be 
cxpUcilly slated and transparent.
The stages involved in this study's design and conduct are summarised in the form of a flow diagram 
(Figure 1). For the most part the structure of this charter tells the story of this study’s progress as it 
happmed, beginning with the delineaticm of the initial research qu^ons (Section 3 .1), an 
explanation of the decisicms involved in the selection of the research approach (Section 3.2) and an 
overview of the procedural implications arising from adopting it (Section 3.3). The amfirmation of 
the appropriateness of the ^proach, in consultation with health care profossicmals locally, is 
described in Section 3.4. Mudi attentipn was paid during this time to a discussicm of the ethical 
issues involved (Section 3.5).
The next four sections are concerned with describing and justifying the processes involved in data 
collection and analysis. Section 3.6 describes the process^ of selective and theoretical sanq)ling. 
Section 3.7 describes the methods of data collection used and the nature and duration of the 
involvanent of individual fomilies. Issues relating to the practicalities of data storage and data 
handling are described in Section 3.8. The specific procedures used in data analysis are described in 
Secticm 3.9, with the aid of a number of Ulustraticms taken fixun many stages of the analysis process. 
Section 3.10 outlines some criteria for evaluating a study such as this.
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FIGURE 1 The stages in the study's design and conduct
16. Meeting with health visitors and GPs involved with the study (Section 3.10)
Letter and summary report to families 
____VMüng_^jmimalardcl%^nddi^emin^on^ffinding^rou^aggrogn^ejmg%tgougs_e^gJ^^
E. DEBRIEFING OF PARTICIPANTS AND DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
(from October 1995 onwards)
13 Further development of coding index and data analysis facilitate by NUD«IST (Section 3.9)
14. Final "closure" on theory, facilitated by axial coding and the development of a conditional matrix 
(Section 3.9 and Chapters 6 and 7) (^ r il 1995)
15. Write-up of thesis completed (August 1995)
D. CONTINUING DATA ANALYSIS AND WRITING UP OF THESIS
(July 1994 - August 1995)
10. Enrolment of families via health visitors (Sections 3.5 and 3.6, Table 2 and A^qxndix VU)
The procedure for each family, on return of consent form, is summarised in Section 3.7 and Figure 2.
11. Trial of computer software; NUD-IST Version 2.3 (Section 3.8) (December 1993).
12. NUD*IST Power Version 3.0 received from Australia. Construction of hierarchical coding index 
commenced (Sections 3.8 and 3.9) (March 1994)______________________________________
C. DATA COLLECTION AND ONGOING ANALYSIS
(August 1993 - June 1994)
Literature review on the psychological and social consequences of urinary incontinence of whatever 
cause, in people of all ages (Section 2.2.4)
Identification of bed wetting as the research topic (Section 1.2)
Further literature review, specific to bed wetting (Sections 2.1 and 2.2)
Delineation of the broad research questions and selection of the overall research approach (Sections 3.1 
and 3.2)
Selection of methods (Sections 3.3 - 3.9)
Development of draft research proposal for discussion.
A STUDY DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN 
(October 1992 - April 1993)
Consultation with health care professionals locally, including; the Chief Nurse and the Senior Nurse 
Research at the Health Board, the Director of Nursing Services and Quality for the community, health 
visitors, members of the GP Research Groiq> and a senior consultam urologist (Section 3.4), ^ u t  
ethical issues (Section 3.5), mechanisms for sample selection (Section 3.6) and the study's overall 
design (Sections 3.3 and 3.7)
Submission of proposal to Ethics of Research Committee (June 1993)
Proposal accepted by Ethics of Research Committee (July 1993)
B. CONSULTATION PHASE
(^ ril - July 1993)
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3.1 The research questions and the approach taken
"...a researcher’s reading on a subject may suggest that a new £q)proach is needed to solve an 
old problon . . . Smnething about the problem area and the phenomena associated with it 
remains elusive, and that something, if discovered, migfit be used to reconstruct 
understanding of this phenomenon."
Strauss & Corbin (1990) p.35
The purpose of this study, as initially envisaged, was to explore the experience and meaning of bed 
wetting for young people aged 5 to 20 years and their famihes. A review of the literature confirmed 
that there was a great deal still to learn about how parents manage bed wetting in the context of 
every day family life and its impact on everyone in the family (Sections 2.2 and 2.4).
Prior to the first contacts with famihes the fohowing brmd research questions were fimned;
1. How do parents and young people manage the practical consequences of bed wetting fixnn 
day to day?
2. What impact do young people and their parents perceive bed wetting to have on the quality 
of their hves as individuals and on the quality of family life?
To seek answers to these questions it was decided that it would be most appropriate to use a 
quahtative research approach, an inductive process of inquiry and grounded theory methods of data 
analysis. The paradigm guiding the methods selected is the naturalist paradigm (Lincoln and Guba, 
1985). The justification for die approach taken is given in Section 3.2.
Underlying the approach taken was the assunÿtion that there could be concqjts pertaining to the 
phenomenon of bed wetting that had yet to be discovered, or at least articulated in a coherent way, 
and the feeling that tire relationships between (xmcq)ts reported in the literature, such as "maternal 
tolerance" for the outcome of behaviourally oriented treatment, were poorly understood and 
underdeveloped (Section 2.4).
Data analysis b^an finm the first contact witii the first family. The following, more specific, 
research
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1. How do young people feel about wetting the bed?
2. How do parents feel about the young person's bed wetting?
3. How do femilies manage the day to day consequences of bed wetting?
4. What part do the different femily members play in the day to day managanent of the 
young person's bed wetting?
5. What are the social consequences of bed wetting from the young person's perspective 
and the parents' perspective?
6. When is a young person's bed wetting identified by the femily as a problem requiring action?
7. What do parents do of their own volition to encourage the young person's bed wetting to stop?
8. What are the femilies'e?q)eriences of the methods suggested and the help received fix)m 
health care professionals?
9. What are parents' and young people's behefs about the causes of bed wetting?
10. Where (k) parents'and young people's beliefe about bed wetting cŒne fiiom?
11. Is there a relationship between parents' beliefe about bed wetting and their behaviour 
towards their bed wetting child?
12. Does the young person's behaviour have any influence on fee parmts' behaviour in relation to 
the management of bed wetting?
These questicms were culled fix>m the earliest organisations of the themes emerging during fee open 
coding of fee conversation transcripts. The first nine questions became major branch headings in the 
hierarchical coding tree developed to fiicilitate more r^ id  access to the data (Section 3.9.3).
The questions are for the most part a refinement of the broader questions initially fiamed, yet they 
rapidly took fee emphasis of the study beyond a descriptive understanding of the meaning of the 
experioice of bed wetting, fium the perspective of individual femily monbers, towards a new 
understanding of the processes going on within femihes and the conceptualisation of the femily as a
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unique, multi-generational social system. Many more questions came to be asked of the data during 
analysis (Section 3.9), in particular, questions about the relationship between emerging concepts 
(Chapter 6).
The reasons for adopting the naturalist paradigm and grounded theory generating methods for this 
study are described below.
3.2 A justification of the approach taken
Reasons for adopting the natuiahst paradigm
"Paradigms represent a distillation of ^ feat we think about the world (but carmot prove). Our 
actions in the world, including actions that we take as inquirers, cannot occpr without 
reference to those paradigms: 'As we think, so do we acf."
Lincoln and Cuba (1985) p. 15 
A paradigm provides a way of looking at the world and a way of handling its corrqrlexity. It is a set 
of met^hysical beliefe. A paradigm influences a field of sturfy by providing the assumptions and the 
"rules" by which a study is carried out and the criteria by Wiich a study is judged (Erlandson et al, 
1993, p.7).
Influenced initially by reading Denzin (1978), Gilgun et al (1992), Leininger (1985a), Miles and 
Huberman (1984), Morse (1991a, 1992b), Silverman (1985), Van Maanen (1983a), and Lincoln and 
Cuba (1985) in particular, the positivist paradigm was rejœted in fevour of the naturalist paradigm, 
flu* the purposes of this stwfy. The reasons flu* this decision are related to the assumptions implicit in 
each paradigm.
The assumption of the positivist paradigm feat there is a single, tangible, quantifiable, fiagmentable 
reality (Table 1) justifies fee reductionist approach to studying phenomena. The assumption of the 
positivist paradigm that fee researcher is indq)endent fixmi the object of research requires strenuous 
efforts to ensure objectivity. The concept of linear causality, so caitral to the positivist paradigm, 
determines fee ultimate purpose of the r^earcfa based upon it, namely fee search for law-like 
principles to e7q)lain phenomena, which are time, context and value-fiee.
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Positivism has at least two consequences that run contrary to the naturalist paradigm namely: 
determinism - with its inq)lications for human fiee will, and reductionism - which would make aU 
phenomraia, inchiding human phenomam, ultimately subject to a single set of laws.
By contrast, in thé naturalist paradigm die nature of reality is seen as multiple and constructed 
(Table 1). It follows foom this that multiple, constructed realities can mily be studied holistically. In 
the naturalist paradigm die researcher and the researched are recognised as being inter-active and 
insqiarable. Findings are seen as time and context bound. This limits transferability of the findings 
to other times and other settings.
A central axiom of the naturalist paradigm, which makes it so appropriate for the study of femilies 
as social systons (Stafford and Bayer, 1993), is the aximn of "mutual simultaneous shaping" vdiidi 
is the principle of interdepmdent components mutually and simultaneously influencing all other 
components (Section 2.3.2). If the assumption of die interdqiendence of femily manbers is accepted 
it becmnes illogical to look for linear causality. Interactions within the femily are seoi as a spiral of 
recursive fee#ack loc^s (Minuchin, 1985). The aim becomes the search for sequœced patterns of 
interactions and mutual influence which define relationships.
Reasons for choosing grounded theory methods of data analvsis
"A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived fiom the study of the phmomaion it 
represents. That is, it is discovered, developed, and provisiomlly verified tiirougb systematic 
data collection and analysis of data pertaining to that phmomenon. Therefore, data 
collection, analysis, and dieory stand in reciprocal relationship with each other. One does not 
begin with a theory, then prove it. Rather, (me b^;ins with an area of study and what is 
relevant to that area is allowed to emerge."
Strauss and Corbin (1990) p.23
A grounded theory is a theory grounded in data, which has been arrived at inductively rather than
deductively. It could be argued that all naturalistic inquiry using c]ualitative methods \^ c h  results in
a theory which is grounded in the data has led to the development of a "grounded" theory. However,
adopting a grounded theory ^ ro ac h  fiom the outset of a study defines the generation of a theory as
tire primary purpose of the irupiiry. The theory does not emerge as a serendipitous outcome but
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through the systematic use of a set of analytic procedures, as originally articulated by Glaser and 
Strauss (1967).
The grounded theory approach requires the researcher to approach data collection without a 
preconceived dieoretical framework (Morse, 1992a) A dieory is developed inductively about a 
phenomaimi fiom data Wiidi have been obtained fimn the real life setting. The relationships 
between the concqits which emerge fiom the data are tested in a constant comparative way and 
integrated with the help of coding paradigms such as axial coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) 
(Section 3.9.4).
Grounded theory methods have been used in many studies of a wide variety of phenomena over the 
last three decades, including: the control of infermatimi given to the dying patient (Glaser and 
Strauss, 1965, 1968); how couples work together to manage chronic illness in the home (Corbin and 
Strauss, 1984); work and the drvisicm of labour (Strauss, 1985); how patients becmne "ordinary" on 
leaving psychiatric hospital (Lorencz, 1988); the informed consent process (Nusbaum and Chenitz, 
1990); die n^otiation of cmnmitment and involvanait in the nurse-patient relationshq) (Morse, 
1991b); how individuals learn diabetes self-management (Price, 1993); and how older women 
eiqierimce and manage urinary incontinence (Dowd, 1991). The approach has shown itself to be of 
value in developing a new understanding of many practice-related topics and has contributed to 
nursing knowledge and to nursing theories relating to health and health care (Field and Morse, 1985; 
Chapman, 1989).
A number of other qualitative research ^ iproaches including: ethnogr^hy (Aamodt, 1982, 1991; 
Agar, 1986; Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983 and Leinin^r, 1985c); ethnomethodology 
(Livingstone, 1987); ethnoscience (Morse, 1991c); Heid%gerian hermeneutics (Gulhckson, 1993; 
Wilson and Hutchinson, 1991), and phenomenology (Andersmi, 1991; Kelpin, 1984; Smith, 1989) 
were considered. However, it was decided th^ the grounded theory approach would be the most 
^propriate when seeking answers to the broad questions fiamed at the start of this study as there 
seined to be so many unanswered questions relating to the dynamics of femihes' eiqieiiences of bed 
wetting and its management (Section 2.4). As the literature review revealed that the topic had not
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been previously researched firom a femily perspective, grounded theory generating methods seemed 
particularly ^ propriate with their emphasis on uncovering process. The intention was to move 
beyond an understanding of what is h^pening to why and how. The approach has proved itself to 
have been particularly ^propriate for this study in practice, as is demonstrated in Chrqjters 5-7.
3.3 Procedural implications of adopting the naturalist paradigm and a 
grounded theory approach
The essence of qualitative methods is inductimi, that is the development of dieory fiom data. An 
emergent research design is axiomatic:
"N (the naturalist) elects to allow the research design to emeige (flow, cascade, unfold) 
radier than to construct it preoidinately {a priori) because it is inconceivable that enough 
could be known ahead of time about the multiple realities to devise the design adequately."
Lincoln and Guba (1985) p.41
This means starting without preconceived conceptual fiamewoiks (Morse, 1992a), making
observatimis, identifying key concepts and patterns in the data and testing the relationships between
concepts using a variety of techniques. The process is recursive. There is a purposeful grounding of
the verification process in the actual data but ultimately the researcher moves beyond the data to a
new understanding of the concepts pertaining to the phenmnenon (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).
The natural setting and the family as the unit of interest
The decision to conduct a study in the natural setting, which in diis case was the femily in the femily 
home, acknowledges the overardiing importance of the context within which the young person's bed 
wetting is managed fiom day to day. It acknowledges that something of tiie reality of bed wetting for 
the individual fiunily members and the femily as a social unit would be lost if the conversations were 
conducted out of context, for instance if conversations were conducted with only one femily member 
or outwith the home.
The researcher as the principal data gathering instmment
The purpose of a naturalistic inquiry is to ehcit the meaning or percqrtion of an experioice fiom the 
participant's point of view (the emic perspective) rather than firom the researcher's perspective (die
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etic perspective). As Lincoln and Guba (1985) point out, it would be virtually impossible to devise a 
priori a non-human instrument with sufficient adaptability to encompass and adjust to the variety of 
realities that are likely to be encountered in the natural setting. In a naturalistic inquiry the human 
instrumrait, with all its imperfections, is the natural choice because of its adaptability and reflexivity:
"All instruments interact with respondents and objects but... only the human instrument is 
cqrable of grasping and evaluating the meaning of that interaction."
Lincoln and Guba (1985) p.39
Lincoln and Guba argue for die legitimation of tacit (unspoken) knowledge vdiich may be perceived 
intuitively by the researdier, diat is without conscious reasoning or analysis, as well as knowledge 
gained in language form. They suggest that the nuances of multiple realities can only be qjpreciated 
in dtis way. They propose that much of the interaction between the researcher and the participants 
occurs at an intuitive level, as it does in everyday life. External verification of the knowledge gained 
in this way is not possible (Section 3.10). The inabihty of a Conversation transcript to cq>ture the 
totality of an interaction is acknowledged (Section 3.7.2).
The use of supplemaitarv data collection methods
"The goal of qualitative research is to document and interpret as folly as possible the totality 
of whatever is being studied in particular ccmtexts fiom the pec^le's viewpoint or fiume of 
reference. This includes identification, study and analysis of subjective and objective data in 
order to understand the internal and external worlds of people."
Leininger (1985b) p.5
In answer to the question "Can qualitative and quantitative methods be combined?" Denzin (1978), 
Jick (1983), Mitchell (1986), Tripp-Reimer (1985) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) among others 
(who have used predominantly qualitative rriethods in their own research) say that methods can be 
cmnbined, although most research which combines methods is designed in sudi a way that emphasis 
is placed mudi more on one approadi to data coUectimi than the other, as in this study.
In a discussion of study design issues relating to the linking of qualitative and quantitative data.
Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest feat the issue is one of knowing whm it is useful to count and 
^ e n  it is difficult or inappropriate to count at all.
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As Salomon (1991) points out, the issue is not a debate about the usefulness of quantitative versus 
qualitative methods per se but about whether the researcher is taking a positivist approach to 
understanding a few variables or a holistic approach to understanding the interaction of a 
multiplicity of variables in a complex envinmment. In their advice to researchers on designing a 
predominantly qualitative study, MUes and Huberman (1994, p.43) caution against Ming into a 
"defeuh" mode in which collecting qualitative data is seen as the only way of proceeding.
In addition to the principal data gathering methods described in Section 3.7.2 Wiich involved in- 
depth conversations with femilies, three supplonentary methods of data collection were incorporated 
into this study's design for very q>ecific purposes (Section 3.7.3). These were: ^
• a urinary symptom questionnaire (Appoidix I), completed by the femily before the 
researcher's first visit
• diaries (Appendices II and HI), in which the young person and his or her principal carer 
recorded events over a cm  month period as they actually happened and their feelings at the 
time
• a check list of methods used by femilies in the past to encourage the young person's 
bed wetting to stop (^pendix IV), completed by the researcher in consultation with the 
femily, at the conclusion of the last visit.
Eadi of these three methods can be used as a primary data collecting method in itself and each has a 
large body of methodological literature associated with it. There is not, however, the space here to 
discuss the nuances and subtleties of foese methods or specific design issu%. Texts r^arded as 
authoritative works, such as Oppenheim's (1992) book on questionnaire design, were consulted and 
due care and attention was taken with the design of the tools used. Their design and content were 
discussed in dqrth with supervisors and clinicians locally, many of i^iom had considerable 
e?q)erience of research methods more generally (Section 3.4). The ways in which these tools were 
used in practice arc described in Section 3.7.3.
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Sample Selection
In quantitative research studies considerable attention is usually given to obtaining a sample which is 
statistically representative of the population of interest, so that generalisations may be made fiom the 
study. This is achieved through various procedures such as simple random sampling, stratified 
sampling, multi-stage sampling and so on (Kirkwood, 1988; Kanji, .1993; Vogt, 1993).
(^ uite a different q>proach is taken in a naturalistic inquiry. Random or representative sanq)ling is 
not used because the researcher’s concern is not to généralisé the findings of the study to a defined 
population but to maximise discovery of the heterc^eneous patterns and problems that occur in die 
particular context under study (Erlandson et al, 1993). Two common approaches, which may be 
used in the same stu^  and were used in this one, are selective sampling and theoretical sanq>ling 
(Eriandson et àl, 1993; Gilgun et al, 1992; Marshall and Rossman, 1995; and Strauss and Corbin, 
1990). The nature and processes of selective and theoretical sampling used in this study are 
described in Section 3.6.
3.4 The consultation phase
After identifying and delineating the researdi questions, deciding cm the overall research approach 
and the specific methods that would be used to seek answers to than, there followed a three month 
consultation period with health care professionals locally (Figure 1).
The purposes of this consultation period were;
1) to inform all those involved directly or indirectly of the proposed study
2) to seek comments on the study's overall design and the design and content of the proposed 
data collection tools (Sections 3.7)
3) to identify die ethical issues associated with the study and to explore mechanisms for 
kmdling any issues which might arise, using local procedures (Secticm 3.5)
4) to discuss mechanisms for sanple selection (Section 3.6)
5) to establish rapport and diannels of communication with the clinicians who could be 
involved in sample selection and enrolment and who would continue to be responsible for the 
femilies' care after the study was over
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6) to orientate the researcher to the methods for managing bed wetting advocated and used by 
health care professionals locally.
To these ends a number of meetings was arranged with: the Chief Nursing Advisor, Primary Care 
Manager and Chief Statistician at the Health Board; members of the GP Research Group; a saiior 
consultant urologist and the health visitors in the proposed study area.
The advice and support of health care professionals locally proved invaluable. Through their 
wholehearted and œthusiastic co-operation, the health visitors greatly fecilitated sample selection 
and enrolment (Section 3.6). Returning to the health visitors and the GPs of the femilies who 
participated in the study, with the insights gained fiom it, is one of the researcher's highest priorities 
for the further dissemination of this study's findings (Figure 1). The interest and help of all those 
health care professionals approached, during this study's cxmsuttation phase and afterwards, is 
gratefully acknowledged (Acknowledgements).
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3.5 Ethical issues
3.5.0 Introduction
"... ethics pose particular problems to nurse researchers in some situations because 
ethical requirements sometimes conflict with flie rigors of the SCiCntiflc approach."
Poht and Hungler (1989) p.23
This section focuses on the main ethical issues associated with this study. The issues can be thought 
of in two broad categories:
(1) Issues of universal concern for research involving human subjects such as informed 
consent, privacy, confidentiality and data protection
(2) Issues which are more study specific.
Transcaiding all of these issues is the overarching issue of beneficence, which is discussed first.
3.5.1 Beneficence
Beneficmce has connotations of active goodness, yet in the context of a discussion of the ethics of 
research it is more usually taken to mean doing no harm or preventing harm, that is non-maleficence. 
As no research study can honestly be claimed, in advance, to be entirely risk fiee, taking cognisance 
of the principle of beneficence means in practice balancing anticipated risk against potential benefit 
at both the individual level and the level of the greater good (Hohn and Llewellyn, 1986).
Before the Second World War the ethics of research and experimmtation with hiimans was 
unregulated Public knowledge of the atrocities uncovered during foe Nümbeig trials raised 
awarmess of the potential and actual dangers of research involving humans and led to foe Nürnberg 
Code of 1947. This was the first set of ethical standards forjudging biomedical research proposals. 
This set of principles was followed by the Declaration of Helsinki of 1961 which addressed issues 
relating to chnical research carried out within foe context of professional care.
Most professional groups now also have their own code of research ethics. For nurses ethical issues 
relevant to both practice and researdi are embodied in the United Kingdom Central Council for
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Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting (UKCC, 1989) pubhcation Exercising Accountability 
which includes the responsibility of duty of care. This responsibility is also embodied in both civil 
and criminal law as well as in nurses' code of professional conduct (UKCC, 1992). There is not a 
UKCC code of ethics relating specifically to the conduct of nursing research. The particular 
responsibilities and issues for nurses undertaking research are, however, explored and explained in 
many articles and texts such as Clarke (1991), Powder (1988), Fry (1981), Johnson (1992) and Hunt 
(1994). Gillon (1991) explores more general issues relating to research and health care.
The dimensicms of beneficence and the issues arising fiom attenqjting to put this overarching 
principle into practice are described below.
3.5.2 Informed consent
Gaining the informed consent of participants is an issue of universal concern when auoUing human 
subjects into a research study of any kind. In essence informed consent means the knowing consent 
of an indi^ ddual (or a legally authorised representative), who is able to exercise fiee power of choice 
to participate in a research stu(fy, without undue inducement or duress. The basic elements of 
informed consent are summarised in Table 2 and these were the guiding principles bdiind the letter 
sait to femilies given at Appendix V. More detailed accounts of the issues surrounding the rather 
complex construct of informed consent are to be found, for instance in Bulmer (1993), Homan 
(1991) and Maanillan (1987) as well as in the texts relating to nursing research previously cited.
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TABLE 2 The basic elements of informed consent
(based on Holm and Llewellyn (1986, p.233) and Polit and Hungler (1989, p.24))
1. A statement that the study involves research
2. An explanation of the topic and the purposes of the research
3. A statement of the eiqiected duration of the participant's involvement
4. A description of the nature of the participant's involvement
5. A description of any foreseeable risks or benefits to the participant
6. A statanait of procedures relating to confidentiality
7. A named persmi to contact and a means of contacting them for answers to any questions about 
the research
8. A statement that participation is voluntary and that refusal to participate will not afiect the 
participant's entitlement to care or result in any other paialties
9. A description of the possible benefits to others which may reasonably be expected as a result of 
die research having been undertaken
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Archbold (1986), Erlandson et al (1993), and Marshall and Rossman (1995) describe the particular 
challenges and ultimately the impossibility of obtaining the fully informed consent of participants 
prior to their enrolment into a naturalistic inquiry:
"At the banning of a project, the researcher does not know all that he or ^  is looking for. 
The project develops and dianges with ongoing data analysis ... A second problem.... is that 
the researcher does not want to influence the subject's behaviour or responses by explaining 
in detail what is being studied".
Archbold (1986) p. 158-159
It is actually impossible to tell the participant "everything" at the start of a quahtative research study 
because the researcher does not know what will emerge as being particularly important. It is perhaps 
more useful to conceptualise o\wt versus covW pr^Wation of the researdi to the participant as 
being on a continuum. Archbold (1986) suggests that the extremes of pure overt presmtation (telling 
everything) and pure covert presentation (telling nothing) do not exist (unless the participant has not 
been informed of the research at all). Nevertheless, issues relating to covert research have and do 
exercise many researchers as described by Bulmer (1993), Homan (1991), Johnson (1992) and 
Mitchell (1993).
In the present study the initial broad research questions, outlined in Section 3.1, were exphcitly 
stated in the letter to femihes (^jpendix V). In reahty many more topics were explored with the 
famihes as they emerged, as is reflated in Chqjters 5 and 6. The femihes' recognition Of the inquiry 
as a l%itimate area for a nurse to research and the femihes' responses to being involved in the study 
are discussed in Section 3.7.2. Certainly the research was conducted in the qririt of beneficence and 
in practice the researcher re-negotiated and oqianded the basis of the participants' informed consult 
at eadi encounter. This is sometimes described as serial consent.
Participants were told at the outset that they were free to discontinue a conversation with the 
researcher at any time, wifoout giving a reason. No participant chose to do so in practice. Special 
care was taken to eqilain this to the young peq>le who took part in the study, in language 
^propiiate to their age, using a form of words such as: "If I ask you about something and you dent 
want to tell me about it, you don^ t have to teU me, and that's ah right".
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There are special issues relating to the competence of potentially vulnerable subjects, such as the 
frail institutionalised elderiy and the mentally ill, to give informed consent. "Vulnerable subjects" is 
usually taken to include children (Gillon, 1991; Grodin and Glantz, 1994). A consent form was 
designed specifically for the young people but in the end it was not used. Following discussion of this 
issue at the Ethics of Research Committee meeting which dealt with the submission it was decided to 
ask for the written consent of the young people aged 16 years or over on the parents' consent form, 
as shown at Appendix V.
3.53 Privacy, confidentialhv and data protection
Polit and Hungler (1989, p.25) describe the central issues surrounding tiie matter of privacy:
"Virtually all research involving humans constitutes smne type of an intrusion into someone's 
personal lifo ... The procedures used to obtain the information, and the information itself^  
should not be used to the disadvantage of the person providing it. Whatever information a 
researcher obtains in the course of a study should be considered privileged informaticm and 
should under no circumstances be publicly disclosed in a feshion that would identify any 
specific person."
A study of femily members' experience of any phenomenon conducted in the natural setting (often in 
their own home), could be considered to be tiie ultimate intrusion into people's personal lives as the 
very purpose is to uncover the reality of the experience fiom the femily members' own perspective. 
Two mechanisms for protecting participants' privacy are anonymity and confidentiality.
In a study sudi as this anonymity cannot ultimately be guaranteed as the researcher comes to know 
the participants through prolonged personal contact and knows where they live, but the study was 
designed to ensure the families' anonymity until they had consented to take part, through the agency 
of the health visitor who addressed and sent tiie letter telling the femily about the study or \riio 
delivered ft in pemon to the fiunily home (Section 3.6.3).
Issues relating to confidentialfty were outlined in the letter to femilies and a direct telephone line, 
dedicated for the study participants' exclusive use, was installed into the researcher's own study at
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home (Appendix V). The researcher's office in the parent research institution was felt to be too 
pubhc as it was shared with two colleagues and there were many people passing in and out, 
including under-graduate nursing students.
Each family was assigned a study number which was used to identify them on transcripts and on 
supplementary data forms. All documentation and audio tapes were kept in a locked filing cabinet. In 
this thesis pseudonyms have been used throughout and the femilies were assured of anonymity in the 
reporting of the study's results.
3.5.4 Role conflict
An issue, which has troubled many nurse researchers on a personal level (e g. Dunn, 1991; and 
Wilde, 1992) is the issue of role ccmflict, that is the conflict between researcher as nurse and nurse 
as researcher.
When conducting a phenomenological inquiry into the rrieariing of batteririg to women who had been 
victims, Durm (1991, p.388) found the experience miotionally draining:
"...the qualitative researcher is usually not prepared to deal with the stress, deep personal 
involvement, role conflicts, discomfort, and the physical/mental effort that arises fiom such 
research."
She expressed the view that these e?q)eriences could affect data analysis. Wilde (1992) also 
described issues of role conflict which arose during a qualitative study whose purpose was to explore 
critical fectors influencing nurses' perceptions of their performance in specific situations. McHaffie 
(1988) tells a more positive story, which relates more closely to tire researcher's own experiaice 
(Section 3.7.2). It would seem that the nature of the ex{^ence of being a researcher who is also a 
nurse varies, and could be affected by a number of fectors such as tiie personal qualities of the 
researcher, the nature o f tiie topic under study and the researcher's "comfort" in the situation. This 
cxnild in itself be an interesting topic for a grounded tiieory study. The theme of nurse as researcher 
is developed further in Section 3.7.2.
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3.5.5 Ethical issues relating to research involvinn voung people who wet the bed
Suspected child abuse
The possibility of encountering child abuse was anticipated. A search of the literature suggested that 
the punishment of children who wet the bed was uncommon, but not rare (Section 2.2.3). 
Mechanisms for referral in the case of suspected child abuse were discussed with clinicians during 
the consultation phase (Section 3.4). The R%ion's Inter-Agency Procedural Guidelines were 
adopted. Only one case of child abuse was knowingly encountered. The abuse had occurred in the 
past and at the time of the study the perpetrator had been in prison for the offence for 18 months.
Discovering an unmet medical need
The other issue anticipated in advance of meeting with the femihes was discovering an unmet need 
for medical care. Criteria for referring a femily back to their GP for furfoer assessment of urinary 
continence problems were discussed lyith some of the GPs in the GP Research Group, including the 
group's Chairman, and with a saiior consultant urologist (Section 3 .4). It was jointly decided that 
specific referral criteria would be haematuria or a suspected urinary tract infection. It was agreed 
that requests for further information about the management of bed wetting or any other clinical issue 
would be passed back to the health visitor, in the first instance, with the femily's ccmsent.
Raising the Spectre of a problem with no ending
Both ethical and theoretical considerations infiuenced the decisions taken during the process of data 
gathering to pursue some lines of inquiry and not others (Section 3.7.2).
It was quickly recognised that many parents and young people had come to r%ard the bed wetting as 
a never mding problem and had come to believe foranselves to be helpless to influence foe situaticm. 
In a few instances parents and young people expressed feelings of both helplessness and hopelessness 
(Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2). Great care was taken not to raise the spectre of the possible long tenu 
nature of the bed wetting within those femihes where this issue had not spontaneously aneiged.
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3.6 Sample selection and enrolment
3.6.0 Introduction
The approach to sampling in a naturalistic inquiry is rather different from the approach adopted in 
many quantitative studies (where random representative sampling is used) because ultimately the 
sampling is on the basis of concepts that are thought to be particulaily relevant to the evolving 
theory, rather than on the basis of a few characteristics of the study participants specified in advance 
as being inqwrtant.
Sanpling in qualitative research is a dynamic process in which the researcher is responsive to new 
concepts as they emerge. In a grounded theory Study sampling continues until theoretical saturation 
is reached (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978) (Section 3.6.2).
The processes of selective and theoretical sampling are described below.
3.6.1 Selective sampling
Selective sampling precedes theoretical sampling for several reasons. The first reason is pragmatic.
In order to gain access to a sample at all his necessary that the research proposal be approved by an 
Ethics of Researdi Committee whidi usually requires a clear specification of the sample and the 
method of recruitment to the study. Ahhou^ naturalistic inquiry requires that the researcher suspend 
his or her comnutmmt to a priori views of the phenomencm, an investigator is hi^ily unhkely to be 
without ideas about the kind of subject most likely to provide information about the phenomenon 
being studied. This may be because of persmial or professional experience, whidi may have kindled 
an interest in the phenomenon in the first place. Ideas may also come firom the review of the literature 
required to ensure that the knowledge being sought is not already publicly available. It is, however, 
important that the researcher is explicit about any preconceived ideas held at the outset of the study.
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The information requested by the local Ethics of Research Committee is given in Appendix VI. This 
makes the researcher’s views prior to the commencement of data collection quite explicit. The 
inclusion and exclusioii criteria employed during initial selective sampling are given in Table 3. They 
were based on the initial review of the literature on bed wetting (Section 2.2), a discussion with 
supervisors and the advice of health care professionals locdly (Section 3.4).
It was decided to recruit femihes, known to the GP or health visitor, which included one or more 
young people known to wet the bed, hving at home with one or both parents.
The age of five years was initially selected as the age fiom which to recruit the young people because 
of the (xmsistmcy with which bed wetting was defined in the literature as being a problem fiom that 
age (Section 2.2.1). The criterion of "seven wet nights in a two week period" was used as this was 
the criterion proposed by Butler (1991) in his paper: Establishment o f 'working definitions in 
nocturnal enuresis (Section 2.2.1).
It was decided to limit the diversity of the sample by excluding young people who were wetting the 
l%d as the result of a mental or physical illness of sufficiait severity to require them to be attending a 
special school or to be receiving care exclusively at home. Young people hving in institutionalised 
care, such as a children's home or boarding school were also excluded (Table 3).
It was decided not to exclude young people where the cause of the bed wetting was known, if they 
were attending a normal school. The inclusion of a "deviant" case, that is one young person where 
the cause of the bed wetting was known for certain, proved illuminating (Chapters 5 and 6).
3.6.2 Theoretical sampling
Theoretical sampling is sampling on the basis of concepts that have proven theoretical relevance to 
an evolving grminded theoiy, either because they are repeatedly present or notably absent when 
incidents are compared. The aim of theoretical sampling is to sample events rather than people 
to gain more understanding of: the range of conditions that give rise to the actions or inaction; how 
these conditimis change or stay the same over time (their stability), and the cmisequences of tiiese 
actions or inaction.
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TABLE 3 The inclusion and exclusion criteria employed 
during initial, selective samnling
Inclusion criteria Families with one or more young people who have primary or 
secondary nocturnal enuresis, and who:
• are aged 5 - 20 years old, and
• live at hmne, with one or more parents, and
• experioice at least seven wet nights in a two-week period, and
• are known to the femily’s health visitor or general practitioner
Exclusion criteria Famili^ where the young person with nocturnal enuresis is 
sufficiently mentally or physically ill or handicapped to be:
• attending a special school or day-care fecihties for the 
mentally or physically ill or handicapped, or
• receiving care exclusively at home
Young people living in institutionalised care, such as a children's 
home or boarding school, for at least part of the time
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During the initial sampling phase the purpose is to uncover as many potentially relevant categories 
and concepts as possible. At this stage the researcher is open to all possibilities and may aim to gain 
access to the greatest diversity of people and situations. Later the sampling becomes more focused as 
the emphasis shifts towards theory closure, that is as categories become saturated and the 
relationships between concepts that have emerged as central to an understanding of the phenomenon 
are verified.
In the light of the early data analysis in this study, when it was rapidly becoming clear that many 
femilies had regarded the young person's bed wetting as a problem long before the young person had 
reached the age of five years old, the lower age limit for inclusion into the study was dropped and a 
fimr year old girl and her femily were recruited. For similar reasons the fiequency of bed wetting of 
"at least seven nights in a two week period" was dropped and four young people were recruited who 
were wetting the bed one nig^ per wedc or less at the time of the study (Section 4.3).
Recruitment continued until 19 femilies and 20 young people who wet the bed had been enrolled. By 
this time the concept of "perceived helplessness", which was though to be foe core concept had hem 
identified, the main categoric were saturated (no new information or insights were cmning to l i^ )  
and the relationship betweai many of foe concepts was becoming clear. Data analysis continued for 
a number of mcmths after the last femily was recruited figure 1). During this time hypotheses were 
constantly being conq a^red against the data (Section 3.9).
3.6.3 The enrolment nrncess
Families thought to meet the study's inclusion criteria (Table 3) were idaitified by health visitors, 
with the help of foe sample selection form (Appendix W ). This form was completed by foe 
researcher in consultation with foe health visitor at an informal meeting. As described in Section 
3 .6.2 the inclusion criteria were soon dropped but this proforma was still used as it was found to be 
a helpful way of summarising some basic contextual data and keq)ing a track of the number of 
consetA forms and lettem thift had bear soft out.
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In order that the researcher would not know the identities or addresses of femilies, unless they 
consulted to take part in the study, the researcher gave the health visitor:
• a recently dated but non-personalised letter e?q)laining the nature of the study 
and its purpose (Appendix V)
• a consent form, to be completed by parents and the young person if aged 16 years or over, 
if they agreed to take part (Appendix V)
• a stanq>ed envelope, addressed to the researcher at the researcher's academic institution. 
These were contained in a blank envelope which the h^hh visitor was asked to address. The health 
visitor then decided whether to post the letter to the femily or to deliver it by hand at her next visit. 
This mechanism, recorded on the sample selection form (Appendix VII), was decided upcm by the 
health visitors themselves (Section 3.4).
In total 51% of femihes identified by health visitors who were sent or given the letter about the 
study, agreed to take part. This is very close to the estimate made on the submission to the Ethics of 
RiKearch Committee (Appmdix \T).
3.7 Data collection
3.7.0 Introduction
This section begins with an overview of the data collection process and the nature of the involvement 
of femihes (Section 3.7.1). Scnne of the chahaiges and tediniques of informal, in-depth interviewing 
are described in Section 3.7.2 with special reference to the chaUenges of having conversations with 
childrrai and adolescents. The purposes and uses of supplonentary data cohection methods are 
described in Section 3.7.3.
3.7.1 An overview of the data collection process
The nature of the involvement of femihes is iUustrated in Figure 2. The sequencing of the use of 
supplemmtary data cohection methods (Section 3.7.3) is indicated in this flow chart. Steps 1-4 were 
common for ah femihes. After the first conversation the nature and duration of foe femihes' 
involvement varied.
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FIGURE 2 The nature of the involvement of families
1. FAMILY INFORMED OF THE NATDRE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND THE
NATURE OF THEIR INVOLVEMENT by letter, via their health visitor (Section 3.6.3, Appendix V)
CONSENT FORM RETURNED TO RESEARCHER :
YES NO
7-10 days later
1-2 weeks later
4-S weeks later
as arranged
Family not formally followed up 
by researcher (Section 3.6.3)
2. FAMDLY SENT THE URINARY SYMPTOM
OUESTIONNAIRE TO COMPLETE (Section 3.7.3. Appendix I)
3. APPOINTMENT FOR FIRST CONVERSATION MADE BY RESEARCHER
• usually by telephone, in person if  no telephone (Section 3.7.2)___________________
7. REPORTING OF STUDY'S FINDINGS TO FAMILIES (Figure 1)
S. SECOND CONVERSATION WITH FAMILY
a. (2oUectian of diaries
b. Discussion of events of the last month and issues arising from researcher's initial 
analysis o f first conversation (Section 3.9.2)
c. Arrangements fmr next visit
4. FIRST CONVERSATION WITH FAMILY
a. Introductions and re-statement of study's purpose and participants' r i^ ts  
(Table 2 , Appendix V)
b. Collection o f urinary symptom questiormaire
c. First taped conversation with frimily members vho chose to be present
d. Issue and e^qrlanation o f diaries to young person and mother 
(Section 3.7.3, Appendices II and DI)
Arrangements for next visit (date, time, who would like to be there)
6. FURTHER CONVERSATIONS WITH FAMILY
BL Discussion o f issues arising from researcher's analysis o f earlier conversations 
(Section 3.9.2)
b. When all topics were thought to be exhausted researcher briefly went through the 
checklist o f nianagement methods used by families in flie past (Section 3.7.3, 
Appendix IV) '
c. This sometimes opened up further topics for discussion and led to the arrangement 
o f a further v isit
d. Discussion o f the use of the study's findings and a possible mechanism for reporting 
back to them
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In one case, where an eight year old boy had been dry at night for two weeks between the completion 
of the urinary symptmn questionnaire and the researcher's first visit, the decision was made that the 
researcher would not return and the young person would not be asked to keep a diary. This decision 
was made on ethical grounds for foar of setting back the progress made by emphasising a problem 
which seaned to have reived. In all other cases the researcher revisited the fomily at least once ^ d  
usually twice. In three cases the fomily was visited on four occasions, by mutual agreement.
The fomilies were encouraged to decide for foemselves who would be present during the 
conversations with the researdier. In many cases their decisions were revealing of the nature of the 
involvement of different fomily members with the young person's bed wetting, of fiie division of tasks 
within the household and of the way that the fomily chose to present itself to an outsider.
In many fomihes there was evidence that a decision to become involved in the study had been 
carefully talked through between the parents and the young person:
"Mrs I: I eiqilained to him when we were filling in the form (the urinary symptom 
questionoane), if he wanted to, and I said he didnt have to and he said he doesn't mind, plus 
it could help somebody else or help others."
Mother of Ian (age 13) 196/70 p. 1-2 
In a number of cases the researcher and the young person were left together to have a conversation 
when the mother left the romn on the pretext of making coffee or seeing to some domestic chores in 
another part of the house.
Obtaining access to participants involved a continuons process of negotiation and re-negotiation. In 
practice, the arrangenents associated with the researcher's visits were for the most part controlled by 
the mothers. In three fomihes the arrangements were rather haphazard in that the mothers had 
fiargotten about the arrangements made and h^ipmed to be in when the researcher called.
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3.7.2 The conversations with families
3.7.2.0 Introduction
"Asking questions and getting answers is a much harder task than it may seem at first. The 
spoken or written word has always a residue of ambiguity, no matter how carefiiHy we word 
the questions and report or code the answers. Yet, interviewing is one of the most common 
and most powerful ways we use to try to understand our follow human beings."
Fontana and Frey (1994) p.361
The principal method of data collection in this study was through in-depth informal interviews with 
fomiUes. The special challenges and techniques of informal, in-depth interviewing have been 
described in detail in many articles and texts on research mediods, such as Barker (1991), Chenitz 
(1986), Fielding (1993), Fontana and Frey (1994), Gilgun et al (1992), Gray (1994), Hague 
(1993b), Jones (1985), May (1991), Oppenheim (1992) and Rose (1994). There is not the space here 
to dwell on all of the issues raised in these books and articles. Instead attenticm is given to some 
issues of particular relevance to this study, such as the communication skills which may be brought 
to conversations with fomihes by a nurse (Secticm 3.7.2.1), the special challenges of interviewing 
children and adolescmts (Section 3 .7.2 2), the challenges posed by the presence of younger children 
(Section 3.7.2.3) and the researcher's relationship with fomilies as a follow human being (Section
3.72.4).
3.7.2.1 Some consequences of the principal data gatherer being a nurse
Many of the skills required for conducting in-depdi interviews such as; building r^)port; active 
listening; op^-^uied questioning; rotating and seeking clarification; focusing and summarising and 
paying close attention to non-verbal communication are also the skills required for effective 
communication in nursing practice, as described for example by Bumand (1989), Coutts and Hardy 
(1985) Ewles and Simnett (1992), Heron (1991), Porritt (1990) and Tschudin (1991). A nurse may 
well come to research with well developed inter-personal communication skills i^ c h  are of pivotal 
inqmrtance when communicating with research participants.
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Chenitz (1986, p.85) describes another advantage of being a nurse;
"The nurse image can be very useful to gain the confidence of informants. People identify 
nurses with a caring, nurturing role. Further, people will talk to nurses and reveal to them 
contmt that they may not be so willing to disclose to others."
There are, however, heavy responsibiliti^ and ethical issues relating to the researcher who is known 
to be a nurse, of which perh^s the most central is the participants' expectation that the researcher 
will intervene in a clinical role should this be needed (Chenitz, 1986; Dunn, 1991; Wilde, 1992). It 
was for fois reason that foe researcher discussed her non-clinical role with foe fomihes at the outset 
and always referred foe femily back to the health visitor for specific advice, vforai this was sought 
(Section 3.5.4). This position was readily accepted by foe famih^, vfoo for foe most part seemed 
glad to have foe opportunity to discuss their feelings with someone who was not directly involved 
with their care.
3.T.2.2 The particular challenge of conversations with children and adolescents
In the past researchers have relied almost exclusively on adults (usually parents or teachers) as foe 
primary infimnants for data conceming children's thoughts and feelings (Broderick, 1993; Faux et 
al, 1988; Stafford and Bayer, 1993):
"The traditional socialization and developmental perspectives view children as being unable 
to describe and understand their world and life e?q)eriences due to developmental immaturity 
(cognitive and linguistic) and to a lack of socialization experiences."
Deatrick and Faux (1991) p.203 
However there are those, such as Amato and Ochiltree (1987) A^ho view children as competent 
interpreters of their world:
"Overall, our data suggests that if researchers stick to the here-and-now they can achieve 
articulate and iiforrmative responses fi*om childrai about their femihes."
Amato and Ochiltree (1987) p.674
It is important, however, to recognise the limits inqxrsed by children's cognitive, social and linguistic
skills (Yarrow, 1960), which vary enormously along foe developmental life span as well as between
individuals (Hefoerington and Parke, 1993; and Mussai et al, 1990).
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The abihty of the researcher to gain the trust of the young person and the researcher's range of 
interperscmal skills are if anything even more important when conducting research involving children 
than in research involving adults. This is especially the case when talking with the youngest children 
Wiose linguistic and social skills are likely to be least developed and who are most likely to exhibit 
anxiety of strangers. The researcher needs to be flexible and inventive and to have a sufhcient 
understanding of diildren's developmental stage and language levels to stand any chance of entering 
into the child's world, even to a limited extent.
When conversing with the young people in this study time was spent in getting to know them, after a 
simple introduction of the researcher as a nurse who was doing a "project" about bed wetting. The 
idea of research as a "project" was explored in relation to projects that the young people were 
involved in at school, to fecilitate the young perscm's understanding that a project was about "finding 
out more about something, which might be helpful to know". The researcher^ s status as a nurse may 
well have l%itimised the inquiry in the young people's eyes as well as the parents' eyes.
To fecilitate an exploration of feelings, many of the young people were asked to draw pictures of 
themselves in concrete situations such as on waking up to find the bed wet. They were then asked to 
tell the researcher about the picture to help ronove any ambiguity and to encourage the young person 
to share his or her feelings. The sensitivity of the topic was to some extent anticipated. It showed 
itself most clearly in ncm-verbal behaviour.
To overcome linguistic barriers, especially fer the very young children, cards were made of the feces 
scale developed by Andrews and Withey (cited in McDowell and Newell, 1987 p.215) (Appendix 
Vni). This scale was used by Anderson and Bury (1988) to gain insights into people's feelings about 
life 18 mcmths after a stroke. In the present study the purpose of using the cards was to help the 
young people to explore feelings for vhich they might not have the words. The young people were 
asked what the feces signified to them and their responses were intepreted accordingly. The miming 
of the fourth fece is ambiguous. Some of the older children described it as being "between happy and 
sad", some as "no feelings", some as "grumpy".
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In practice, many young people who were very shy about talking about their bed wetting were able to 
communicate graphically what their feelings were with the help of the cards and to indicate their 
perception of the feelings of other members of the household, in a way which showed that they were 
able to make fine discriminations. The cards were used to fecihtate communication. Sometimes only 
one card was used and the cards were not used in any order. Many of the children regarded the cards 
as a game which they greatly enjoyed:
"MOYA: How do you feel about taldng part in this project?
JOHN: H^py.
MOYA: Why that one?
JOHN: Well, it's the first time I've ever been in a project with adults and that and I'm really 
happy. Tve not done a project like this before. It's really good. Tm enjoying myself.
MOYA: What was the best thing?
JOHN: Doing the feces and the pictures."
John ( ^ 8 )  327/133 p. 1
It is extremely difficult for an adult not to be in control of an interaction with a child yet the young 
pecple were encouraged fixnn the outset to determine the agenda. To postpone talking about bed 
wetting, and to show the researcher what he could do, John, quoted above, had systenatically 
onptied the contents of his school bag, reading a story that he had written, reading fixxn his evening's 
reading assignment fixnn school and redting a hymn that he was learning fin* Easter.
Any leads given by the children were followed up, but sometimes a straight question such as: "Tell 
me about the bed wetting", which could lead to an illuminating response fixxn a paraît, and indicate 
areas of special concern, would lead to no more foan a shrug of the young person's shoulders, vhich 
was in itself revealing.
3.7.2.3 The challenges nosed bv the presence of younger children
On a number of occasions the mothers decided to speak with the researcher before the young person 
returned fiom school. In many of these cases the mother was looking after other younger children at 
the time. This posed special challenges to the researcher's inter-personal and interviewing skills.
Ofien the mother was quite understandably distracted by the children's comings and goings, by 
demands fiir money to buy sweets, requests for help wife dressing and toileting and other requests for 
attention. On many occasions, in some households, childrea finm other femihes wandered in and out
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of the room. Disputes broke out between the children over toys. One toddler came in screaming, 
having soaked himself fiom head to fixjt with the garden hose; another two and a half year old 
quietly succeeded in covering himself and his toys with Tippex fluid as his mother and the researcher 
were talking over coffee. Some of the younger children were fescinated by the presence of a stranger 
and came over to make fiiends. Others were fescinated by the recording equipment and seemed to 
derive much pleasure fiom investigating it. In some households the television was left on in the 
comer of the room, although nobody seemed to be watching it.
In four femihes in particular where the mother was looking after one or more children under school 
age, the researcher found herself in the dual positicm of being both interviewer and child minder, 
entertaining up to three other children with the help of coloured paper and pais, i^iile attenqiting to 
talk with the young person who wet the bed. At foese times the researcher had the feeling that she 
had truly entered into the femiiys rather chaotic world. Or peih^s it was that some of these mothers 
were h^py to take the opportunity to sit quietly for a few momaits while smneone else entertained 
the children. The tranquillity achieved by the researcher as four toddlers were absorbed with their 
drawing was described by one, usually distracted mother as: "no' normal!"
3.7.1.4 The r^earcher as more than a human data gathering instrumMit
This section mds with a brief description of the researcher’s relaticmship with the participants of this 
study as a fellow human being.
The conversations with both the children and their parents required all the skills previously learned 
by the researcher during six and a half years as a teacher and then as a nurse, including patience and 
ad^itabUity. Above all, they required empathy and unconditional acceptance of all the femily 
members, yhich is also, ultimately, the basis of any ther^ieutic intervention (Tschudin, 1991).
The diildren and their parents reciprocated in so many ways, most of all by sharing their experiences 
and feelings with the researcher over several occasions. Some of the children gave the researcher 
small gifts \foich they had made. One of the most touching gifts was a thank you card fiom one 
femily signed: "From all of us".
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The mother of the family who seemed the most uncomfortable about taking part in this study 
unexpectedly sent a note eight months later enclosing some diary forms that she had come across: 
"Dear Moya,
May I take this opportunity in thanking you for helping with the bed wetting problem 
Paul has been dry since the autumn, already it seems a long time ago and one forgets the 
past routines Your help did stop us getting bogged down in the problem "
Although every effort was made to minimise any potentially adverse effects for the young people and 
their femilies of participating in this study, there was no secondary therapeutic agenda and the 
femilies were referred back to their health visitor for specific advice. Talking about the situation 
openly within the femily may have led femily members to review their behefe, feelings and behaviour 
towards one another.
In her study of gift-giving in the patient-nurse relationship, Morse (1991c) describes gift-giving as a 
complex phenomenon and suggests that gifts are given for many reasons. Using a type of 
ethnography called ethnoscience she identified five categories of gifts, gifts of reciprocation; 
manipulation; gratitude or obhgation; serendipitous gifts, and donations, Wiich she suggests all serve 
differmt purposes for both the patient and the nurse. As a guide to how a nurse should respond to 
gift-giving Morse suggests:
"While the manipulative category of gifts are those that should not be accepted, gifts of 
gratitude and gifts of obligation should be accq)ted: foe former is an essential part of foe 
patient's recovery process, and the latter is a normative courtesy. The wise nurse knows 
the difference."
Morse (1991c) p.253
In this study foe gifts given, whether tangible tokens, kind remarks, cups of coffee, or time out of a 
busy sdiedule, were accepted in the spirit in whidi they were given, with gratitude and a growing 
sense of humility on foe part of the researcher.
3.7.3 Supplementary data collection methods
Issues relating to the use of supplementary data collection methods in a naturalistic inquiry are 
discussed in Section 3.3. In addition to foe principal data gathering methods described in Section
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3.7.2, which involved in-depth conversations with femilies, three supplementary methods of data 
collection were incorporated into this study's design for specific purposes and are described below.
The urinarv svmptoms self-complete questimmaire
"Quantities are of qualities, and a measured quality has just the magnitude expressed in 
its measure (no more and no less)"
Kaplan (1964) p.207 (this author's comment in italics)
Measuring a property of a phenomenon does not deny that the totality of the phenomenon may be
much more.
A self-complete urinary symptoms questionnaire was sent to femihes in advance of the researcher's 
first visit to collect data about certain properties of the bed wetting itself (such as its fiiequency) and 
to collect some background contextual data (such as whether or not the young person ^ o  wet the 
bed shared a bedroom and if so with whom). The questionnaire and the instructions to femihes vdiich 
acconqxanied it are given at Appendix I.
Ahhmigb naturalistic inquiry requires the researcher to suspend commitment to a priori views of the 
phenomenon, in practice the researcher is highly unlikely to come to the study with no ideas about 
the nature of the phenomenon, either because of personal or professional exq)erience, or through the 
review of the literature required to ensure that the knowledge being sought is not already available.
In the present study certain properties of bed wetting such as its frequency (ni^its per wedc, and 
times per night) could reasonably be identified in advance as potentially important. What could not 
be anticipated at the start of the study was whether fiiequency of bed wetting would prove to be a 
significant fector affecting the experience of the phenomenon fixjm the femily*s perspective.
As with the initial research questions and the initial selective sampling, this method of data collection 
was Œtcrcd into in the knowledge that the method eould be refined or even abandoned very early in 
the study if the data so collected proved to be of little significance. In the event the data proved 
enlightening in some unforeseen v^ys (Section 4.3).
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A study such as this sheds most light on one moment in the family's life - the present moment - but 
historical data can also shed light on the dynamics of change itself at both the macro and the micro 
level. The data fiom the urinary symptom questionnaire acted as a valuable baseline prior to the 
researcher's first personal contact with the femily. For seven of the young people there was a mariced 
reduction in the frequency of the bed wetting during the study, exqxressed as nights per week 
(Appendix XTV).
The data collected about day time urinary synqjtoms, with the help of the questionnaire, also proved 
useful, in that they provided insights into the problems of maintaining secrecy outwith the femily 
when a young person has poor day time control of bladder function. The data gathered about day 
wetting, through the questionnaire and in conversation also confirmed the converse, that 
monosymptomatic bed wetting could for the most part be kept as a femily secret (Sections 5.3 and
5.4). The hunch that this data might be relevant was confirmed.
The contextual data relating to the sleeping arrangements in the home also provided insights about 
bed wetting, again in some unexpected ways, as described in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.3.1.
The questions themselves were critically examined for a logical sequence, for clarity and for fece 
validity by a senior consultant urologist and by the study's supervisors. The purpose of the 
questionnaire was not to collect standardised information (one of the purposes of using a 
questionnaire in a survey) but to discover efficiently vhich aspects of the symptom of bed wetting 
might be important for the individual, prior to furtkr in-depth exploration of these aspects in 
conversation.
The participants were asked to mafic any questions which they did not understand. Only one mother 
said that she had had difficulty with one question which asked about how many times per night the 
young person woke up wet, because this was so variable. Further questioning of the mother about 
this revealed some insights into the mother’s own night time activities (Section 5.1.1). The 
questionnaire was not piloted in the way that it would have been in a quantitative study (for instance
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for test-retest reliability) but its usefulness was reviewed with supervisors after data had been 
collected fipm six femilies. As a result of this review it was decided to continue with its use.
The diaries
The young person and the parent who regarded him or herself as the principal carer were asked to 
keep a diary, for a minimum of two weeks but ideally for four weeks, to record events as they 
actually h^pened and their feelings about them (Appendices II and HI).
Diaries have been used in a variety of studies to gain insights into the lived reality of a phenomenon, 
to study compliance with treatment r%imes and to collect data which might be less accurate if 
recalled retrospectively. Examples of the use of diaries in studies relating to health care include: 
Irvine and Cunningham-Burley’s (1991) study of mothers' concepts of normality, behavioural change 
and illness in their children; Murray’s (1985) study of psychiatric illness in general practice; Norman 
et al's (1982) evaluation of health diaries as a strategy to aid compliance with medical treatment; 
Rog^ imann and Huggertÿs (1972) study of health and illness bdiaviour in young femilies; 
Verbrugge’s (1989) study of patterns of change in disability and well-being, and Wyman et al’s 
(1988) studies of the psychosocial inqxact of urinary incontinence in women.
In this study the purpose of asking the participants to keep diaries was to gain insights into the lived 
reality of the phenomenon being studied. Some mothers used the diaries to express their feelings, as 
well as to record evmts and the nature of their involvement. This use of the diary proved to be 
particularly illuminating.
In total 14 of the 19 parents (74%) kept a record of the young person's bed wetting as they knew of 
it. Thirteen of the 14 parents used the diary forms issued by the researcher and 12 of the 13 parents 
(92%) kept the diary for three to four weeks (Appendix XV). One fether continued with his practice 
of recording his son’s wet nights in his Filofex. By mutual agreement one mother did not keep a diary 
because she said that she was uninvolved and unaware of her 16 year old daughter's night time 
activities. In one femily it was agreed that neither the parent nor the young person would keep a 
diary because it speared that the young person had stopped wetting the bed (Section 3.7.1). Three
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femilies did not keep diari%, although they accepted the diary forms. Their exqilanations of the 
reasons for this added a dimension to the theory illustrated in Figure 29 (Chapter 7). The diligence 
with which the diaries were kept appeared to be unrelated to the frequency of the young person's bed 
wetting.
Thirteen of the 20 young people (65%) kept a diary for three to four weeks, with varying degrees of 
enthusiasm, which seemed to reflect their attitudes to their control over the bed wetting (Sections
6.4.2 and 6.6). Three young people did not keep a diary by mutual agreement. In one case foe bed 
wetting appeared to have stopped, in another c ^  the young person was keeping a chart for foe 
health visitor in relation to his use of a body worn alarm, and in foe third case the mother thought 
that her four year old daughter was too young to understand the chart. One young person did not 
keep a diary because his fether had kqit a record in his Filofex. The foree young people (aged five 
eight and nine) whose parents did not keep a diary or any record themselves also did not keep a 
diary. The mother of the nine year old ranarked that her daughter had "lost" the forms. These 
mothers had not supervised the keeping of foe young people's study diary or other charts givai to foe 
femily by health care professionals.
The checklist of management methods used bv feinilies in the past
"If you know what you are after, there is no reason not to plan in advance how to collect foe
infi)imation".
Miles and Huberman (1994) p.35
One offoe original aims of foe study was to determine foe range of strategies and treatmoits that 
femilies had employed or participated in in foe past to encourage foe young person's bed wetting to 
stop. This aim was made exq>licit in foe initial letter to femilies (Appendix V). Having reviewed the 
literature on foe methods used in foe treatment of bed wetting (Section 2.2.3) a checkUst was drawn 
up of the most common methods (j^p^dix IV). This checklist was completed by the researcher with 
femilies at the end of what was judged to be foe final conversation in that all topics had come to be 
exhausted.
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The researcher sat beside one or more femily members so that they could look at the checklist. By 
this means new topics were often opened up and insights gained into some sensitive topics which had 
not always emerged spontaneously in conversation. Sensitive topics alluded to in this way included 
the use of punishmmt. The researcher introduced the checklist by saying: "This is a list of methods 
which some people have used in foe past. They are not necessarily good methods or bad methods, 
they are just methods that some people have tried. 1 am interested to know whether you have used 
any of these methods and what your experiences have been". For femilies vho had used few methods 
in foe past the checklist Was npidly conqileted. However, sometimes foe gaps shed light on why 
parents had chosen not to use a particular method or ^ proach, vhich was often revealing of their 
attitudes to the young person and their beliefe about parenting more gmerally.
At an early stage the questions relating to the managanmt of day wetting, which appeared at the end 
of the list, were totally dropped as they revealed so little information. When foe topic of day time 
wetting was raised in conversation the researcher simply asked: "Did you do anything about it?" and 
foe responses were subsequently coded on the transcript of foe conversation.
The (foecklist was designed for easy use by the researcher, not for self-conq)letion by foe femily. As 
with the urinary symptoms questionnaire, its use was discussed with supervisors after data collection 
with foe first six femilies was completed. It was decided to cmrtinue using it in the way outlined 
because of foe way in which it was fecihtating foe opening up of new topics when all topics of 
conversation, as identified interactively by the femilies and foe researcher, seemed to have been 
exhausted.
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3.8 The use of computer software to facilitate data storage and data handling
During the early design phase of this study, once it was known that most of the data gathered would 
be non-numerical and unstructured, questions relating to data storage and Hata handling were 
addressed, as is described below.
In their book Basics o f qualitative research: grounded theory procedures and techniques, vhich 
formed an invaluable and much used guide during the analysis of data in this study, Strauss and 
Corbin (1990) barely mention the use of computer software to fecihtate data storage, data handling 
and analysis. It is easy to understand, on an intuitive level, vdiy some researchers feel that foe use of 
computer software could stifle the creativity of foe processes involved in inductive analysis. There is 
also the largely unspoken fear that a computer is like a genie in a bottle whidi, once released, will 
transform the activity of field research in utmcticed and unwelccnne ways (Lee and Fielding, 1993).
In an article entitled "The rigjrt brain strikes back" Agar (1993) describes foe dangers of what he 
calls "(xmqmter hist" (p. 182) where the means become the md. In \foat he calls his paranoid fentasy 
he sees computers mutating fiom an itan in a context to the context itself. The main counter to this 
argumait is that foe feuh hes not with the computer software but with the researcher who uses it 
inappropriately.
Becker (1993, p.258) suggests that the use of computers for data analysis in grounded theory studies 
results in:
"...flat and over simplified descriptive results."
If foe software were effectively left to itself this could conceivably h^ipen but foe use of computer 
software to fecilitate theory generation and testing does not replace the r i ^  brain's ability to make 
conceptual connections fiom data fiom social situations that appear at first to be quite differait. 
Instead, by fecihtating and greatly speeding up foe clerical tasks associ^cd with data handling it can 
fiœ up foe researcher's time (Tesch, 1990, 1991) to discover theory creatively and intuitively in the 
way that Glaser and Strauss (1967) originally conceived it.
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The final decision to use a computer software package to aid data storage, data handling and some 
aspects of data analysis was takrai after a careful analysis of the nature of the task in hand and an 
appraisal of the fecilities provided by the software then available. With the stated and over-arching 
purpose of theory building very much in mind the following fecihties were sought:
• a flexible coding system into which new codes could be added at any time
• the ability to view text retrieved in its context
• powerful search fiicihties
• a theory testing capability
• a way of keeping track of foe project.
A search of foe literature on foe use of computers in qualitative research uncovered articles and 
books by among others: Anderson (1987); Gerson (1984); Huber and Garcia (1991) Knafi and 
Webster (1988); Morse (1991d); Pfeffenberger (1988); Richards and Richards (1991); Russell and 
Gr%ory (1993) and Tesch (1991). The most valuable books on foe subject were finmd to be Fielding 
and Lee's (1993) book Using computers in qualitative research and Tesch's (1990) book 
Qualitative analysis: analysis types and software tools.
Almost any article or book on computer software is likely to be out of date in many aspects of detail 
before it is published as the field is moving forward so quiddy. In an attempt to make a decision 
based on the most up to date information the major suppliers of software suitable for qualitative 
research were contacted for the latest information about their products.
A practical restriction on the choice of Software was that the m^ority of cmnputers available in foe 
researcher's academic institution woiked on foe DOS rather than foe Macintosh operating system. 
Programmes vfoich could only run on a main frame computer were excluded. It was hoped to find a 
programme that was user fiiendly, and which could be operated in Windows using a PC, and which 
could become part of a nctwofic at a later date should the study grow.
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With fois study's emphasis on theory building rather than description, foe choice of software was 
evenhially narrowed to The Ethnograph or NUD»IST. In foe end the NUD»IST package was 
selected because of foe power of its hierarchical indexing system, vhich is described in Section 3.9. 
NUD»IST stands for Non-numerical Unstructured Data: Indexing, Searching and Theorising. The 
NUD»IST version 2.3 (DOS) was Walled fiom December 1993 until the Windows Power Version
3.0 became available in the UK in March 1994.
One reason why NUD#IST appeared fiom foe outset to be and has proved to be so appropriate for 
this study is that it was designed by Tom Richards for his wife Lynn, \foo has extensive experience 
of grounded theory methods of analysis and of conducting researdi with femihes.
Since foe decision was taken to use NUD*IST there have been many valuable additions to the 
literature on the use of computers as an aid to qualitative research analysis. The availability of Miles 
and Huberman (1994) at the time when the selection of software was being made would have beai 
especially helpful. A useful summary of programme characteristics is given in this book. An article 
by Richards and Richards (1994a) in Denzin and Lincoln (1994) gives a comprehensive exposition 
on the issues relating to the use of computers to fecilitate a wide range of qualitative research 
approaches. Weitzman and Miles' (1995) book Computer programmes for qualitative data analysis 
is anofoer authoritative text whidi gives insights into foe use of computer software in qualitative 
research.
Ultimately a researcher's decision to use a computer programme to fecilitate data handling and data 
analysis is a personal one and needs to be based on a thorough understanding of the purpose of foe 
inquiry and an appraisal of foe fecilities of foe different packages available at the time (Heise, 1988; 
Moseley and Mead, 1993; Richards and Richards, 1994b; Russell and Gregory, 1993; Walker, 
1993).
The use of a computer software package can shift foe balance of time spent on foe mechanics of data 
haiÆagper se and cm data analysis, strongly in fevour of data analysis, by considerably speeding 
up the clerical tasks involved in searching for and retrieving data. Gerson (1984) suggests that the
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principal benefit of computer technology is its potential for increased rigour in analysis. Freeing up 
time and energy for the researcher to think creatively is perhaps one of the most compelling reasons 
for using computer software, especially when the time so spent leads to the development of a 
powerfiil, precise and tightly integrated theory.
The ways in vhich NUD»IST Power Version 3.0 has been used in practice to fecilitate the 
mechanics of data storage, handling and data retrieval, and to aid analysis and theory development in 
this study are described and demcmstrated in Secticm 3.9.
3.9 Inductive data analysis
3.9.0 Introduction
Induction is the essaice of naturalistic inquiry and the basis of the grounded theory approach to data 
analysis. Induction involves the devel(q)ment of theory fix>m data (Section 3.3). Concepts are 
ultimately the units of interest in grounded theory research. All the procedures described in this 
section have the purpose of identifying, developing and relating concepts. The analytic process is 
recursive. There is a constant interplay between proposing and checking. This is what makes the 
theory developed "grounded" in the data. An interactive model of the components of data analysis is 
given in Figure 3.
Before describing some of the analytic procedures used in this study a personal quality required of 
the researcher is described, vdiich is central to the process of inductive analysis. The quahty is 
sometimes referred to as "theoretical sensitivity" (Glaser, 1978).
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3 .9 .1  Theoretical sensitivitv
"Theoretical sensitivity refers to the attribute of having insight, the ability to give 
meaning to data, the capacity to understand, and c^abihty to separate the pertinent 
feom that which isn't. All this is dcme in conceptual rather than concrete terms."
Strauss and Corbin (1990) p.42
Theoretical sensitivity is a requirement for the creativity which can help to uncover new ways of
looking at a phenomenon. It comes from a number of sources. These include a knowledge of the
hterature (Chuter 2) and the professimial and personal e?q)erience of the researcher (Section 1.2).
These are the background that the researcher brings to the situation. Theoretical sensitivity can also
be acquired through the analytic process itself, insight and understanding increase as the researcher
interacts with the data.
This is why it is so important to begin thinking about data from the start of data collection. One idea 
generates another, encouraging the researcher to look at data in new ways. Creative analytical 
thinking can be fecilitated by writing memos and drawing diagrams to show tentative relationships 
between concq)ts (Section 3.9.2).
The key question to ask of the data is: "What is going on here?" Asking this question led to the 
analytic diagram (Figure 27) which held the key to understanding how young people and their 
parents might be interpreting each other’s behaviour on "wet" mornings (Section 6.5.3).
Regarding all categories, explanations and tmitative theories as provisional until convincingly 
supported by data, and following the coding procedures outlined below, has helped to give rigour to 
this study (Section 3.10). The appropriate use of existing research literature has also enhanced the 
researcher’s theoretical sensitivity by helping to give meaning to data.
3 .9 .2  Open coding and the use of memos and d ia g m m s
Open coding is the process of brealdng down, examining, comparing, conceptualising and 
categorising data. The processes involved in open coding are described by Corbin (1986), Miles and 
Huberman (1994) and others. The purpose is to identify and name phenomena, which is a necessary 
first step in concept development.
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From the time of the earliest analysis of the first conversations with families the emerging cat^ories 
were identified and named. The coding was refined and new codes added in an ongoing way. Keeping 
a track of the coding was at first achieved by updating a loose l«if coding book with the aid of a 
word processing package (Word for Windows 2c). Six months into the study this tedious process 
was transformed with the help of the NUD»IST software package (Section 3.9.3).
Two analytic procedures which help with concept clarification are making conqiarisons and asking 
questions. These procedures were used ccmstantly. This is vhat is meant when a grounded theory 
approadi is described as a "constant conq)arative” method of inquiry (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) .
Monos and diagrams were used as adjunctive procedures throughout the eighteen mcmths of data 
analysis to help to e?q)lore the possible relationships between concqAs, using techniques described 
by Glaser (1978); Corbin (1986); Miles and Huberman (1994) and Richards and Richards (1991, 
1994b). An example of a memo written in the early stages of this stufy is given at Appendix DC. An 
example of a "story line" (a general descriptive account reflecting thinking about the study at a point 
in time) writtoi to fecilitate the identificatirm and int^raticm of emerging concerts is given at 
Appendix X. Examples of two logic diagrams used to help to achieve conceptual clarity are givai at 
Figures 13 (Section 5.2.1) and 27 (Section 6.5.3).
3.9.3 Developing a hierarchical indexing system
The rationale behind the decisirm to use the NUD*1ST Power Version 3.0 software to fecilitate data 
storage and handling is giv^ in Section 3.8. The fecility to develop hierardiical coding trees to 
organise emerging categories and to help to eîqjlôre the relationships between them was regarded as 
the feature vdiich would help to bring order out of chaos (an antic^ated mountain of data) and 
greatly fecilitate the inductive analytical process.
Richards and Richards (1994b) liken NUD*lSTs indexing system to a library index which enables 
the researcher to store and locate data very ^ ily . If the indexing (coding) categories are organised 
hierarchically the result is an indexing tree which is like a m ^  of the project. Each node on the tree
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is like a pigeon-hole in vhich "like" data and the researcher's thoughts about them can be stored 
(Table 4). The software has been designed to enable the indexing system to grow and change shape 
as the researcher’s thinking about a project grows and develops. At any point in time it shows the 
(xmcepts being explored and it is therefore a reflecticm of the progress of the researcher's analytical 
thinking.
Over a one year period a hierarchical indexing system was developed to store the researcher’s 
thinking about the project. The principal parent nodes are illustrated in Figure 4. Nodes one to five 
(xmtain the data from the perspectives of the mothers, fethers, young pec^le, siblings and health 
visitors ^ o  took part. Figure 4 illustrates the m^or sub-cat%ories where data about fecets of the 
mother's view were stored.
The sequence of the steps involved in data transcriptimi, importing, coding, search and retrieval is 
illustrated in Figure 5 and the processes are described in Appendix XI. Following opoi coding the 
transcripts were systematically re-coded using codes developed throughout the year. A coding m ^  
(the index system) was available cm the (xmq)uter screen. It was also pinned to the researcher's study 
wall. This indicated the main indexing trees.
The individual trees were compiled in a loose-leaf coding bode as well as being available cm screen. 
A rigorous account was kept of foe coding process for data from eadi femily and "back-track" cards 
were developed and attached to transcripts whose coding had been altered before the new codes were 
created. These transcripts were then re-checked for foe occurrence of these cat^ories. The 
transcripts frmn the first three femilies to be coded were cranpletely re-checked. For later femihes 
less back-tracking was required as there were fewer new codes. This process todcmany months, but 
through such close ccmtacts with the data, over a prolmiged period, theoretical saisitivity was 
afoanced and many new ideas were gaierated.
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TABLE 4 Features of the node - the kev component of the
NTJD#IST hierarchical index system
Definition A node is the point where a branch on the indexing system splits (see 
Figures 4, 7 and 8). Nodes are created, located and named by the 
researcher as places in the index system to store categories for Hata and 
ideas about the categories
Features The date and time of the creation of each index node is automatically 
recorded by NUD»IST and this information can be retrieved, if required, 
to nuq) the progress of the indexing system's development. Every node 
has
• a numerical address - which specifies its location in the index 
system
• a title - specified by the researcher
The title can be a conceptual title such as "mother as orchestrator" or a 
descriptive title such as "behefe" or an in vivo title such as "we've been 
through ah that".
Optional features a definition - as decided by the researcher 
a memo - in vdiich the researcher can add free text remaries of any 
length in order to keep a record of thoughts and ideas about the 
category
references to text units of data documents stored at the node
- as decided by the researcher after coding the text units
Text retrieval from 
anode
The text indexed at a node can be retrieved at any time and can be 
seardied for and sorted in a wide variety of ways, as ihustrated in 
Figure 6 and described in ^ pendix XII
Note: Ah of the data attached to the node can be modified or deleted at any time. NUD*IST 
autcmaticahy dates the changes made.
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FIGURE 5 A flow diagram to illustrate the processes of data transcription. 
importinq. coding, searching and retrieval using the computer 
software package: NUD*IST Power Version 3.0 
(see also Appendix XI)
— CONVERSATIONS TRANSCRIBED AND 
BOUNDARIES OF TEXT UNITS DEUNEATED 
USING A WORD PROCESSOR
B. DATA IMPORTED INTO NUD*IST
k
INDEXING (CODING) ATTACHED TO 
TEXT UNITS AND REFERENCES TO 
THESE TEXT UNITS PLACED INTO THE 
HIERARCHICAL INDEXING SYSTEM
INDEXING SYSTEM SEARCHED ANO 
DATA RETRIEVED ACCORDING TO 
SPECIFIED SEARCH PARAMETERS 
(Appendix XII)
OUTPUT 
finds of the search 
could be;
PRIMARY
PURPOSE:
' viewed on screen 
' printed as a report
• put back Into 
programme 
attached to an 
indexing node
facilitating
THEORY GENERATION AND THE 
TESTING OF RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN CONCEPTS 1
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Lynn Richards regards the development of the indexing system and the coding (indexing) of data as 
much more than just a clerical exercise:
"Decisions are being made about Wiat is a category of significance to the study, what 
questions are being asked, \^iat concepts developed, Wiat ideas e?q}lored, and ^ ^bether 
Üiese categories should be altered, re-d^ed, or deleted during analysis."
Richards and Richards(1994a) p 447
An indication of die powerfiil search 6cilities offered by NUD*IST is given in Appmdix XII and is 
illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 6 is an in vivo print of an actual conqmter screen showing the vidiole 
indexing system at a point in time (small centre left tree), the part of the tree display being explored 
(cCTtre tree), ways of modifying the index system itsdf (top centre column) and methods of searching 
the system (bottom right column). The operators and commands used most often m this study to 
search the indexing system and die data in it, are described in Appendix XQ.
The way in \^hich two small parts of the indexii% system were developed is described below to 
illustrate the analytic processes involved.
Figure 7 illustrates part of the indexing system which oneiged finm mothers' comments on their 
behefs about various aspects of the young person's bed wetting. The six sub-categories which 
emerged during conversations with mothers as important to than were the mothers' perceptions of:
(1) die cause of the bed wetting
(2) the young person's control over the phenomenon
(3) the extait to which the young person was making an effort to be dry
(4) the young person's desire to be dry
(5) possible foctors which might increase the young person's motivation to be dry, and
(6) i^hether and Wiai the young persrm would become reliably dry at night in the future.
The nature of these Wliefe proved to be important determinants of paraits' attitudes towards bed 
wetting (Chapter 6).
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FIGURE 6 In vivo print of NUD IST Index Tree Displays (summary 
tree and tree in use), IndexSvstem Menu and Index System 
Search Operators (see section 3.9.3)
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Figure 8 shows how the participant's own words (or a shorthand version of those words) could be 
used to label a category. This is called in vivo coding. Simply attaching names to the parents' 
spontaneous comments about health care professionals, during the earliest open coding, helped to 
ensure that this topic was not lost sight of.
The first eight nodes were identified during the first phase of open coding and collected together. 
Instances which did not seem to fall into any of the first seven categories were put into a 
miscellaneous category called "other". When the transcripts were re-coded more systematically other 
topics consistently emerged and new nodes were added.
The major indexing trees became the source of a "thick description" (Richards and Richards, 1994a) 
of families' experiences of bed wetting, as described in Chapter 5. While the principal indexing tree 
nodes highlighted the broad issues, attention to the details within each tree helped to ensure a balance 
when writing descriptive accounts. For example, reference to the tree illustrated in Figure 8 was 
helpful when writing Section 5.6.2 on parents' evaluation of health care professionals, helping to 
ensure that no one category was over-represented.
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3.9.4 Constructing and testing a grounded theory
The data handling tasks associated with theory development are complex. Theory testing is an 
integral part of theory construction, not a subsequent stage (Figure 3). In the present study the use of 
NUD«IST paved the way for the development of an integrated theory . Other researchers such as 
Dowd (1991) and Morse (199 Id) have also found a computer programme to be of assistance in the 
development of a grounded theory. However the final integration of concepts was facilitated by the 
use of a coding paradigm, called axial coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).
Axial coding
Axial coding is a set of procedures whereby data are put back together in a new way, after open 
coding, by making connections between categories. This is achieved by using a coding paradigm 
involving: causal conditions (conditions which give rise to a phenomenon); the phenomenon or 
central idea; aspects of the context in which the phenomenon is embedded; intervening conditions; 
action/interactional strategies; and the consequences or outcomes of action and interaction, as 
illustrated in Figure 28 (Section 6.6.1) and Tables 16 and 17 (Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2).
The linking and development of categories takes place with the help of the basic analytical 
procedures used from the very outset of open coding such as asking questions about: what is going 
on, when and why, and making comparisons of instances of the phenomenon to gain an 
understanding of the conditions in which events take place.
Strauss and Corbin (1990) describe the process of axial coding as quite complex because the 
analysis involves performing four distinct analytic steps almost simultaneously. These are:
(a) the hypothetical linking of concepts
(b) the verification of the hypotheses against data
(c) the continued search for the properties of the concepts and their dimensions, and
(d) an exploration of the variation in expression of the phenomenon.
This involves moving back and forth between inductive and deductive thinking.
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The identification of the core concept
The identification of what was initially believed to be the core concept of "perceived helplessness" 
occurred in the earliest stages of open coding. It was used to code the second line of the first 
transcript of the first conversation with the first family to be enrolled into the study and it returned in 
many guises later on. However the central phenomenon around which all the other categories were 
integrated became apparent during the later stages of analysis and was found to be "perceived 
control", as described in Section 6.2.1. The final stages of theory generation are described in Section
6.2, which includes a conceptual model developed to explore the relationships between beliefs, 
feelings and behaviour.
3.10 Criteria for judging this study
3.10.0 Introduction
"The naturalistic inquirer soon becomes accustomed to hearing charges that naturalistic 
studies are undisciplined; that he or she is guilty of "sloppy" research, engaging in "merely 
subjective" observations, responding indiscriminately to the "loudest bangs or brightest 
lights". Rigor, it is asserted, is not the hallmark of naturalism. Is the naturalist inevitably 
defenceless against such charges? Worse, are they true?"
Lincoln and Cuba (1985) pp.289-290
The conventional criteria of trustworthiness used in research driven by positivist assumptions, 
namely: internal and external validity , reliability and objectivity are inconsistent with the axioms of 
naturalistic inquiry and inappropriate yardsticks forjudging qualitative research (Altheide and 
Johnson, 1994; Brink, 1987, 1991; Hinds et al, 1990; Kahn, 1993; Kirk and Miller, 1986; Kvale, 
1989; Le Compte and Gietz, 1982; Lincoln and Cuba, 1985; Silverman, 1993).
Alternative criteria are suggested for judging this study beginning with a brief review of criteria
proposed by Cuba (1981) and Lincoln and Guba (1985). The criteria forjudging a naturalistic
inquiry in which a grounded theory approach has been adopted are then discussed, from the
perspective of the researchers who first articulated the approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser,
1978; Strauss, 1987) and researchers with a broader research perspective such as Becker, (1993).
This section concludes with a brief discussion of the hazards of "legitimation mania" (Kvale, 1995
p.37) and suggests a more pragmatic approach to the concept of validity in social inquiry.
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3.10.1 Criteria for judging a naturalistic inquiry
Lincoln and Guba (1985) proposed the following oiteria for judging a naturalistic inquiry:
• credibility, as a substitute for internal validity
• transferability, as a substitute for external validity
• depœdability, as a substitute for reliability, and
• confinnability, as a substitute for objectivity.
Credibilitv
The search for internal validity in the conventional sense is ontologically inappropriate in qualitative 
research based on the naturalistic paradigm because it implies an isomorphism between research 
outcomes and a single tangible reality onto \riiich inquiry can converge (Section 3.2 and Table 1). 
Lincoln and Cuba (1985) proposed an alternative criterion, Wdch they called credibility, to establish 
the truth value of a study.
is enhanced by:
• prolonged engagement (allowing sufficient time with respondents to build trust, 
learn the culture and test for misinformation)
• letting respondents speak for themselves, and
• suspending judgement (putting tentative hypotheses on hold and being wary of pranatuie 
closure).
Every effort was made to adhere to these principles during the data collection phase of this study 
(Section 3.7) and the danger of premature closure was guarded against (Sections 3.9 and 6.2). One 
limitatirm of the study, however, is foat ai^ganent with the funilies could not be said to have been 
prolonged as each fomily was usually visited on only three occasicms. Within these occasions, 
however, the researcher endeavoured to give the participants as much time as they wanted. Several 
parents thanked the researcher for the time spent in conversation and e^qjressed the concern that they
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had talked for too long. The conversations lasted on average approximately 1 hours but ranged 
from about 45 minutes to over 2 hours.
One way of demonstrating the credibility of the findings of a study is to go back to the participants 
to establish their "truth value". However it has been decided in the l i ^  of the study's findings not to 
do this for foar of jeopardising the client-clinician relatimiship. The researcher first intends to discuss 
the results of the study with the health care professionals who helped with the recruitment of femilies 
(Figure 1).
The findings of this study have already been judged to be congruent with the professional experience 
of one of the advisors to this study (a consultant urologist) who has mq e^rience of helping femilies 
with a bed wetting child over many years and the comments of other professionals, including health 
visitors, are being actively sought. A useful external check on all aspects of the inquiry process has 
been provided by debriefing sessions with supervisors which occurred at approximately two-monthly 
intervals throughout the study. This included a discussion of selected transcripts, memos and Iq^c 
diagrams.
Transferabilitv
In conventional scientific inquiry the purpose of randomised sampling from a given defined 
population is to make the criterion of external validity adiievable. However for the naturalistic 
mquirer the very coricqjt of external validity is iii2q>propriate:
"The extent to which findings may be applicable elsev4iere depends upon the empirical 
similarity of sending and receiving contexts...The particular "mix' of mutually shaping 
influences may vary markedly from setting to setting...Valuo s^ 'EtsmSj especially contextual 
values, may be sharply at variance fiom site to site."
Lincoln and Guba ( 1985) p.41
Ttistfiarf of external validity Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest substituting the term transferabilitv. 
which is a measure of the extent to which it is possible to establish similarity of context. Context is 
crucial in deciding whether or not a finding may also have meaning in some other context.
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Dependability
To the positivist, reliability is often taken to be synonymous with stability, consistency, 
predictability, replicability and dependability. Reliability is seen as a pre-condition for validity and is 
usually tested for by replication, for example in test/re-tcst study designs. The concept of reliability^  
in relation to naturalistic inquiry M s because it requires absolute stability and replicability neither 
of which is possible for a study based on emergent design (Section 3.3).
In answer to the questicm: "How can one determine whether the findings of an inquiry would be 
rq)eated if the inquiry were rq)licated with the same or similar subjects in the same or similar 
context?" the answer is that there is no "(me reality" and there is therefore no possibility of 
convergence onto it. In (pialitative research reliability as a concept is therefore meaningless
Lincoln and Guba (1985), Erlandson et al (1993) and Rodgers and Cowles (1993) recommend 
keq)ing a record of the research process to demonstrate the dependability of a study. Records kqit in 
relation to this study include the original research prc^ >osal and ethics of research submission; the 
raw data (audio tapes of conversations, copies of transcripts and field notes); information relevant to 
the method of data analysis, and coding trees, memos and dio^ams used to feoilitatedata mialy i^s 
and theory construction in practice.
Confirmabilitv
T k  usual critericm for objectivity is that multiple observers can agree cm a phaiomaion. An 
alternative is to use methods which render a study beyond contamination by human biases. This is 
the motivaticm, for exanqtle, behind conducting double-blind clinical trials. In the context of 
naturalistic inquiry the critericm of objectivity is patently inappropriate because the paradigm (qxmly 
acknowledges investigator-respondent interaction and incpiiry as value bound (Table 1). The 
outcomes of a naturalistic inquiry actually dqrend upon the nature and quality of the interaction 
between "the knower" and "the knovm", qritomised in negotiations about foe meaning of data 
(Section 3.7.2).
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3.10.2 Criteria for judging a grounded theory study
Not all naturalistic inquiry has as its purpose the generation of theory. This section outline*; further 
criteria by which a grounded theory study can be judged.
In a review of common pitfells in published grounded theory research, Booker (1993) concludes foot 
many grounded theory studies are in feet merely descriptive studies lacking conceptual depth, in 
which the rescardiers have borrowed pieces of grounded theory method but have not adhered to its 
critical conqxments:
"These studies addressed \riiat was going on, but the underlying how and why were 
absent."
Becker (1993) p.254
in the fûial cfa^tcr of their book on fun d ed  theory procedures and technique» Strauss and Corbin 
(1990) discuss foe scientific camms, that is the rt^oaich standards by which a grounded theory study 
should be judged. The reader of a grounded theory study is aieouraged to ask a series of questions 
about foe study;
1. Are concerts generated?
2. Are foe concepts systematically related?
3. Are there mai^ coneqjtual linkages and ore the cat%orie3 well developed? Do they have 
coneq>tual density?
4. Is much variation built into the theory?
5. Are foe broackr cxmditims that afreet the phenomena under study built into its explanation?
6. Has process been taken into account?
7. Do foe theoretical findings seem significant and to what extent?
These criteria ore guidelines against which foe theory described in Ch^ters 6 and 7 should be 
judged. Knowledge of these criteria helped the rescardier to gain an understanding of the requisite 
properties of a grounded theory.
Strauss and Corbin (1990) suggest that foe final tost of foe iq)pli(xibility of a theory to a phenomenon
is control, that is the theory should suggest ways of guiding action and have inq)lications fi>r
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practice. It is argued in Chapter 7 that the theory developed from the data of this study could have 
fer reaching implications for both service organisation and service delivery.
3.10.3 Towards a more pragmatic concent of validity
In conclusion, in an article entitled "The social construction of validity" Kvale (1995) describes three 
approaches to validity which are not incompatible with the criteria described above but where there 
is perhaps a chmige of enq>hasis towards a more pragmatic approach. In the first £q)proach, validity 
is regarded as an expressimi of the craftsmanship with Wiich a study has been undertaken. The 
second involves testing the validity of knowledge claims in a dialogue with the subjects of the study 
and the scientific community. In the third approach justification of knowledge is replaced by 
^plicaticm, that is with a pragmatic concqrt of validity.
Kvale (1995, p.37) warns of the dangers of a "legitimaticm mania" which he suggests leads to 
"validity corrosion". He suggests that the ultimate criterirm whereby a stu(ty should be judged is that 
its findings are intrinsically convincing to the reader as "true";
"The qu ality of the craftsmanship results in products with knowledge claims that arc so 
powerful and con^ôncit  ^in their own rigjit that they carry tho validation with them, such as 
a strong piece of art " Kvale (1995) p.37-38
.3.11 Summary
The atm of this study, as initially envisaged, was to explore the n^ure and oqteriencc of bed wetting 
fiom the perspective of young people who wet the . bed, and that of their parents and siblings . A 
review of the literature suggested that there was still much to be learned about how fiunilies m an ^  
a young perscm's bedwetting in the ccmtext of every day ftunily life. A qualitative, inductive 
^proach was used which allowed the stu^s participants to mqplain in their own words and in other 
ways what the problem of bed wetting meant to them. Underlying the ^ proach taken was the
be discovered, or at least articulated in a coherent way.
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Nineteen femilies and 20 young people aged 4 to 17 years, living in some of the most deprived as 
well as the most affluent localities in the study area, took part. The principal method of data 
gatiiering was in depth interviewing. The interviews were usually conducted over a period of two to 
three months for each femily. This author’s role as "researcher" rather than "nurse" was readily 
accepted by the femilies.
In depth interviewing of children and adolescents can be challenging. In recognition of the limits 
imposed by the diildren's cognitive, social and linguistic skills and in anticipation that some young 
people might be too ashamed about their lack of night time bladder control to be able to speak freely 
about it with a stranger, foe young people were mcouraged to express their feelings throng 
drawings and with foe aid of "feces-foelings" cards. These methods proved helpful in fecihtating 
communication and foe results were illuminating.
In addition to foe in depth interviews with femilies, three supplementary methods of data collection 
were incorporated into the study's design for specific purposes. These were: a urinary symptom 
questiminaire, completed by the femily before the researcher's first visit; diaries, in which the young 
person and his or her principal carer recorded everts over a one month period as they actually 
happened, and a checklist of mefoods used by femilies in foe past to encourage the young person's 
bed wetting to stop, completed by the researdier in consultation with the femily at the conclusion of 
the last visit. By cmnbining both qualitative and quantitative approaches and methods in a fully 
integrated way a clearer understanding of the totality of foe meaning of bed wetting fiom foe 
femily’s perspective has been gained than could have been achieved using (me ^ proach alone.
Analysis of foe interview transcripts was fecilitated by NUD»IST Power Version 3.0 computer 
software. With the aid of memos, logic diagrams and a (xxlmg paradigm (axial (xxhng) the 
relationships between emergent concqits were idoitified and tested and a grounded theory developed 
around the core con(;ept of "perceived crmtrol", which often manifosted as "perceived helplessness". 
As is described in foe Ch^ters 4 to 6, data analysis rapidly took foe emphasis of foe study beyond a 
descriptive understanding of the meaning of the experience of bed wetting from the perspective of 
individual femily members, towards a new understanding of foe proc^ses going on within femilies 
and foe conceptualisation of foe femily as a uni(pie, muM-generational social system.
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CHAPTER 4; AN INTRODUCTION TO THE FAMILIES
4.0 Introduction
This section serves as an introduction to Chapter  ^and as a bri^ introduction to a conceptualisation 
of the femily which is relevant to this chapter and to the chapters which follow.
In this study the femily is Seen both as the context in which a young person's bed wetting is managed 
and os a unit of interest in its own right. The focus of interest and the unite of data collection and 
data analysis therefore encompass both individuals within the femily and the femily as a whole social 
unit, vhich in turn is seen as being onbedded within a local community, set in a wider society 
(Figure 9).
This conceptualisation of the femily was arrived at empirically but it is congruent with the axioms of 
the naturxdist paradigm (Table 1), which provided the assunqjtions underpinning the methods used in 
this study and with the views of many femily systems theorists.
As described in Section 2.3.2, there are many perspectives on the femily among femily systems 
theorists. Some, such as Bronfonbrenner (1986), take an ecological perspective, choosing to focus on 
the femily wifoin the context of the wider social systems of community and society. Other 
researchers, such as Hinde (1989), are more concerned with the nature and dynamics of >
interpersonal relatimiships within the femily. In the present study the focus has been on the 
conditions affecting the acticm and interaction of femily members and tho consequences of these 
actions for the individuals involved and foe femily as a social unit. Some of the conditions identified 
have been at the ecological level and some at the individual level. The processes studied have for foe 
most part been at the relational and interactional level, that is between members of a femily living 
within foe same housdiold.
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Up until now the phenomenon of bed wetting has received most attention fix)m researchers at the 
individual, pathophysiological, organ system level, that is at the level of bladder function (Figure 9 
and Sectim 2.2.3). In the few studies where a more femily oriented ^ proach has been taken, the 
research has been conducted at the level of the mother-child sub-system, based on a unidirectional 
conceptualisation of the nature of the parmt-child relationship (Section 2.4). In this study, by 
fexnising on the femily as a social system, a new perspective has been takai to understanding a 
common condition of childhood.
The aim has been to take a holistic ^proach to understanding the interaction of a multiplicity of 
variables on many system levels. While the focus of this study is predominantly on the level of the 
femily (Figure 9), there are many hints that society's view of bed wetting and the attitude of extended 
femily, feiends, and health care professionals in the local community, have an impact on the femily's 
experience of bed wetting, as does the nature of the young person's urinary symptcnns. Failure to 
acknowledge the achial or potential inq>act of influaices at these system levels on the femily's 
e?q)erience of bed wetting would be both parochial and short-sighted.
It may be that the pathophysiologists will find cme unifying fector which explains the diversity of 
individual's experience of bed wetting and leads to the develq)ment of more consistently effective 
intervaAions (Section 2.2.3). Meanwhile, nurses may have the greatest opportunity fer bringing 
about therapeutic change at the level of the femily. This is, in itself ample justificaticm fer the 
decision taken by the researdier who is a nurse, to study bed wetting fixim the femily's perspective.
This chuter sets the scene for the ch^ters that follow by summarising certain contextual data at the 
local community, femily and individual levels. Data about where fee femilies live is summarised in 
Section 4.1. Household crnnpositton and the femily's history of bed wetting are described in Secticm
4.2. The young people's day and night time urinary symptoms are summarised in Section 4.3.
The data presented in Chapter 4 are shown to be important fer a holistic understanding of how 
femilies manage the practical day to day consequmces of bed wetting and its wider social 
consequences, as described in Chapter 5. They are also shown to be integral to fee theory described 
in Chapter 6.
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4.1 The study area
This study was conducted in Stirling District, within the area of central Scotland served by Forth 
Valley Health Board.
The 1991 census revealed that only 0.7% of the total population of Forth Valley was of non-white 
ethnic origin, mostly 6om the Indian sub-omtinmt and China No femilies of non-white ethnic origin 
were formally enrolled into this study. Atthougb one Chinese femily was identified the femily did not 
wish to take part.
The sample of 19 femilies was drawn fiom 11 GP practices. Four of the femilies live in a rural ward 
in West Stirlingshire. The other 15 femilies live vnthin five miles of Stirling town centre.
The majority of the femilies' GPs are in the local GP Research Group. This group was initially 
selected and approached as a potential source of femilies because it included GP practices known to 
serve communities of (xmsiderable socio-economic diversity, fiom amcmgst the most affluent to the 
least affluent in the area (Section 3 .6.1).
In Forth Valley there are neither the concentrations of deprivation nor of male unemployment that 
are to be found in other areas of Scotland such as Greater Glasgow. Male unemployment in Forth 
Valley was 11.9% in 1991, (^proximatety mid way betwem Greater Glasgow at 20.6% and the 
Shetland Islands at 5.6%) ranging fiom 4 - 32% locally by electoral ward.
Analysis of census-based derivation indices for fee district council electoral wards in which the 
femilies lived, which was undertaken after data collection was completed, confirmed fee researdier's 
local knowledge that the femilies had indeed come fixxn a wide spectrum of communities, fiom the 
relatively affluent to amongst the most deprived in fee area. Six of the 19 femilies were drawn fiom 
three of the five wards assessed as having the greatest deprivation in the whole of Forth Valley. By 
contrast three of the 19 fiunilies came fiom two of the five most affluait wards.
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4.2 The families
Family composition
Each femily included a young person known locally to the health visitor to wet the bed and his or her 
natural mother. In one femily the bed wetters were twins.
The 20 young people enrolled into this study ranged in age fiom 4 to 17 years with a mean age of 
ten. There were twelve males and eight females (Figure 10). All the young people were still attending 
school, the youngest was attending nursery school. With one exception, the cause of the young 
perscm's bed wetting was not known Their day and night time urinary synqjtmns are described in 
Section 4.3.
All the young people in this study who wet the bed were living in femilies with at least one brother or 
sister. Fifiem (75%) had a younger brother or sister and 13 (65%) of than had a younger sibling 
Wio was dry at n i^  (Section 5.3 .1). In two femihes a younger child was discovered to be wetting 
the bed as well on three to four nights per week. These children were not known to the femily's health 
visitor.
Three femihes (16%) were headed by a lone parent who was separated or divorced fiom the young 
persm's natural fether. The remaining households included the young person's natural fether, a 
stepfether, or the mother's current male partner. Table 5 shows the marital status of the mothers at 
the time of the study and the number of times that the femihes had been re-ordered.
Re-ordering refers to the number of times that the parental composition of the household has changed 
within the young persrm's lifetime. Zero re-ordering means that the same parents had been present in 
the household since the child was bom. In this study nine of the femihes (47%) had not been re­
ordered.
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TABLE 5 The rdationship of the parents living within the household.
nnd the immher of times that the families had been re-ordered
Parents within the household Marital status 
of mother
Number of 
families
Number of times 
familv re-ordered
' (see Section 4.2)
natural mother 4- natural fether married 9 0
natural mother + natural fether unmarried 1 V
natural mother only separated/
divorced
3 2 1
natural mother + st^fether divorced and 
re-married
3 2
natural mother + stepfether widowed and 
re-married
1 2
natural mother + male partner 
(not natural fether)
divorced 2 
Total number of femilies 19^
2
Notes
1 mother lived with her parents for first 2 years ofyoung person's life, then moived to live with young 
person's natural fether, where slœ has remained.
2 include one femily with twins
 ^with a total of 20 children enrolled into the study
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There were two types of one re-ordering, one where the natural fether had come to share the 
residence with the mother and her son and one where the natural fether had left the household, 
leaving the mother alone with her children. Four of the femilies (21%) had been re-ordered once.
In six of the femilies (32%) there had been two re-orderings. In these eases fee natural fefeer had left 
the household (through divorce or death) to be replaced by a stepfether or the mother's male partner.
In all, over half fee young people in this study had experienced femily re-organisation. The literature 
suggests that femily re-organisation associated wife divorce and re-marriage has become an 
increasingly common experience in the lives of parraits and children (Hetherington, 1992). It is 
estimated that half of the couples married after 1970 will eventually divorce. Almost 50% of all 
children are expected to experience the divorce of their paraits and to spend an average of 5  years in 
a single parent household; 72% of women and 80% of men re-marry (Glick, 1989).
In this study four of the young pec^le currently had two fether figures in their lives, feeir natural 
fether wife whom they stayed on occasions and a stepfether or the mofeer's male partner wife whom 
they lived for fee rest of the time. Four other young pecqrle no longer saw feeir natural fether: in one 
case the fefeer had died; in another case the young person did not wish to see her fether; in the third 
case the natural fefeer was in prison because he had abused the child, and in the fourth case fee 
mother had obtained a Court Order draiying the natural fefeer access to the child. In two cases it was 
not known whether the young person was seeing the natural fether.
There is growing evidence feat divorce and re^narriage pose adaptive challenges to femily members 
and involve alterations in femily functioning; however, the short and long term effects of femily 
transitions are fer fixim clear cut (Allison and Furstenberg, 1989; Burghes, 1994; Guidubaldi, 1988; 
Hetherington et al, 1985; Zill, 1988; Zimiles and Lee, 1991; Cockett and Tripp, 1994).
In the present study one lone mother was finding it particularly difficult to cope wife caring for her 
fijur (hildrm and d^cribed her relationship wife her bed wetting dau^rtcr as poor. However the 
other two lone mothers and the six mothers who had re-married or had entered into a relationship
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with a new male partner speared to have found a new stability in their lives and five of them 
described their relationships with their children as good.
For two of the femilies in this study, which comprised both of the young person's natural parents, 
tension between the parents was reported by the mothers to be high and both mothers reported 
behavioural problems in their children. Many femily theorists view the quality of the marital 
relationship and the couple's satisfection with it as having all-important effects on other femily 
relationsh^s (Amato, 1986a; Belsky et al, 1991; Cummings et al, 1981; Denham and Couchard, 
1991; Emery and O'Leary, 1984; Giydi and Fincham, 1990).
The effect of the young person's bed wetting on relationships within the femily is discussed in 
Section 5.4.1. One fether was said by the mother to have threatened to leave the femily because of it. 
It is not, however, possible to say whether bed wetting merely exacerbates problems between femily 
members where relationships are already poor or whether the bed wetting is a primary cause of the 
problem.
The difficulties that femily researchers have had in deciding what constitutes a "femily" are 
described in Section 2.3.1. In the present study there were no instances of grandparents or other 
relatives or friends sharing the femily home at the time ifeen the data were being collected.
Parents' current employment
The nature of the enqiloyment of the parents currently Uving wifein the household is summarised in 
Table 6 . The ways in wdiidi some parents' anployment affected their involvement in the day to day 
management of the practicalities arising fiom the young person's bed wetting are described in 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
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TABLE 6  Occupations of the parents currently living within the household
A FATHERS* EMPTOYMRNT 
Occupation 
Self enqiloyed steel importer 
Self employed forestry manager 
Self enqiloyed building developer 
Travel agent, employee 
Electrician
Self employed garage mechanic
Factory worker, manufectuiing bottle tops
Bricklayer
University porter
Labourer, landscape gardening
Labourer, tarring roads
Unemployed
Not known
Number of athers^
B MOTHERS' EMPLOYMENT 
Occupation
FuU-tinie housewife
Full-time undergraduate student
Part-time accountant
Part-time overnight garage attendant
Part-time cleaner
Note:
Number o f  mothers 
11 
1 
1 
1 
5
 ^the term "fether" is taken to mean the mother’s adult male partner, currently living within 
the housdiold. In 10 cases this was the young person's natural fether, in 4 cases this was the 
your% person’s stepfether and in 2  casœ the fether figure in the household was not related to 
the young person by marriage or adoption (Appendix XIII)
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Parents' personal history of bed wetting
It was discovered in conversation that six mothers had themselves been bed wetters. Four mothers 
who had not wet the bed themselves had had a bed wetting sibling and had had some responsibility 
for their sibling's care (Section 5.2.3). The natural fethers of four of the young people were said by 
their wives to have wet the bed (Appendix XIII).
There is evidence to suggest that there is a goietic conqxment to the aetiol^y of bed wetting (Eibeig 
et al, 1995). Bakwin (1973) found that where both parmts had been bed wetters 77% of their 
children were bed wetters, and if one of die parents had wet the bed 44% of their children 
experienced the problem. In Bakwin's study, where neither of the parents had been a bed wetter, only 
15% of their children were affected.
In the presmt study there was found to be a strcmg relationship between the nature of parents' 
previous eiqieriences of bed wetting and their feelings, attitudes, and behaviour towards their own 
bed wetting child (Chapters 5 and 6 ).
Summary of contextual data relating to each familv in the studv
Contextual data relating to each femily enrolled into this study is summarised in Appendix XIII. 
Pseudonyms are used for fee young people. Appendix XDI gives the young people's age, fee 
relationship of fee parents currently living within fee household, fee number of times that fee family 
had been re-ordered in the young person's lifetime, the relative deprivation of the electoral wards 
where fee femily hve (Section 4.1), and fee parents' experience of bed wetting, so far as this is 
known.
4.3 The night and dav rimm urinary symptoms of the young people who wet the bed
4.3.0 Introduction
In this section the young people's night and day time urinary symptoms are described, based on an 
analysis of data fecxn the urinary symptom questionnaires (Appendix I) completed by the young 
people and their parents before the researcher's first visit and an analysis of fee ccmversations wife 
femilies.
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Of the 20 young people recruited to the study the cause of the bed wetting is only known with 
certainty in one case. Michael (age 8 ) has congenital bladder neck obstruction and only one, partially 
functioning kidney. He is in chronic renal feilure and his symptcnns include polyuria, which is the 
prcxhiction of laige volumes of dilute urine. The inclusion of Michael has proved a valuable case for 
comparison with the m^ority of cases where the cause of the bed wetting has not been identified 
(Chapters 5 and 6 ).
The section b^ins wife a discussion of fee frequency of fee young people's bed wetting expressed as 
affected nights per week (Section 4.3.1 ), fee primary or secondary nature of the bed wetting is 
discussed in Section 4.3.2 and fee pr^ence or absence of day time urinary symptoms is discussed in 
Section 4.3.3.
4.3.1 The frequency of bed wetting
The friequency of fee young people's bed wetting, ejqiressed as wet nights per week, is given in Table 
7. Four (20%) of the young pec^le were said to be wetting the bed on one night per week or less.
Five (25%) were wetting fee bed 2-4 nights per week and 11 (55%) were wetting fee bed 5-7 nights 
per week. These findings are broadly similar to fee findings of several surveys of the frequency of 
bed wetting in young people (Section 2.2.2). Devlin's (1991) survey of fee parents of 1806 schcxrl 
children aged 4 to 14 years in Co. Kildare, Ireland, is nearest in age range to fee range of ages of fee 
young people in this study. Devlin |bund that 33% of these young people wet fee bed once a month 
and less than once a week, 11% wet the bed once a week, 25% wet 2-4 nights a week, and 31% wet 
fee bed on 5-7 nights a week. In fee present study a somewhat higher percentage of young people 
(55%) were wetting fee bed 5-7 nights per week.
A dimoKicm of bed w^ting, that neither the urinary synqitom questionnaire (^pm dix I) nor 
epidemiological surveys highlight, is fee way in which the frequency of bed wetting can fluctuate 
widely for some individuals over tiihe. The fluctuating nature of the frequency of bed wetting became 
apparent during conversations wife femilies. For many young people the number of wet nights per 
week was said to have reduced, at first, wife treatment but in most cases the young person's progress 
had not been maintained.
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TABLE 7 Frequency of bed wetting (nights per week)^
Nights 
per week
Male Female Total % of total
7 3 4 7 35
6 2 1 3 15
5 - 1 1 5
4 - 1 1 5
3 3 - 3 15
2 1 - 1 5
i or less 3 1 4 2 0
Note: ^ source of data is uiinaiy synqjtcm questionnaire
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In some cases the parents had their own "theory" to account for setbacks. Some mothers associated 
the increase in the number of wet nights with events occurring within the femily at the time (Section
6.3.1). In most cases, however, both young people and their parents were puzzled vhen progress was 
not maintained.
It became ^parent that four inter-related aspects of the frequency of bed wetting affected 
individuals' feelings about it, namely;
• the proportion of "wet" nights in the week (constancy)
• whether the fr-equency of dry nights was increasing, static or decreasing (presence or absence 
of progress)
• the extent to which the frequency of bed wetting and any changes in its frequency could be 
accounted for (predictability)
• the individual's perception of his/her ability to influence prr%ress in a positive way 
(controllability).
Paraits' and young people's beliefe about the causes of bed wetting and their control over it qre 
discussed in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. The constancy of some young people's bed wetting, its 
unpredictability and uncontrollability had caused many young people and their parents to feel 
helpless and despairing at smne point and for some individuals these were the predominant feelings 
at the time of the study (Section 6.3.2 and 6.4.2).
4.3.2 Primary and siecondarv bed w et^g
Norgaard (1991) estimates that 10-15% of bed wetters are secondary bed wetters (Section 2.2.1). 
Three boys of the 19 young people in the present study, (16%), where the cause of the bed wetting 
was not known, were initially classifled as seccmdary bed wetters (Table 8 ) using Hjâlmâs (1992, 
p.5) definition of secondary diildhood incontinence:
"... a child yfeo has been dry for a period of at least six months and then starts to wet again".
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TABLE 8 Frequency of primary and secondary bed wetting^
Male Female Total % of total
Primary bed wetting
a. never totally dry at night
b. reliably dry at night but for
less than six months
c. not known if ever dry at
night
7
1
4
3
1
1 1
4
1
55
2 0
5
Secondary bed wetting 3 - 3 15
Cause known (congenital bladder 
neck obstruction, only one 
partially functioning kidney 
and chronic renal feilure)
1 - 1 5
Note: ^ sources of data are urinary symptom questionnaire and conversations with parents
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These three boys were said by their parents to have been reliably dry for between one and two years 
before recommencing bed wetting at the ageÉ of 314 - 4 years. According to Fergusson et al's (1990) 
definition (Secticm 2 .2 .1) these boys would not have been classified as secondary bed wetters at aU, 
although they had been reliably dry for so long, as they had re-started bed wetting before the age of 
5, The Mure to class# children who have been dry for 1 - 2  years as secondary bed wetters could 
have implications for randomised controlled trials conducted in young people vdio are all supposedly 
primary bed wetters.
The mothers clearly remembered the circumstances in vfeich the bed wetting had recommenced. In 
the case of fee twins, Stephen and Jcfen (age 8 ) the bed wetting had started shortly after the parents 
had separated and fee twins had entered a homeless unit wife their mother. Stephen was said to have 
been particularly badly affected by the e?q)erience and at fee time of this study, finir years later, he 
was still wetting the bed 7 nights per week. John's bed wetting had considerably improved over the 
intervening years and by the time of the study he was only wetting fee bed 3 nights per week.
The mother of Gary (age 5) linked the re-commmcemmt of her son's bed wetting to the natural 
fether (xnmng to live in the femily home. She said that she and her son had been happily living wife 
her parents before that time and Gary had been out of nappies and reliably dry for a year. The onset 
of the secondary incontinence was also said to have been very sudden.
An observation vhich emerged through conversations wife parents in fee study, but not fi-om the 
urinary symptom (gestionnaire (which asked whether the young person had ever had a period of at 
least 6  months when they had been dry every night), was that four of fee "primary" enuretics had 
been out of nappies at n i^  and had been reliably dry for several months, but less than six months, 
when the bed wetting had suddenly recommenced (Table 8 );
"Mrs L: She came cxjt o' n^pies and for fee first few wedcs she never wet, but then all
of a sudden she started again. She was about 214."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 17228/18 p 3 
Lisa's fether also ronembered his daughter as having been "trained" at night at one point. The 
parents were vague about the femily's circumstances at the time when fee bed wetting re-started, but 
shortly afterwards the fefeer went to live wife his mother for six mcmths, although he visited the
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children in fhe evenings. Lisa was still wetting the bed 6 )r 7 nights per week when she entered this 
study, at the age of 4.
In two other cases the young person was quite clearly described as being emotionally upset when the 
bed wetting recommenced, In one case the young person's fether had died. In another case the 
circumstances surrounding the re-commencement of the young person's bed wetting were said to 
have been dramatic:
"Mrs S: It was when she was 2!4 that she had this - like a nervous breakdown... before 
that she was cmiq)letely potty trained - both day and night - no problems - we were off 
nappies - nothing. And then aU of a sudden^  I don't know what happaied, she just 
changed. It was like an overni^t thing. She started wetting the bed, she started wetting 
herself^  and her bowels opened as well - and she started doing the toilet up the Carpet, 
and she'd be walking and doing the toilet at the same time - and I just couldn^ t cope with 
this. Immediately of course she got on nappies. And that's the cycle ever since."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 17222/37 p.l
Sarah was still wetting the bed 6  nights per week v i^en she entered this study at the age of 11. In die 
interim she had had problems with anorexia, she was still being seen on an occasional basis by a 
clinical psychologist and her weight was being r%ularly monitored by the paediatrician at the local 
hospital. This mofoer fok that health care profossionals blamed her for Sarah's problems (Section 
5.6.2).
On hearing about this stu ^  a foxnily foiend told the researcher how one of her sons started wetting 
the bed again at the age of 2 , after several mrniths of being reliably dry at ni^it, when his younger 
brother was bom. She had been in hospital ftn* two wedcs with the new arrival and her husband had 
not been allowed to visit their 2  year old scm, who was temporarily taken into a children's home. She 
said that it had taken many months of loving care to re-establish a close relationship with this child 
and to re-establish night time bladder control This aU took place 40 years ago at a time when the 
effects of maternal deprivation were only just beginning to 1% widely reported in the r^earch 
hterature.
There is not the space here to enter into a detailed discussion of the controversy surrounding die 
issue of wh^her bed wetting can be precipitated by psychological foctors. Some health care 
pTo^sionals researching the pathophysiology of bed wetting (e.g. Djuihuus et al 1992) discount
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psychological disturbance as a contributory foctor. However, the research of others who have 
compared enuretic with non-enuretic children (e.g. Jarvelin et al, 1990, 1991; Larsen and Winther, 
1980; and Oppel et al, 1968b) suggests that stressful life events, including divorce, parental 
separation, marital conflict or birth of a sibling can be precipitating foctors, especially in children 
who have been late in acquiring primary bladder control. It has been suggested that this makes a 
child more susceptible to developing secondary enuresis vhen exposed to str^sful life events 
(Fergusson et al, 1990). In this study some parents attributed the young person's bed wetting to the 
child's emotional response to a sexual problem between members of the fomily (Table 15, Secticm
6.3.1).
4.3.3 Dav time urinarv symptoms
Questions about day time urinary synq)toms, including day wetting and urgency, were included in 
the urinary symptcmi questionnaire (Appendix I), to see whether the young person's lack of bladder 
control was confined to n i^ t time.
The prevalence of day wetting for the young people in the study was high at 75% but for 11 of these 
15 young people the problem was said to be very cxxasional or occasional (Table 9). Seven of flie 
young people in this stucfy (3 boys and 4 girls) experimced a loss of day time bladder Control Wuch 
would be visible to others in that the leakage of urine was said to occur through to the outside of 
clothing (Table 9). Visible loss of day time bladder control is shown to have had signMcant social 
consequences for fliese young people (Section 5.3.2). Contrary to the findings of Hellstrom et al 
(1990), there did seem to be an asscxnation between day wetting and fiequency of wet nights per 
wedc. The four young people who were rqx)rted as day wetting "very often", with the urine leaking 
visibly to the outside of their clothes, were also said to wet the bed seven nights per week (Table 9) 
and for three of the four young people, said to wet occasionally in the d ^  time, the leakage was also 
"sometimes" or "usually" of the type ^ ^ch would be clearly visible to others. These sevra young 
people had the double disadvantage of visible day as well as freqpient night time problems with their 
bladder control which made the maintenance of secrecy impossible (Section 5.3). In contrast the five 
young people who had no day wetting problem only wet the bed three nights per week or less 
(Table 9).
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Through conversations with parents and the young people themselves, it transpired that seven of the 
young people had recently had a day wetting episode at school, and a further four had had problems 
widi day wetting incidents at school in the past. A summary of the night and day time urinary data 
for each young person in fois study is presented in Appendix XIV, in vdiich the sources of the data 
are clearly indicated.
4:4 Summarv
The fomilies enrolled into this study have been drawn foom some of the most deprived as well as the 
most afOuent wards in foe study area and include young people aged 4 to 17 years wetting foe bed 
from seven nights per week to less than once a week. Half these young people had e^ qperienced 
fomily reorganisaticm. At foe time of foe study each fomily included foe young person i^o  wet foe 
bed and his or her natural mofoer. In three fomilies the mother was a lone parent, in six fomilies the 
fother was a step fofoer. Tm fomihes included the natural fother.
The findings of this and other studies highlight that remarkably little is known about the natural 
history of the acquisition of nocturnal bladder cœtrol (Blackwell, 1992). The fundamental question 
remains unanswered: how many dry nights does the child need to achieve before it can be said that 
the physiological mechanisms required for bladder control are in place and capable of functioning 
reliably? The e?q)eriences of four of the sixteen fomilies in this study, with a child originally 
classified as a "primary" bed wetter, suggest that there could be a "critical period" during \foich 
learning how to be dry at night can be undone, perhaps at times of stressful lifo events within foe 
fomily. In the present study the four diildrrai who were reported by their mothers as having bear 
reliably dry both day and night before foe age of 2 to VA years, were aged 4, 6 , 9 and 11 on entering 
the study. These young people were also amongst the most severely affected bed wetters.
The consequences of foe young people's night and day time urinary symptoms for themselves and for 
their fomihes are described in Chapters 5 and 6 .
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CHAPTERS; FAMILIES' EXPERIENCES OF LIVING WITH BED WETTING
5.0 Introduction
This chapter is about the ways in which fomilies e7q)erience a young person's bed wetting, within the 
context of every day fiunily lifo and its social consequences for individual fondly manbers and for 
the fondly as a social unit. It seeks to answer the broad research questions posed at the beginning of 
this study (Section 3.1).
New insights are provided into the nature of bed wetting and the way it is experienced by fondhes. It 
is shown that the consequences of bed wetting are rarely confined to idght time and can affect key 
times of communal fomily activity (Section 5.1). New perspectives have been gained of the roles that 
different fomily monbers play in the day to day management of bed wetting, including the role of 
fothers and siblings (Section 5.2). Sections 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the pervasiveness of the social 
consequences of bed wetting for everyoæ in the fomily. The strat^es that parents devise for 
themselves to encourage the young person's bed wetting to stop are outlined in Section 5.5. Parents' 
and young people's evaluation of the help received fnmn health care profossionals and the nature of 
their experiences of methods commonly prescribed (Secticm 5.6) suggest many ways in which 
practice could be improved to meet the fomiiysmeeds (Chuter?).
This chapter is for the most part a descriptive account, however many of the themes and ccmcepts 
described here form the building blocks of the theory developed in Chapters 6  and 7.
5.1 Hnw do families experience the dav to dav practical consequences of bed wetting?
5.1.0 Introduction
In this section, the practical, day to day consequences of bed wetting are described, using data 
derived fiom foe parents' diaries and fiom conversaticms with parents and the young people 
themselves. It focuses cm the extent to which different fomily members were aware of and disturbed 
by the bed wetting and the times of day (or night) i^ben the practical consequences of the bed wetting 
were being dealt wifo.
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The night and day time urinary synqjtoms of the young people are described in Section 4.3. Some 
young people were found to be wetting the bed nearly every night while others were wetting once a 
week or less. This has obvious implications for the burden of care for parents and the pervasiveness 
of the practical consequences arising fiom the bed wetting for all the fomily.
The data show that the consequences of bed wetting are not confined to night time, indeed for most 
older childrai and their parents night time disturbance was rare (Section 5.1.1). For most fomihes 
bed wetting was found to have its biggest practical impact in die mornings as fomily members were 
rushing to leave home fiir sclmol or work (Section 5.1.2). Bed times also proved to be a time of 
tension in some fomilies in anticipation of die young person wetting the bed (Section 5.1.3).
Within the fiunilies the issues were differmt for young pe^le of different ages. While most parents 
expected to have to help younger children with tasks relating to personal hygiene and bed changing, 
the parents of adolescents were often particularly frustrated by thé young person's reluctance to take 
respcHisibility for managing practical tasks which were deemed to be well within their c^abUities.
5.1.1 Night time activities
Insights into night time activities relating to bed wetting were gained fixim three sources: the urinary 
symptom questionnaire (Appendix I); fixim conversations with fomily members and fiiom the diaries 
kept by the young pec^le and their parents (^pmdices II and HQ (Section 3.7.3).
While many of the young people may have had more dian one conqilete micturition during die ni^t, 
13 (65%) were normally unaware of having wet the bed until they woke up in the morning, and in 
most cases their paraits were also undisturbed through the n i^ . Three young people (15%) awoke 
once during the night, and finir (2 0 %) of the younger childrai woke two or three times to a wet bed. 
The youngest children woke up in the night most often. However, during die month of the diary 
keeping, only four mothers were disturbed in the night because of a wet child. The m^ority of 
parents were rarely if ever disturbed (Appendix XV).
The notable exception to this was Michael's mother. According to her diary she was up on average 
twice a night to her son, who had cmly one, partially fimctioning kidney and suffered fixnn polyuria
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(an increased output of dilute urine) (Section 4.3.0). "In the night" meant after she herself had gone 
to bed and before she finally got up in the morning. She kept her diary foithfiilly, recording her 
feelings about a wide range of issues for her:
"MRS M: Fell asleep at 2.30 until 3.15 p.m. Find it hard to keep my eyes open some 
days."
Mother of Michael (age 8 ) Day 2 of diary 
At the b%inning of the diary keeping Michael's mother had wondered how she would feel about 
seeing everything written down. She had underestimated her involvement with Michael during the 
night, in the urinary symptom questionnaire (Appendix XV). This is her last diary entry:
"MRS M: Well, this is the last page of the diary. It has been quite strange writing this 
over the last few weeks ... I don't think much about being up every ni^t. It is just a way 
of life. You have to work your life around it."
Her diary showed that she had changed Michael's nappy on average three times after he had gone to
bed at night, ranging fixim twice to five times. Both Michael's parents had come to accept a situation
which they believed could not be changed and )^ ch  they knew was outwith Michael's control
(Section 6.3.2).
Like his mother, Michael kept his diary meticulously . A page of his diary is given as Figure 11. His 
mother encouraged him to use the toilet whenever she feund him wet but the diaries show that she 
was mostly unaware of how often he got up to the toilet by himself. According to his own diary this 
was, on average, ftmr times per night. Other mothers were also unaware of the young person's night 
time activities.
The diary entries smnetimes reflected parents' feelings of fiustration about the bed wetting and 
described circumstances v^en disturbances relating to bed wetting could be problematic:
"MRS W: William wet when I got hirn up and I was annoyed because Fve got myself so 
keyed up about my interview and I just wanted to flop into bed so I was quite abrupt 
with him, changed and dried him as quickly as poss. Was flustered this morning because 
he was wet again and I was already in a panic about the time but he had washed 
himself."
Mother of William (age 9) Day 6  of diary
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Few âthers were involved in the management of the practicalities arising from the young person's 
bed wetting (Section 5.2) but Paul's frther was actively involved and he described similar 
circumstances when getting up in the night to his scm was a task he could have done without;
"Mr P: The only time that's bothered me particularly has been when - you know - in 
particularly stressful times workwise, that when you know - once you're awake you're 
not going to get back to sleep agmn, and that can be - 1  had a spell oftiiat 18 months 
ago, and that was annoying and frustrating at that stage but it didn't h^pen very often, 
so it didn't matter. But 1 was conscious of thinking: I hope to goodness it's not tonight!"'
Father of Paul (age 13) 156/28 p.l2
These occasions tended to be memorable but for the majority of foe parents, for most of the time, 
disturbances at night in relation to bed wetting were uncommcm. This may in part account for 
parmts' lack of tolerance of the disturbances associated with the use of bedside or body worn alarms 
(Section 5.6.1).
It has been found that the greatest impact of bed wetting for most fomilies, in the practical sœse, is 
not at night but in the mornings, as fomily manbers hurriedly prq)are to leave foe house for school 
or work, as is described below.
5.1.2 The morning rush for school
In many households with children it is quite normal for week days to start with a period of frenetic 
activity as children prepare to leave foe house for school and many parents get ready to go to work. 
Younger children may need supervision with washing and dressing, there is breakfost to eat, pefo^s 
padced lunches to prepare and pets to organise. A baby may need comforting, children may be 
clamouring for their sports kit, perh^s the parents quickly glance through the mail. A young 
person's activities in relation to managing the consequences of a wet bed take place in the context of 
bdiaviour which is quite normal for the young person's age (if irritating for parents!). Many mothers 
said that foe "morning panic" was made worse on those mornings vfoen foe young perscm needed 
extra attention because they were wet:
"Moya: So Wmt were mornings like?
"Mrs M: Terrible. Just this boy with the nappy on, sort of thing. He got washed in foe 
bath - hair too, when he hadn't had a nappy on. It was extra work. They get a bath every 
night so it should only be hands and foce in the morning."
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 1517/18 p.2
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Before taking Tryptizol Martin had been wetting the bed virtually every night and these morning 
experioices were normal for the fomily then.
The problem was compounded in fomilies where a young person had wet someone else's bed as well:
"MRS L: She was wetting all the beds at night and you are up changing beds in the 
night and having to bath her brother before he went to school in the morning... he was 
having to get up an hour early and he was getting up during his sleep. It was a shame."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1517/31 p.2
Wetting more than one bed in one n i^  was not uncommcm, being mentioned by the parents of six
children. At the time of this study three fomilies included two young people who wet the bed
regularly. This comqwunded the work for foe mofoers even vfoen one or both of foe young people
was largely self-caring.
Many of foe 7 - 9 year olds were said by their mofoers to require only minimum supervision, even 
when they were wet. In some households a routine had bem establifoed:
"MRS S: Well, it was just a matter o^ if he was dry he would come down and tell me 
he was dry and if he was wet I would say to him, 'Just take the sheet o£  ^take off your 
pyjamas and put them out for washing' and then I would put a dry sheet on his bed and 
eifoer I put it on or he put it on. So that was it. That was all there was to it. Nobody got 
cross."
Mofoer of Simon (age 8 ) 15122/3 p.2 
The younger diildren tended to need SOToe help, especially wifo their personal hygiene, and this was 
not always forthcoming.
Shelly was at first teased by her brother and sister, and then by the children at school because she 
smelt of urine:
"MRS S: There were times when she went to school you could actually smell it on her 
sometimes. I started washing her but when foe got older and that foe started doing it 
herself and I made sure she was clean before she went to school. They don't bofoer her 
now."
Mother of Shelly (age 7) 15125/26 p. 1 
Shelly’s mother was very relaxed about her daughter’s bed wetting (Section 6.3.2) but Shelly was 
unh^py about it (S%tion 6.4.2). When asked to draw a picture of how she fok in the mornings when 
she woke up to find herself wet Shelly drew a picture of herself in foe bathroom (Figure 1 2 )
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Shelly said that she was h^py about the practicalities of managing a wet bed, such as changing the 
sheets and changing herself. Martin, Gary and Michelle foh much the same:
"MARTIN: I liked it, I took the sheets off and they went in the bin."
Martin (age 6 ) 3213/44 p.l
"MICHELLE: It's good - then I've not got the smell any more."
Michelle (age 8 ) 3213/6 p.2
One indication of the shame felt by young people about their lack of night time bladder control is 
that so many had at some time tried to hide the bed wetting from their parents. In some cases the 
young person was frightened to admit to it:
"Mrs L: At first it was a shame because sometimes I used to get crabbit (angry), there's 
no point in saying I didn't, during the night she was waking me up and I said, 'for God's 
sake Lisa, Fve not got a tumble drier, it's brokoi. How am I going to get foese done?-1 
maybe got crabbit to start with ... and she would maybe be feared to tell you or she'd 
hide her pants - it does not bother us now."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 15117/30 p . 6
Other children were said to have hidden wet night clothes when they had been offered a reward for 
achieving a certain number of dry nights (Section 5.5.2).
Talking with femihes about the management of the consequences of bed wetting firmi day to day 
smt^times revealed a great deal about the young person's self estean or lack of it. In cmitrast to the 
majority, Carol and Tracy gave the impression of having given up trying to help foemselves even in 
practical ways, expressing feelings of helplessness and hopelessness (Section 6.4.2). This manifested 
itself as apathy when it came to managing the practical consequences of the bed wetting. The parents 
of both Carol and Tracy were cmicemed about this:
"MRS T: But she doesn't even get up, she just lies there in it.
MOYA: What, in the urine?
MRS T: Aye, and Wien she soils ... And you've got to force her to go into a bath and 
everything. She just doesnae - ... With Laura (the other bed wetting child in the femily, 
age 4) when she is wet, she gets up and takes it off and jumps into Kevin's bed, Whereas 
with Tracy, she hes in it all night.
MOYA: And how does she manage in the morning? Does she wash herself^  or do you 
have to supervise her?
MRS T: Fve got to tell her or she wouldnae do anything, you know... it just doesn't 
seem to get through to her."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 15121/9, 17 & 18 p.l & 2
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Both Carol and Tracy seemed to be imh^py about life in general, as well as being unhappy about 
the bed wetting. Both seemed to be displaying some symptoms of clinical depression such as feelings 
of sadness, worthlessness and pessimism about the future, which may or may not have been related 
to the tuibulent events in their earher femily life. Until recently it was widely assumed that children 
and adolescents rarely exhibit depression but recent research has shown feat it is fer more common 
than clinicians had thought (Hetherington & Park, 1993; Mussen et al, 1990). Sehgman and 
Peterson (1986) describe one form of childhood depression which has as its basis repeated 
experiences of defeat over a prolonged period, with the young person having tried hard to solve 
problems and achieve personally meaningful goals without succès. Mussen et al (Î990) suggest that 
the majority of adolescent suicide attempts are a result of a long series of unsuccessful attempts to 
find ahemative solutions to difficult problems, rather than being a mmnentary impulse. The inability 
to achieve dry nights after many years of trying could contribute to a young person's feelings of 
worthlessness (Section 6.4.2).
Returning to foe morning rush for school, dealing wifo foe young perscm's personal hygiene, where 
help or encouragement were needed, was assigned a higher priority than dealing with the wet sheets 
in most femihes, however, issues relating to the handling and laundering of the wet sheets emerged 
again and again as causes of irritation for some parents. The issue which caused a great deal of 
confiict in foe femilies of some adolescents was who should ranove the sheets. The tension 
surrounding this issue could carry forward through the day until foe young person arrived home from 
school when the young person might find an angry mother ahd an unmade bed. These parents felt 
that the young person was old aiough to take smne responsibility for managing the practicalities and 
left the bed unchanged as a matter of principle:
"MRS P: And there's been times Wien I foought, no, Fm just going to 
leave foe bed, and he'll come in 4 o'clock and he brings a fiiend home with him - Is my 
bed made. Mum?' and I say, "No' - and of course I rush through, give them a glass of 
juice and make foe bed, and cover it up for him. You know you don't want to embarrass 
them but you know if he was making an effort it m i^  push him a bit just to - "
Mofoer of Peter (age 15) 51/3 p.l
In spite of her feelings of frustration Peter's mofoer was still concerned to protect her son fixnn the
embarrassment of discovery by others. Several mothers described their diversionary tactics as they
removed foe evidence of their child's bed wetting whm the young person's fiiends called at the house.
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The range of young people's feelings about the practical side of changing themselves and changing 
the sheets is shown in Table 10. Overall, the younger children seemed more biddable and more 
enthusiastic about ranoving the sheets than many of the older ones, who r%arded it as a chore:
"Ian: It's boring. I had to do it every morning, like."
Ian (age 13) 3213/47 p.2
Perhaps many of the older children had become pathetic about managing the wet sheets because the 
problem had been going on for so long, but most were still very particular about their personal 
hygiene and were happy to distance themselvK from the problem, leaving the house and foeir secret 
behind them in the rush for school.
With the help of a feces-feelings card eleven young people were asked how their mother felt about 
the practicalities. Carol and the twins, Jdm and Stqfoen, said that their mother was as unhappy 
about it as they were:
"MOYA: And how does mummy feel about it?
JOHN: Grumpy.
MOYA: She feels grumpy about it too? Why does she feel grunqjy about it?
JOHN: Because her machine has broken down.
MOYA: Oh dear me! You're lau^iing. Why are you laughing?
JOHN: Just because the way she goes in a horrible mood."
John (age 8 ) 3221/122 p.l 
John did not seem to take his nK>dier’s anger personally but attributed it to the practical difficulties 
caused by the broken washing machine. He himself "hated" taking the sheets off. Perh^s the sheets 
reminded him of a problon foat he would rather forget. Eight young people indicated that their 
mother was more concerned about the practicahties than they were (Table 10).
In summary, mornings could be a tense time for some young pec^le Wien they had to fece the 
consopiences of the wet bed and the whole femily could be aff%ted in one way or another. Mothers 
Wth younger children, who needed most help with their personal hygiene, often had most to do in the 
practical sŒse. Siblings could be affected too, if they and foeir bed had been made wet and it could 
be that some received less attention in the morning when the mother was engaged elsewhere. Most 
fefoers were not directly involved in the practicahties (Section 5.2.2) but they too may have been 
affected by a blocked bathroom, or a harassed wife.
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Dealing with one young person, who had wet one or more beds, was said to influence the atmosphere 
in the whole household. During the diary keeping Anthony b%an to experience more dry nights:
"MRS A: I do hope this lasts. Makes the atmosphere and attitude in the 
house normal!
Mother of Anthony (age 16) Diary entry 
Many parents commented on the difference in the young person's behaviour on wet and dry 
mornings. On dry mornings die young person's cheerfulness and oihanced self esteem were Often 
manifested as increased communicativeness and on some occasions W  to unsolicited activity:
"MRS A: Another good morning. Alison made her bed by 7 a m. tiiis morning, 
she was that pleased."
Mother of Alison (age 9) Diary entry
"MRS A: Anthony is pleased with himself. He has tieded (sic) up his bedroom for the 
first time without my asking saying he is 'fed up Hving in a mess'."
Mother of Anthony (age 16) Diary entry.
5.1.3 Bed time activities
In this section activities that occur at the young person's bed time are described. These relate to the 
anticipation of the possibility of a wet bed.
From discussions with parents, bed times did not emerge as particularly problematic times in most 
famihes, except during femily hohdays when special preparations were deemed to be necessary to 
protect someone else's bed. At these times the sense of tension fiir the young person and their parents 
was said to be high, in anticipation of a possible wetting episode and the need to e^qilain wet sheets 
to an outsider if the precautions feiled. The special case of preparations at bed time during femily 
hohdays is considered in Section 5.4.4. It ^ ipeared that at home routines had been established which 
fee young pmson and their parœts were cmifidcnt would minimise the consequences of bed wetting 
for the most part and at home no one outwith the femily was involved.
In most femihes the young person's bed was protected with a plastic sheet placed between the 
mattress and the bottom sheet. This caused many practical problems. Many young people found that 
feey were too hot at night because of the plastic sheet. Lisa's mother described how everyone in the
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household had suffered from this as Lisa was one of those childrm who sometimes wet several beds 
in one night:
"Mrs L: We all had covers on our beds ... it attracts the heat and everybody's sweating 
and you cannot sleep all night. So we ended up taking them off our bed, and told her she 
wasn't to come in to our bed, because we have just got a new bed and I thought 1 cannot 
keep up with this'".
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1522117/12 p. 6  
Many mothers found the plastic sheets difhcuh to clean and dry and were concerned that there was a 
residual odour. Two mothers describe how the plastic sheets had disintegrated when put in the 
washing machine! Other mothers had tried scrubbing the plastic sheeting - the result was holes. The 
odour was even said to remain after the plastic sheets had been wiped down with disinfoctant.
In the light of all the practical problons associated with fee use of plastic sheeting it is not surprising 
that some mothers had resorted to putting the young person back into n^pies. This practice 
smnetimes started at a holiday time, in the attendit to try to prevent fee onbarrassmmt of fee young 
person wetting someone else's bed:
"MRS L: At first it was terrible to try and get her to wear nappies.
Oh it was really terrible. As you were putting them on her she was pulling them off. I 
said, "Lisa, you have to' - it was on holiday last year we started wearing them. I said. 
You're in someone else's bed' sort of thing. The first couple of nights she greeted (cried), 
but after that she sort of - Oh well, if I've got to wear them. I've got to wear them'. And 
she has worn them ever since."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1522112/38 p. 14
The health visitor of Sarah (age 11) had given her nappies to take on a sdiool holiday to save her fee 
embarrassment of discovery, but Sarah's mofeer had attempted to continue with the practice at home 
afterwards. Sarah did not express much emoticm when fee topic came up during conversation:
"SARAH: I wear pads now. So it doesn't wet fee sheet and my mum doesn't 
have all the wofe."
Sarah (% el1) 1522112/23 p 3 
but she had obviously been unh^jpy about the practice and her mofeer discovered that she had 
discontinued with feeir use.
In conversation about the body worn alarm, ^^ch Sarah was refusing to use because she said it was 
"babyish", fee nz^pies were alluded to again:
"MRS S: She says that ('it's babyish*) about the nzq)pies as well and 1 
told her she either stops or she uses feem."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1522112/111 p.5
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Martin's mother had taken an equally uncompromising position:
"MRS M: But I know when my mother-in-law found out, she found out last year 
and she was horrified. She says, 'get nappies off him and just bring the wet sheets 
round every day and 111 wash them'. I mean, I get on fine with her, but it wasn't me 
she said it to, but my husband, and I says. I f  she wants wet sheets every day she can 
have them because Fm not doing it'. Even now, if he wasn't dry now, he'd be back in 
diCTi because there's no way. I'm not washing every day! It's bad enough when feere 
is an accident."
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 1522112/17 p.2 
Three other mothers had tried to shame feeir sons into being dry by putting than into a nappy on just 
one occasion. Gary’s mother had not persisted with this approach because of the consequences: 
"MOYA:... tell me about nappies.
MRS G: I trial it once wi' him, a year ago, threatened him - 1 actually put a n^py cm 
him and I th ou ^  he was gonnae take a fit, and it was disturbin' tae see him... Ï was 
nearly greetin' (crying) fur him. So that was no go efter that... You'd think I had killed 
him. And he was actually heartbroken, and he was embarrassed, and he was - his heid 
was ready to blow off his shoolders. He was hysterical... So I just thou^it, well, that's 
no' the answer."
Mother of Gary (age 5) 1522112/31 p. 17
Alison's mother had been advised by a health care profossimial to put her daughter into "disabled 
pads" when she was 5 or 6  years old:
"MRS A: ... that just made her embarrassed. She got totally embarrassed with that and 
it was not working really. It meant her pad was just wet, not her bed, but she was 
embarrassed, even more embarrassed fean she was with her bed So we stopped that."
Mother of Alison (age 9) 1522112/11 p. 6
When the suggestion to put Alison back into n^)pies then came fimn her wider femily her mother 
was not prepared to embarrass her daughter any more.
Shelly's mofeer had stopped the use of nappies on a r%ular basis when fee little girl was just 3 years 
old. She said that she had tried it again once or twice when Shelly started school. This did save some 
wet beds but her mother quickly stopped the practice:
"MRS S: It made her feel too much like a baby."
Mother of Shelly (age 7) 1522112/26 p. 16
Several other mothers had discounted the idea of using a nappy for contaming the problem as the
child grew older, to avoid onbarrassing the child, especially once a younger sibling had become dry
at night.
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Whether through trial and error or intuition the majority of mothers recognised that the use of 
nappies in children over the age of 3 or 4 was humiliating for the child. Children as young as 4 years 
old, such as Lisa and Gary, had exhibited signs of acute distress on being put back into n^pies after 
a period of time without them. For those childrm who were made to wear n^pies over a prolonged 
period, their filings of embarrassment and shame at bed times can only bç imagined as feey were 
reminded of their inability to do what they believed most 3 year olds could do - namely keep their 
bed and feemselves dry throu^ the night
In this study it has been difficult to gauge whether the anticipation of the possibility of wetting the 
bed affected the feelings and behaviour of the young people at bed time, when nappies were not in 
use. As most of the young pe< l^e were primary bed wetters most mothers had no way of judging 
whether the uncertainty of what the night might hold (a wet or dry bW) did affect the young person's 
feelings and behaviour at bed time. They had no bench made fer cmnparison. However some l i ^  
was shed on the question vshen Simon b«ame dry after cmnpleting the urinary synqjtom 
questionnaire. His mother had no doubt about the effect that being reliably dry for two weeks had 
had on Simon's demeanour at bed time:
"MRS S; I think he's a changed child in a couple of weeks, quite 
honestly. If I say to him. It's time to go to bed', he goes to bed. We dont have this sort 
of messing around and getting cross and stcmq)ing around. He still does that vhen he's 
tired, he's been up late, but he's easier. You're an easier boy (to Simcm). You're a 
happier boy. He comes down in the morning, big smile on his feCe, he's dry."
Mother of Simon (age 8 ) 62/70 p.9
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5.2 What part do the different family members olav in the management of the 
young person's bed wetting?
5.2.0 Introduction
This section is about the role of different femily members in managing the day to day practicalities 
associated with bed wetting. There are surprisingly few published data on this topic. In particular, 
httle has been reported in the literature on the nature and extent of fethers' and siblings' involvement.
During informal conversations with the researcher the health visitors involved in the recruitment of 
femilies to this Study were unable to shed much light on this issue from their own professional 
e?q)erience (Section 3.4). Most e?q}ressed the belief that the mother had primary responsibility for 
helping the young person to manage the bed wetting but many commented that they had had little or 
no professional contact with fethers. They had few ideas about fethers' attitudes to bed wetting, or 
the extent of the fethers' involvement in the practicalities of care.
Through conversations with the parents in this study and the comments and observations of their 
children, the varying nature and extent of the fethers' involvement became clearer. Data are 
presented vhich suggest that in most femilies the management of bed wetting is seen by both parents 
as a natural extension of the mother's diild care role (Section 5.2.1). F ath^ were not, however, 
without influence and some had become directly involved in the day to day practicalities of caring in 
certain circumstances (Section 5.2.2). In this study siblings were found to be little more than 
bystanders in the practical sense (Section 5.2.3). However, it was discovered that some parents had 
had to help their own siblings in the past. This experience may have influenced their present attitudes 
to their own child's bed wetting (Section 6.3.2).
5.2.1 The mother as orchestrator
In 17 of the 19 femilies the mother clearly played the maj or part in hewing the young person with the 
management of the day to day practicalities arising from the bed wetting (Section 5 .1), as well as 
supervising any treatments tried (Sections 5.5 and 5.6.1). They managed situations involving others
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outwith the household such as wider femily, friends and health care professionals (Sections 5.4 and
5.6.2). Most mothers acted as the "orchestrator" of events, coordinating the activities of people 
within and outwith the household, as illustrated in Figure 13.
Figure 13 is an example of a logic diagram (Section 3.9.2) developed six months after the 
commencement of data collection to oq)lore the relationship between emerging concepts. The 
orchestrator's thinking and behaviour were seen to be influenced by many fectors. This logic diagram 
is a snapshot of the researcher's thinking at a relatively early stage in the study, when contact had 
only been made with half the femilies eventually enrolled, yet it contains almost all of the elements of 
the theory subsequently developed (Chapters 6  and 7). Where Figure 13 is, however, misleading is 
that it suggests that the behaviour of "orchestrators" is always purposeful and planned. It so 
h^pened that most mothers in the first femilies to be enrolled were actively involved in seeking 
solutions to the young person's bed wetting at the time of the study. Many had developed a conscious 
strategy for handling the situation Wiich reflected their behefe about the cause of the bed wetting and 
the young person's control over it (Section 5.5). However, it transpired that even within the more 
proactive femilies there were long periods wken no treatment was actively being sought. At these 
times the parents tended to fell back on established evening and night time routines (Section 5.5.1). 
These were, for the most part, supervised by the mother.
In 3 femilies recruited late into this study there was much less evidence of an overall strat^y or of 
consciously planned action to seek to resolve the bed wetting. The parents in these femilies merely 
seemed to be responding to events from day to day (Section 6.3.2). In these femilies the mother was 
still responsible for helping the young person with the practicahties arising from the bed wetting. In 
one case the mother was a lone parent, in the second case the stepfether was only minimally involved 
and in the third case the fether had abdicated from all responsibihty for helping with the 
practicalities of child care, both in relation to the young person's bed wetting and more generally.
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FIGURE 13 An exam ple of an early logic diagram :
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In this study 11 mothers did not have paid employment of any kind. However, seven had part time 
jobs (Table 6). In some eases this affected their ability to help the young person. One mother was an 
over-night garage attendant and on the nights when she worked child care automatically devolved to 
her husband. Five of the mothers had part-time cleaning jobs and in two cases this involved early 
morning work. These mothers left the house between 5.30 and 6.00 a.m. and their children were 
cared for by an adult male relative who only played a minor role in the management of any bed 
wetting episodes. In these cases the children were largely left to their own devices from 5.30 a.m. 
onwards (Section 5.2.3). The nature of these mothers' employment also affected their availability to 
help the young person w ith treatments prescribed by health care professionals, such as the body 
worn alarm (Section 5.6.1).
The socialisation of women into the role of "mother" has been described, for instance, by Graham 
(1982, 1983, 1986, 1993); Oakley (1979); Urwin (1985) and Wetherell (1995). In ever\ society 
there are certain implicit and explicit expectations of a mother's behaviour. In her book The Ideology’ 
o f Motherhood'Wcanng (1984, p.49) describes the "good" mother;
"A good mother is one who is always available to her children; she gives time and attention 
to tliem, listens to their problems and questions and guides them where neeessaiy . She cares 
for them physically ... She is calm and patient, does not scream or yell or continually smack 
her children. The cardinal sin of motherhood w itli its associated guilt is to lose one's temper 
with a child. Self-control should be exercised at all times. Even in extenuating circumstances 
... when tlie mother has no emotional or physical support in her task, she must at all times be 
in complete control of her own emotions."
Wearing acknowledges that an unrealistically high standard is set by such an ideal. It suggests tliat 
the mother should always put tlie young person's interests above her own.
Wetherell (1995) suggests that the mother is seen by society as the parent who is primarily 
responsible for a child's welfare and is expected to provide consistently high quality parenting, 
regardless of the degree of social and relational stress she is experiencing. Wetherell suggests that 
failure to live up to the ideal can result in a mother feeling guilt} and a failure. Many of the mothers 
in tliis study expressed feelings of guilt after they had punished their child for wetting the bed
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(Section 5.5.3) and two mothers said that they felt that others blamed them for the young person's 
bed wetting (Section 5.6.2).
Overall the mother's role in the management of the young person's bed wetting was not seen to be an 
easy one. The consequences of bed wetting could make physical and emotional demands on mothers 
at key times of communal family activity, such as the morning rush for school (Section 5.1.2). There 
w ere also social and emotional consequences of the bed wetting for family relationships more 
generally, when a mother could find herself in the role of arbitrator (Section 5 .4.1).
5.2.2 The father’s role
From talking with parents and the young people in this study five patterns of paternal involvement 
emerged;
• the father was rarely , if ever, involved
• the father was occasionally involved in a few specific ways
• the father had become increasingly involved in the search for a solution to the bed 
wetting but the mother was largely responsible for managing the practicalities 
from day to day
• the mother and father shared both the overall responsibility and the day to day care 
on an equitable basis, according to their availability
• the father had abdicated responsibility for care and "didn't want to know", 
leaving the mother to manage alone.
In four of these five patterns the mother w as regarded by both parents as being in overall control. 
Four young people had two father figures in their lives, their natural father, with whom they stayed 
on occasion, and a step-father or the mother's male partner w ith whom they stayed for the majority 
of time. This gave rise to a sixth pattern of occasional paternal involvement. Examples of each 
pattern of paternal involvement and the context in w hich each arose are described below.
Ten of the twelve fathers interviewed for tliis stud\ said that they were rarely or only occasionally 
involved in earing for their bed wetting child in the practical sense;
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"MOYA; And how about the practicalities of the bed wetting - are you ever aware w hen 
William's wet the bed?
MR. W; Yes, aye, quite often I wake up, maybe before Loma certainly, but I usually 
just wake up Loma. She does tha t... 1 don't really do anything to do with tha t... I just 
book the holidays, so to speak (laughs)." (William's father was a travel agent)
Stepfather of William (age 9) 156/2 p.3
Shelly's father was a garage mechanic;
"MOYA; Do you get involved at all?
MR S; No. She does (he laughs, looking at his wife). I'm out there (in his garage) near 
enough 24 hours a day.
Father of Shelly (age 7) 156/35 p.9
Three mothers commented that their partners were not available for child care of any kind because 
they worked long hours. In two cases, where the parents were divorced, the mother said that the 
natural father had taken no part in the care.
Four mothers said that the father was, or had in tlie past, been occasionally involved in specific 
ways, most usually in lifting the child at the parents' own bed time. The father's involvement in this 
way occurred in some families once the young person was too heavy for the mother to lift (Section
5.5.1). Occasionally the father's help was invoked if the motlier felt that a firnier hand was needed.
The data suggest that as the young person grows older, some fathers become more involved in 
seeking solutions to the problem at their wives' request. Tlie mothers in these families were still said 
to be responsible for the day to day practicalities;
"MR P. Well, Louise (his wife) basically is the one that's dealing with Peter most of the 
time. When there's been - when I've come in at night and we've tried to waken him up - 
things like that - that's really my involvement in it. My involvement's not been a great 
deal."
Father of Peter (age 15) 156/2 p.7 
Fathers in this category were, however, said to be w illing to help if asked.
Only two fathers in tliis study were said to have consistently shared responsibility for managing the 
everyday consequences of the young person's bed wetting. Paul's mother had suffered from post­
natal depression after both her sons were bom and Paul's father had taken a great deal of 
responsibility for caring for his sons, in practical ways, since they were babies. In the only other case 
where a father had accepted many of the day to day responsibilities associated w ith the bed wetting,
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the father had been unemployed for three years. His wife worked part time and he had taken on many 
of the domestic tasks. This family was particularly accepting of the situation (Section 6.3 .2). Both 
parents shared the same philosophy, as well as the care. When asked what advice they would give to 
other parents, they said;
"MR I: There's no point in taking it out on the wean (child).
MRS I: It's not their problem, it's not their fault.
MR I: It's going to stop.
MRS I: It's just waiting."
Parents of Ian (age 13) 14213/40 p. 1 
The sense of partnership was reflected in these parents' replies to many questions. Ian's mother had 
wet the bed herself until she was 11 or 12 years old.
Three fathers were not as involved with the young person's care or as supportive of their wives as 
were the fathers of Ian, Paul, Anthony and Peter, nor indeed, did it seem that they wished to be.
These fathers were said by the mothers to be very angry about the bed wetting, to want it to stop, but 
to want nothing to do with helping it to stop. They didn't want to know. In two cases the father was 
said to have little positive involvement with the child in other ways:
"MRS G: Alan's never been a part of their life as in taking them away tae a park, or 
takin' them a walk, or takin' them tae visit his family - the bairns' life revolve roond me, 
24 hoors a day."
Mother of Gary (age 5) 131/3 p. 10
Another father was said to have resented the attention that the young person had received from his 
wife:
"MRS C: My ex-husband didn't like the idea of me getting up out of my bed, lifting her 
up to the toilet and putting her back. He didn't like that at all. He said she was nothing 
but a lazy - he called her lazy ... I said leave her and she'll come out of it. He wanted me 
for himself."
Mother of Carol (age 17) 131/13 p . 8
Carol's father wet the bed himself:
MRS C: It was worse when he had a drink in him ... It was two or three times a week 
sometimes, and I says - and he kept shouting at me, at Carol, lifting Carol to the toilet."
Mother of Carol (age 17) 131/40 p . 8
After separating from his w ife and leaving the family home, this father sexually abused his daughter
for three years, from the age of 11 to 14 on her weekend visits to him and he was imprisoned for it.
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In each of these three families the relationship betw een the parents was said by the mother to be or to 
have been poor and the tensions in the house were said to be or to have been high. In each case the 
young person was thought by the father to have more control over the bed wetting than he or she was 
choosing to exercise and all these children had been punished for it over a prolonged period (Section 
5.5.3).
The involvement of fathers no longer living within the household
At the time of this study four young people had two father figures in their lives, their natural father, 
w ith whom they stayed on occasion and a stepfather or the mother's male partner w ith whom they 
stayed for the majority of the time. A further four young people no longer saw their natural father 
(Section 4.2).
In those cases where the mother had re-married or had a new partner she was quite clearly the 
orchestrator of events, co-ordinating the activities of others within and outwith the household. Two 
mothers, who were against the use of punishment for bed wetting, felt that the natural fathers' 
attitude was unhelpful when the children stayed with them at weekends:
"MRS S: ... I don't think his dad and his gran were particularly clued into what the 
problem was and he was put back into a nappy one time, and then I think there was a bit 
of a stigma if there was a wet bed ... Messages like, "Well I'm not going to wash the 
sheets every night' sort of thing, didn't help things. In fact it was a disaster."
Mother of Simon (age 8) 131/19 p.3
"MRS J: I was taking them back, like, (after a weekend visit to the natural father) and 
he used to crack up with them because they'd wet the bed, and I said. You used to do it'. 
He says, 'Aye, I ken, but I still -'. He was angry at them because they wet the bed."
Mother of Jolin and Stephen (twins, age 8) 131/37 p.2
It is worthy of note in the second example, that the unsympathetic father w as known to have been a
bed wetter himself. It was not known whether Simon's father had wet the bed. In this study there is
evidence to suggest that most mothers who were bed wetters themselves were particularly accepting
of their child's predicament, w hereas some fathers who had been bed wetters w ere clearly not
(Section 6.3.2).
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The father's role in child care more generally
The findings of this study are congruent with the findings of more general research into child care, 
which shows that the mother normally has most responsibility for child care on a day to day basis 
(Darling-Fisher and Tiedje, 1990; Demo and Acock, 1993; Celles, 1995; Graham, 1993; Major, 
1993; Muncie et al, 1995).
During the last thirty years men's participation in the paid labour force has significantly declined 
while the proportion of married w omen in the work force has risen sharply, albeit mostly in part time 
employment (Hood, 1993). The most striking change has been the increase in employ ed mothers, 
especially the mothers of babies and pre-school children (Hoffman, 1989; Menaghan and Parcel, 
1990). During this time there has been an increasing interest in the father's role in child care (e.g. 
Biller, 1993; Cohen, 1993; Daly, 1993; Celles, 1995; Haas, 1993; Hood, 1993; Lewis and O'Brien, 
1987; Muncie et al, 1995; Stier and Tienda, 1993). However, there is some disagreement among 
researchers about the extent to which men's involvement in household work and child care has 
increased in the last three decades during the time when women's working lives have changed 
dramatically.
Some studies have found a slight increase in the proportion of family work undertaken by husbands 
whose wives are employed (Fleck, 1985). Other researchers claim that there has been little increase 
in men's house work and child care activities (Coverman and Sheley (1986). Kooreman and Kapteyn 
(1987) and Goldscheider and Waite (1991) found that even in homes where both husband and wife 
worked, the wife undertook more of the household work and child care activities.
Rexroat and Sheehan (1987) found that women worked longer hours than men at every stage in the 
family life cycle but especially when the family included children under three years old. "Work" 
included both paid employment and looking after the home and children. This unequal division of 
labour was confirmed by Hochsehild and Machung (1989) who calculated that many wives were 
w orking an extra "shift", amounting to nearly an extra month of work per year.
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Both parents worked full time in only one of the 19 families in the present study. In this family the 
wife was elearly responsible for all matters relating to child care although her working day was at 
least as long as her husband's. In the present study all but two of the mothers regarded themselves, 
and were regarded by their husbands, as the principal carer in the practical sense. Management of 
bed wetting did not seem to be regarded as a special case but as a natural extension of the mother's 
more general child care role.
It has been found that mothers spend more time than fathers with their children in middle childhood 
and adolescence (Russell and Russell, 1987) as well as in early childhood. Stafford and Bayer 
(1993) suggest that even once their children are largely self-caring mothers talk with their children 
more and over a greater range of topics than is the case for most fathers. They suggest that fathers' 
conversations are characterised by a control function, and are concerned with issues of discipline and 
setting boundaries, while mother-adolescent interactions are more likely to involve personal and 
social issues. In the present study while many parents remarked that they talked with their children 
about their bed wetting from time to time, the researcher wondered whether some young people felt 
able to talk about their bed wetting with anyone at all within the family (Section 6.5.2).
A review of the recent literature suggests that w ithin and across cultures the expectations of fathers 
are more varied than the expectations of mothers (Section 5.2.1). "Good" fathers have been variously 
defined as; patriarchs, disciplinarians, moral educators, educators about the ways of the w orld, their 
children's best friend and substitute mothers (Harris and Morgan, 1991; Biller, 1993; Cohen, 1993; 
Daly, 1993; Deutsch et al, 1993; Haas, 1993; Holland, 1994; Hood, 1993; Ishii-Kuntz, 1993; Stier 
and Tienda, 1993). Haas (1993) clearly describes the influence of social policy on the father's role in 
Sweden. Culturally defined expectations of fathers to take equal responsibility with their wives for 
many aspects of child care in Sweden contrasts sharply w ith the authoritarian ideal in Japan where 
child care is seen almost exclusively as the mother's role (Ishii-Kuntz, 1993). Expectations of fathers 
in Britain seem to lie somewhere in between.
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5.2.3 The involvement of siblings
All the young people in this study were living in families with at least one brother or sister. This 
section is about the involvement of siblings in the practicalities arising from the young person's bed 
wetting.
As members of a family w ith a young person who wet the bed siblings were at the least observers of 
events and were often affected themselves, directly or indirectly. The practical consequences were 
greatest for the seven children who shared a bedroom with a bed wetter (Section 5.3.1), however no 
children in this study shared a bed. Some siblings may have received less attention in the morning 
rush for school as the parents were engaged elsewhere (Section 5.1.2). Some were disturbed in the 
night when the young person was receiving treatment with a body worn alarm (Section 5.6.1). Many 
were undoubtedly affected by the practical arrangements relating to family holidays, and the 
restrictions imposed on choice and type of holiday (Section 5 .4.4). However few were involved with 
the management of the practicalities arising from the bed wetting from day to day in anything more 
than a passing way.
None of the young people in this study shared a bed with a sibling, but two younger sisters of one of 
them did and one of them was a bed wetter. The one who did wet the bed described her sister's 
obvious displeasure at her bed wetting:
"MOYA: ... What does Linda say when she wakes up and finds a wet patch? ...
ANNE: She fights with me."
Anne (age 7) younger sister of Roger (age 14) 3223/30 p. 1
William's mother could still clearly remember what it was like to share a bed with a bed wetter:
"MRS W: I was actually sharing a bed with her, because she was younger and we were, 
you know, all in the same room, and she used to wet me ... I can remember I used to get 
up and I'd say, 'oh, not again!', and she used to sit there and say, 'I'm really, really sorry .
I had a dream I was going to the toilet, and I was still in my bed!"'
Mother of William (age 9) 1813/20 & 29 p.l
It could be that in some parts of Britain it is more common for children to share a bed than was the 
case in this study (Karandikar, 1992). Such bed wetters face the potential disapproval of their 
siblings on every occasion when the bed is wet, which could well reinforce their feelings of
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embarrassment and shame. It is impossible, however, for a young person to avoid the censure of 
others, even when they only share a room. Michelle's mother eould remember what it was like to 
share a room with a bed wetter until her sister was 14:
"MRS M: It was hard, we shared a room, you could smell the bed in the morning, and it 
was horrible ... In the mornings you could see her making the bed and I would go and say 
'is your bed dry ?' 'Oh aye' but she was hiding it, she was getting embarrassed about it."
Mother of Michelle (age 8) 1813/8 p.2
The maternal grandfathers of William and of the twins, John and Stephen, were said to have 
abdicated all responsibility for the management of the bed wetting in the way that some fathers in 
this study were said to have abdicated responsibility (Section 5.2.2). The consequences for William's 
mother, her bed wetting sister and their mother were particularly far reaching and lasted for nearly 
six years. This is a ease where a sibling had a special part to play in the day to day practicalities:
"MRS W: She got to about 8 or 9, and my father said, 'look, you know, this is it, she's 
going to stop and you'd better make her stop' - and my mother was left to you know sort 
of arrange it herself, and what she actually did was, she got a buzzer for her, but it used 
to be a big pack machine ... I don't know how it worked because my mother never had it 
on, because when the buzzer went off it was an almighty zzzzzzzzzzz - like a siren - she 
couldn't use it because my father would have heard it and then he would have known 
that she hadn't still stopped wetting the bed. My mother covered it up - it was a big 
secret... my mother couldn't even wash the sheets or anything when my dad was in 
because then he would have known. I couldn't go through and knock my mother's door in 
the middle of the night because then he would have known. I used to have to get up with 
her, change her, change the bed, put the two of us baek into bed ... and my mother used 
to put you know sheets and everything in the bottom of the cupboard so I could just get 
up without my dad knowing. So of course my dad lived in blissful ignorance from about 
the time she was 8, and she never stopped till she was 14, and it was hidden ..."
Mother of William, talking of her own sister's bed wetting and her
involvement with it, 156/20 p.2
This was the only example to be uncovered in this study of secreey being maintained w ithin a 
subsy stem of the family. William's mother clearly described the anxiety and tension that this 
situation ereated for her mother, her sister and herself. It is extraordinary that the women in the 
house managed to keep the secret for so long. Paternal intolerance to bed wetting was discovered in 
the present study (Sections 5.2.2 and 6.3.2). The above historical example may not merely be a 
reflection of a by-gone era.
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5.3 What are the social consequences of bed wetting from the young person’s perspective?
5.3.0 Introduction
The social consequences of bed wetting are reviewed in this section from the young person's 
perspective, with special reference to the eonsequences for the young person's relationships with 
siblings and friends. The social consequences for the family as a soeial unit are described in Section 
5.4. It was discovered that many young people had to face the censure of their siblings from day to 
day, especially if they shared a bedroom (Section 5.3.1). Most young people were afraid of the 
eonsequences of people outw ith the household discovering that they wet the bed. Some young people 
denied that even their closest friends knew about the bed wetting, w hich was a closely guarded secret 
(Section 5.3.2). Many young people were anxious about staying away from home and reluctant to 
have friends to stay for this reason (Section 5.3.3).
5.3.1 Relationships with siblings
All the young people in this study were living in families with at least one brother or sister. Fifteen 
(75%) had a younger brother or sister. Thirteen had a younger sibling who was dry at night. Nine of 
the young people shared a bedroom w ith a sibling, and five of the nine shared a bedroom w ith a 
younger sibling who was dry at night. One child shared a bedroom with a younger sister, who also 
wet the bed but was not enrolled into this study. These data are summarised in Table 11.
Most of the young people were veiy hesitant in their response to any questions about how their 
siblings felt about the bed wetting. Five said that their younger brothers and sisters did not know 
about it (Table 11). The faces-feelings cards (Appendix VIII) proved to be a particularly helpful way 
of introducing this sensitive topic. To retain the option of privacy in the presence of others, 
adolescents like Peter were sometimes given a card to read for themselves:
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"PETER: I'll just leave that one - 'how do you think your brothers and sisters feel?"'
Peter (age 15) 3223/18 p.2
Peter said that his younger half brother (aged IVi) who was already dry at night, was "too young" to 
know about it, a fact denied by his parents in a later conversation:
"MRS P: You were asking Peter the other night, 'w hat do the rest of the family feel 
about it?' And he said, 'och, Stuart's too young' - and I thought I should have said to you 
then, Stuart's even said to him - 'Oh, is Peter's bed wet?' because he's even paying 
attention to it now ... if I go through and if I change it the odd time, and I strip it or 
whatever- 'Peter's wet his bed - you're not supposed to wet your bed, are you' - 1 say - 
'no'"
Mother of Peter (age 15) 132/21 p.6-7
Seven other young people chose the middle face to describe how their siblings felt about the bed 
wetting. When attempts were made to explore the meaning of choosing the middle face, three young 
people were hesitant to elaborate on their response and looked obviously embarrassed so the topic 
was dropped. The remainder said that their brothers and sisters accepted their bed wetting for the 
most part as a faet of life.
Three young people suggested that their older siblings were happy about the bed wetting. Jennifer 
(age 9) said that her sisters, who were much older than her, were happy because they were not, for 
the most part, inconvenienced by it. However in two cases older siblings were said to be happy
because they were able to use the bed wetting as an opportunity to "seore points":
"MOYA: How does your oldest brother feel about it?
ROGER: Happy, so he can slag me."
Roger (age 14) 3223/56 p. 1
Many of the young people felt vulnerable to being put down by older siblings because of the bed 
wetting.
The two children who felt that their younger brothers and sisters were veiy unhappy about the bed 
wetting shared the same bedroom:
"MARTIN: ... he doesn't like me wetting the bed.
MOYA: Does he not? What does he say to you?
MARTIN: 'Go away, Martin'"
Martin (age 6) 3223/51 p. 1
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Shelly (age 7) believed that her brother and sister were unhappy about the bed wetting too and they 
called her names. The negative attitude of many siblings to the young person's bed wetting may well 
reinforce the young person's feelings of embarrassment and shame (Section 6.4.2). It is a situation 
from which there is no easy escape, especially in those families whose sleeping accommodation is 
limited and sharing a bedroom is unavoidable.
5.3.2 The fear of discovery and rejection by others
Maintaining secrecy was high on the agenda for most of the young people in this study. This became 
apparent even in response to a question about the young person's feelings about taking part in this 
study:
"IAN: I'm not bothered what folk kens as long as my pals don't find out."
Ian (age 13) 3214/70 p.2
When asked what their special friends felt about the bed wetting five of the young people said that
none of their friends knew, three evaded the question and five gave a non-committal reply (Table 12).
Two young people, who admitted that they had a special friend who knew , spontaneously added that 
they were sure that this friend would keep the knowledge a secret:
"MOYA: Do any of your friends know about it? (he shakes his head) ...
How do you think they would feel if they did know?
JOHN: Well there's one of my pals that knows, that's my really really best friend and 
he's not opened his mouth ... He doesn't say anything. He just - (long pause).
MOYA: Do you ever talk about it?
JOHN: I talked about it - 1 says to him once, 'how^  would you feel if you wet the bed?' 
and he said he would feel the same as what I feel.
John (age 8) 3226/127 p. 1
"MOYA: Do any of your friends know about it?
MICHELLE: One friend ... Cos, I know I can trust her. And she says, 'Right, I'll tell 
not one person'. She always tells me the truth ... she says You have to stop it, everybody 
will find out sooner or later'".
Michelle (age 8) 3226/11 p.2
Peter and Michael found it hard to talk to any friends about it even, in one case, w hen the friend was 
also a bed wetter:
"PETER: Before I moved here I had a best friend - he done exactly the 
same - he knew, we knew each other.
MOYA: Yes. So you talked about it?
PETER: No! We never talked about it! - we just knew we did.
Peter (age 15) 3226/27 p.2
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MICHAEL; ... friends normally tell everybody about things - but I don't tell my friend 
about it.
Michael (age 8) 3226/40 p.3 
Although there was a known cause for the bed w etting, Michael, a ver\ sociable child, w as still 
reluctant to talk about it with his closest friends. As with the other young people he felt ashamed 
about a problem over which he believed he had no control.
In the light of the response of their siblings in some cases (Seetions 5 .2 .3 and 5 .3 .1) and the 
humiliation experienced w hen bladder control w as lost in public in the day time, the reason for the 
desire to maintain secrecy was not hard to imagine:
MRS J: 1 had to go up to the school. He was saying that the teacher 
wasn't letting him out to the toilet. But when Stephen needs, he needs. He's just got to 
go. I had said to her at the beginning of the year, that he needed to go. And he was 
coming in and he was wet. And it got to the stage that he was coming home greeting 
(crying). He was coming home, breaking his heart and he was wanting long tops to hide 
it because they were all making fun of him, but she w asn't letting him out - 'do your 
work first', and he was slow anyway, ken."
Mother of Stephen (age 8) 17225/21 p. 1-2
Roger commented with some feeling on the injustice of the social consequences of bed wetting for an 
older person:
"ROGER: And I saw a film about this old guy who pee'd the bed at night, 
and his family wouldn't have him, and his wife and all that died, and he had kids. And 
they wouldn't let him stay with them ... and I was shouting at the film, 'it's not right, it's 
not right!"'
Roger (age 14) 32110/85 p. 1.
Great care w as taken in this study not to raise the possible long-term consequences of bed wetting 
w ith these young people and their parents (Section 3 .5 .5). By the time of this study, Roger was 
fortunately nearly dr\ and the problem was perceived by him and his family as nearly over.
It is not known whether any of the other young people had gained any insights into the possible long­
term consequences of bed wetting, such as social isolation and homelessness (Section 2.2.4). Sarah's 
mother had asked the age range of the young people taking part in this study. In response to the reply 
"5 to 20 years old" she said that if Sarah w as still wetting the bed w hen she was 20, she would be 
"out of the house". There is no way of know ing how seriously this comment w as made, or w hat 
Sarah's mother w ould do if that time came.
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5.3.3 Problems relating to staving away from home and having friends to stay
When asked what the best thing would be about being reliably diy five young people gave a social 
benefit. The> said that the) looked forward to being able to have friends to stay or to being able to 
stay away from home without fear of discover)'. Even when the bed wetting seemed to be w ell 
controlled, the fear of loss of control was still at the back of some young people's minds;
"IAN: You ken you'll no' wet the bed with that Desmospray, but you're 
just worried a wee bit in case you do - it doesn't work, or something".
Ian (age 13) 323/59 p.3
Jennifer was really looking forward to staying aw ay from home when she was dr) but as things were 
she was reluctant to take the risk:
"JENNIFER: I can't really stay at my friend's house ... she always asks me to stay at 
her house, and I say 'No'. And she asks me why, and I say I just don't like staying at 
other people's houses'."
Jennifer (age 9) 323/48 p.3
The literature on the psychosocial consequences of bed wetting for young people emphasises their 
negative feelings about staying away from home (Section 2.2.4) but in this study seven young people 
(35%) said that they enjoyed their trips away. Two of the seven were amongst the most frequent bed 
wetters. It may be that the seven young people who enjoyed staying away from home were doing so 
in an uncritical environment, where those around them had learned to cope unobtrusively with the 
bed w etting or it eould be that for these young people the social pleasures of staying away from 
home outweighed any fear of discovery. It was not merely age related. Although most of the young 
people who were happy about staying aw ay from home were aged nine or younger, other children of 
the same age were unhappy about doing so. It has not proved possible to explain fully the polarity of 
feelings about sta) ing away from home expressed by the young people in this study, but it did 
appear that those who were reluctant to stay away, while a dr) bed could not be assured, were those 
w ho feared or had come most to fear the consequences of discover) . This could be as much related 
to their personalit) as to the positive or negative nature of any actual experiences of staying aw ay 
from home that they had had. It is also possible that some young people had learned to fear possible 
humiliation when stag ing away from home from their parents' reluctance to let them go (Section
5.4.2).
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5.4 What are the social consequences of bed wetting for the family as a social system?
5.4.0 Introduction
This section draws together many of the themes highlighted in Sections 5.1- 5.3 by considering the 
consequences of bed wetting for relationships within the frunily and the outside influences impinging 
on the 6 mily as a social unit.
The conceptualisation of the 6 mily as a social system is described in Section 2.3.2 where four 
characteristics of the frunily are explored, namely:
• wholeness - the concept that no one element can be understood in isolation from other 
system elements
• the interdependence of system elements
• the presence of subsystems within the system e g. the marital dyad, sibling subsystem 
and parent-child subsystems, and
• the opposing purposes of maintaining the status quo and ad<q)ting to change.
The effects of one young person's bed wetting are not confrned to the young person and their 
principal carer but can in^inge on everyone living within the household (Section 5 .1 ). No 6 mily 
member is totally in control or totally divorced frx)m the actions of other femüy members, however 
much they may atteirqit to take charge of or to distance themselves frx)m the situation. While the 
mother is, in the main, responsible for managing or supervising the day to day practicalities which 
arise when a young person wets the bed (Section 5.2.1), the fother is affected by the bed wetting, 
both directly and indirectly and exerts an influence through vhat he says or does not say and through 
what he does or does not do (Section 5.2.2). Siblings can also be affected in many ways, whether or 
not they share a bedroom with the young person who wets the bed (Sections 5.2.3 and 5.3.1),
Family systems theory suggests that behaviours are evoked between and among members through a 
dynamic process of mutual simultaneous shaping (Section 2.3.2). The processes of conimumcalion 
within the fomily and the mutual influences of the messages that parents convey to young people and
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the partart's interprétation and construction of the young person's response are ojtplorod in Section 
6.5.3. The present section begins with a brief review of the place of bed wetting on the family's 
agenda and the effect of a young person's bed wetting on relationships within the femily (Section
5.4.1 ). Parents' unease about letting the young person stay away from home is described in Section 
5.4.2. The consequences arising for the young person and the frunily from the attitude of wider 
femily and friends is discussed in Section 5.4.3. The problems for the femily in relation to staying 
away from home are described in Section 5.4.4.
5.4.1 The place of bed wetting on the family's agenda and its effects on relationships 
within the family
As the "architects" of the family (Yerby et al, 1995 p. 16) parents are genially in overall control of 
the family as a social unit and detennine, to a considerable extent, the priority assigned to items on 
the fandl/s agenda. The priority assigned to a young person's bed wotting by the parents may not 
reflect its priority in the eyes of the >oung person who may be, or feel, unable to articulate the depth 
of his or her concern about it.
The distinction therefore needs to be made between bed wetting as an issue of collective family 
concern, which is largely identified as such by the parents and bed wetting as an ongoing cause of 
concern for most young people, who may remain sUent, feeling helpless to do anything about it 
themselves and reluctant to discuss it within the frunily because of their feelings of embarrassment 
and shame (Section 6.4.2).
At the timn of the study, the parents of Ian, Shelly and Simon said that the>' did not regard the young 
person's bed wetting as an issue in the family:
"MOYA: So how big an issue is it in the family now?
MR I: It's not.
MRS I; It's not an issue at all."
Mother and father of Ian (age 13) 1216/38 p.4 
Parents in most of the remaining families said that they were fiustrated by the bed wetting and 
wanted it to stop but said that they had accepted, or had come to accept it, as a fact of life:
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"MRS W: The way I look at it is, it's a problem that will solve itself eventually, we 
don't know how long it will take, but eventually he will come out of it. So there's no 
point in getting upset. "
Mother of William (age 9) 1216/23 p.2
These parents believed that one day the bed wetting would stop, even if they could not be sure when 
this would happen (Section 6.3.2). However, one or both parents in each of these families recounted 
one or more times in the family's history when they had been less philosophical about the bed wetting 
which had then been placed much higher on the family's list of priorities for action:
"MRS M: I had went to the doctor and I'd went to the health visitor and I feel Tve asked 
that many people that I can about the situation. It was like - it had become an obsession. 
It really was a problem. It wasn't just once a night, but if anyone had come in and he 
was sitting with a nappy on - wandering about in his n^py ... I thought that there would 
be no end to this! That's how down I was because I tfaou^t, "This is never going to end!'. 
It was quite a big thihg in our lives."
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 1216/8 and 19, p.3-4
The mothers of Alison and lamifar had felt equally desperate and helpless until they realised that the 
young person had no control over the situation and they had also come to believe that the problem 
would resolve itself in time. Before coming to this realisation, the mothers of Martin, Alison and 
Jennifer had punished their diildren for wetting the bed and there was said to have been a great deal 
of tension in these housdiolds on "wet" mOmings.
Some parents said that the bed wetting had been a particular problem for them and for relationships 
within the family in the past at a time or times when other stressful events were occurring. At these 
times the young person's bed wetting could become a focus for angry exchanges between the parents:
"MRS L: At first it caused a lot of rows because he thought - he was worse than me - she's 
lazy, she's this and that, she's not getting any more juice. But now it's just another part of 
life. It's not a great big deal any more."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1612/44 p.2
Five of the mothers in this study said that they had had a long-standing health problem which at 
times pushed the bed wetting up their agmda, because of their reduced ability to cope with it.
A cause of tension wifain the household which was directly attributable to the young person's bed 
wetting was the cost of the extra laundry and the practical problems of drying bedding in winter time 
in Scotland. This was a particular cause of concern for families when they were short of money.
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The situation was particularly acute for Michael's parents bceauso of his chronic renal problems 
which included both day and night time wetting, but three other parents also commented on the 
burden mqjosed by the extra laundry costs:
"MR 1: We go through the washing machines (laughs)
MRS I: An awful lot of washing machines, that's for sure!"
Mother and father of Ian (age 13) 15118/25 p.2
The way in which one young person's bed wetting eould affect the relationship botwæn siblings is 
described in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.3.1. In one family sibling rivalry also seemed to have affected the 
relationship between each young person and the mother. The parents were well aware of the 
situation:
"MRS A: (aside to Susan) Why do you pick on him for it? You'll make money out of it. 
SUSAN: How do I? Make money? (sounds very affixmted)
MRS A: Not money you make - what's the word I was thinking of? When you have 
brother and sisterly love, when you try to score points against your brother - 
SUSAN: Oh well, he scores points off me as much as I score points off him!"
Mother and sister of Anthony (age 16) 132/19 p. 1
Anthony had been wetting foe bed six nights per week on a\'orago at the start of the study according 
to the urinary symptom questionnaire, but this fell to an average of two nights per week for the 
month of the diary keeping. His mother said that during this month oho had given her son extra 
attrition and affection but that this had had an unfortunate and unforeseen side effect:
"MRS A: Airihony felt good about it himself and dr)' again. Still getting on \voll v^ith 
Anthony but Susan scans to feel left out as she and I have always had a good 
relationship. You can never win, can you?"
Mother of Anthony (age 16) diary entry 
It transpired that Susan had been annoyed by the extra attention that Anthony had received during 
the diary keeping and had, at one point, refused to say more than the occasional word to her mother; 
Anthonys mother felt that she was being forced to choose between her childroi; She valued her close 
relationship with her daugjhter. After the diary Iceeping was oompleted, Anthony reverted to wetting 
the bed nearly every night of the week. The possible reasons for this arc explored more fully in 
Section 6.5.2.
The 'meaning' that Susan attached to the extra attention that Anthony received from their mother 
during the diary keeping altered Susan's behaviour towards her mother and ultimately the behaviour
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of this mother towards her son. This is a good example of Yerby et al's (1995) suggestion that family 
members are connected to one another by "rubber bands". Movement between two members of the 
family can cause re-alignment of all family members but if this movement is opposed, as it was by 
Susan, relationships can revert to the status quo.
In the light of the data presented throughout this ch^xter it is suggested that any understanding of the 
nature of a family's experience of bed wetting and their responses to it need to be seen in the context 
of relationships within the family more generally. This has important implications for practice, 
especially where pre-existing family dynamics could hinder the creation of a supportive environment 
for the young person to learn, or relearn the skill of becoming dry at night (Chapter 7).
The data support the findings of Haque et al (1981) and Devhn and O'Cathain (1990) that not all 
families are equally concerned about the young person's bed wetting (Section 2.2.4). The negative 
and pervasive consequences of bed wetting for some families in this study are at one extreme but 
important end of a continuum of experience. At the other end of the continuum there are some 
families \^o  regard themselves as unaffected or only minimally affected by the bed wetting. Most 
families seem to be at a point on the continuum somevdiere in between these two extremes.
5.4.2 Parents' unease about letting the voung person stav awav from home
Many parents in this study said that the)^  had felt uneas)' about allowing the young person the social 
freedom of staying away frx>m home. Many e?q)ressed the concern that foe young person would be 
hurt by the reaction of others to the bed wetting:
"MRS R: His pals keq} asking him to stay there and he just cannot, he 
cannot take the risk .... If they found out about it, that would be it, they would start 
making a fool of him."
Mother of Roger (age 14) 15321/28 p.3 
Some parents also commented on the embarrassment to themselves arising from the need to forewarn 
others of the possibility of a bed wetting episode. The embarrassment was said to arise because of 
other people's expectations:
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"MRS W: People expect, if he's nine, that he should have been out of that years ago. 
Whereas I mean I know from my sister that my sister went on till she was about 14, so it 
just doesn't work that way."
Mother of William (age 9) 15321/42 p. 1-2 
William's mother had at first refused to let her son stay with a friend because she didn't know his 
friend's mother personally and she was not sure what to say to her. She described how she had had to 
explain the situation to William:
"MRS W: I had at first said, 'no, I don't think so', and he sort of 
looked at me you know and I said, 'do you know why you're not going?' and he said, 
'Uhha, it's 'cos I wet the bed'. I says, "well it's just that it's another lady and she's got wee 
kids of her own, and then if she's got you as well and you go and wet the bed,' I says,
'it's too much work.' 'What if I really try?' I said, "well, okay*."
Mother of Wilham (age 9) 15321/15 p. 1
Like several other parents William's mother said that she had relented when she realised how much 
her son wanted to stay away, so she had prepared the way for him and his friend's mother was said 
not to have been dis^proving when William did wet the bed. Alison's mother had also taken special 
care to discuss the practicalities with the adults involved before allowing her daughter to stay away 
frxjmhome.
Thanks to the understanding and accepting attitude of the adults acting in loco parentis William and 
Alison were not made to feel embarrassed and ashamed of their bed wetting. There were, however, 
many other examples where the young person's bed wetting had been the object of obvious 
dis£q)proval. This disapproval manifested itself in several ways. Sometimes the young person was 
not invited back again. In other cases the dis^proval was less subtle.
Anthony's parents had been hesitant about letting their son go on a school trip abroad, because of the 
bed wetting and their worst fears came true:
"MRS A: At 7 o'clock one morning we had a phone call fixjm Germany to 
say that Anthony had wet the bed!
MR A: Well I think it was a bit more exphcit than that! ...
SUSAN : Mummy was threatening to have him flown back and things 
MRS A: I was hysterical. I have friends who have relatives out there - 
MR A: What can you do at 7 o'clock in the morning, from 700 miles away?
MRS A: Exactly. They were prepared to go and to pick him up and bring him back, 
and that's how bad it was - that's how bad I foh about it. Fancy phoning up at 7 o'clock - 
about a situation I already knew, that I was on tenteihooks about anyway."
Mother, father and sister of Anthony (age 16) 12141/12 p. 1
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Anthony was very publicly humiliated in front of his peers. In fact Anthony's whole frunily was 
humiliated by this experience and the parents had fait helpless to intervene because he was so far 
from home. This and similar stories illustrate how much young people and their families are at the 
mercy of the attitude of others.
The effect of such incidents on a young person's self-esteem may be considerable. Certainly, such 
incidents were long remembered by the \^hole family. There may be much justification for parents' 
reluctance to allow a young person vfao wets die bed to stay away from home without them.
5.4.3 Families' experiences of the attitudes of wider familv
Many young people's first eiqierience of staying away fixim home without their parents involves 
going to stay with relatives Wio live nearby. This might seem a safer option than entrusting a young 
person to adults who are not so well known to the family, but for some young people this was not an 
available option. Three mothers said that their relatives were not h^py about having the young 
person to stay until the bed wetting had stopped;
"MRS L: Nobody will let her stay, she doesn't stay at her auntie's
because she wets the bed, not that I think she would, because she would be embarrassed
by somebody else putting a nappy on."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 13324/35 p. 1 
Lisa had in fact stayed with her aunt on one occasion when her mother was in hospital. She had wet 
the bed and had been afraid to tell anyone.
When analysing the attitudes of grancfaarents to the young person's bed wetting an inter-generational 
tendency was observed. In two cases where the grancfaarents were intolerant of the bed wetting the 
parents (their children) held a similarly intolerant view:
"MRS T: My mumll not let her stay especially - she says she's a bed 
wetter. She says when - 'once you stop that you can come and stay here'."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 13311/49 p.5
In contrast, in several other cases the parents and grandparents appeared to be equally tolerant of the 
situation:
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"MRS P: Well, my father, he's a GP and you know he's very relaxed about 
everything, and so well, he's quite supportive you know... His other grancfaarents I think 
are quite relaxed about i t ..."
Mother of Paul (age 13) 13311/19 p. 6  and 13322/21 p.l
In Shelly's family there seemed to be a general acceptance of the bed wetting:
"MRS S: All the family and that know ...
MOYA: And vhat's the family attitude to it?
MRS S: Not really blaming her, but just, theyVe just accepted it as well.
Mother of Shelly (age 9) 135/15 p.4
Although she was unh^)py about the bed wetting Shelly was h^py about staying away from home
(Section 5.3.3).
Anthony’s grandmother had been particularly sympathetic and had told her grandson that she too had 
been a bed wetter. She had revealed to her grandson a personal secret which she had not told her own 
children, with the specific purpose of helping him to fael that he was not alone. Some aunts who had 
wet the bed themselves were equally sympathetic and reassuring to the young person:
"MRS W: She's standing there and she would say. You will grow out of 
it, son, and you will, and everything will be OK. Auntie Betty used to wet the bed as 
well when she was a wee girl, and when she was a big girl she did as well!' - you know - 
she adds this on - you know - what she's really eajing to him is she's gone through it, she 
was him, but she's come out of it now on the other side."
Mother of William (age 9) 13314/37 p.l
Although she was not herself a bed wetter Gary's aunt had adopted a similar attitude to the httle boy,
when he stayed with her .
The faw uncles \^ose views were commented upon by the parents seemed to have been less 
sympathetic with the young person than the aunts were, in a way which is reminiscent of the more 
negative feelings expressed by some fathers, especially those fathers who had wet the bed themselves 
(Section 5.2.2). Problems could arise when a male relative came to stay. William's mother strongly 
disapproved of her brother's attitude:
"MRS W: Their (men's) attitude is, he should have stopped wetting the 
bed. And my brother's really bad for that, cos he comes hone from college at the 
weekends ... and he says You know you should be out of that by now and you're going 
to be a man soon, we can't have you wetting the bed'... Gives him - you know - five 
minutes, you know - macho talk, and floats out and sees him in a month's time you know 
... Oh, Fve told him, I said 1 don't want you talking to him like that', you know, because 
I think, well, he probably won't take any notice, but then again he might."
Mother of William (age 9) 13313/27 and 35 p.l
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The above is a clear example of maternal protectiveness. There were other examples of a mother 
protecting a bed wetting child from his or her adult male relatives, including the young person's 
frither.
While most parents believed that the young person was unaware of the negative attitudes of relatives 
to the bed wetting it would be surprising if at least some of these young people had not become 
aware of these attitudes, whether through oveihearing conversations, through non-verbal cues such 
as a disapproving face, or indirectly when they were not invited to stay.
This section ends with a brief review of the social consequences of bed wetting for the family as a 
whole when on holiday together.
5.4.4 Problems associated with staving awav from home as a familv.
It is perh^s not surprising in the light of the foregoing description of some young people's 
experiences of staying away from home that many of the families said that they chose self-catering 
holidays when they went away together as a family, to avoid the embarrassment of having to explain 
the situation to other people. Several parents commented that such a holiday required some extra 
preparations such as packing extra sheets and an extra duvet or a sleeping bag. The inconvenience of 
extra laundry when away from home and home facilities was mentioned by several parents.
So concerned were some young people and their parents about the possibility of a wet bed that they 
slept very poorly indeed when away from home:
"MRS J : ... basically I think she's frightened to sleep.
JENNIFER I sort of sleep with one eye open!
MRS J: Basically I think, if we go anywhere like a hotel or that, she is frightmed to 
sleep. Pm like that as well and I feel you just don't enjoy it."
Jennifer (age 9) and her mother 12142/25 p 3
Jennifer's mother said that she often fell asleep in the afternoons when on holiday. This was rather
reminiscent of the experience of Michael's mother when at home (Section 5 11) It is not surprising.
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perhaps, that many families said that they felt more tired after the holiday than before it. The 
inability to relax at night time was an obvious contributory factor.
When families did stay in hotels or bed and breakfast acconmodation a factor which emerged as a 
major determinant of the nature of the experience was the attitude of the people with whom the 
family stayed:
"MRS M: We used to go camping - we had a trailer tent - this year we 
went to a hotel - but the people knew the situation and they were fabulous - they were 
really good. We always take our own bedding and an extra duvet and whatnot, but - the 
man was absolutely wonderful with him. Michael doesn't eat when he's not feeling well, 
hell eat nothing, and poor Dave was making things for his dinner, you know, special 
things whereas it was, you know, the evening meal, Dave said, 'Right, come on Michael, 
\^hat will we have?' And he'd make him something special."
Mother of Michael (age 8 ) 12142/11 p.4
It would seem that Michael, who was recognised as having no control over his bed wetting because
of his kidney problems, had captured the heart of the hotel owner, Dave, as he had won the synq)athy
and affection of the taxi driver and many members of the local community at home.
Sarah's mother suggested that her daughter's bed wetting was not acceptable to others because there 
was no obvious physical cause fer it:
"MRS S: I have a urinary problem but people understand that, but then Fm an adult, 
and Fve got MS - that is acceptable. Sarah's is not acceptable to most people.
MOYA: Is that your feeling or is it what they have said to you?
MRS S: It's not so much what they say, it's what they dont say. You know, like in the 
morning Is everything all right? Are the sheets all right?' It's not Has she wet the bed?' 
but, you know. Do I have to wash the sheets?' kind of thing, you know. Or one friend 
who we stayed with quite a lot, she'll say 1 would put her in with my daughter but Fm 
kind of worried in case Sarah has an accident' ."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 12142/38 p.2
The effects on the young person's self image and self esteem of other people's! negative evaluations of 
them as a bed wetter are discussed further in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.5.2. A major determinant of other 
people's attitudes seems to be the extent to which die young person is perceived as having some 
control over the situation.
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5.5 What do parents do of their own volition to encourage the voung person's bed wetting 
to stop?
5.5.0 Introduction
The results of surveys reported by Devlin (1991), Foxman et al (1986) and Haque et al (1981) 
support the impression gained in this study from speakmg with health visitors that many famihes 
with a bed wetting child rarely if ever seek help from health care professionals. These families may 
therefore rely on methods Wiich they devise for themselves and the suggestions of wider family and 
friends in some cases. None of the methods commonly employed by lay people has a good track 
record of success and in some cases the methods are likely to hinder the attainment of dry nights 
(Section 2.2.3).
The methods most commonly used by the families in this study were restricting the young person's 
fluid intake before bed time, lifting the young person to use the toilet at the parents' own bed time 
and waking the young person in the night (Section 5.5.1). Almost all parents had also tried to 
encourage the young person's efforts by using various incentives (Section 5.5.2) and many had also 
punished the young person for bed wetting (Section 5.5.3).
5.5.1. Modification of evening and night time routines
Lifting and waking the voung person at the parent's bed time and in the night 
With only one exception the parents of all the young people in this study said that, at one time or 
another, faey had tried lifting the young person and taking them to use the toilet at their own bedtime 
in an attempt to keep the young person from wetting the bed through the night (Table 13). Lifting the 
child at their own bed time had been one of the few specific tasks undertaken by those fathers who 
were cmly occasionally involved in care (Section 5.2.2).
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In conversations with parents the most strildng finding was that come parents had persisted with this 
method for au '^thing up to eight years and had only stopped the practice when the ehild was too 
heavy to lift. Most parents said that lifting the child did save the occasional wet bed and were 
thankful when the contents of a full bladder had been voided in the appropriate place:
MRS S: Somotimos ... you wore luolcy. It is quite a quantity. We're not tnllnng about a 
little dribble hero, we're tahdng about a full bladder and that is amazing. You Imow, I 
used to think 'Oh thank goodness that is not going to be in the bed!' (laughs)."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1522114/132-133 p.3-4
The young person's look of avraroness of o\'onts and the 07ctont of their disorientation on being hfted 
in the night was oommonted upon by several parents. Some young pæple wore said to bo placid but 
others were decidedly obstreperous and could resist the parent's attenq)ts at waking them:
"MRS G; Well, the doctor told me to wolcc her up sA night time to go to the toilet, but 
she loses her temper with me and she keops tolling me to - sa)Ti bad words! Sho doesn't 
like getting annoyed. She doesn't like getting up."
Mother of Carol (age 17) 1522114/1 p. 11
Peter was so desperate to be diy that he had pleaded with his mother to walce him in the night, even 
once he was too heavy to lift:
"MRS P: But it just didn't woric beeouse you know he would got up and then he would 
slam a door and - he really was grunq)y when he got up.
Mother of Peter (age 15) 1522114/44 p.5
Alison's mother had been advised to use an intensive waking schoduloi This involved her in setting an 
alarm at one and a half hour intennls throughout the night. She persisted with the method for two 
months but the bed wetting had continued:
"MRS A: In the end she was going to school tired and greeting (crying) and she was still 
wetting the bed, and she was tired. ...It aided up that she was tired and I was tired so we 
gave that up!"
Mother of Alison (age 9) 1522114/8 p.4
Many parents were persisting with a method which they knew to be of limited value:
"MRS L: We lifted two or three times a night, but she still managed to wet. She still 
managed to wot tho bed; Wo usod to lift hor but I've e^ 'on seen us lifting her one night 
and within ten minutes she's doing the toilet and within ten minutes she's wet."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1522114/5 p. 13
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Other mothers commented that the young person could wet the bed within an hour of being lifted. At 
the time of the study Lisa’s mother's diary entries showed that she was still lifting the httle girl during 
the night when she herself was having difficulty in sleeping. It was as though these parents were 
falling back on a habitually used practice and persisting with a method of limited value because they 
knew of no better >vay to deal with die situation and had discovered that hcxdth care professionals 
also had a limited repertoire of responses (Section 5.6). Several parents did, however, comment on a 
benefit arising fiom adopting this strategy. They said that doing something made them feel less 
helpless than doing nodiing, even if what they did do was not particularly effective.
Restricting fluid intake before bed time
Restricting a young person's fluid intake after a certain time in the evening is a commonly reported 
practice among parents (e.g. Bollard and Nettlebeck, 1989; Haque et al 1981; Butler, 1987). This 
method was being used by eight femilies at the time of the study and with one exception it had been 
tried by all the parents in the study at one time or another (Table 13). As with lifting, some parents 
had persisted with this method for many years. The parents of seven young people said that 
restricting the young person's fluid intake had always been their practice.
Most young people were given their last drink at their tea time at around 5-6 p.m. Some mothers 
even restricted fluid intake at this thne. Most young people seemed to have accepted the practice, but 
peih^s some had not been given very much choice:
"MRS M: He accepts it, he does, he doesn't stand and create for any more. If he did, I 
wouldn't be giving him it."
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 1522113/23 p.3
Peter's mother had been told by her health visitor that restricting fluids was an unhelpful practice but 
she commented that her son had continued with the practice of his own vohtion for some time 
afterwards. Other young people, however, r^arded the discrimination as unjust:
"CAROL: And I turn round and say 'it's not feir. If Allan can get a drink after 7 
o'clock, I should'. Fm not allowed to drink after 7."
Carol (age 17) 1522113/35 p.7
As with lifting, the parents said that they had persisted with the practice of restricting fluid intake at 
night even when it seemed to make httle or no difference to the outcome:
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"MRS T: She doesn't get drinks after 6  o'clock ...
MOYA: And have you always done that?
MRS T: Fve always done that.
MOYA: And do you find that that makes any difference?
MRS T: No."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 1522113/3 p.7
Restricting fluid intake in the evening seems to be another example of parents falling back on a 
response based on habit, in the absence of knowing of anything more effective to try . Unlike lifting 
and waking the young person at the parents' own bed time, r^tricting the young person's fluid intalœ 
carries with it potentially harmful side effects (Butler, 1994) and is likely to increase the risk of 
urinary tract infections as one mother had come to realise for herself:
"MRS S: Well, she would waken up and she'd - Tve got a sore bottom, it's burning' 
(tearfully). What do you do ft>r that? You give them a lot of liquid! ...So this is 
something we've had to live with as well. A lot of problems with urinary infections."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1522113/142 p.3
Sarah's mother had abandoned fluid restriction after only six months for this reason. Michelle's
mother commented on how concentrated her daughter's urine was as a result of the fluid restriction in
the evening and she had also stopped the practice. Involving as it does, minimum inconvenience for
the parents, this method might, however, be particularly difficult to discourage in some femilies.
Other methods devised bv parents
Some parents bad devised other methods for themselves. When she thought that the problem could be 
that her son was sleeping too deeply to wake up to a fiill bladder, Peter's mother had tried removing 
some of the bed-clothes so that he would sleep more lightly. Carol's mother had thought that her 
daughter might sleep more lightly in a noisier environment and she had conducted an e?q>eriment to 
test her hypothesis:
"MRS C: I tried a wee experiment on her, right? I told her to go into 
the front room for a wee b it...
CAROL: I wondered vdiy the room was cold in the middle of the night when she woke 
me up. She always opened the window because she kent the flre engines came past the 
window. She got up to check me to see if I was awake, and here was me still lying on my 
bed, the same way, not moved a muscle yet.
MRS C: So that didn't work.
Carol (age 17) and her mother 1522115/90 p . 2
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These experiments are an indication of some parents' attempts to take control in a situation where all 
the methods suggested by health care professionals had feiled (Table 13, Section 5.6). These 
initiatives, viiile memorable to the femilies, were usually short-hved and merely punctuated 
prolonged periods when the only methods that they used were known to them to be of limited 
usefulness such as lifting the child and restricting fluids. Parents' lack of success with their own 
methods was often said to have contributed to their feelings of helplessness. However, most parents 
had not totally given up hope that a solution to the problem would be forthcoming.
Another approach vety commonly employai by parents was to use a system of rewards to encourage 
the young person to take more responsibility for becoming dry at night, as is described below.
5.5.2 The use of rewards
All parents said that they had used rewards at one time or another as an incentive and this was said 
to have been the first method tried by some parents. The mother of the twins resorted to the use of 
rewards when she was told by health care professionals that they could do nothing to help until the 
boys were seven years old:
"MRS J :... I thought, 'Oh God, Tve got to wait to seven!', ken? Then that was when I 
started myself like the bribery, the rewards."
Mother of John and Stephen (age 8 ) 15221212/71 p . 1-2
She had tried offering sweets, toys, days out and bigger rewards such as a bike or a computer game
at Christmas. None of "the bribery" worked and she had found it very difficult to offer the rewards in
a (xxisistent way:
"MRS J: Half the time I gave in. 'But you said we were to get it'. 'Only if you didn't 
wet'. 1 didn't wet'. Oh, take it!'... I gave in quite a lot, just for peace and quiet."
Mother of John and Stephen (age 8 ) 15221212/54 p. 1
Peter's mother had found it difficult to be consistent too, especially when the system of rewards and
penalties became rather elaborate:
"MRS P: We had a system at one point, and saying, 'right, we'll give you 5Op for each 
dry night', and it got to the stage that he was quite happy to take the odd 5 Op he'd get, so 
the other side of the system that - 'right, you get 5 Op Wien you're dry, and Fll take 
something off when you're wet'!
MR P: (laughter) So he was in debt! In an overdraft!
MRS P: It just all got very complicated - and you say, you know, 'well, if you can crack 
- if you can be dry for a month Fll buy you ..' and I knew I was on a dead bet because he 
never ever managed it".
Mother and stepfether of Peter (age 15) 15221212/53 p.4 
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The feet that Peter was "happy to take the odd 5 Op he'd get' suggests that Peter had little conscious 
control over the situation and only achieved the occasional dry night and then by chance, in spite of 
the offer of tangible incentives to encourage him to make a special effort.
It was some young people's inability to achieve any dry nights, and the resulting disappointment, 
which had led the parents of three children to stop the practice of offering rewards altogether:
"MRS L :... She's getting up in the morning and the first thing is she's looking if she's 
wet and she's maybe going about with her fece tripping on her and we have a wee tear, 1  
cannae get'".
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 15221212/52 p.4
On the advice of the health visitor Alison's motjier had adopted a system whereby the rewards 
offered would increase if more dry nights were achieved:
"MRS A :... She couldn't manage it at all, even with the idea of having a very special 
present at the end of a week. No, it didn't work at all. I'm afi-aid. She wanted it but she 
just couldnt manage i t ... and that just disappointed her more really. Became really 
downhearted when she got up in the morning and the bed was wet, no chance now, sort 
of thing. So we stopped it, it didn't seem to be doing any good. I think the pressure was 
too high on her. I've got to be dry". She was trying hard but it didn't work."
Mother of Alison (age 9) 15221212/38 p.2
Simon's mother had also recognised that the offer of a reward, whether by herself or the health 
visitor, had made the stakes too high and had resulted in Simon hiding his wet night-clothes. She had 
interpreted this as the sign of his desperation to be dry and his distress at not achieving this goal.
The mothers of Ahson, Simon and Lisa discovered fiom oqierience that the offer of rewards for dry 
ni^ts was in^propriate for their children, who were wetting the bed seven nights per week. This 
has important inqihcations for practice as it may be that the offer of even very small rewards for dry 
nights is in^propriaie for those young people v^o wet the bed most fioquently.
The inability to achieve more than the occasional dry night, for those young people wetting the bed 
six or seven nights per week, may well reinforce their sense of failure at achieving a task that they 
believe that most three year olds can acconqilish and contribute to the young person's feelings of 
helplessness to influence the situation however hard they try (Section 6.4.2). Many young people 
attribute the odd dry n i^ t that they do achieve to chance and not to their own efforts, as their efforts
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are so rarely rewarded with a dry bed. It may well be that feilure to attain a specially coveted reward 
such as a bike or a computer game adds to the young person's distress.
The offer of a large reward for a prolonged period of dry nights, mentioned by several parents, is not 
only unrealistic and unlikely to be successfiil as a motivational aid, it is also effectively a form of 
punishment in that an unattainable reward is in effect a privilege withheld;
* "MRS T: My mum had taken this boy (Tracy's brother) to America when he was 9, and
she says, 'if you stop wetting the bed, Tracy, I'll take you'."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 15221213/27 p.l
A more subtle form of punishment was hinted at by Sarah's mother vdien discussing Sarah's 
motivation to be dry:
"MRS S: Well the motivation, if it is strong enough, is to please mum or to please dad, 
you know, it's not for themselves. Sarah comes to me, her eyes a-twinkle, Tve not wet 
the bed tonight, mum'. I say, "That's brilliant', and she'll give me a big cuddle - she's 
rewarding me!"
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 15221211/47 p.2 
It would seem that Sarah wanted her mother's approval more than money, bikes or computer games, 
which were the rewards most commonly offered by parents for dry nights. Sarah's mother had 
punished her daughter for wetting the bed in the greatest variety of ways reported on in this study. 
She had used shaming and tirades, physical punishment, withdrawing privil^es such as watching 
fevourite TV programmes and threatening to throw away her daughter's clothes. Parents' use of 
punishment to discourage the young person's bed wetting is described below.
5.5.3 The use of punishment
"MOYA: How do you foel about punishing children who wet the bed?
HV A: Well I think that's inappropriate, but I can quite see v/hy people do. I think it 
would be very easy just to give the child a quick skq) round the ear hole, but 1 dont 
recommend it and I would certainly frown on it, but I think as a human being I can quite 
see that I might easily do the same."
Health Visitor A 14213/51 p.l
An analysis of parents' feelings about bed wetting showed that fee majority of parents felt frustrated 
at times with what they regarded as a never ending problem. Some parents said that they felt angry 
wife the young person for not making sufficient effort to help themselves to overcome the problem. 
Parents from two femilies went so feras to suggest that the young person deliberately wet the Wd on 
some occasions (Section 6.3.2).
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When analysing the data about parents' use of punishment there seemed to be a close correlation 
between parents' negative feelings about bed wetting and the bed wetting child, their perception of 
the young person's control over the phenomenon and their use of punishment. The use of various 
forms of verbal and non-verbal punishment has been feund in this study to be much more widespread 
fean the literature suggests (Section 2,2,3),
Parents in 13 of the 19 femilies in this study (6 8 %) said that they had punished their child for 
wetting the bed on some occasions. Five mothers said that they had used physical punishment, 
especially Wien they thought that the child was being lazy or when feey themselves had felt 
particularly frustrated with the probleih:
"MRS J: Sometimes I would slap her out of sheer anger or frustration .. I used to 
scream and shout and then that was it. "
Mother of Jennifer (age 9) 1521228/27 p.2
"MRS C: I spanked her. I used to smack her a lot for doing it. Well I used to smack her 
quite a lot when she started to do it. I used to shout at her and stop her having any 
sweets and it still didn't work."
Mother of Carol (age 17) 1521228/63 p.l 
What Carol's mother had not reahsed at the time was that her daughter was being abused by her 
natural fether when she stayed with him at weekends, after the parents had sqiarated. Even at the 
time of this study, three years after the abuse had stopped and the fether had been imprisoned, Carol 
was angry and felt that her hfe was boring and unpleasant. By the time of this study Carol's mother 
and stepfether had come to a pragmatic acceptance of the bed wetting although they were anxious 
that it should stop (Section 6.3.2).
Tracy's mother was finding it very difficult to cope alone with four children and she too had used 
physical punishment until only a few months before the study Wien her health visitor had discovered 
about Tracy's bed wetting when carrying out a developmental check on one of the younger children:
"MRS T: I do - 1 did hit her at first - 1 used to get up in the morning and hit them - but 
it was Doreen (health visitor) that spoke to me, she says, don't Ann,' she says, 1 know 
I'm getting on tae ye, but it's going to make it worse. She says, 1 understand what you're 
going through'.
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 1521228/36 p.2
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In two femilies a punitive ^ proach was said to have originated from the fether but had not had the 
desired effect of bringing about dry beds. For Gary's parents the difference in their approach to the 
use of physical punishment had become an issue within the femily;
"MRS G: We're arguing about it all the time. To hit him willnae solve the problem - to 
hit him doesnae make any difference. The health visitor says to me, "you've like got to 
continually ignore it'. You can only ignore it for so long, and it just boils over, - but I 
didnae hit him for it. And he thinks he should get hit all the time for it, but I dinnae think 
so, cos he doesnae know that he's wet the bed at night."
Mother of Gary (age 5) 1521228/42 p.2
Encouragement to punish the child physically was said to have come from other femily and friends in
some cases;
"MRS A: My mum ... had the old belief that wetting the bed was "lazyitis", that skelping 
her bum would soon stop it, but it didnae work. We just gave her rows, we didnae spank 
her, we just gave her rows, ken, "you're dirty", ken, this is not on", sort of thing. But it 
was no" working, so after two or three days we stopped it. That wasnae having any 
effect."
Mother of Alison (age 9) 1521228/7 p. 1 
Rows, shaming, and shouting at the young person in the morning, on discovering a wet bed, were fer 
more commonly reported than the use of physical punishment:
"MRS M: I miist admit we used to - did used to get onto him now and again about it, 
because it got to us. We never never hit him or anything for it because - but we used to 
really - we were quite firm with him. The odd morning we'd maybe shouted at him a wee 
bit, but it wasn't his feult. He didn't do it to annoy me or anything  ^he just couldn't help 
himself. Just one of these things "
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 1521228/44 p. 1 
Four mothers said that they had tried to shame the child into trying to be dry:
"MRS T: And I would say to Tracy, look at Kerry Ann, she's a lot younger, she's not 
even at school', - ken Fve tried to put that intae her but she's just no."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 1521228/14 p . 6
"MRS S: And I try and shame her with this smell. But she's not ashamed of it! We don't 
have a problem with it."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1521228/15 p 3 
Sarah's mother was concerned that if she took the clinical psychologist's advice and played down the 
problem Sarah would think that wetting the bed was normal.
Some fethers were also said to have tried the approach of shaming the child. Such an ^ proach 
conveys the message to the child that she could be dry if only she tried harder, yet through repeated 
feilure to become dry, the young person may have come to believe that nothing that they do makes 
any difference (Section 6.4.2).
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One instance of shaming had gone into femily "folklore". It was recognised at once by the mother as 
having been a mistake:
"MRS A: When he was little, because he was such a messy toad, we left... all the 
clothes, we left everything in his bedroom. He came out of the doorway and said, 'mum,
I haven't got any pants'. Well, here you are, son', and I got the frilliest pair of pink 
knickers I could possibly get and I said, "these are the only pair Tve got, they're your 
sister's, you'll just have to wear them till you clear your bedroom out'.
SUSAN: And he had peed that day.
MRS A: I didn't know that. And he wore a pair - that was the worst thing I could have 
done. Even that didn't embarrass him into doing it.
Mother and sister of Anthony (age 16) 1521228/98 p.5
Young people were said to have been threatenoi with not being allowed to start primary school 
unless they stopped wetting the bed, or with having their wet clothes destroyed. At his wits' end, one 
fether had threatenoi his four year old with sleeping in the bath:
"MRS R: It was really bad. It wasn't just as if the bed was getting wet, it was 
absolutely getting saturated. I was getting through that many beds with him. In the - he 
ended - he used his own bed and his brother’s bed so we ended up with him on the floor 
on a mattress- it was the only way we could do it."
Mother of Roger (age 14) 1521228/2 p. 12
The way in Wiich several young people had been embarrassed and humiliated when their mothers 
put them back into nappies to contain the problem is described in Section 5.1.3.
In contrast to the above accounts, eight mothers said that they did not believe in punishing a child for 
bed wetting, although they m i^t punish the young person for other misdemeanours, including 
daytime wetting vken the young person was thought to have some control.
Ten of the 19 mothers in this study had either been a bed wetter themselves or had experience of 
living with a bed wetting brother or sister (Appendix XIII). Six of the eight mothers who said that 
they did not believe in punishment for bed wetting came from this group. Two of these mothers said 
that in their experience punishment caused needless distress and was ineffective. They gave this as 
the reason why they had not punished their own diild for bed wetting:
"MRS J: If they need, like normal behaviour, if th ^  need a skelp they get a skelp. But 
not for bed wetting, because you know I went through it and my Dad was hard on us 
and it never made any difference. Whereas we just felt really bad for wetting the bed and 
we were feared to say we had wet the bed, because he was quite stem about it and that. 
Once or twice we got skelped for it because none of his were bed wetters, not his 
brothers or his, ken - just us and we were bed wetters."
Mother of the twins, John and Stephen (age 8 ) 15221227/41 p. 1
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Tho way in whioh William's mother and motomal grandmother had uMmatoly kept hor sister's bed 
wetting a secret from an intolerant fether for six years is described in Section 5.2.3. This experience 
may well have influenced this mother's attitude to her own son's bed wetting:
"MRS W: ... and my fether used to be quite upset about it, it was a sort of ongoing 
argument it just made my sister all the more nervous, and I can remember hor saying, 
"don't let me sleep tonight because then Fll wet the bed and I won't know, and Fll get a 
row in the morning", and I thought. 111 never put my kids through that, you know."
Mother of William (age 9) 15221227/10 p.l
While tho mothers of the twins and William were against the use of punishment because of tho 
adverse ofrbots they had seen it could have, as well as its lack of ofifoctivenoss, Shelly's mother said 
that she would not punish her daughter because she herself had not been punished. Ian's parents felt 
that ho had no control over the bed wetting and that punishment was therefore inappropriate. Simon's 
mother held a similar view:
"MOYA: Have you used any punishments at all?
' MRS S: Punishments? No" (sounds astounded)
MOYA: How do you feel about punishment? You sounded aghast.
MRS S: I think that would have worked adversely ... it's too negative, isn't it?
You have got to be positive about it. I wouldn't punish."
Mother of Simon (age 8 ) 14213/64 p. 1
For Simon's mother punishment was a totally inappropriate approach.
In summary, two thirds of the young people in this study (13 out of 20) were said to have been 
punished for wetting the bed on some occasions. Five out of the 20 (25%) were said to have been 
physically punished. Verbal punishment and withholding of privileges were much more commonly 
reported. The data suggest that parents who feel that the young person oonnot control the bed wetting 
arc fer loss lilcely to use punishment than parents who behevo that the >oung person has some control 
over it.
Mothers wfro have experience of bed wetting themselves or have hved with a bed wetting sibling are
generally less likely to punish their child than mothers with no previous experience of bed wotting,
unless they believe that the young person can help it. Mothers who have no previous G?q)ericnce of
bed wotting may not punish their child if they believe that punishment is an inappropriate approach.
More fethers than mothers felt that the young person had some control over fee bed wetting, which
they were not choosing to exercise (Section 6J;2). Fathers can influence the decision to use physical
punishment and they may use it themselves against the mother's judgement.
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5.6. What are the families' experiences of the methods suggested and the help received from 
health care professionals?
5.6.0 Introduction
This section describes femilies' experiences with methods suggested by health care professionals to 
encourage the young person's bed wetting to stop, in particular the use of charts linked to incentives, 
body worn alarms and medication (Section 5.6.1). Parents' evaluation of the help received from 
health care professionals is given in Section 5.6.2. The consequences arising viien parents and health 
care professionals run out of ideas are described in Section 5.6.3 from the femilies' perspective.
5.6.1 Families' experiences of methods suggested bv health care professionals
Charting progress and the use of incentives
At one time or another all the young people in this study had recorded their progress towards being 
reliably dry at night, using some form of chart (Table 13). Usually incentives were linked to the 
achievement of one or more dry nights. Various incentive regimes had been suggested to parents by 
health care professionals including stars and progressively larger rewards for more dry nights. The 
health care professionals' involvement in this way often formalised an approach which parents had 
adopted for themselves. Some of the problems associated with the use of rewards to motivate young 
people to take responsibility for becoming dry are described in Section 5.5.2. The present section 
focuses on femily members' experiences with the charts themselves.
Some chüdien were said to have embaiked on the use of a chart with optimism and enthusiasm:
"MRS S: He was always excited coming home with his new charts and stars and 
whatever, weren't you? (to Simon). I think you just got frustrated with them because 
they weren't woridng."
Mother of Simon (age 8 ) 1522211/62 p.3 
Seven young people were said to have made some progress while they kept a chart:
"MRS G: The psychologist gave me a star chart... that worked for three weeks, then it 
was, the novelty wore off for him and there just wasnae any fun in it for him any mair.
Mother of Gary (age 5) 1522211/40 p. 17
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AU the parents said that in the end the young person had given up when their progress was not 
sustained.
For four young people incentive charts were said to have been a cause of disappointment from the 
start. Stephen's mother described the chart as "useless" and SheU/s mother as "a waste of time". 
Each of these young people was wetting the bed seven nights per week and could not achieve even 
one dry night In sympathy Lisa's mother had given her a star sometimes "for being a good girl":
"MRS L: She knew that it wasn't right (to receive the star), so that went in the bucket."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1522211/51 p. 15
Lisa's mother was not encouraged to persist with the idea of using charts because of the way that her
efforts had been discounted when she took Lisa to the hospital with diart in hand (Section 5.6.2):
"MRS L: I had started a star chart and I took it up to the hôpital and they just looked 
at it as if I was stupid, as if'we'U no' be needing that' because it was lucky if there one 
star on it.
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1522211/6 p. 14
For Peter (age 15) and Sarah (age 11) an important issue had been vthere to put the chart to avoid 
their friends coming upon it by chance. Sarah had kept a chart diligently at first but had been put off 
using it when someone had commented upon it:
"MRS S: "I'm not having that up on the wall and people will think I'm babyish. It's 
going away. You don't get stars when you are a big girl, you only get stars vhen you're 
in Primary 1" Which is true. Do you ever see stars in anybody's reading book in Primary 
V and VI? 1 don't think so."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1522211/57 p.4
The in^propriateness of stars as an incentive was also commented upon by the mothers of Tracy 
and Martin:
"MRS M: He wasn't awfully interested in that, it wasn't something he thought like 
getting a star at school and that. It didn't do a lot for him."
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 1522211/31 p.3
Martin and his mother tried the chart for a week. In Tracy's household the method had lasted for two
days:
"MRS T: She's no" using it -1 put it in the first morning to show her, and she put it in 
on the second one, and that was it. 1  dont know what she's done with it."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 1522211/44 p. 13
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Tracy's mother was kept fully occupied looking after four children on her own and she had not 
managed to find time to keep the diary for this study either (Section 3.7.3).
Charting progress can be a helpfiil way of demonstrating to the young person that they are capable 
of achieving dry nights (Blackwell, 1995; Butler, 1993 a,b; 1994):
MR A: Whenever a chart is being kept things have improved. As soon as there's a 
hands-ofiT ^ proach, there is no physical recording or anything like that, then the whole 
thing goes haywire."
Father of Anthony (age 16) 1522211/25 p. 1 
Both Anthony and Alison e?q)erienced many fewer wet ni^ts during the diary keeping (Appendix 
XIV). Alison had found the diary keeping easy:
"MRS A: She found it very very easy. She found it great, no trouble at all. She's 
eiyoyed it! ... It worked a lot better than the star charts. The star charts didn't work at 
all, but that was like she would get a reward if she managed it three days, but she 
couldn't do that and she didn't take part in it either. I think marking the chart yourself 
works because she's taking part in it too. She did it all herself."
Mother of Alison (age 9)1522211/14 p.5
Alison's mother made two important observations. She felt that the chart had worked becauK Alison
had taken an active part in keeping it and there had been much less pressure on Alison because the
chart had not been linked to any system of tangible rewards. She was praised for simply keeping the
record but she also came to see that dry nights were possible. At the end of the month the frequency
of Alison's wet nights had fellen from seven to two per week and she wanted more diary forms. It is
suggested that the supportive climate created by both Alison's parents had a great deal to do with
Alison's success but she could have become dry during this period by chance (Section 2 .2 .2 ).
In contrast, the mothers of Martin and Tracy had had little feith in the charts and the record keeping 
had lasted less than a week. Hie parents' pivotal role in creating the climate for the young person to 
learn or re-leam the skill of becoming dry at night is developed further in Ch^iters 6  and 7.
Bedside and bodv worn alarms
Fourteen young people in this study had used a body worn alarm at one time or another (Table 13) 
and four young people were using one at the time of the study. Some parents suggested that the 
alarm woke everyone on the household except the child and was difficult to switch off:
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"MRS A: It woke everyone in the house except Anthony! (laughter from everyone.) We 
used to have your cigarette lighter, trying to dry off the mechanism so that it would stop 
making a noise, and that caused friction - 1 think we had that - for how long? - a week? 
And that went back!...
MR A: That wasn't a raving success!...
SUSAN: TTiat's the first one I remember.
MRS A: You remember the alarm (all laugh) - we all remember the alarm!... the whole 
road remembers the alarm!"
Mother, fether and sister of Anthony (age 16) 1522212/27 & 64 p.l
In Anthony's femily the alarm had become a femily joke, long remembered and used for a very short
time. Anthony himself described the alarm as "very tedious". Several parents commented that the
alarm had caused the young person a considerable degree of distress:
"MRS W: He became very upset at 3 a m. because of the buzzer's noise and asked to get 
it taken off^  which I did."
Mother of William (age 9) diary entry.
"MRS J : She refused to use the bell and pad tonight, saying it was most uncomfortable 
as the previous night she was fiightened to sleep because of it, she wakened dry ."
Mother of Jennifer (age 9) diary entry
Jennifer herself had a clear opinion of the alarm:
"JENNIFER It's uncomfy. When you went to the toilet you had to take the whole alarm 
off and put it back on again. It took ages...
MOYA: So if someone suggested to you that you try it again, what would you say? 
JENNIFER: Get lost! !
Jennifer (age 9) 1522212/44 p.25
William began treatment with an alarm during the study. The adverse consequences for everyone in 
the femily were said by his mother to have changed her attitude to his bed wetting:
MRS W: I feel that our attitudes to his bed wetting had changed because of the buzzer, 
and it's not improved ... To me, before, it wasn't a problem, and the only reason that I 
did something about it was for William - it wasn't for me ... now, it's intruding on me as 
well. And I suppose because Fm back at university and, Fm sort of feeling that I need 
my sleep - and it's you know - it's irritating me ... My attitude's gone fiom being very 
laid back about William to being - well, you know, Fm getting up here every night, and I 
expect to see something, you know - 1 mean - don't get me wrong. I'm not saying it to 
him, but it's annoying to me now because it's intruding in my life and because we're not 
getting anywhere."
Mother of William (age 9) 1211/6 & 8 , p.5 
This is, perhaps, one of the most distuibing findings of femilies" egerisnces of an alarm. Not only 
had this treatment feiled to bring about the desired effect, it had also changed the mother's 
expectations and led her to experience negative feelings where before she had felt relaxed about the 
bedwetting.
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Some of the young people had not used an alarm. Three parents had been told by the health visitor 
that their child was too young to benefit fiom one. Certainly Martin had been distressed by this 
method vdien he had tried it when five years old, at his mother’s insistence. He used the alarm for 
less than a week.
Few parents in this study had used a body worn alarm for any length of time because of the 
inconvenience that it had caused to everyone in the household, yet the results of carefully controlled 
clinical trials (e.g. Butler et al, 1988,1990; Fordham and M ^ow , 1989; Kaplan et al, 1989) 
suggest that the body worn alarm can achieve a h i^  success rate when carefully supervised and has 
a considerably lower relapse rate than the use of medication alone. The experiences of the families in 
this stucfy perhaps reflect health care professionals' lack of awareness of the amount of support 
young people and their femilies need with a method which requires sustained commitment fi-om the 
whole femily fer many weeks to stand a good chance of success (Butler, 1994; Devlin and 
O'Cathain, 1990; Dische et al, 1983; Fordham and Meadow, 1989; Forsythe and Butler, 1989; 
Johnsen, 1992; Larsen et al, 1992; Meadow, 1977; Morgan, 1993).
Medication
Half the young people in this study had been prescribed medication for their bed wetting at one time 
or another (Table 13).
Nine young people had been prescribed Desmospray and five were taking Desmospray at the time of 
the stuify. In the cases of Roger, Ian and Simon it had certainly been associated with a dramatic fell 
in the number of wet nights per week (Appendix XIV) and Simon remained dry fer two weeks at the 
time of the study when he discontinued its use. There is a growing body of evidence in support of 
Desmospra/s efficacy and mode of action (eg. Hjâlmâs & Bengtsson, 1993; Meadow, 1989; Ritdg 
et al, 1989; Stenberg & Lackgren, 1994). It had not been so successful for Peter and Sarah but it 
transpired that both these young people had lost feith in it as a method and only used the spray 
intermittently:
"MRS S :... I said, 'you know it seems to be doing quite well, Sarah, you've not been 
wetting the bed, we seem to be dry quite a lot'. She said, 'it doesn't make any difference 
whether I take the spray or not'. I said, "when you take the spray we seem to have had 
quite a few -'."But I sometimes don't take it just to see if HI wet the bed and sometimes I 
don't wet the bed, so it doesn't work'."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1522221/7 & 8  p.4
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There is an important lesson for health care professionals in this account. Young people are not 
merely passive recipients of advice and cannot be assumed to be complying with the treatment 
prescribed. They evaluate the methods that they are asked to take part in and may act on their 
evaluation.
When incentive charts had feiled Carol had been prescribed hnipramine which she had supposedly 
been taking for the past year and a half. Carol did have some synq)toms suggestive of an unstable 
bladder (Appendix XIV) which may be the reason why this medication had been prescribed, but the 
researcher's observation of the tablet bottle suggested that few tablets had been taken in the previous 
six months:
"CAROL: It worked for a wee bit and then thb next minute, stopped working.
MOYA: How long did It woric?
CAROL: About a couple of nights and then that was it. The medicine, the sniffer, they 
tablets, and that's it."
Carol (age 17) 1522222/4 p.3 
Nothing that Carol had tried had had any lasting beneficial effect for her.
Peter had also been prescribed hnipramine but his mother had become concerned that he was 
becoming dehydrated:
"MRS P: They're just making him more thirsty. And his Ups would go quite dry and I 
think well that's really not a good way. I'd rather he did it himself, you know his mind 
told him, 'don't want to wet the bed any more'. Fm a great believer in nature taking its 
way rather than take tablets."
Mother of Peter (age 15) 1522222/54 p.l 
Martin's mother had also been concerned about her son taking medication but she had been delighted 
by the results:
"MRS M: Fve never really looked back. It's like a magic potion - it has, from the first 
night, I can't believe that it could have, it's done the trick."
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 1522223/1 p.l
Martin was on a reducing dose of Tryptizol and his mother's main concern was that the bed wetting
would recommence vdien he ceased to take it There is evidence that the beneficial effect of anti-
depressants dis^pears when the drug is discontinued and there is increasing concern being expressed
by some clinicians about the use of anti^depressant medication in children (WiUe, 1994), although
their use is still recommended by some psychiatrists (e.g. Ambrosini, 1993). One of the biggest
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hazards is accidental poisoning if insufficient care is taken to keep the tablets out of children's reach. 
Many adverse side effects are also associated with their use (Wille, 1994; British National 
Formulary, 1995).
Complementarv medicine
The parents of Anthony and Paul had tried complementary medicine in their search for a cure for the 
young person's bed wetting. Both had tried hypnother^y, at the suggestion of their local GP, but 
without any really long-lasting success. Paul had little recollection of what had happened during the 
hypnotherapy but his mother was sure that it had had some positive benefits. Hypnotherapy has been 
found to be an effective treatment in some cases (Edwards and van der Spuy, 1985; French, 1992; 
Simpson, 1991).
Anthony's femily recollected the herbal treatment and their involvement in it vividly:
"MRS A: We had to eat pumpkin seeds ...
SUSAN: Anthony had to do it, and we would say 'we'll eat one if you eat some'.
MRS A: So we put them on his breakfest cereal, we tried to cook with them, we tried 
sweets.
MR A: Punq)kin cakes! (laughs)
MRS A: We tried everything - even today we would go up and in a drawer, in a very 
obscure place upstairs, we open it up and there are pumpkin seeds and Anthony is now 
161 (all laugh) He would say he'd had them, he'd put them down his trousers, they were 
everywhere ... they're revolting things - so we gave up on that one!"
Mother, fether, and sister of Anthony (age 16) 1522132/10 p.l
It would seem that Anthony was less optimistic about this treatment than the rest of the femily and
had only participated in it half-heartedly.
Anthony's femily, like the femilies of Peter (age 15), Paul (age 13) and Ian (age 13), had made a 
concerted effort to help the young person to become dry over many years, yet without the reward of 
a successful outcome. The consequences for femilies of running out of ideas are described in Section 
5.6.3.
5.6.2 Parents' evaluation of help received from health care professionals
Parents clearly had opinions about the help that they had received from health care professionals and 
articulated these opinions in a quite unsohcited way, for the most part. The parents' comments have 
important implications for practice (Chapter 7).
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Questioning the overall attitude and approach of health care professionals 
The attitude of some health care professionals had clearly upset some parents:
"MRS L: It was their attitude all the way through. It was students and one sort of head 
doctor -'it's all in her brain, all in her mind'. They went to put dye in her, but she 
wouldn't sit long enough for them to get a good picture so - 1 felt they were awful. Any 
time I mentioned about that she wet maybe two or three times a night, they said, 'it's not 
smelly anyway' and I said. It is!'."
Mother of Lisa (age 4) 1522211/6 p. 14 
The medical students had discounted the views of Lisa's mother about the social consequences of bed 
wetting, such as the smell of the urine, and had embarrassed her with persistent questioning about 
the sleeping arrangements in die house. This mother was made to feel that she was to blame. 
Attempting to carry out invasive investigations on a two and a half year old was almost doomed to 
feilure as it is unrealistic to expect a child of this age to be able to co-operate. Such attenqjts could 
also lead a child to become frightened of further investigations. The students had been angry because 
Lisa wouldn't sit still. This particular consultation had obviously been unsatisfectory for everyone.
The mothers of Lisa and Sarah had felt that they were being personally blamed for their daughters' 
bedwetting.
"MRS S :... they tend to - they look for a scapegoat. They do do it. You get it the whole 
time - 1 get it from Dr D (the paediatrician) even. Well, you know, she lives in a high 
stress house and ...' and I say, 1 don't think it's really that high stressed, is it?' Yes, it 
is.'"
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 611/36, 37 & 38 p.9/10
Four mothers questioned the approach that health care professionals had adopted with their children. 
In contrast to the excellent relationship that the vhole femily had with their GP, Jennifer's mother felt 
that the doctor who had seen her daughter about the bed wetting had not managed to establish a good 
relationship with her during the consultation:
"MRS J Jennifer didn't like her and I felt we got off on the wrong foot. I felt Jennifer 
wasn't at ease with her. Jennifer wouldn't speak to her ...I feel, well I've had four kids 
and been on the PTA (Parent Teachers' Association) for years and worked with kids and 
helped with kids, you've got to get on with the kids, relate to them or they clam up and I 
feel that's what Jennifer was doing."
Mother of Jennifer (age 9) 152415/19 p.2
Because of the embarrassment and shame that most young people feel about their bed wetting 
(Section 6.4.2) Jennifer's reluctance to talk with a stranger about it is not surprising. Such
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conversations require to be conducted with considerable tact and understanding on the part of the 
therapist. Jennifer was much more relaxed and talkative when taking part in this study but the 
conversations were taking place in her own home and at a pace set by the femily.
The main concern of Gary's mother was that the clinical psychologist had been talking to the wrong 
person. She had at first appreciated having someone to talk to about her own problems but in the end 
she described the sessions as "a waste of time". She said that she would only turn to this source of 
help in the future if Gary was involved too:
"MRS G: It's no' me that's got the problem - it's Gary. Fair enough, it's part o' my 
problem, Fve got to learn how to deal with it, and how to deal wi' Gary, but I feel that I 
know what Fm daein' - but I just feel that Gary does need help on that side. I feel Gary 
needs to learn to get a lot of his emotions oot - because I feel Gary keeps too much in 
himself - he's quite a reserved wee person, if you know what I mean."
Mother of Gary (age 5) 152415/6 p.3
It would seem that in the end neither her needs nor Gary's needs were perceived to have been met.
Anthony's parents described how he had become more rehably dry vdiile keeping a chart but that a 
visit to see the paediatrician had set back progress. Instead of seeing the consultant Anthony had 
been seen by the Registrar:
"MRS A: I remember when we stopped the charts. I tell you what stopped the charts! 
We went to a clinic and it wasn't Dr. D (paediatrician) it was one of his - one of the 
ladies - and she said to Anthony ..I'll see you in six weeks time - and you will be dry - 1 
know youH be dry'... So we did the star charts, and we wet, and we wet, and were wet, 
and as soon as he was dry, he didn't want to go any more. That was a very significant 
part, I remonber that, and we did ask and it was "because that lady said Fd be dry, and 
I'm not'. So the star chart was a gonner."
Mother of Anthony (age 16) 1522211/70 p. 1 
Anthony himself recalled his dis2q)pointment at being told that he would be dry at certain ages and 
not finding that he was dry when he reached these ages. It could be that the pressure caused by other 
people's unrealistic expectations, and the feilure to achieve goals set by others had actually set back 
progress in Anthony's case.
"ThevVe no more ideas"
Six mothers felt that the health care professionals that they had approached had run out of ideas of 
Ways to help them and had left them, effectively, to cope alone:
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"MRS A: We always felt there isn't any real help for a bed wetter, there is nothing. I 
mean the health visitors give you advice and that, but none of it works."
Mother of Alison (age 9) 1524113/23 p. 1
"MRS J: She (the doctor) more or less said that it was just one of these things. She said 
something about getting her urine tested which has never h^pened. She didn't say would 
I go and take her or whatever. You were just sort of left."
Mother of Jennifer (age 9) 1524113/20 p. 1
Other parents commented on the lack of follow-up after a consultation.
Three mothers felt that they were simply being re-offered methods which had not worked in the past:
"MRS P: You'd go to your GP and it was always just 'well, there's various things you 
can do, there's buzzers, there's this, there's that'. Well, we've been through all that, and 
that was it."
Mother of Peter (age 15) 152412/23 p.l 
Peter's mother had had the idea of forming a self-help group in case any other mothers had ideas to 
share vhich might help her son.
Tracy's mother was unimpressed when the clinical psychologist suggested trying charts again:
"MRS T: She just gave her a star chart. I said, 'but the star chart's no use'. I says, 'she's 
been on all that'. Then if that doesnae woric they were going to puTher on a bed alarm, 
but the bed alarm was no use either...Twice we tried the bed alarm."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 1522211/26 p. 14
Some parents had felt that a client-centred approach was merely putting the responsibility back on to 
them vsken they did not have enough knowledge of the causes of bed wetting and the treatment 
options to make an informed decision:
"MRS S: ... people are talking to you and saying, "vbat do you see is the way forward?' 
as Miss A (the health visitor) would say to me .. .We've tried this and we've tried this, 
what do you think?' You don't know what's on the market, so I suggest something that 
we've tried before. We know that, but what do you think is next?' Because you haven't 
got a little box. that yOu can say We know why it started'. You have no point to go from. 
You don't know where to go. You're going into a blind alley as fer as you're concerned."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1524110/100 p.l
E^ht mothers expressed the view that their health visitor had been supportive in general, but tended 
to avoid raising the subject of the bed wetting:
"MOYA: B (health visitor) came to see you last wedc, and did she have any more 
ideas?
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MRS G: No, B doesnae - 1 tek B that he's still wettin' the bed and that but I think B's 
just - 1 dont know - 1 feel that B's not really - it's no' that she's no' interested, but she's 
never asked me - like what dae I dae aboot it to try new things - she's never really spoke 
abootit."
Mother of Gary (age 5) 1524116/7 p. 1 
Gary's health visitor was currently visiting the femily to support the mother in the care of her baby 
whu was only six weeks old. She was fully aware of Gary's bed wetting but she did not know how to 
help the mother to deal with it.
It became apparent from the parents' comments that many health care professionals were at a loss as 
to how to proceed when certain standard methods had friiled to achieve the desired outcome. Some 
health care professionals were said to have lost interest, others attempted to encourage the femily to 
re-try methods which the femily had already lost feith in. This is reminiscent of many parents' own 
response of felling back on a long practised habit when feced with an ongoing challenge and 
insufficient responses in their repertoire to meet it (Section 5.5).
5.6.3 What happens when everyone runs out of ideas
"MOYA: And vhat h^pens vdien you run out of ideas?
MRS A: (laughter) Do most people try everything?
MR A: The answer is brandy! (laughter)
MRS A: Vahum. Endless cups of Earl Grey tea fer me and brandy and lemonade for 
John. It is, I think, enuresis ... has a devastating effect on the femily as a whole. For me, 
it is more perhaps because I'm more sensitive. It stops so many things."
Mother and fether of Anthony (age 16) 15216/90 p. 1
The pervasive and fer-reaching consequences of bed wetting for the individual and the femily are 
described throughout this ch^)ter. When analysing parents' feelings about the young people's bed 
wetting, parents' frustration and feelings of helplessness were recurring themes. For many parents 
their inability to help the young person was regarded as the worst thing sdx)ut die bed wetting:
"MRS A: You feel heljpless, that's exactly it, you don't know what to do for the best for 
her. She's wetting the bed, you try everything you get suggested to you, nothing's worked 
and still the bed wetting goes on."
Mother of Alison (age 9) 15216/30 p.2
An uneiqiected finding was that parents could come to the stage of feeling that they had run out of 
options when the young person was as young as feur years old:
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"MOYA: So vèat are you thinking that you might do next...?
MR L: Just going to leave her to see if she maybe grows out of it. It's a' you can do.
You know what I mean? We've tried everything."
Father of Lisa (age 4) 15216/7 p.3
Famihes' experiences of methods suggested by health care professionals were such that many 
femilies had come to believe that health care professionals had no more helpful responses in their 
repertoire than the femilies had themselves (Section 5.6.2). Sarah's mother went so fer as to suggest 
that some health care professionals plucked ideas out of the air:
"MRS S: I try anything that anyone will suggest to me, but I think they have run out of 
options ... it's a major puzzle ... (A) specialist thought it might be because she was ultra 
brainy. I don't accept that I think that's just - 1 dont think they Imow so they make 
something up!" (laughs)
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 15216/10 & 100 p.2
Several parents commented on their reluctance to share the "shameful" femily secret that their child 
wet the bed when the opportunity presented itself^  for instance at a pre-school check. Having been 
reluctant to involve health care professionals in the first place some parents felt that they were 
regarded as a nuisance if they went back to health care professionals when their first suggestions 
feiled:
"MRS M: Fve been to the doctor that many times and it's all through this ... And they 
think Fm like a hypochondriac! It's just been like trying to get help fi"om somebody 
because you don't know what to do. I know now they say it's common, but you don't 
realise it's common till it h^pens to you. No, you dont. Fm sure there are loads and 
loads, but you can understand, Fve kept it hidden for his sake. And a bit for my sake, 
because you feel you're a bit of a feilure - what have you done wrong?"
Mother of Martin (age 6 ) 15216/8 p.l
Many femihes come to a point when they feel that there is no more that anyone can do. Those 
parents who had wet the bed themselves or had shared a household with a bed wetting sibling were 
often fee most philosophical in that they beheved, for the most part, that the young person would one 
day be dry although they did not know when or how this would happen (Section 6.3.2). This gave 
them hope fer the future. These femihes were also most likely to stop looking fer a solution as they 
had come to bchcvc that their luterveutiouS were uulikely to influence the outcome.
The parents of some of the older participants in this study, such as Carol (age 17), Anthony (age 
16), Peter (age 15) and Roger (age 14) said that they felt that they had come to a point where they
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had done all they could for the young person and had tried to hand the responsibility for dealing with 
the situation to them:
"MRS P: I don't know ... what line I should now take. We've tried it one way and it's 
not working, we've ruled out the psychologist, we've ruled out being lazy and the 
placebos ... whether I just take a back seat now and say, 'well we've given you all the 
help available, and it's not my problem any more' - you know - and just let him get on 
with i t ..."
Mother of Peter (age 15) 15216/26 & 34 p.2
What of the young people themselves upon whom responsibility for dealing with the situation may 
ultimately be devolved? Do they have any more ideas about how to achieve dry nights than their 
parents and health care professionals have? This study suggests that they do not (Section 6.4.1). Few 
of the young people in this study had any ideas about why they wet the bed or when the bed wetting 
would stop.
Having explored every avenue that they beheve is open to them it is not surprising that most parents 
and young people give up searching for a solution. Action occurs at the intersection of intention and 
opportunity (Broderick, 1993). Without a viable course of action there is no opportunity for taking 
action to achieve the goal of the young person becoming reliably dry at night and the femily is left to 
cope with the consequences of bed wetting.
In the absence of much constructive help from health care professionals, who may even avoid 
becoming involved in a situation where they feel that they have nothing new to offer, femihes are 
often effectively left to cope alone.
5.7 Summary
In most femihes in the present study the management of bed wetting was seen by both parents as a 
natural extension of the mother's child care role. Most mothers acted as the "orchestrator" of events, 
co-ordinating the activities of people within the household and those outwith it, such as wider femily, 
friends and health care professionals. Fathers were not, however, without influence and some had 
become directly involved in the day to day practicahties, either at the request of the mother or 
because the mother was unavailable, at times, because of paid employment or illness.
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Although health care professionals' intentions to be helpfel were rarely questioned mo^ parents had 
come to beheve, from experience, that these professionals had little help to offer to resolve the 
problem, irrespective of the age of the young person. Most parents perceived themselves to be and 
were, for the most part, left to cope with the situation by themselves.
Two thirds of the young people in this study had been punished, at some time, for wetting the bed 
and many had to fece the censure of their siblings from day to day. Maintaining secrecy outwith the 
femily was high on most young people's agenda, motivated, it seemed, by their fear of disapproval 
and rejection by others for their lack of ability to perform an "easy" task usually achieved by 
children of three to four years of age. Some young people denied that even their closest friends knew 
about the bed wetting. Many were anxious about staying away from home or having friends to stay 
for fear that their secret would be discovered.
The effects of one young person's bed wetting were not confined to the young person and the 
principal carer but could impinge upon everyone hving within the household, affecting relationships 
within the femily and the nature of the femil/s social contacts with wider femily and friends. 
However, not all femilies speared to be equally concerned about the bedwetting. The negative and 
pervasive consequences perceived by some parents were at one extreme but important end of a 
continuum of experience. At the other end of the continuum there were a few parents who regarded 
the femily as unaffected or only minimally affected by the bed wetting. Most femihes seemed to be at 
a point somewhere between these two extremes.
The nature, antecedents and consequences of parents' and young people's attitudes towards bed 
wetting are explored in the next chapter Understanding the beliefs underpiimmg the perspectives 
brought by different femily members to situations related to bed wetting helps to e^glain the 
differences between femily members in their tolerance of it and whether or not the bed wetting is 
appraised, both individually and collectively, as a cause for concern.
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CHAPTER 6 : THEORY DEVELOPMENT - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
BELIEFS. FEELINGS AND BEHAVIOUR. IN THE CONTEXT OF 
THE FAMILY'S EXPERIENCE OF BED WETTING
6.0 Introduction
"Family ther^ists are keenly aware that understanding chent met^hors is a key to 
understanding how client reahties are constructed. Client metaphors provide the context of a 
chent femily's problons, reflect and create chent reahties, and hmit the ways in which the 
femily comes to terms with its problems ... Family therapists are no different from their 
cheats in that metaphors guide and limit their thinking. The theoretical met^hors used by 
femily dier^ists contextualise, reflect, and create their therapeutic reahties and hmit the 
ways in which they understand choit words and actions and come to terms with chent 
problems. Any way of thinking about anything can be useful, but it is always limiting."
Rosenblatt (1994) p. 14
Social science draws heavily on met^hors to gain an understanding of and to organise thinking 
about phenomena, for example femily systems theory draws on metaphors from cybernetics (Section 
2.3.2). In nursing the concept of "femily systems nursing" is being developed (Wright and L ^ey , 
1994). This conceptuahsation draws <mi systons theory and cybernetics (Wright and Leahey, 1993).
In his hook Metaphors o f Family Systems Theory, quoted above, Rosenblatt describes the pivotal 
importance of therapists understanding the ways in vhich their chents make sense of their world if 
interventions are to be effective. He suggests that chents and their therapists may be seeing 
situations very differently because they are viewing situations with the help of (hfferent conceptual 
frameworks.
The focus of this chuter is on understanding how parents and young people view bed wetting and 
the relationship between femily members' behçfe, feelings and behaviour as they interact with one 
another from day to day.
Section 6 .1 sets the scoie by describing the nature and purposes of theory. Section 6.2 describes the 
final stages of theory generation in this study, including the identification of the core concept and the
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development of a model to show the possible relationship between related concepts. Parent's and 
young people's belief about the causes of bed wetting and their attitudes towards it are described in 
Sections 6.3 and 6.4. The social origins of these beUe& and attitudes are explored in Section 6.5.
The antecedents and consequences of perceived helplessness are described in Section 6 .6 , which 
concludes with a conceptual analysis of perceived control.
6.1 The nature and purposes of theory
The nature and purposes of theory are explored in this section as a prelude to a brief description of 
the final stages of theory generation in this study. It is argued that concepts, hypotheses and theories 
are not found ready-made in nature but are constructed. Theories are regarded as tools which can 
help the researcher and others, to gain a better understanding of the patterning and predictability of 
the social world.
Gaining an understanding of theory is made difihcult by the lack of agreement in the hterature about 
what theory is and what it is for (Lincoln and Cuba, 1985) and the absence of more than passing 
reforence to theory in many authoritative works on research methodology, including Denzin and 
Lincoln's (1994) Handbook o f Qualitative Research, as noted by Strauss (1995).
A number of texts such as Marshall and Rossman (1995), Tesch (1990) and Gilbert (1993), describe 
the role of theory in providing the assumptions which guide research design. However with the 
exception, perfa^s, of grounded theory (Section 3.9.4) there is relatively little discussion m the 
literature on the nature of theory as an outcome of the research process.
Some definitions of theory, culled firom texts on research methodology, are given in Table 14. In 
many texts on research methodology no definition of theory is included. A review of the definitions 
summarised in Table 14 suggests that theories are "explanations" of phenomena. Other purposes of 
theory can be to systematise, to uncover, and to predict (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).
The ultimate purpose of explanation and prediction, as described by researchers adopting the 
positivist paradigm (Table 1), is usually control.
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TABLE 14 Some definitions of "theory"
Source Definition
Holm and Llewellyn (1986) p. 273 An abstract generalization that presents a 
systematic explanation about the 
relationships among phenomena. A series 
of principles, or propositions, regarding 
the inter-relationships among concepts
Polit and Hungler (1989) p. 403 An abstract generalization that presents a 
systematic explanation about the 
relationships among phenomena
Silverman (1993) p. 1 A set of explanatory concepts
Strauss and Corbin (1994) p. 279 Theories are interpretations made fi*om 
given perspectives as adopted or 
researched by researchers
Vogt (1993) p. 232 A statement or group of statements about 
how some part of the world works - 
fi*equently explaining relations among 
phenomena
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For researchers who adopt the naturalist paradigm, prediction and control are not seen as inevitable 
or necessarily desirable outcomes. The emphasis is on organising data about a phenomenon in a form 
\shich reflects the perspective of the study's participants so that others may glimpse and vicariously 
gain insights into the participants' lived e3q)erience. The insights gained and clearly explained in a 
theory can fecilitate empathy and prevent misunderstandings between clients and their therapists in 
similar situations. Explanation, rather than prediction and control was seen as the primary purpose 
of theory development in this study although a tentative theory has emerged which may prove to be 
predictive of a fomily's emgagemait in treatmart (Chapter 7).
O'Brien (1993, p. 11) likens theory to a kaleidoscope;
"The components of the world being investigated combine and recombine into new patterns 
as they are viewed throu^ dififerent theoretical perspectives [the drSerent lenses of the 
kaleidoscope]. Different theories bring different aspects of the world into view ..."
He suggests that the way in which a phenomenon is observed is instrumental in determining which
aspects of it are seen. It follows that looldng at a phenomenon from one perspective will highlight
some aspects and may obscure others. O'Brien's metaphor illustrates the mukiphcity of realities in
the natural world which cannot ipso facto all be seen at once.
Like O'Brien, Morse (1992a, p.4) sees theories as tools constructed by the researcher to help to give 
meaning to data:
"They (theories) are merely abstractions, conjectures, and organisations of reality ..." 
Theories are not "foots" and they can be modified in the light of new data.
The outcome of much quahtative research is a descriptive account of a phenomenon as given in this 
study in Chuter 5. Is there theory in description? Van Maanen (1983b, p.9) suggests that the 
descriptions of the social world which result when researchers use qualitative mediods are like 
"maps" of the territory that foe researcher has chosoi to study, which can be used to guide others 
through that territory. However, he makes foe following cautionary point:
"... foe m ^ cannot te  considered foe territory simply because foe map is a reflexive product 
of the map-maker's invention..."
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Strauss (1995) argues that it is not possible to describe anything without implicit theory, that is some 
degree of speculation or interpretation about what it is that is being described. He also suggests that 
there are implicit concepts embedded in the very language of description. However, he argues that 
description does not constitute exphcit theory of itself.
In this study theory is defined as a type of explanation which involves conceptualisation and the 
coherent linking of concepts (Sections 3.2.3 and 3.9.4). The relationships between parents' and 
young peoples' behefo, feelings and behaviour in the context of bed wetting are e?q)lored in this 
chapter. The cognitive basis and the consequences of seven patterns of parental response to the 
young person's bed wetting and seven patterns of response displayed by the young people themselves 
are described in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2. The social origins of these behefe and attitudes are 
explored in Section 6.5.
The data strongly suggest that five conditions need to be fulfilled for the young person to have the 
best chance of becoming reliably dry at night, using conventional treatment methods. These 
conditions are described in Chapter 7, where suggestions are made about ways of further testing the 
tentative foeory proposed there.
6.2 The final stages of theory génération and testing in this study
6.2.0 Introduction
"It is not to see something first, but to establish solid connections between the previously 
known and the hitherto unknown that constitutes the essence of specific discovery".
Selye (1956) p . 6
The techniques used to fecilitate the complex and creative process of theory generation in this study, 
including the use of memos and l(%ic digrams and the construction of a hierarchical indexing 
system to organise data on a conceptual level, are described in Section 3.9. The final stage of theory 
developmœt is synthesis, that is the integration of data into an explanatory fi-amewoik at the most 
abstract conceptual level.
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The identification of the core concept of "perceived control" is described in Section 6.2.1. A 
conceptual model developed to explore the relationships between beliefo, feelings and behaviour is 
described in Section 6.2.2.
6.2.1 The identification of the core concept
Theory generation is focilitated by the identification of the core concept, that is the central 
phenomenon around which all, or the great majority of the other concepts and categories can be 
integrated.
The phenomenon of "perceived helplessness" was identified as a category early in this study. 
Individuals who perceived themselves (or others) to be helpless beheved that they (or others) were 
unable to influence the situation, that is they believed that the outcome was not contingent on their 
(or others') efforts. During analysis it became gq)parent that perceived helplessness was a widespread 
phenomenon, linked with many negative emotions in that;
1) almost all the young people in this study who wet the bed perceived themselves to be 
helpless to stop it and felt ashamed that they could not achieve an "easy" task that most 
3-year olds could accomplish (Section 5.3)
2 ) all the parents spoken to had perceived themselves to be helpless to control the situation 
at one time or another and many said that they had experienced feielings of hopelessness 
and despair at those times Wien they had felt most helpless (Sections 5.2, 5.4, 5.5 and 
5.6)
3) most parents had come to believe, firom experience, that the health care professionals to 
whom they had turn^ for he^ were also helpless to influence the situation in a 
ther^utic way (Section 5.6.2).
Perceived helplessness speared in many guises in the data and was at first identified as the central 
phenomenon or core concept in this study.
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Conceptual analysis of the phenomenon of perceived helplessness involved going back to the data 
and asking many questions, such as:
a) what are the conditions that lead individuals to believe that they are helpless?
b) how stable is perceived helplessness over time?
c) how do parents and young people respond to a situation when they beüeve that they are 
helpless to influence it?
d) is their response affected by any intervening conditions?
e) how do young people and their parents interpret and respond to each other’s behaviour 
when either or both beheve themselves to be helpless?
Q what are the consequences of perceived helplessness for the young people and their 
parOTts?
While perceived helplessness was confirmed as being a commonly experienced phenomenon, it was 
found that some parents who believed themselves to be helpless to influence the situation at the 
present time nevertheless felt optimistic that their child would one day be dry, while others were 
pessimistic that the situation would ever be resolved. Optimism about the future seemed to be a 
particularly important fector in influencing the individual's present feelings about the bed wetting.
Re-evaluation of the concept of perceived helplessness suggested that the concept was transcended 
by the concept of "perceived control". This concept helped to explain the variety in the data and was 
found to be of cmtral importance both for young people and their parents. The relational aspects of 
perceived control, that is how much control individuals perceived others to have over the situation, 
was found to be particularly important.
The concept of perceived control features in many ways in Sections 6.3 - 6 . 6  which describe parmts 
and young people's beliefe about bed wetting and the consequences of these beliefe when translated 
into action.
It is shown that perceived helplessness is for the most part situation-specific, that is specific to 
situations relating to bed wetting and is a more stable experience for young people than for their
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parents. Many parents believe that they could control the situation if they could find the means. For 
the minority of parents and young people, perceived helplessness speared to be a more global 
experience affecting other aspects of daily living.
A concept analysis of perceived control is given in Section 6.6.2, where this study's findings are 
briefly compared with the findings fix>m the vast body of research on perceived control conducted in 
other situations.
6.2.2 The development of a conceptual model to explore the relationships between 
beliefs, feelings and behaviour
6.2.2.0 Introduction
In the present study the development of a conceptual model acted as the spring-board for the final 
stages of theory development.
The terms "conceptual frameworic", "conceptual m^ odel", and "model" are often used synonymously 
in the research literature and are used synonymously here. Rosenblatt (1994, p. 15-16) describes 
conceptual frameworks as;
"... an overview of a domain that includes a general fixnis on the domain; a sensitization 
to certain issues, concepts ...; concept definitions ... and general ideas about relations 
among concepts ... (they) lack integrated, tightly constructed, phenomena-comprehensive 
propositions."
They represent a less formal and less well developed mechanism for organising concepts of relevance 
to a common theme than is provided by theory. Polit and Hungler (1989) suggest that this in no way 
diminishes their importance or value in the research process in clarifying concepts and their 
associations, in facilitating the generation of hypotheses to be tested and in revealing other, related 
areas for inquiry.
From the earliest analysis of data fixmi this study certain beliefs appeared to be potent determinants
and predictors of the attitude and behaviour of the young people who wet the bed and their parents.
These beliefs included beliefs about the cause of the bed wetting and beliefs about foe individual's
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control over it. Other beliefe which seemed to be influencing the nature of parents' actions including 
their beliefe about what a "good" parent "should" do and their beliefe about the young person more 
generally, both as an individual and as a member of the fomily.
The conceptual model, illustrated at Figure 14, was developed to fecilitate an understanding of the 
relationship and interplay between beliefe, feelings and behaviour at an interactional level. The 
elemaAs of the model are described below.
6.2.2.1 Some components of the model and their temporal relationship
The related concepts of behefe, feelings and behaviour, Wiich constitute the principal components of 
the model, are first defined and discussed in general terms.
The nature of beliefe
The term "belief is rarely defined in the research literature. When concluding a conceptual analysis 
of "beliefe" in the context of parent-child interactions, Sigel (1985) noted that there was no accepted 
psychological definition of belief. The term is noticeably absent fi-pm many recent textbooks of 
psychology, ^rpearing neiflier in the glossary nor in the index. Perh^s this is because "behef ' is a 
term so commonly used in everyday speech that its meaning is taken for granted, yet it is a term 
which incorporates many subtleties of meaning.
"Behef is defined by Hewstone et al (1994, p.445) as:
"Opinion held about an attitude object, i.e. the information, thought or knowledge one has 
about some person, object or issue".
A detailed philosophical discussion of the inter-relatedness of the concepts of behef, knowledge and
truth IS beyond the scope of this thesis but a review of the work of Lmcoln and Guba (1985), Harvey
(1990), Root (1993) and Schwandt (1994) suggests that behefe are constructs of reahty vfoich are
particular to the individual. These authors suggest that behefe are knowledge in that the individual
"knows" what he or she holds to be true. Behef is defined in The Chambers Dictionary (1994, p. 152)
as:
"Conviction of the truth of anything; feith; confidence or trust in a person, etc; an opinion or 
doctrine beheved; intuition, natural judgement..."
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FIGURE 14 A c o n c e p t u a l  m o d e l  o f  t h e  s e q u e n c e  o f  e v e n t s  a s  a  
p a r e n t  a n d  a  y o u n g  p e r s o n  in te r p r e t  a n d  r e s p o n d  to  e a c h  
o t h e r 's  b e h a v io u r  d u r in g  a n  in te r a c t io n  r e l a t in g  to  b e d  
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This definition implies that not all beliefs are based on evidence but may involve acceptance of an 
idea, perhaps put forward by a credible person, as an act of faith.
Beliefs may be based on the received wisdom of other authoritative figures such as teachers or 
parents, or health care professionals, which may or may not reflect the wisdom of the prevailing 
culture, or they may come from direct experience. Beliefs are usually a synthesis of personal 
knowledge gained from several sources credible to the individual. Beliefs can incorporate knowledge 
in the empirical sense of verifiable observations but not all beliefs are or can be based on evidence 
and not all beliefs are conscious. In this study beliefs are defined as; convictions of the tnith of 
something. They are regarded as personal constructions of reality created by individuals to help them 
to make sense of their world. Beliefs can vaiy in their specificity. Some are situation-specific, others 
are more global.
The organisation of beliefs into schemata
"Social cognition" is defined by Baron and Byrne (1994, p. 125) as:
"The manner in which individuals interpret, analyze, remember, and use information about 
the social world."
A key finding of research into social cognition is that an individual's thoughts about the social world 
are not a mixture of random ideas, knowledge and beliefs. On the contrary Shore (1991) and others 
suggest that information and knowledge, acquired through experience, are organised into "schemata".
Baron and Byrne (1994, p. 121) described schemata as "mental scaffolds" that hold and organise 
information. Their importance lies in the fact that once they are formed they exert a powerful 
influence on the aspects of the social world that the individual attends to, the information entered into 
memory (usually information consistent with the relevant schema) and the information that is later 
retrieved from memory . Schemata usually include an affective component, that is an emotional 
element, which arises from a cognitive appraisal of the situation. Baron and Byme (1994, p. 125) 
define schemata as:
"Organized collections of beliefs and feelings about some aspect of the world ... providing 
structure for the interpretation and organization of new information we encounter."
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Schemata are rather like the conceptual frameworks and theories used by researchers to help them to 
make sense of their world (Section 6.1). They may play a key role in individuals' understanding of 
others and themselves. Schemata have been implicated in stereotyping and prejudice. Once an 
individual has acquired a cognitive framework or schema about some social group based for example 
on an individual's race, gender, sexual orientation or religion, he or she tends to notice information 
that fits readily into the framework and to remember facts that are consistent with it more readily 
than facts that are not. As a result the stereotype can become self-confirming. Attitudes can function 
as schemata (Hewstone et al, 1994). They have a cognitive, an emotional and a behavioural 
component (Section 6.3.2). Prejudice is an example of an attitude which leads those who hold it to 
reject the members of some group, based on certain beliefs and expectations about them.
Schemata may be a convenient form of shorthand to help individuals to make sense of a complex 
social world but they are generalisations and the inaccuracy of the inferences that sometimes result 
from the holding of a particular schema can have far-reaching social consequences.
Hewstone and Antaki (1994) suggest that there are still issues relating to schemata that require 
theoretical and empirical attention. Schemata have proved to be difficult to demonstrate. They 
conclude;
"All we can say, at present, is that people act as i f  they use schemata ..."
Hewstone and Antaki ( 1994, p. 118)
They also suggest that researchers in this field have lost sight of the importance of discovering more
about the contents of schemata So far the emphasis has been on uncovering the processes whereby
schemata are used.
Based on the researcher's observations during this study it is proposed that parents and young people 
develop schemata about bed wetting. Before turning to the literature to see w hether this concept 
existed, the researcher had thought of schemata as "personal theories" about a topic or situation 
frequently encountered and consistently held by individuals over prolonged periods of time to help 
them to make sense of their w orld
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Hie components of the schemata that ^ pear to be particularly important as determinants of the 
individuals' attitudes and behaviour are described in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2. Most are related to 
perceived control and the perceived appropriateness of the young person's behaviour for his or her 
age.
The relationship between behefe and behaviour
Sigel (1985, p.346) describes behefe as inqwrtant "psychological guides" to action. He suggests that 
the absence of a universally accepted definition of behef should not discourage researchers fixim 
pursuing an intuitively reasonable perspective, namely;
"... much of what we do and how we do it, and the social, political or psychological positions 
we take, are ... related to what we beheve about various aspects of social reahty and our 
place in it."
Sigel (1985, p.369)
However plausible the idea is that there is a connection between behef and behaviour, demonstrating 
a relationship between parents' behefe, their behaviour and the outcomes for children has not proved 
to be easy in practice (e.g. Dallos, 1995; Murphey, 1992). Similarly it has not proved easy to show a 
strong relationship between behefe and behaviour in research relating to health promotion (e.g. 
Butterfield, 1990; Bunton et al, 1991). It is now recognised that many fectors can intervene to 
modify the translation of behefe into behaviour including other competing behefe and personal 
priorities (Stahlbeig and Frey, 1994).
The nature of feelings
Social scientists use an array of terms for "feelings" such as "emotion" and "affect". The terms can 
be used synonymously. Except when referring to research hterature, the term "feelings" is used in 
this thesis because it is the term most widely used by lay people in relation to their emotions and was 
the term used by the researcher in conversations with femily members of aU ages.
The term "emotion" is much more commonly defined and described in the hterature on a conceptual 
level than the term "behef. Bernstein et al (1991, p.A-19) define emotion as:
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"An experience that is feh as happening to the sel^ is generated, in part, by the cognitive 
^praisal of a situation and is accompanied by both learned and reflexive physical 
responses."
These authors have identified six features of emotions:
• emotions are experiences - that is they are of themselves neither overt behaviours 
nor specific thoughts
• emotions are passions not actions - that is they happen to or are suffered by the self, 
they are not consciously initiated by the self
• emotions can be positive or negative - positive emotions are desirable to the sel^ 
negative emotions are not desired by the self
• emotions vary in intensity - using temperature as a metsqihor emotions can be described 
using such adjectives as cool, lukewarm, and hot
• emotions arise, in part, from a cognitive appraisal of a situation - emotions depend
on the individual’s interpretation of the situation, they are triggered by the thinking self but 
are also eqierienced as happening to the self
• emotions are accompanied by physiological and learned responses - some of the 
responses are reflexive, such as an increased heart rate, and some are learned.
Throughout this study many negative emotions are described t(%ether with the contexts in which they 
arise . Thrae negative emotions include anger, shame and helplessness.
The relationshiD between feehnps and behaviour
A review of the debate in the psychological literature about the relationship between emotion and 
behaviour is given among others by Ford (1992), Lazarus (1991), Skinner (1995) and Weiner 
(1992). Ford (1992) describes three components of emotion, namely:
• the neural-psychological - that is the general subjective experience of the emotion
• the physiological - which he describes as a supporting pattern of biological processes, and
• the transactional - which he describes as a pattern of motor and communicative actions 
designed to fecilitate goal attainment.
He si^gests that emotions provide a potent mechanism for r^ulating behaviour in the short term
because affective e^qierience has an immediacy to it that is hard for the individual to ignore. He also
suggests that while emotions may seem to be ephemeral there is a growing belief among some
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psychologists that emotions may bo at least as influontial as cognitive processes as déterminants of 
enduring patterns of behaviour, in the longer term.
While it may be that the transactional components of emotions can be and are consciously 
suppressed by some parents some of the time and are therefore effectively "hidden" from view, it is 
suggested that the visible manifestations of a parent's first feelings on encountering a situation 
related to bed wetting are usually all too easy for anyone in the vicinity to see, including the young 
person whose behaviour is the subject of those feelings (Section 6.5.2).
In the present study feelings were at first envisaged as being temporally situated between behefe and 
behaviour but the situation may be less clear cut than this, as is described below.
The relationship between behefe. feelings and behaviour
Figure II (p. 196) shows the tentative relationship between behefe, feelings and behaviour. It has as 
its origins a logic diagram which resulted from the researcher’s first attempts to establish the 
sequence of events when a parent and a young person interacted on a ”wet" morning (Figure 27, 
Section 6.5.3).
The behaviour which reflects the direct expression of fcchngs may be of s^oratc origin from, if co- 
occurrent with conscious actions, which may be modulated by many intervening cognitive processes. 
Weiner (1992) suggests three possible temporal arrangements for thoughts, feelings and behaviour. 
Those arrangomonts are illustrated in Figure 15. This r^eorcher’s conceptualisation of tho situation 
aUows that thoughts may bo directly influonced by the mqiorionco of fbolings, which aro themselves 
evaluated as hcqipening to the self^  perhaps l^iding to reinforcement of or an alteration of the parent’s 
behaviour (Figure 16). It is envisaged that the parent eWuates his or her own behawour and actions 
as these are in progress (Figure 16) as well as evaluating foe observable consequences of these 
actions (Figure 14).
2 0 1
FIGURE 15 Some possible relationships between thoughts, 
feelings, and behaviour
(from  W e in e r, 1 9 9 2 , p .3 6 3 )
(a) T h o u g h ts
F e e lin g s
B e h a v io u r
(b) T h o u g h ts -► F e e lin g s -► B e h a v io u r
(c) T h o u g h ts
B e h a v io u r
FIGURE 16 An alternative conceptualisation of the
relationship between thoughts, feelings and 
behaviour
>  F e e lin g sT h o u g h ts
B e h a v io u r
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6.2.2.2 The conceptual model
Figure 14 (p. 196) is a conceptual model illustrating the relationship between beliefe, feelings and 
behaviour when a parent and a young person who wets the bed interact in (or in relation to) a 
situation related to bed wetting. It illustrates "mutual simultaneous shaping", one of the central 
axioms of the naturalist paradigm (Table I), being acted out m practice. While acknowledging the 
uniqueness of the beliefe diat each indi\ddu!d brings to any situation  ^the organisation of behefe into 
schemata helps to account for the repetitive patterning of the behaviour actually described by femily 
members.
It is proposed that parents come to any situation related to bed wetting with a coherent, organised set 
of inter-related behefe about it called a schema (Section 6.2.2.1 ). The schema is the cognitive basis 
of the parent's attitudes towards bed wetting (Section 6.3.2). This collection of behefe and feelings is 
based in part on the parent's past experiences with this child and peihaps as a former bed wetter 
(Section 6.5.1).
It is suggested that parents bring many other, more general behefe to the situation, such as behefe 
about:
• self (including behefe about their capacity to control what happens to them in general)
• being a parent (internalised cultural norms and values about what a "good" parent "should" 
do)
• the young person, as an individual and as a member of the family.
These behefe can be conceptualised as being organised into a "system" (Figure 17). The term 
"system" is used to suggest an integrated Wiole in which the parts are inter-connected with one 
another, perfeq)s in conqjlex ways. The system as a whole is unique to the individual. Each 
subsystem is a set of topic related behefe.
It is suggested that behefe firom within and between many sub-systems, interact in dynamic, 
conditional and often predictable ways. Taken together, the behefe that the parent brings to the 
situation help to determine the parent's unconscious attitudes and response to the young person's bed 
wetting and to determine the actions consciously taken.
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FIGURE 17 Some components of the parent's belief system
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The schemata constructed by parents about bed wetting are both explanatoiy and predictive. They 
help the parent to make sense of what is going on and can help to contribute to the parent's sense of 
control over the situation In these ways the parents' schemata are not unlike the theories created by 
researchers to help them to explain and perhaps predict certain phenomena (Section 6.1). Both 
theories and schemata are organisations of knowledge in w hich relationships between concepts or 
components are postulated.
When a parent encounters a situation related to bed wetting, it is suggested that the parent evaluates 
and interprets the situation, with the help of the schema, which acts in much the same way as a 
theoretical lens. It enables the parent to decide almost instantaneously whether the situation is:
• good or bad
• appropriate or inappropriate for the young person's age
• within/outwith the young person's control
• within/outwith their own control
• confirmatory ' or disconfirmatory of their beliefs about bed wetting and the young person
more generally (Figure 14, p. 196).
The parent's bed wetting schema influences those aspects of the situation that the parent attends to, 
the inferences drawn, and the information that passes into the parent's memory.
The parent's cognitive appraisal and interpretation of the situation leads to positive or negative 
feelings, which may be visibly expressed through body language and may be verbally articulated. 
The parent's interpretation of the situation also leads to action or inaction. The nature of the parent's 
action, when taken, may, however, have been modulated by a number of intervening cognitions: such 
as the perceived priorit> of bed wetting on the parent's agenda for action ("Do I want to do anything 
about it just now?"); the anticipation of positive or negative consequences of action or inaction at 
that moment ("What will happen if I ...?"), and an awareness of the beliefs of other family members
and society more generally about what bed wetting is and what a "good" parent "should" do in the
circumstances ("What will others think of me if I ....?").
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It is suggested that like their parents young people who wet the bed and who find themselves in any 
situation related to bed wetting, come to the situation with a ready made "system" of beliefs which 
include beliefs specific to bed wetting and more global beliefs about:
• self
• self, as seen by others (this includes their parent's evaluation of them as a person)
• being a child in this particular family (Figure 18).
The young person evaluates the parent's response to the situation in relation to his personal schemata 
about himself as a person and himself as a bed wetter. He interprets his parent's behaviour as a 
positive or negative evaluation of himself and as confirmatory or disconfirmatory of his beliefs about 
himself and his control over the bed wetting.
It is suggested that beliefs can be changed at any time as a result of a re-evaluation of the situation, 
but that in reality beliefs about bed wetting are often tenaciously held, in spite of contradictory 
evidence, which may be "explained" with the help of an elaboration of the individual's personal 
schema.
It is further suggested that when parents and young people interact and respond to each other's 
behaviour time after time, perhaps over many years, each individual may for the most part merely be 
seeing what he or she expects to see. This reaffirms the individual's personal beliefs about bed 
wetting and the other family members' control over it. This may or may not be helpful for a 
resolution of the situation in the longer term. It depends very much upon w hat the contents of the 
family members' schemata are.
6.2.2.3 The model's limitations
In this stud) beliefs have come to be recognised as important determinants of behaviour but it is 
accepted that the relationship between beliefs, feelings and behaviour is likely to be much more 
complex than Figure 14 suggests. In this study a number of intervening conditions have been 
identified which seem to be influencing people's choices and actions. It is acknowledged that many 
factors determine purposeful and unconsciously motivated behaviour and that it is highly probable 
that in any given situation these factors are interacting in complex ways.
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FIGURE 18 Some components of the young person's
belief system
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The focus of this study has been on the beliefs brought to situations relating to bed wetting by 
different family members. These beliefs can be regarded as the "contents" of the psychic system 
(Leyens and Codol, 1994 p.91). No attempt has been made to explore the cognitive processes 
whereby information coming from the experience of relating to others, from memoiy and directly 
from the senses is received, selected, transformed and built into personal "knowledge", and organised 
into a schema. This is outwith the scope of this study.
A discussion of the influence of the individual's personalit) on their evaluation and interpretation of 
events is barely touched upon, yet it could be an important contributory factor. A discussion of the 
limits of family members' influence and the interplay betw een nature and nurture as determinants of 
parents' and young people's responses to bed w etting is also beyond the scope of this thesis. A 
general discussion of these issues can be found, for instance, in Plomin and Daniels (1987), Plomin 
( 1994) and Rowe ( 1994).
This study merely illuminates some aspects of a complex reality .
6.2.2.4 The application of the model
Analysis of data from this study has led to a greater understanding of the nature of lay beliefs about 
bed w etting held by family members where one member is a bed wetter, and of the consequences 
which may arise when certain beliefs are held.
A classification of parents' attitudes tow ards bed w etting and their bed w etting child is given in 
Section 6 .3. It is argued that these attitudes are based on a number of inter-related beliefs about bed 
wetting and the young person's and the parents' control over it. Young people's attitudes towards bed 
wetting and the beliefs that underpin them are described in Section 6.4. The social origins of parents' 
and young people's beliefs and attitudes are described in Section 6.5. It is suggested in Section 6.5.3 
that family members' attitudes towards bed wetting are reinforced as they interact with one another 
from day to day.
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6.3 Parents' beliefs about and attitudes towards bed wetting
6.3.0 Introduction
The parents' beliefs about the causes of bed wetting are reviewed in Section 6.3.1. Parents' attitudes 
towards their children's bed wetting are discussed in Section 6.3.2. Parents' attitudes are shown to 
have powerfi.ll emotional and social consequences for themselves and their children and to help to 
determine the supportiveness or otherw ise of the emotional climate w ithin the home in w hich the 
young person is trying (or not try ing) to learn the skill of becoming reliably dry at night. The 
possible origins of parents' beliefs and attitudes are described in Section 6.5 .1.
6.3.1 Parents' beliefs about the causes of bed wetting
The beliefs of the parents in this study about the possible causes of their child's bed w etting are 
summarised in Table 15. They can be broadly subdivided into three categories:
• physiological problems
• psychological attributes of the young person
• the young person's response to a negatively perceived event within or outwith the family. 
These findings are broadly similar to the findings of Haque et al ( 1981 ) and Butler and Brew in 
(1986).
In a survey of 1,435 parents of children consecutively referred to the paediatric department of one of 
nine medical centres in the United States, Haque et al (1981) found that more than one third of the 
parents of both bed w etters and non bed w etting children believed that bed wetting had an emotional 
cause. Parents of bed wetters were more likely than the parents of non bed wetters to attribute the 
cause to deep sleep and were more likely to attribute it to a condition which ran in families. This may 
be a reflection of the parents' own personal experience of bed wetting in some cases.
In Butler and Brewin's (1986) study heavy or deep sleep w as easily the most endorsed cause of bed 
wetting by parents, followed by two attributes of the young person as a "worrier" or "easily upset". 
With the exception of deep sleep, physiological problems tended to be regarded as less significant 
than psychological causes by tlie parents in the present study and in the two studies reported above.
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TABLE 15 Parents' beliefs about the causes of bed wetting
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL CAUSE
CAUSE
AN ATTRIBUTE 
OF THE 
YOUNG 
PERSON
THE YOUNG PERSON'S 
RESPONSE TO AN 
EVENT WITHIN OR 
OUTWITH THE FAMILY
deep sleep laziness marital conflict
a problem with 
the "plumbing"
attention seeking parents separating
e.g. small bladder mood at bed time mother going in to hospital
puberty, (hormonal) "in his mind" death of the father
when ill still to learn how poor relationship with father
child abuse
sibling rivalry
arrival of a new baby
watching a frightening film
worried about "something" 
(cause unknown)
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This runs counter to many health care professionals' belief that bed w etting is primarily a 
pathophysiological problem (Section 2.2.1). The studies of Haque et al (1981) and Butler and 
Brew in (1986) do not indicate w hich parents hold w hich attributional beliefs and w ith w hat 
consequences. It was found in the present study that the parents' attributional beliefs were on some 
occasions the basis of methods that some parents tried for themselves to encourage the bed wetting to 
stop (Section 5.5). These beliefs did not, however, by themselves, seem to account for parents' 
different attitudes to their child's bed wetting, which are described below .
6.3.2 Parents' attitudes towards bed wetting
There are many definitions of attitude in the literature. Bernstein et al (1991, p.A-14) define 
"attitude" as:
"A predisposition toward a particular cognitive, emotional, or behavioural reaction to an 
object, individual, group, situation, or action."
Baron and Bymc (1994, p. 129) suggest that attitudes involve associations between attitude "objects" 
(that is any aspects of the social w orld) and evaluations of those objects, and define attitudes as:
"... evaluations of various objects that are stored in memory."
An attitude can be thought of as a personal perspective or viewpoint about something and it has three 
components: a cognitive component, based on beliefs which are organised into schemata (Section
6.2.2.1); an emotional component, arising from an evaluation of something as desirable or 
undesirable, and a behavioural component, that is a relatively stable and enduring way of acting 
tow ard the object of the attitude (Bernstein et al, 1991; Stahlberg and Frey, 1994). The relationship 
between beliefs, feelings and behaviour is discussed in Section 6.2.2.1 and illustrated in Figure 14 
(p. 196).
A classification of parents' attitudes tow ards bed w etting
From talking w ith parents in this study four factors have been found to be particularly important as 
determinants of behaviour. Certain combinations of these beliefs have been found to be strongly 
predictive of: a parent's overall attitude to the young person's bed wetting; their behaviour towards
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the young person, and the emotional and social consequences of that behaviour for the young person 
and themselves. The factors found to be important are;
• the parents' definition of the bed wetting as appropriate or inappropriate for the young
person's age
• the extent to which the bed wetting is regarded as a cause for concern
• the parents' beliefs about the young person's capacity to control the bed wetting
• the parents' beliefs in their own capacity to influence the situation at the present time and in
the future.
It is suggested that the parent's attitude to his or her child's bed wetting can be classified into one of 
three broad categories;
(a) acceptance and tolerance
(b) ambivalence
(c) rejection and intolerance.
Two of these categories have been further subdivided according to the parents' optimism about the 
young person becoming reliably dry at night in the future.
Using Strauss and Corbin's (1990) axial coding paradigm (Section 3.9.4) as a framework the causal 
conditions, intervening conditions, interactional strategies and consequences of these attitudes are 
summarised, in general terms, in Table 16. The causal conditions form part of the parent's schema 
about bed wetting (Section 6.2.2.1).
Before describing each of these attitudes and their consequences in more detail, it is important to 
make some general points.
The seven attitudes described are not regarded as personality traits, in the way for instance that 
Butler et al (1986, 1990, 1993) used the term "maternal intolerance" to imply a stable trait of the 
mother (Section 2.4). Rather, these seven attitudes are regarded as differing perspectives which 
parents bring to any situation relating to bed wetting at a point in time, based on certain beliefs held 
at that time, which give rise to certain general consequences, influenced in practice by many 
intervening conditions.
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These attitudes are not regarded as stable or necessarily consistently held over time. Some of the 
ways in which these perspectives are thought to change over time are illustrated in Figure 19 which 
is empirically based. It is suggested, that even w ithin a short period of time, perhaps even w ithin a 
single interaction w ith a young person, a parent can vacillate betw een tw o of these "positions", for 
instance between ambivalence and rejection. Some patterns did, however, appear to be more 
ingrained, for example resigned pragmatic acceptance and tolerance, and resigned rejection and 
intolerance. While optimistic pragmatism appeared to be the predominant attitude of over half the 
mothers in this stud\ it is important to emphasise that at least half of these mothers had come to this 
position from an attitude of rejection and intolerance (Figure 19) which had been a relatively stable 
attitude for them until they had come to believe that the young person could not control the situation.
Follow ing definitions of the broad categories of: acceptance and tolerance; ambivalence, and 
rejection and intolerance, each of the attitudes, summarised in Table 16 is described below , w ith 
illustrations from parents' ow ti accounts of their beliefs, feelings and behaviour.
Acceptance and tolerance
Acceptance and tolerance are inter-related constructs w ith several shades of meaning. "To accept" is 
defined in The Chambers Dictionary (1994, p.9) as:
"... to take (something offered); to receive (with approbation, favour, consent, resignation or 
passivity) ...to view favourably or to tolerate ..."
While it is unlikely that parents welcome their child's lack of night time bladder control w ith 
"approbation" or "favour" some parents seem to consent to it unconditionally, others to tolerate it 
and others to be resigned to it.
Tolerance is defined as:
"... the ability to resist or endure pain or hardship; the disposition, ability or willingness to 
be fair towards and accepting of different... beliefs and opinions; ..."
The Chambers Dictionary ( 1994) p.1821
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Tolerance suggests a tendency to endure something which may not be pleasant and to treat others 
fairly, that is justly, reasonably and with forbearance. The definition of "tolerant" adds another shade 
of meaning;
"...capable of enduring (e.g. unfavourable conditions...) without showing serious effects ..."
It is suggested that parents who are able to be tolerant of their child's bed w etting experience few er 
negative emotions in relation to it (Table 16). Certainly those moments of frustration w hich are 
experienced by tolerant parents seem to be less pervasive and persistent than is the case for parents 
whose overall attitude is ambivalent or intolerant. For accepting parents the frustrations were largely 
related to the practical difficulties associated with the management of the consequences of bed 
wetting such as the wet sheets and perhaps the wet child (Section 5.1.2) rather than a negative 
evaluation of the young person as a bed wetter.
Acceptance is a word which describes both an attitude (which has emotional and behavioural 
components) and a feeling. Ford (1992, p. 149) describes the way in whieh "aeeeptance", which he 
groups with affection and love, ean help to maintain social relationships:
"The emotion of acceptance - affection - love facilitates co-operative soeial functioning, the 
development of satisfy ing interpersonal relationships, and the sheltering and nourishing of 
helpless persons by supporting the proeess of interpersonal bonding and the development of 
mutual commitment and trust between people."
He suggests that this emotion is associated w ith caring, sharing and service to others and sends the
message to the object of the emotion: "We're all in this together".
As is illustrated in Table 16, all the parents whose overall attitude towards the young person's bed 
w etting is one of acceptance and tolerance believe that the young person cannot yet control his or her 
bladder functioning at night. In this sense the parent regards the child as helpless and is prepared to 
help him or her to learn to be dry at night, unless it is known that the acquisition of night time 
continence can never be achieved for pathological reasons. The principal differences that parents 
w ithin this broad category bring to any situation related to bed wetting are their different beliefs 
about their own capacity to influence the situation in a positive way (now, or in the future) and their
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beliefs about the appropriateness of the bed wetting for the young person's age. The four sub­
categories of the attitude of acceptance and tolerance are described below.
Primary unconditional acceptance and tolerance
Primaiy unconditional acceptance and tolerance is defined as acceptance and tolerance of a situation 
that the parent believes cannot be changed now but will change in time (Table 16). This attitude is 
described as primary and unconditional in that all (or almost all) parents begin with this attitude 
w hen the child is bom and maintain this stance for the first few months of the child's life and perhaps 
for much longer (Figure 19).
During this period parents define lack of bladder control as appropriate for the child's age and they 
are therefore not concerned about it because the collective wisdom within their local community and 
the wider society in which they live (Figure 9) is that being diy at night is a skill which children are 
not bom with and which they leam in time.
The child is not blamed for the lack of control although the parents may feel frustrated from time to 
time w ith having to deal with the practical consequences of wet nappies, and perhaps a wet bed.
Transitional acceptance and tolerance
Transitional acceptance and tolerance is defined as acceptance and tolerance of a situation w hich 
parents expect will change soon. This attitude is described as transitional in that the parents regard 
the child's lack of night time control as a stage which the child will shortly move bey ond. The 
parents' behaviour is facilitative. The infant is still regarded as a "leamer" and parents are usually 
prepared to tolerate "accidents" during the stage of the learning process w hen attempts are made to 
establish control w ithout containment, that is when the child is taken out of nappies on an 
experimental basis. The parents may feel frustrated if their child appears to be a slow leamer, 
compared to other children of a similar age in the neighbourhood. This raises the question: "At what 
age do parents begin to become concemed about a child's lack of night time continence?"
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In the present study, contrary to many health care professionals' definitions of bed wetting (Section
2.2.1) most parents said that they had become concemed about the bed wetting some time before the 
child was of school age.
Tlie survey conducted by Haque et al ( 1981 ) found that the mean expected age for attaining night 
time bladder control was 3 .18 years for the 346 parents of bed wetters, compared with 2.61 years for 
the 1033 parents of non-bed w etting children. It is not known from Haque's study w hether the 
parents who set a higher age for the attainment of diyness had been bed wetters themselves (whether 
or not their child was a bed wetter) and had leamed from experience that achieving night time 
dry ness before the age of four years is not always possible.
In the present study six mothers said that they themselves had wet the bed (Appendix Xlll), until the 
ages of 5, 6, 10, 11, 15 and 18. With only one exception these mothers were still concemed that their 
child was not dry before going to school but several stated that their concem w as because of the 
attitude of other people should the discovery be made (Section 5.4.3) rather than their own 
expectation that the child should be dry.
Resigned pragmatic acceptance and tolerance
Resigned pragmatic acceptance and tolerance is defined as acceptance and tolerance of a situation 
which the parent believes cannot, or is highly unlikely to change. This attitude is described as 
pragmatic and resigned because the parents have realistically given up hope that the situation can be 
changed, in the light of medical evidence that the young person has an incurable pathological 
problem or the evidence from their owm experience that nothing that they have done has made a 
difference and the expectancy is that there is nothing more that can be done.
The parent docs not actively try to teach the young person to be diy at night but neither is the young 
person consistently blamed for loss of night time bladder control. The parent may frequently feel 
frustrated and at times despairing about a situation which is regarded as "never ending". The parents 
may be angry on occasion w ith the young person but this is said to be because the young person is
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not taking sufficient responsibility for those tasks which are w ithin his or her control, such as 
managing the practical consequences of the incontinent episodes. In the present study there were 
three clear examples where this attitude was or had been consistently in evidence.
Michael (age 8) was the only young person in this study for whom the cause of the bed wetting w as 
known with any certainty (Section 4.3.0). Michael's mother had to get up to him twice a night on 
average to change his wet nappy and she had had this to contend w ith since Michael was bom 
(Section 5.1.1). He also had problems with day wetting. Both Michael's parents were stoical about it 
but his mother did feel wom down by the constant need to change Michael night and day. She was 
most frustrated when Michael seemed unaware that he had wet himself;
MRS M. But - he will go about wet, 1 keep saying, you know - 'you're not getting a row 
for being wet, but you're getting a row for going about like that', you know - and 1 find 
that difficult to cope with."
Mother of Michael (age 8) 1211/9 p . 19 
For both parents, however, the predominant concem was that Michael would be hurt by the 
comments of other people. The frustration that both parents felt at times was openly acknowledged 
w ithin the family and Michael could actually make a joke about it:
"MOYA: So what's the worst tiling about it, about being wet, do you tliink?
MICHAEL: Um ... (pause)
MRS M: Mummy being at you all the time!
MICHAEL: Yes (laughs). Thank you for saying that. Mum, you've had a brain wave!"
Michael (age 8) and his mother 3214/68 p.3
Michael was such a cheerful child. He seemed to have every body 's sympathy from the taxi driver 
who took him to school to relatives and friends who took him to watch football (Section 5.4.4) 
because he patently could not help wetting himself and indeed he was seen to be suffering as a result 
of his chronic health problem. Michael's father summed up the parents' feelings about Michael's bed 
wetting:
"MR M: 1 sometimes think - we maybe try to protect him too much. Up until, especially 
up 'til he went to school, 1 think we sort of done every thing for him and helped him every 
way we could, and then when he went to school we started telling him to do things ... 
'Come on, you're getting big now, you should be able to realise that this is happening'. 
And he comes back with an answer like, 'Do you not know I've got a kidney problem?' 
(Every body laughs) And you sort of say to yourself, 'God, 1 know you've got a kidney 
problem!' He just comes back with these one or two liners - he's quite a character... 
Sometimes you could murder him and other times, you know, he breaks your heart."
Father of Michael (age 8) 6172/35 and 68 p.9 and 17
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Although it was a "never ending thing" which continually made both physical and mental demands 
on them, Michael's parents had come to an acceptance of the situation w hich they believed they could 
not change and which was helped when the burden that they were bearing was seen to be recognised 
by others, for instance when Michael's mother was given an attendance allowance:
"MRS M: ... you feel as if somebody's patting you on the back and saying, 'you know, 
that's fair enough'. "
Mother of Michael (age 8) 6172 /56 p. 14
Two other mothers, the mothers of Alison (age 9) and Carol (age 17) had also come to an attitude of 
resigned pragmatic acceptance and tolerance of a situation which both felt unable to influence. This 
attitude can be summarised as "giving up":
"MRS A: ... you feel helpless, that's exactly it. You don't know what to do for the best 
for her. She's wetting the bed, you try everything you get suggested to you, nothing's 
worked and still the bed wetting goes on. You think, the older she gets, it's never going 
to end ... It's just total despair. We gave up, you know. Leave it, ignore it, we've done 
everything else, it can't get any worse. We thought we were going to be doomed for the 
rest of our days to have her as a bed wetter."
Mother of Alison (age 9) 1211/30 p.12 
After seven years of unsuccessful attempts to help her daughter to be dry at night Alison's mother 
had made the eonscious decision to stop actively attempting treatments which were patently not 
working for her. She described the way in which everyone's spirits in the household had improved 
once the decision was made to do nothing. Before this level of acceptance and tolerance was reached 
Alison's mother had punished her daughter for the bed wetting when she believed that her daughter 
had more control over the situation than she was ehoosing to exercise (Section 5.5.3). Adopting an 
attitude of resigned acceptance and tolerance does not mean that the parents do not wish that the 
situation was different. It is merely an acknow ledgement by them that nothing more can realistically 
be done, accompanied by a decision to make the best of the situation that they find themselves in. As 
such its purpose is one of damage limitation.
The mother of Carol (age 17) had also come to the stance of resigned pragmatic acceptance and 
tolerance of a situation which she believed was unlikely to change or at least to be within her control. 
Carol's mother had wet the bed herself until the age of 16 and Carol's father had w et the bed until he
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was 24 years old so perhaps the expectancy was that Carol would wet the bed into adulthood.
Carol's mother and her new partner were not angry about the bed wetting itself, but at Carol's lack of 
motivation to help herself on those mornings when she did wake up wet (Section 6.5 .3).
Optimistic pragmatic acceptance and tolerance
This attitude is defined as acceptance and tolerance of a situation w hich the parent believes could 
soon change for the better. This attitude is described as optimistic and pragmatic because the parent 
is hopeful and perhaps confident that the young person will attain night time bladder control in the 
future but takes a realistic view in the meantime, recognising that the attainment of night time 
bladder control is not easy for some young people.
These parents believe that they are able to influence the situation in a positive way to some extent 
but that they may not currently have the means to do so. They take responsibility for helping the 
young person to leam the skill of being dry at night. They do not blame the young person on those 
occasions when night time bladder control is lost, but they may feel frustrated by the consequences 
of the bed wetting such as the extra laundry (Section 5 .4.1 ). The message which they convey to the 
young person is: "Bed wetting is something which happens to some people, you can't help it and you 
w ill grow out of it". These parents are often particularly empathetic towards the young person and 
express the concem that the bed wetting is stopping them from doing so many things (Section 5.4).
In this study five of the parents w ho had adopted the attitude of optimistic pragmatism were known 
to have had experience of bed wetting as a bed wetter themselves or from having lived at close hand 
with a bed wetting sibling (Section 5.2.3). These parents were quite unequivocal that the young 
person could not help wetting the bed:
"MRS I: 1 used to try that hard, you know. So 1 understand how he feels when he's dry 
for may be a week and then he's right down in the mouth. 1 understand how 1 felt, so 1 
can understand how he feels. It was really disappointing because he thought, 'this is it. 
I'm dry ' - and then the next time you're back again, wetting again. I understand how he 
feels. Every time he thinks, 'this time,' and 1 say to him, 'keep your fingers crossed, 
maybe this is it', you know."
Mother of Ian (age 13) 1211/28 p. 12-13
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In these families the impression was clearly gained that the attitude of optimistic pragmatism had 
been consistently held over many years. The young person had never been punished for bed wetting, 
indeed the parents in each of these families said that they felt that the use of punishment would have 
been quite inappropriate (Section 5.5.3).
In at least four other families, however, parents whose current attitude seemed to be one of optimistic 
pragmatism, indicated that there had been a time when they had been far less tolerant of the 
situation. This had been when they had felt that the young person had more control over the bed 
wetting which they were choosing not to exercise.
Ambivalence
Ambivalence is defined as:
"Co-existence in one person of opposing emotional attitudes towards the same object."
The Chambers Dictionary (1994) p.48
Parents with an ambivalent attitude towards their child's bed wetting have mixed feelings about a
situation which they believe can probably only be changed by the young person in the end. They
believe that the young person may have more control over the situation than he or she is choosing to
exercise yet at the same time they are perplexed that the young person does not exercise the control
that they may have to combat the negative social consequences of bed wetting (Section 5.4).
These parents sec their role as encouraging the young person to take responsibility for the situation 
for themselves and may go to some lengths to find the means to help the young person to achieve dry 
nights. They may blame the young person on those occasions when night time bladder control is lost 
and they become frustrated and at times angered by the young person's apparent lack of effort to help 
him or herself. They arc also frustrated in those cases when the young person docs not appear to be 
willing to play a part in the management of those consequences of bed w etting over w hich they could 
have some control.
However, these parents tend to have a good relationship with the young person on the whole and to 
have encouraged the young person to pursue interests which give them the opportunity to experience
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success. These young people therefore tend to be sent a mixed message: "Overall you're OK, but the 
bed wetting is something which you should be able to control by now, and it is something which you 
could control if you made more of an effort to help yourself. When you w ant to, you w ill be dry"
Many parents may experience ambivalence about their child's bed wetting from time to time but in 
this stud} ambivalence was found to be a persistent attitude amongst the parents of some older bed 
wetters, where the parents felt that all the treatment options had been exhausted. In two cases the 
mothers expressed ambivalence in the face of their husbands' unequivocally stated belief that the 
young person could help themselves if they made more effort:
"MRS A: But what 16 year old would want to wet the bed every night?
SUSAN: No, but he doesn't really really want it, does he?
MRS A: Why? 1 could understand when he was tiny, and they used to say to us, OK, 
he likes the effect of a wet nappy round him. As a little toddler 1 can understand that, 
but a 16 year old boy -1 mean, come on!! - at 16 years of age, nearly 17 - he's a young 
man. His thoughts are of young girls, and of dirty magazines and all that sort of thing 
that that age group go in for.
MR A: (coughs) I personally believe that will be the point at which the problem will go 
away."
Mother, sister and father of Anthony (age 16) 1411121/31 p .2 
The attitude of Anthony's sister Susan is suggestive of sibling rivalry (Section 5.4.1). The mothers of 
Anthony (age 16) and Peter (age 15) were, however, wanting to give their sons the benefit of the 
doubt, even when all the evidence seemed to be that the young person was not making as much effort 
as they could be making to help themselves. It seemed to be a manifestation of maternal 
protectiveness (Section 5 .2.1). In both cases the management of bed wetting was just one item of 
contention in a catalogue of others, relating to life with an adolescent.
For ambivalent parents, their inability , over many years, to exercise effective control over a situation 
w here they believed that some control w as possible had led to feelings of frustration and despair. In 
each case, however, the young person seemed without doubt to be the principal focus of the parents' 
concem:
"MRS P: It's just that you feel so frustrated that you can't help them ... You know the 
health visitor says, 'yes, it must be awfully hard having all these sheets to wash', but you 
get used to it. You know you don't see it as extra work, you feel more sorry for them 
because it's causing them a problem, embarrassment, whatnot."
Mother of Peter (age 15) 651/1 & 2 p. 1
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The negative consequences for the family as a social unit are described in Section 5.4.1. Tlie 
consequences for the mothers were said to be pervasive:
"MRS A: It's frustration ... your whole life - because you always go to bed - wherever 
you go, whatever you do, it's on your mind ... I'm perhaps menopausal - you're 
frustrated, you're annoy ed, you're hyper, you get PMT, you're a mother, y ou've had an 
argument w ith your husband, and you know - the shopping - it's the thing that comes 
back all the time, for ever."
Mother of Anthony (age 16) 1211/106 p. 1 
It was a chance conversation w ith Anthony's mother which influenced the researcher to embark on 
this study (Section 1.2).
Rejection and intolerance
Rejection and intolerance arc inter-related constructs and arc the converse of acceptance and 
tolerance. To reject is defined in The Chambers Dictionary (1994, p. 1452) as:
"... to throw away; to discard; to refuse to accept, admit or accede to; to refuse; to renounce" 
As a noun a "reject" is defined as: "... an imperfect article ..."
Intolerance is defined as:
"... not able or willing to endure; ... persecuting; easily irritated or angered by the faults of 
others ..." p.878
Parents who are intolerant of their child's bed wetting all have one belief in common. They believe 
that the bed wetting is within the young person's control. These parents arc not prepared to accept 
and are disinclined to endure a situation which they believe can be changed but ultimately only by the 
young person. These parents experience feelings of frustration and anger in relation to the bed 
wetting. The parents who perceive themselves to be least able to influence the situation seem to 
experience these negative emotions particularly pervasively.
Parents within this broad category differ in two important respects:
( I ) the extent to w hich they believe that they are in control of their lives in general (which
differentiates between the proactive and the reactive parents), and
(2) their feelings of benevolence towards the young person in general, that is the extent to
which their rejection and intolerance is situation-specific.
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All these parents have a tendency to blame the young person on those occasions when he or she loses 
night time bladder control and tend not to provide a particularly supportive emotional climate for the 
young person to leam the skill of becoming dry at night.
Where the intolerance is situation-specific the message sent to the young person seems to be:
"Overall you are OK but in relation to the bed wetting you could act differently and you are not 
helping yourself. Where the intolerance is more generalised the message appears to be: "Overall you 
are not OK and in relation to the bed wetting you could act differently and you are disobey ing my 
wishes."
Proactive reiection and intolerance
Proactive rejection and intolerance is defined as rejection and intolerance of a situation which the 
parent believes is largely within the young person's control. This attitude is described as proactive 
because these parents still believe that they have a role to play in encouraging the young person to 
take responsibility for stopping the bed wetting and in helping the young person to find the means to 
do so. These parents take the initiative, they actively seek new treatments and try to encourage the 
young person to persist with them. They follow up new treatment ideas which they come upon by 
chance, for instance through the media. They are determined to resolve the problem of the bed 
wetting. They may or may not exhibit benevolence towards the young person more generally.
The fathers of Anthony (age 16) and Peter (age 15) fall into this category. Both appeared to be 
benevolent towards their sons in many ways. Benevolence is a disposition to do good, to act out of 
kindness and with generosity. These parents seemed to be well disposed towards their children in 
general but they clearly disapproved of the bed wetting. Their rejection and intolerance is therefore 
seen to be situation-specific.
Having run out of physical explanations these fathers had come to what seemed to them to be the 
logical conclusion that the problem was a psychological one and therefore w ithin the young person's 
control:
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"MRP: Well, I'm no doctor, but maybe I'm wrong - but I think you've basically got two 
sides. You've got the plumbing side with the urologist, then you've got the psychological 
side. Now if the plumbing side is all right, it's either the chemistry of the body somehow 
or the psychological side. Once you can rule out these two points it's a matter of, in my 
opinion you've got to re-educate Peter ...try to get the message home to him ... but he 
just seems to shut off to it."
Father of Peter (age 15) 141121/15 p.5
Anthony's father had come to a similar conclusion:
"MR A Well, 1 believe that this is all now, having been through the measures that 
we've been through -1 believe this is all totally within his control (said calmly, but 
firmly)... Anthony -1 suppose really as the result of the enuresis problem, has adopted 
the posture of not being a member of the family, in the social sense, he does things that 
he w ants to do, he won't participate w ith the rest of us, he deliberately makes life 
difficult, now 1 believe that this is a conscious effort on his part to extract an attitude 
from the rest of us, so that he can heap more guilt on himself for the problem."
Father of Anthony (age 16) 1411121/22 p. 1
In his search for meaning Anthony's father was suggesting that Anthony received some kind of 
benefit from "extraeting an attitude" from the rest of the family. He also suggested that Anthony was 
using the bed wetting as an excuse for other areas in his life w here he perceived himself as failing. A 
consultation with a urologist had only served to confirm this father's views:
"MR A: Eventually Mr B (the urologist) and I sat down with Anthony and we talked 
about it and 1 told Mr B that 1 felt that Anthony was quite capable of controlling the 
situation, that it has now reached the stage that it wasn't a physical problem, it was a 
psychological problem. And as soon as we arrived at the point at which Anthony wanted 
it to work, it would work. And I rather got the impression that Mr B had also arrived at 
the same point, because medically there was very little else that he could do."
Father of Anthony (age 16) 1411121/31 p .2
Anthony's father's theory about the cause of his son's bed wetting was based on other evidence, as 
well:
"MR A: ... if he was serious about this, he would take the tablets. If he was serious in 
times gone past, about being dry , he would have filled the chart in, but it was always a 
question of'have you filled the chart in?' "No". So somebody else fills the chart in for 
him, whether it's good news or bad news. That doesn't say to me that he's actively 
involved in trying to want to resolve this problem."
Father of Anthony (age 16) 1411121/86 p .2
The members of this family w ere locked in a self-perpetuating cy cle of conflicting and strongly held 
beliefs, feelings and behaviour which had led to tension and distress for all concemed. The elements 
of this evcle are described in Scetion 6.5.
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In contrast to the generally benevolent stance taken by Anthony's and Peter's fathers, the mother of 
Sarah (age 11) seemed to take a consistently punitive approach towards her daughter in situations 
both related and unrelated to bed wetting. Sarah's mother appeared to vacillate between pro-active 
rejection and intolerance and ambivalence towards her daughter's bed wetting. She said that she did 
at times feel very angry about it:
"MRS S: 1 mean 1 can sort of go off in a tirade and get really cross with her and tell her 
that I'm fed up with the smell ... and then you look at the child and you've got her 
feelings to consider, and then you feel sorry for what you've done, shouting and bawling. 
It's not her fault, you know, then you go on a guilt trip."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 1521228/10 p. I
The dilemma for Sarah's mother was whether or not her daughter could control the situation. This 
mother had wet the bed herself until she was 10 years old:
"MRS S: 1 can remember being in more control of it than 1 let on. 1 was lazy ... more 
often than not 1 was with Billy (her brother) so it could be Billy who did it, it didn't have 
to be me. She (her mother) never knew who it was ... 1 was just lazy. That is how 1 
wonder if she's like that, if she's doing that - it is w arm and eosy in bed, you don't w ant 
to get up to go to the toilet."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 14113/32 p. 1 
Sarah's mother had punished her daughter in many ways for wetting the bed (Seetion 5.5.3). She felt 
that health care professionals blamed her for her daughter's problems (Section 5.6.2). She had tried 
and persisted with many treatments for her daughter's bed wetting but to no avail (Section 5.6.1).
She described her relationship with her daughter as poor and described her daughter as: "highly 
volatile", "manipulative", and "very secretive". The message sent to Sarah by her mother seems to 
be: "You could act differently and you are disobeying my wishes".
Before he had become reliably dry , through taking Triptizol, Martin's mother appeared to be sending 
her son the same message. When asked what his feelings had been when he did wet the bed, Martin 
replied:
"MARTIN: 1 cry ... "You've to keep it dry '."
Martin (age 6) 3214/35 p.2 
Martin's mother had insisted that he wear nappies (Section 5.1.3) and she had been intolerant of the 
bed wetting until she realised that her son could not help it.
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Lazarus (1991) considers anger to be one of the most powerful emotions, which can have a profound 
impact on social relations as well as on the person experiencing the emotion. He suggests that what 
makes anger different from other negative emotional states (all of which he suggests derive from 
harm, loss or threats) is that blame is direeted at someone or something.
To blame persons, rather than simply holding them accountable or responsible for harm, loss or 
threat suggests that the person believes that the object of their anger could have acted differently, 
that is they had control over the offending action. The inference is that the other person acted with 
volition, that is w ithout proper regard for the sensibilities of the person offended.
Lazarus (1991) also suggests that any aetion that is deemed to be inconsiderate or malevolent 
contributes to the impression that the person has been demeaned, the angry person has suffered w hat 
is taken to be damage or threat to ego-identity, whether this is recognised consciously and admitted 
or not. He suggests that the word "offence" refers not merely to the frustration of a goal (though 
frustration certainly has emotional significance) but that it carries a speeial significance, namely a 
slight or injury- to the person's owm self.
Lazarus suggests that a powerful impulse arising from anger is to exact vengeance, that is to attack 
the person held responsible for the offence. He suggests, however, that people may act benignly and 
constructively on the basis of threat, enlightened self-interest, or strongly internalised ethical values. 
In other words, a person's anger may not be translated directly into actions although it is unlikely 
that the anger will remain totally invisible.
Anger seemed to be a particularly commonly experienced negative emotion amongst those parents 
whose attitude towards bed wetting is described as resigned reactive rejection and intolerance as is 
described below.
Resigned reactive reiection and intolerance
Reactive resigned rejection and intolerance is defined as rejection and intolerance of a situation 
which the parent believes is within the young person's control but outwith their (the parents') control.
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This attitude is described as resigned and reactive because the parent has given up trying to influence 
the situation and merely reacts to events as they occur, usually in a negative way.
All the parents exhibiting this attitude appeared to have, or to have had, a poor relationship with the 
young person more generally. These parents had also consistently and consciously punished their 
children for bed wetting (Section 5.5.3). They were amongst the most angry as well as the most 
frustrated by it. In two cases the parents thought that the bed wetting was deliberate;
"MRS M: I mean she could get up but then there were nights she can be lazy I mean 
you can walk into the room and she can be sitting up in the bed and says, Tm sorry , 
mum'. 'Right, OK'. And I just walk away."
Mother of Michelle (age 8) 1211/7 p. 11
The relationship between Michelle and her mother did not appear to be good and her daughter was 
frequently punished for other misdemeanours. Gary 's father was also convinced that his son 
deliberately wet the bed. His wife described the relationship between Gary and his father as poor and 
she explained her perception of the situation:
"MRS G: 1 feel if Alan (her husband) has been shouting at him and annoying him, 1 
think Gary deliberately wets the bed, because when he does wet the bed and his dad's 
shouting at him and that, Gary looks at his dad and you can see the hate in his eyes."
Mother of Gary (age 5) 1411116/4 p. 1
Gary 's mother felt that this was a way in which Gary was able to retaliate when his father was angry
with him because he knew that his father was unhappy about the bed wetting and particularly
disliked the smell of the urine in the house.
Tracy 's mother was also very angry about the bed wetting. She was finding it particularly difficult to 
manage four children on her own. Conversations within this household were chaotic experiences, in 
which arrangements to meet had been forgotten (Section 3.7.2) and the children could be found 
wandering through the house eating their meals at any time of the day. Perhaps for Tracy's mother 
the bed wetting was the last straw in a situation over which she already felt that she had very little 
control. Tracy's four year old sister had recently started wetting the bed as well and the girls shared a 
bedroom.
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Life within the families of Michelle, Gary and Tracy seemed to be characterised by inter-personal 
conflict This group includes the three natural fathers who were said by their wives to have abdicated 
from all responsibility for helping the young person to leam to be dry at night or to manage the 
consequences arising from the bed wetting in the meantime (Section 5.2.2).
These parents are sometimes scomfiil, contemptuous or disdainful of the young person's bed wetting. 
Ford (1992, p. 150) describes the message attached to the emotion of "scorn - disdain - contempt" as: 
"You know better than that - shape up or ship out!"
This is reminiscent of Stone's (1973) contention that bed wetting into adulthood can lead to rejection 
from the family and perhaps ultimately to homelessness, in some cases.
Certainly the nurturing quality displayed by accepting and tolerant parents in general, and by the 
ambivalent and proactive intolerant parents in situations other than bed wetting, seemed to be 
noticeably absent amongst those parents whose attitude was primarily one of resigned reactive 
rejection and intolerance. It is, however, not possible to say which came first - the poor relationship 
between the parent and the young person or the bed wetting (Section 5.4.1).
It may be, in some cases, that the young person's behaviour in response to their parents' intolerance, 
makes them less easy to live with than other children within the same family. The situation may be 
one of "mutual simultaneous shaping" - a situation which is coming to be recognised in the family 
literature (e.g. Brodrick, 1993; Gelles, 1995; and Muncie et al, 1995) and is discussed further in 
Section 6.5 .3.
Many of the intolerant parents were having to cope with other problems at the time of the study and 
could well have been experiencing a phenomenon referred to by Burr and Klein (1994) as "stress 
pile up".
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6.4 Young people's beliefs about and attitudes towards bed wetting
6.4.0 Introduction
The beliefs of the young people in this study about the causes of their bed wetting are reviewed in 
this section and compared with the results of a recent survey (Section 6.4.1). B\ themselves these 
beliefs do not seem to account for young people's differing attitudes towards their bed wetting and to 
treatment, and their feelings about themselves as bed wetters (Section 6.4.2). The possible origins of 
young people's beliefs and attitudes are discussed in Section 6.5.2.
6.4.1 Young people’s beliefs about the causes of bed wetting
Unlike the complex coding tree developed to organise parents' beliefs about bed wetting, which was 
composed of 56 nodes, the tree developed to organise young people's beliefs about bed wetting was 
remarkably simple and of itself illuminating (Figure 20). The majority of the young people had no 
idea what was causing their bed wetting, or why they were wetting the bed less often than before, 
when they were beginning to achieve some dry nights. Most felt that they had little or no control over 
the situation and expressed varying degrees of optimism about the future. Sarah's response was 
typical;
"SARAFI; 1 don't know why 1 do it, I just do it."
Sarah (age 11) 3311/2 p.l 
In an attempt to be helpful some young people cast about for a possible explanation. In innocence 
John put forward a theory suggested to him by a friend;
"JOHN: Well my pal says, 'you must be having wet dreams'."
John (age 8) 3312/1 p.l
In contrast to Butler's (1994) study, described below, Anthony was the only young person to suggest 
that his bed wetting could be due to deep sleep. This was not a view held by his parents.
Carol thought that her bed wetting could be due to bad luck:
"CAROL: It was my bad luck for breaking four mirrors. ... 28 years bad luck!
(laughs)"
Carol (age 17) 3312/66 p. 1
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Carol offered a different explanation a little later on in the conversation, which she quickly regretted 
suggesting:
"CAROL: It could be the mind ...
MOYA: In what sort of way?
CAROL: In what sort of way? Why did I come out with that idea! I dinnae know. It
could be, that's all I'll say, it might be.
MOYA: Has anyone said that to you or is that your idea?
CAROL: Mine."
Carol (age 17) 3312/88 p.l
It could be that other young people had their own personal theories about the cause of their bed 
wetting which they were reluctant to share. Perhaps they felt that their theoiy reflected badly on them 
as a person in some w ay The inability of most of the younger children to articulate any explanation 
for their bed w etting may well be a reflection of the stage of their cognitive and linguistic 
development (Section 3.7.2 2).
In a study by Butler ( 1994) children w ere asked to rate each of eight statements about the 
possible "biological" cause of their bed wetting, using a 0 - 6 Likert Scale. "I sleep too deeply"
(p. 18) received the highest mean rating . When presented with a schedule listing ten "psychological" 
causes these children rated: "Fail to wake to full bladder signals" and "Not leamed to hold through 
the night" (p. 34 - 35) as the most likely causes of their bed wetting. These are all causes over which 
the young people perceived themselves to have little or no control. The ages of the young people in 
Butler's (1994) study are not given. Asking young people to rate predetermined options may give the 
rather misleading impression that they are more certain of the cause of their bed w etting than is 
actually the case. Most of the young people in the present study seemed genuinely perplexed about 
why they wet the bed. They were vague with their explanations which, for the most part, seemed to 
lack conviction. It is argued below tliat yoimg people's beliefs about their control over the bed 
wetting may be more potent determinants of both their attitudes and behaviour than the "biological" 
and "psychological" causes explored by Butler (1994).
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6.4.2 Young people's attitudes towards bed wetting
As with parents, several factors have been found to transcend young people's specific attributional 
beliefs about bed wetting as determinants of their overall attitude to it, their feelings about it and 
their response to it. These factors include;
• the young person's concem about the bed wetting
• the young person's desire to be dry 
and the young person's belief that he or she:
• has the capacity to influence the situation
• will one day be dry at night
• is or is not blamed for bed wetting by one or both parents.
It is suggested that the young people's attitudes towards bed w etting can be classified into one of four 
broad categories:
• acceptance and tolerance
• ambivalence
• rejection and intolerance
• resigned helplessness and hopelessness.
The first category has been flirther subdivided according to the young people's concem about the bed 
wetting and optimism about becoming dry in the future. Table 17 therefore describes and 
summarises seven attitudes of young people tow ards bed w etting, their antecedents and some of their 
consequences. As with parents' attitudes it is emphasised that these seven attitudes should not be 
regarded as consistent, stable traits. Rather, they are differing perspectives which young people bring 
to any situation they find themselves in relating to bed wetting. These perspectives may change over 
time, as illustrated in Figure 21, which is empirically based.
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It is suggested that some young people vacillate between two perspectives, for instance between 
optimistic pragmatism and resigned helplessness and hopelessness, in response to their evaluation of 
the success or otherwise of new initiatives to encourage the bed wetting to stop, which are usually 
undertaken at the parents' instigation. However, the attitudes of most young people appeared to have 
been consistently held for prolonged periods, in contrast to the attitudes of most parents w hich 
seemed more amenable to change.
It is suggested that the difference in the stability of young people's and parents' attitudes is a 
reflection in part of the difference in the amount of control that young people and their parents 
perceive themselves to be able to exercise over their lives more generally and their differing access to 
strategies to help to overcome the situation.
Each of the attitudes summarised in Table 17 is described below , with illustrations from the young 
people's own accounts of their beliefs, feelings (Table 18) and behaviour, supported by secondary 
evidence from parents in some cases. Where terms such as "acceptance", "tolerance" and "rejection" 
have already been defined for parents (Section 6.3 .2) the same definitions are applied to the 
situations relating to the young people's attitudes.
Acceptance and tolerance
Four categories of acceptance and tolerance, summarised in Table 17 are described below.
Primars unconeemed acceptance and toleranee
Primary unconcerned acceptance and toleranee is defined as acceptance and tolerance of a situation 
that the young person has not yet come to reeognise as being a cause for concern. This attitude is 
described as primary because it is contended that young people do not begin life w ith feelings of 
shame about laek of bladder eontrol but have to learn from others that wetting the bed is socially 
unacceptable behaviour (Section 6.5.2). It is acknowledged that in very young children there is a 
stage which precedes this, when the child is not aware of "self (Hetherington and Parke, 1993; 
Mussen et al, 1990).
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Happy acceptance and tolerance
Happy acceptance and toleranee is defined as acceptance and tolerance of a situation that the young 
person has discovered brings with it some secondary benefits, if at some personal cost. Butler (1987) 
suggests that deliberate bed wetting is rare. In the present study there was some evidence to suggest 
that Gary was wetting the bed deliberately and that Michelle had wet the bed deliberately on some 
occasions in the past.
The parents of both these children said that they had obser\ ed the child to w et the bed w hile aw ake. 
Gary 's mother had attributed her son's behaviour to his desire to retaliate when his father was angry 
with him over other issues (Section 6.3.2). Gary was the only young person to indicate that he felt 
happy when he woke up to find the bed w et by ticking a smiling face on a faces-feelings card (Table 
18) and he confirmed this in conversation alone with the researcher;
"MOYA: Do you ever wet the bed?
GARY: Sometimes.
MOYA: Sometimes. And how do you feel about that?
GARY: Fine.
MOYA: You feel fine about it - you don't mind about it?
GARY: No."
Gary (age 5) 3211/7 p.3
When asked if there were any bad things about wetting the bed, he replied: "getting skelped". Gary 
was consistently blamed for bed wetting and was often punished for it (Section 5.5.3). He did not 
how ever appear to be ashamed of the bed w etting. Gary w as a secondary bed w etter (Section 4 .3).
The only other young person w here there was the hint of happy acceptance of wetting the bed in the 
past was Michelle. In the past Michelle's mother had found her wetting the bed when awake (Section
6.3.2). Michelle appeared to have a poor relationship with her mother and she was often punished for 
bed w etting. At the time of the study Michelle said that she was sad about the bed w etting because of 
the smell and because she sometimes developed a rash. She ticked an unhappy face (Table 18) to 
describe how she felt when she found that the bed was wet:
"MOYA: Tell me why that one.
MICHELLE: Because I want to get it over and done with.
MOYA: I'm sure.
MICHELLE: Because I don't like the bed wetting any more. Because when some people 
come to stay with me they 'll find out."
Michelle (age 8) 3211/23 p.2
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Michelle's comments suggest that she had learned to be concerned about the bed wetting and wanted 
it to stop for social reasons One of the greatest concerns of young people about their bed wetting 
was discovery by peers (Section 5.3.2).
Resigned pragmatic acceptance and tolerance
Resigned pragmatic acceptance and tolerance is defined as acceptance and tolerance of a situation 
which the young person believes cannot be changed now and is highly unlikely to change ever. This 
attitude is described as pragmatie and resigned because the young person has realistically given up 
hope of becoming dry at night.
The young person is not blamed by his parents for behaviour which is recognised as being bey ond 
his control but the young person nevertheless feels very sad and perhaps ashamed about his lack of 
ability to do what other young people can do. In this study there was only one young person who fell 
within this category', Michael, who had been diagnosed as having only one, partially functioning 
kidney shortly after birth. Michael was very sad about the bed wetting (Table 18) but in a rather 
different way from the other young people, as he explained when he described his picture of himself 
on a wet morning;
"MOYA: And how do you feel?
MICHAEL: Sad about it. I actually feel kind of silly at times.
MOYA: Why is that?
MICHAEL: Because I think to myself - 1 can't do some of the things normal boys do."
Michael (age 8) 3211/55 p.3
To Michael wetting the bed was an indieation that he was different from other children.
Optimistic pragmatic aeceptance and tolerance
This attitude is defined as aeceptance and tolerance of a situation which the young person believes 
could change soon. This attitude is described as optimistic and pragmatic because the young person 
believes that he is capable of achieving dry nights but is realistic that the achievement of this goal is 
unlikely to happen overnight or without effort.
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For the most part these young people believe that their parents do not blame them or no longer blame 
them for wetting the bed but they do recognise that their parents are at times frustrated and angiy 
about having to manage the consequences arising from the wet bed, especially the extra laundry.
At the time of this study nine young people seemed to have adopted this attitude. However in only 
two cases did it appear that this attitude had been consistently held over a prolonged period.
Although neither boy liked waking up to a wet bed, William and Ian seemed to be the least concerned 
about the bed wetting (Table 18). All the young people in this group were wetting the bed three 
nights per w eek or less at the time of their conversations w ith the researeher and eould see from their 
ow n experience that dry nights w ere possible, even if these were not always perceived to be directly 
linked to their own efforts.
Outw ard acceptance of the situation should not be taken to mean that these young people do not feel 
sad and ashamed about the bed w etting on occasion, in response to the negative remarks of others, 
especially their peers (Section 5.3);
"ROGER: It hurts me sometimes ... You get used to it."
Roger (age 14) 3211/44 p. I 
Anthony seemed to vacillate between optimistic pragmatism and resigned helplessness and 
hopelessness. During this study the frequency of his bed wetting fell quite markedly (Appendix XIV) 
and he seemed optimistic and philosophical on speaking with the researcher after the diary keeping:
"ANTHONY: It's like sort of restrictive. I don't really class it as anything wrong, but 
it's just something I have to live with."
Anthony (age 16) 3211/3 p. 1 
However Anthony's mother remarked that she had overheard her son talking to his y ounger sister 
Susan about his feelings:
"MRS A: Anthony's comment to Susan (his sister) was, 'a three year old can do it and I 
can't. How'd you feel about that? How do you think I feel when a three or four year old 
ehild can be dry ?' - and it was from the heart."
Mother of Anthony (age 16) 3211/55 p. 1 
Both Anthony and Roger had learned ways of coping w ith the bed w etting, at least outwardly There 
was little doubt how ever, that both of these young men w ere ashamed of bed w etting and that this 
had at times affected their self-esteem.
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Some of the young people denied at first that they had much of a problem with their night time 
bladder control:
"JOHN: Before Christmas -1 never wet until Christmas - well, last year I wet once 
because I was too excited. That was why I wet at Christmas. I was too excited.
MOYA: Too excited. Any other times when it happens?
JOHN: When it's my birthday."
John (age 8) 3211/117 p. 1
According to his urinary sy mptom questionnaire and diary John was actually wetting the bed two or 
three nights a week (Appendix XIV).
As discussed for instance by Lazarus( 1991) and by Weiner ( 1992) it is commonplace for people who 
perceive themselves to have failed to achieve a personal ideal to desire to avoid having this failure 
observed by others. Feelings of shame lead to attempts to hide the failing from public exposure as 
the expectation is that others w ill disapprove, leading to a further low ering of their self-esteem 
(Section 6.5.2).
Ambivalence
This attitude is defined as having mixed feelings about a situation which the young person believes 
could perhaps be changed but which he or she has discovered brings w ith it some benefits, if at some 
personal cost.
It was difficult to be sure what Sarah and Tracy felt about their bed wetting. Both seemed to be 
ambivalent about it. Both found it difficult to talk about their feelings. When asked to draw a picture 
of themselves on w aking up in the morning to find themselves wet, both at first drew a happy face 
and then changed it. Tracy 's picture of herself is given at Figure 22. When asked who the smiling 
face belonged to she replied:
"TRACY: That was me, but I did it wrong ... I meant to do it sad, but I done it happy."
Tracy (age 9) 683/65 p.8
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Sarah also altered her picture of herself on a wet morning. Her mother pounced on this "mistake" 
immediately and said it was "highly significant". She said that she felt that Sarah had far more 
control over the situation than she "let on" (Section 6.3.2).
Whether or not Sarah or Tracy received any secondary benefits from wetting the bed, in terms of 
extra attention or were merely reluctant on some occasions to get out of a w arm bed to go to the 
toilet is not known, but both girls appeared to be unhappy and both mothers described their 
relationships with their daughters as problematic. Tracy's mother described her daughter as "deep":
"MRS T: She kind of keeps things in, ken, she'll no' communicate, ken - she'll just no' 
sit and talk to you."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 681/3 p . 1
Both Sarah and Tracy were living in households where conflict with their parents was common, and 
where they were consistently blamed and punished for their failure to fulfil their parents' 
expectations of them (Section 5.5.3). As described in Section 6.3.2 both parents seemed to be saying 
to their daughters that they could act differently.
Pro-active rejection and intolerance
This attitude is defined as a refusal to accept and tolerate a situation which the young person believes 
is within his control, given sufficient effort. The attitude is described as pro-active because the young 
person accepts responsibility for the situation, persisting with treatment and perhaps even taking the 
initiative when new opportunities arise to enable the bed wetting to stop. The young person is 
determined to resolve the problem and is angry with himself for the continuance of a situation which 
it is believed could by now have been resolved with more effort. The continuance of the problem 
leads to a reduction in the young person's self-esteem, which may in these cases, be a potent driving 
force for seeking a solution.
Two young people seemed to have adopted this attitude, Simon and Paul. Both appeared to be 
acutely embarrassed about the bed wetting and to want it to stop. The parents of both Simon and 
Paul were supportive of their sons' efforts to be dry.
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Simon had been making a consistent effort to be dry at night for some time before the study and he 
achieved two weeks of diy nights between completing the urinary sy mptom questionnaire and the 
first (and only) visit by the researcher, in spite of the fact that he had stopped taking Desmospray 
(Appendix XIV). In his picture of himself on waking up to find the bed wet (Figure 23) he included 
his star chart on which he had faithfully marked his progress towards his goal of becoming dry. The 
inclusion of the star chart was unsolicited. When asked what his picture meant, he replied:
"SIMON: I'm annoyed I'm wet."
Simon (age 8) 621/77 p. 10 
Simon seemed particularly determined to be dry and his mother was both optimistic, pragmatic and 
supportive. She said that she did not believe in punishment and she had discovered that even the use 
of small rewards had put too much pressure on Simon to be dry at times. She had discontinued using 
a rigid system of rewards which Simon had been unable to attain (Section 5 .5 .2).
Paul w as one of the most reluctant young people to speak with the researcher and appeared to be 
acutely embarrassed about the situation. Although he had agreed to the meeting when his parents had 
discussed this with him, he took the long way home from school on the day that the meeting was 
scheduled and hid behind the door of the room where the meeting was taking place.
Paul's father had encouraged him to take responsibility for the situation. He described his son as "fed 
up" with the bed wetting. Before the study Paul had taken responsibility for an alarm clock method 
which seemed to have worked well for him (Section 5.5.1). This method had been suggested by a 
hypnotherapist.
Paul did not keep the study diary , but according to his father's Filofax he only wet the bed on three 
out of the 28 nights following the first meeting with the researcher. In each case there was said by his 
father to be mitigating circumstances. The researcher was left with the impression that Paul was 
angry that he had been involved in the study. According to the urinary symptom questionnaire he had 
been wetting the bed three nights a week on average but this had reduced to less than once a week 
during the time when the diary would have been kept. It was discovered eight months later, when his 
mother wrote to the researcher (Section 3.7.2.4) that Paul had become reliably dry shortly after his
first meeting with the researcher, much to the delight of every one in the family.
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This could have happened purely by chance, as 15% of young people become spontaneously dry 
every year (Section 2.2.2). Paul clearly wanted the bed wetting to stop and had accepted 
responsibility for helping it to stop. This may have contributed to his ultimate success. The theme of 
perceived control is further explored in Section 6.6.
Resigned helplessness and hopelessness
This attitude is defined as accepting with sadness a situation which the young person believes is 
outwith his or her control and is unlikely to change.
Unlike resigned pragmatism, the young person believes himself to be responsible and to be held 
responsible by one or both parents for a situation which he believes himself to be unable to influence, 
in the light of repeated failure to achieve dry nights, however hard he has tried in the past.
If these y oung people do engage in treatment suggested by others, their efforts are at best half­
hearted and they are easily discouraged and give up quickly in the face of failure. They come to 
believe that any dry nights that they do experience are due to chance and they are ashamed that they 
cannot achieve an "easy" task, which most three year olds can accomplish (Section 6.6.1). Their lack 
of belief in their ability to influence the situation and their lack of action is often interpreted by 
parents as a lack of concern about the bed wetting accompanied by a lack of effort to help 
themselves (Section 6.5.3). They therefore perceive themselves to be, and are sometimes, blamed for 
doing too little to help themselves and they may have been punished in the past for their failure to 
comply with the behaviour expected by others.
In all, four young people w ere deemed to have this attitude at the time of the study and they ranged 
in age from 4 to 17 years. For a further three young people this seemed to have been their 
predominant attitude tow ards the bed wetting until the time of the study w hen they experienced that 
dry nights were possible. All seven of these young people had been w etting the bed on six to seven 
nights per week. All of these young people had also had problems with day wetting. This group 
included the four young people who had a day wetting problem "very often", with the urine usually 
leaking to the outside of their clothes (Table 9, Section 4.3.3).
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Six of the seven had had a day wetting episode at school and in four cases this had been recent 
(Appendix XIV). This group therefore included some of the most severely affected bed wetters, most 
of whom had had to live with the double disadvantage of lack of day time bladder control.
Carol was sad and frustrated about the bed wetting and clearly wanted it to stop (Figure 24). She 
was, however, pessimistic about the fliture:
"MOYA: When do you think you're going to be dry'i' Have you got any ideas?
CAROL: No
MOYA: No idea when it's going to happen?
CAROL: I'll just have to wait.
MOYA: You said when I spoke to you last, 'if I ever become dry ', do you think you 
w ill become dry ?
CAROL: Hopefully, yes. But doubtfully, no."
Carol (age 17) 332/68 p i
Carol had tried many treatments but nothing had worked for her. Tliere was evidence to suggest that 
her attempts to become dry, at least latterly, had been at best half-hearted (Section 5.6.1). Carol had 
suggested that the bed wetting might be due to bad luck (Section 6.4.1) or to something "in the 
mind". Carol's mother had wet the bed herself until she was 16 years of age and her father had wet 
the bed until he was 24 years old. This could well have affected Carol's expectancy that dry nights 
were possible.
Peter and Shelly also each had a parent who had not been dry until the age of 15 years. Peter had 
come to believe that he was unable to be dry , he therefore expected failure and he felt ashamed at his 
lack of ability to do what his two and a half year old half brother could do (Section 6.5.3).
Shelly, like Peter, was very sad about the bed wetting (Table 18) and wanted it to stop. Although 
Shelly w as w etting the bed every night of the week, according to her urinary symptom questionnaire, 
and the first three weeks of her diary (Appendix XIV), her parents had bought her a new bed at the 
time that they bought new beds for every one else in the family and, as the diary reeords. Shelly then 
had six dry nights in a row . Her mother seemed genuinely astonished:
"MRS S: I just couldn't believe it when she stopped wetting ... she's been great."
Mother of Shelly (age 7) 1211/1 p . 18
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FIGURE 24 CaroFs drawing of herself on waking up to find her bed wet (age 17)
3"
V
The bed had not been purchased with the intention of motivating Shelly to be dry or with any 
expectation that dry nights would result. However, Shelly may have taken the purchase of the new 
bed to be an indication that her mother thought that she was capable of achieving dry nights. She 
beamed w ith pleasure as she shyly told the researcher how many dry nights she had achieved in the 
week before the researcher's return visit.
At the start of this study Alison w as obviously both sad and ashamed about w etting the bed. As she 
ticked the very sad face on a faces/feelings card (Table 18) two big tears came into her eyes and she 
could not speak. The topic of bed wetting w as discontinued at once.
Alison had wet the bed almost every night for the previous seven years. Her mother had given up 
hope that she would ever be dry and had finally taken the conscious decision to do nothing more as 
everything that she had tried had failed (Section 6.3.2). However Alison meticulously kept the study 
diary, under her mother's supervision and w ith both parents' encouragement, and she began to 
experience more and more dry nights (Appendix XIV). Through the diaries Alison came to see that 
she could be dry She began to feel more in control of the situation and her feelings became much 
more positive as did the feelings of the whole family. This was reflected in the mother's diary. The 
entries for three mornings are given below;
"Saturday. 26 March: Alison a bit teary this morning and a bit upset w ith J (her 
stepfather). Not a good day for her but at least she does try .
Wednesday 30 March: We're all very pleased that Alison is dry this morning. It just 
sets the day up the right way for us all.
Wednesdav. 6 April: Alison is dry again. This is the 6th morning she has been dry and 
over the moon. Her chart has gave her a lot of confadense [sic]."
Extract from Alison's mother's diary , kept during the study.
These extracts show the effects of bed wetting or a dry bed on the young person's feelings and 
behaviour in the morning, and the difference in the atmosphere w ithin the household w hen the young 
person is dry. This is a clear illustration of mutual simultaneous shaping. Alison's mother 
commented on the difference in her daughter's behaviour in the mornings:
"MRS A: If she's dry now she'll come through running, Tm dry this morning!' - fairly 
proud of herself. When she's wet, she'll no' mention it - sometimes she'll say, 1 don't 
know ', and she'll go back and checks and comes back. If she says 1 don't know ', it 
usually means 'aye', when she tries to hide it."
Mother of Alison (age 9) 125/31 p.2
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The above quotation illustrates the young person's pride in her achievement when dry , which she 
attributed to her own efforts and her feelings of shame when she could not live up to her own ideal, 
which she tried to hide.
Both Stephen and Lisa wet the bed seven nights per week and this continued to be the pattern for 
them throughout the study Both young people were very sad (Table 18) and embarrassed about their 
bed wetting and this showed in their non-verbal as well as their verbal behaviour
After a lively conversation which had preceded the first question about bed wetting, Lisa (age 4) 
became very subdued and of her own accord w ent to sit on her mother's lap and snuggled in for a 
cuddle. Lisa's parents confirmed how sad their daughter was about the bed wetting and how much 
she wanted it to stop;
"MR L: She's awfy embarrassed aboot it, you know ... I just ken by her face, you know 
... it's just the first may be 10 minutes every morning, she'll be quiet and that is - that is 
just no' Lisa and she's - she's just a riot a' the time - she's 100 miles an hoor."
Father of Lisa (age 4) 1241/3 and 29 p.2
As w ith Alison, Lisa's parents clearly described the difference in their child's behaviour on wet and 
dry mornings. Although she was only four years old, Lisa had learned that bed wetting was 
unacceptable behaviour. Her parents had punished her for it until they had come to realise that it was 
not her fault (Section 5 .5.3). She had perceived that her bed wetting was also disapproved of by 
w ider family as well, w hen she had experienced a loss of night time bladder control when stay ing 
away from home (Section 5.4.2).
In summary , most young people are sad and ashamed about wetting the bed and want it to stop.
The concepts of perceived helplessness and perceived control are discussed in depth in Section 6 . 6 .
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6.5 The social origins of parents' and young people's beliefs and attitudes towards bed wetting
6.5.0 Introduction
This section is about the social origins of parents and young people's beliefs and attitudes towards bed 
wetting (Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2). The way in which parents' and young people's attitudes can be 
reinforced, as family members interact from day to day, is described in Section 6.5.3.
Social psychologists suggest that people are not bom w ith beliefs and attitudes, although they may be 
bom with a genetic predisposition towards them (Baron and Byme, 1994). It is thought that beliefs and 
attitudes are gradually acquired or leamed, for the most part, from authoritative figures such as parents 
and teachers (Section 6.2.2.1). This is sometimes referred to as social leaming;
"Children leam from parents not only what objects are but what one should believe snd feel 
about them and how one should act toward them"
Bemstein et al (1991) p.687
Social leaming occurs in several ways, which include;
• classical conditioning - leaming based on association
• instrumental conditioning - leaming in which responses that lead to positive outcomes (or 
permit avoidance of negative outcomes) are strengthened
• modelling - leaming by example
(Baron and Byme, 1994; Stahlberg and Frey, 1994; Stroebe and Jonas, 1994). Leaming can occur even 
w hen parents have no desire to transmit specific view s to their children who, nevertheless, leam through 
observing their parents' behaviour. Children may carry many of their attitudes with them into 
parenthood.
Beliefs and attitudes are also acquired from direct personal experience. Research suggests that attitudes 
leamed in this way are more confidently and consistently held and are more resistant to change than 
attitudes borrowed from others (Baron and Byme, 1994).
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6.5.1 The social origins of parents' beliefs and attitudes towards bed wetting
It is not possible to know the my riad situations and experiences which have contributed to a person's 
beliefs and attitudes, how ever some of the possible sources of parents' beliefs and attitudes tow ards bed 
wetting are suggested in Figure 25. These sources are briefly commented upon below.
Prevailing social-cultural beliefs and the beliefs and attitudes of w ider family and friends 
Irrespective of their own beliefs and attitudes tow ards their ehild's bed w etting, all the parents in this 
study believed that there were many people outwith the family, living in the local community and the 
wider society (Figure 9), who disapproved of bed wetting in children over a certain age. In many cases 
this belief w as bom of or confimied by experience, when their child's bed w etting w as discovered by 
others (Section 5.4).
Parents gave the disapproval of others as the main reason for their unease about letting the young 
person stay away from home (Section 5.4.2). In practice some of the parents' close relatives were 
accepting of the situation and were happy to have the young person to stay, but many w ere not (Section 
5.4.3). Fear of discovery was acknowledged by many parents, as well as by the young people who wet 
the bed.
In his book; Adult bed wetters and their problems, Stone (1973, p. 1) wrote;
"Even in these 'enlightened' times, it is commonly assumed that the complaint is somehow 
recriminatory on the sufferer."
In spite of the work of the Enuresis Resource and Information Centre (ERIC), initiatives of the 
Association for Continence Advice (AC A) and others, lack of bladder control can lead to feelings of 
shame in people of whatever age in response to the attitudes of others (Section 2.2.4). Most parents in 
this study did not perceive the attitude of others to be accepting or empathetic tow ards their child's bed 
wetting.
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FIGURE 25 Some possible sources of a parent's beliefs
and attitudes towards bed wetting
HISTORICALLY NOW2
PREVAILING SOCIAL-CULTURAL BELIEFS 
ABOUT BED WETTING^
BELIEFS AND ATTITUDES OF WIDER FAMILY AND FRIENDS
PARTNER’S BELIEFS AND ATTITUDES
PARENT'S DIRECT 
EXPERIENCE OF BED 
WETTING: AS A BED 
WETTER AND/OR 
LIVING IN THE SAME 
HOUSEHOLD AS A BED 
WETTING SIBLING
PARENT'S 
PREVIOUS 
EXPERIENCES OF 
LIVING WITH THE 
BED WETTING  
CHILD
PARENT'S BELIEFS AND 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS BED 
WETTING NOW2 
(Section 6.3.2)
PARENT'S INTERACTION 
WITH THE BED WETTING 
CHILD 
(Figure 14)
Notes:
1. Through the media of books about bed wetting w ritten by health care professionals and others, magazine 
articles, television and radio, as w ell as handed dow n "common sense" know ledge of w hat is de\ elopmentally 
"normal" for young people of different ages.
2. "Now" is taken to mean "at the present time ...in the present circumstances, as things are;" The Chambers 
Dictionary (1994) p. 1156. "The present circumstances" may be today , for the past month, for the past y ear, or 
as it has alw ay s been w ith tliis child if nothing has changed.
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There was some evidence to suggest that parents' attitudes were similar to their own parents' attitudes 
tow ards bed wetting, that is there seemed to be an intergenerational tendency towards either acceptance 
or intolerance of it (Section 5 .4.3).
Partners' beliefs and attitudes
In most families the parents expressed broadly similar views about the young person's bed wetting, 
although many mothers commented that their husbands tended to be or to have been less tolerant of it 
than they were themselves (Section 5.2.2).
Parents described differences in their attitudes tow ards the use of punishment, with fathers tending 
towards a more punitive approach (Section 5.5 .3) which had caused tension in some families (Section
5.4.1).
There is some evidence that a mother's attitude towards her ehild's bed wetting is influenced by her 
perception of herself in the role of "mother" and the expectancy of others of her in this role (Section
5.2.1). Some mothers may have persuaded their husbands into adopting a more accepting attitude than 
they naturally felt. In many cases the father had little to do with the young person's bed wetting in the 
practical sense and many of these fathers appeared to be deferring to their wives' view s and wishes 
about how the situation should be managed (Section 5.2.2). In this sense the mother seemed to be 
orchestrating the view s of both parents in the family so that, for the most part, they both sang the same 
tune (Section 5.2.1).
In three cases however, the father had clearly abdicated responsibility for any involvement in the 
management of the bed w etting and these mothers w ere effectively left to cope alone (Section 5 .2 .2). 
These fathers were sending a clear message to their wives and children that the bed wetting was 
unacceptable. Whether or not these mothers felt blamed for the y oung person's lack of bladder control 
is not known.
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In tw o families the mothers expressed mixed feelings about their sons' bed w etting in the light of their 
husbands' assertion that these adolescents had more control over the situation than they were choosing 
to exercise (Section 6.3.2). Fathers may have more influence over the social environment created within 
the home for the young person to leam to be dry at night than has hitherto been realised. When 
assessing families it would seem pmdent not to ignore the fathers' views (Chapter 7).
Experience of being a bed w etter or living with a bed w etting sibling
A parent's experience of being a bed wetter or of living with a bed w etting sibling seemed to have a 
powerful influence on the parents' attitudes and beliefs about their own child's bed wetting. Mothers 
who had been bed wetters themselves seemed to be particularly accepting of the young person's bed 
wetting while some fathers who had been bed wetters were not (Section 5.2).
When discussing the methods that they had adopted to eneourage the young person's bed wetting to stop 
(Section 5.5) several of the mothers who had themselves been bed wetters commented that they were 
only doing with their children what their mothers had done with them;
"MRS J: We had the buzzer. She (her mother) used to lift and lay us too. We weren't 
allowed drinks. It's only doing like what my mum did with us, really."
Mother of John and Stephen (age 8) 13311/39 p. 1
The decision of mothers not to punish their child for bed w etting w as also said to be a reflection of their 
own experience in some cases (Section 5.5.3). These mothers did not punish their children either 
because they had not been punished themselves or because they had seen from their own experience that 
punishment did not hasten the achievement of dry beds. Several mothers who had not been bed wetters 
commented that they did not believe in the use of punishment as a matter of principle, rather than from 
experience.
Mothers w ho had personal experience of bed wetting w ere among the most optimistic that the young 
person would one day be dry, because they knew from their own experience that they themselves had 
become dry, and they were among the most accepting and pragmatic of all parents in the meantime 
(Section 6.3.2). There was, however, the suggestion that at least one mother had made very little effort
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on her ehild's behalf because she did not regard the bed wetting as a problem (Seetion 5 .5). It may also 
be that she did not regard bed wetting as particularly amenable to treatment as a result of her own 
experienees as a bed wetter until the age of 15 when the bed wetting was said to have spontaneously 
resolved.
Previous experience with this y oung person
A parent's previous experience of the bed w etting of their own child, discussed throughout Chapters 5 
and 6, appeared to be a particularly important determinant of their expectancy of a successful outcome 
and of their feelings of eontrol. The parents of seven young people who were wetting the bed six to 
seven nights per week and for whom many treatments had failed (Sections 5 .5 and 5 .6) were among the 
most pessimistic about the outcome in the longer term and about their own ability to influence the 
situation, and understandably so. The consequences of parents' experiences w ith their own child for 
their attitudes towards bed wetting are highlighted in Section 6.3.2.
Predispositional tendencies towards certain attitudes
There is a small but grow ing body of evidence to suggest that genetic factors can play a part in attitude 
formation (Baron and Byme, 1994; Plomin, 1994). Individuals may be bom with a tendency towards 
optimism or pessimism, tolerance or intolerance, and feelings of competence or helplessness. A 
discussion of the influence of a parent's personal traits on his or her evaluation and interpretation of 
events is only touched upon, yet it could be an important contributory factor.
6.5.2 The social origins of young people's beliefs about bed wetting and about themselves 
as bed wetters
In this section it is argued that young people aequire their beliefs and attitudes towards bed wetting 
through a process of social leaming. in much the same way that their parents have leamed their beliefs 
and attitudes towards it (Sections 6.5.0 and 6.5.1).
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Young people leam to feel ashamed of wetting the bed as a result of the negative evaluation of their 
behaviour by others^  both within and outwidi the Êunily. As a result of repeated ftiilure to accomphsh a 
task beheved to be within the c^abihty of a three year old the young person's feelings of 
mnbarrossment and shame are reinforced and many young people come to behave thM the outcome is 
not contingent upon their efforts (Section 6  6 = 1); Young people may be bom widi a disposition towards 
optimism or pessimism and with a behef in their own competence or helplessness to influence 
situations.
Leaming to feel ashamed about wetting the bed
It is suggested that young people leam to feel ashamed of wotting the bed as a result of the negative 
evaluation of their behaviour by others, both within and outwith the femily. Lazarus (1991, p.241) 
describes the antecedents of shame;
"Shame is generated by a failure to live up to an ego-ideal. We feel disgraced or humiliated, 
especially in the eyes of someone whose opinion is of great importance to us such as a parent or 
parent-substitute [e.g. teacher, health care professional, perhaps]... In shame, another person 
whose approbation is important to us views and presumably is critical of our ftiilure. We have, 
in effect, disappointed that person ..."
Weiner (1992) suggests that shame involves negative self evaluation and results from an internal
ascription for some negative act or frilure, leading to lowered self esteem.
Many parents described their children as embarrassed and ashamed about their bod wotting (Section 
5.4) and most young people were fearful of the social consequences should their bed wetting be 
discovered by others (Section 5.3). Even the most accepting parents gave fear of the disapproval of 
others as the principal reason for their unease about letting the young person stay away from home 
(Section 5.4.2). It is suggested that these parents had sent the message to the young person: 'We 
understand that you cannot help wetting the bed but there are people outwith the household who might 
disapprove. We don't want you to be hurt by the negative attitude of others". The young person does 
not need to experience dis^)proval directly to leOm that bed wetting is regarded by some people as 
unacceptable behaviour after a certain age, however the data suggest that most young people had also
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had direct experience of the disapproval of others, including wider femily and friends and had in some 
cases been publicly humiliated (Sections 5.3.3, 5.4.2 - 5.4.4).
In some cases the source of disapproval was Other femily manbers. Young people's perc^tioa of their 
siblings' attitude to their bed wetting is described in Section 5.3.1. Often the siblings' evaluation was 
perceived by the young person to be negative, especially if the sibling shared a bedroom with the bed 
wetter.
It is suggested, however, that it is the parents' attitude towards the bed wetting, vriiether this is 
acceptance and tolerance or rejection and intolerance (Section 6.3.2) which is a particularly important 
determinant of the young person's attitudes towards bed wetting and towards himself as a bed wetter. 
Parmts' dis^proval was most clearly demonstrated by the consistent use of punishment for bed wetting 
(Section 5.5.3).
An observation made in this study was that femihes varied in the consistency with which the young 
person's bed wetting was negatively evaluated by members of the same household, as illustrated in 
Figure 26.
It was noticW that in one femily the consensus with vdiich the young person's bed wetting was 
negatively evaluated was high (Figure 26, pattern 1). Both Sarah's parents were intolerant of the bed 
wetting (Section 6.3.2) and hor hither had abdicated all responsibihty for helping his daughter and his 
wife widi it. Sarah's older sister was also said to be dis^)provmg:
"MRS S; ... my husband is not the least bit intorostod in it and her sister (age 16) thinks it's 
dirty and smelly and doesn't want to know."
Mother of Sarah (age 11) 613/67 p.12 
Sarah's grandmother would not let her stay in her house or caravan (Section 5.4.3). Sarah herself 
seemed to be ambivalent in her attitude to the bed wetting (Section 6.4.2).
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FIG U R E 2 6  T h e  c o n s i s t e n c y  w ith  w h ic h  th e  y o u n g  p e r s o n 's  b e d  
w e t t in g  i s  n e g a t iv e ly  e v a lu a te d  b y  o th e r s ,  w ith in  a n d  
o u tw ith  th e  fa m ily  (see Section 6.5.2)
High consensus towards negative 
evaluation
IIA Mixed evaluation
YP
IIB Mixed evaluation
YP
III Low consensus, with bed wetting
accepted within the family home
KEY (see also Figure 9)
OUTWITH THE FAMILY SYSTEM 
(= SUPRASYSTEM)
WS = wider society
LC = members of the local community 
e.g. extended family, friends and 
neighbours.
= regard bed wetting as inappropriate 
for the young person's age 
(individuals may or may not be 
intolerant of the bed wetting)
WITHIN THE FAMILY SYSTEM 
M = mother F = father S = sibling 
YP = young person who wets the bed 
Individual member's attitudes to the 
bed wetting:
= rejection and intolerance 
= ambivalence 
= acceptance and tolerance
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In two families, the femilios of Potor (ago 15) and Anthony (age 16), the hither was intolérant of the bod 
wetting and the mother was ambivalent about it (Section 6.3.2). Anthony's sister Susan (age 15) 
disapproved of it as well (Figure 26, pattern HA). Anthony and Peter seemed to vacillate between 
optimistio pragmatism and resigned helplessness and hopelessness  ^but for the most port tended towards 
the latter perspective.
In Gary's 6 mily the 6 ther was intolerant of the bed wetting but the mother was not (Figure 26, pattern 
HB). Gary (age 5) seemed happy about wetting the bed, for the reasons described in Section 6.4.2. In 
Michello's family, tho mother was more intolorant of tho situation than hor second husband, who seemed 
to accept it but he had little practical involvement with it. By the time of the study Michelle (age 8 ) 
seemed anxious that tho bod wotting should stop but thoro was ovidonco to suggest that she may ha^ 'O 
been h^py about it when she was younger (Section 6.4.2).
At tho time of tho study both tho parents in 14 of the 19 hunilios seemed to have adopted an attitude of 
accqitancc and tolerance and there was little evidence that die siblings were eonsistcndy dis^proviug 
(Figure 26, pattern HI). The attitude of the young people in these 6 milies varied from resigned or 
optimistic pragmatic acceptance, to rejection and intolerance or resigned helplessness and hopelessness 
(Table 17). However, in only three hunilios did it appear that an attitude of optimistic pragmatism had 
been consistmtly held by the parents and in each case the young person was optimistic about the future 
and only minimally concerned about the bed wetting in the mean time. The young people in these 
frmihes were, nevertheless, aware of the negative evaluation of bed wetting by people outwith the 
frmily and two of the three were fearfril of the consequences of their bed wetting being discovered by 
others (Section 5.3.2).
Some of the antecedent conditions giving rise to young people's attitudes are described more fully in 
Section 6.4.2. Their parents' evaluidion of diem as a bW wetter iqipoared to be only a part of die story. 
E^qierience of reputed hiiluie to achieve dry ni^ts and predispositional tendencies also qipeared to bo 
important determinants of these young people's attitudes.
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The consequences of the emotion of shame
Attribution theorists, such as Weiner (1992)j suggest that shame results when Êiiluro is attributed to 
laclc of abihty. Weiner (1992) and Lazarus (1991) suggest that as a consequence of experiaicing shame 
the individual experiences further loss of control, feels powerless and usually withdraws from publie 
contact. As Lazarus (1991, p.244) describes it, the action tendency accompanying shame is:
"... to hide, to avoid having one's personal feilure observed by anyone, «specially someone who 
is personally important. To publicly expose one's feilure to live up to an ego-ideal is to risk 
disapproval and quite possibly even rejection".
Young people's feelings of shame about wetting the bed were suggested in so many ways including: 
their reluctance to tell their parents in the morning that the bed was wet, and hiding wet night-clothes 
(Section 5.1.2); their humiliation on being put back into nappies (Section 5.1.3); their avoidance of 
staying away with friends, in some cases (Section 5.3.3); their reluctance to discuss their bed wetting 
with friends and their reluctance to admit that siblings and friends knew about the problem (Sections 
5;3,1 and 5;3:2)j and their non-verbal behaviour when discussing the bod wetting with tho rcsoorohor 
(Section 3.7.2.2).
In this study children as young as four years of age had learned to feel ashamed of wetting the bed.
Only one young person did not seem fully aware that his bed wetting behaviour might bo disapproved 
of by others. In this case the mother had gone to great lengths to protect her son from tho dis^provol of 
others.
Many parents commented on the difference in the young person's behaviour on "dry" mornings, when 
the young person was reported to be much more sociable (Section 5.1.2). One mother also comments 
upon the difference in her son's behaviour at bed times once he had become dry (Section 5.1.3).
The consequences of the negative emotion of shame for the young person's motivation to be dry is 
usually motivational inhibition (Weiner, 1992) but if the young person eomes to believe that some
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control might be possible then shame can load to a redoubling of efforts, as illustrated by tho eases of 
Simon and Paul in this study (Sections 6.4.2 and 6 .6 .1 ).
The eonsequmces of the disapproval of others for the young person's self conc^t more generally are 
discussed below.
The effect of bed wetting on self concent 
Self concept is defined by Bums (1980, p. 171) as:
"... the set of attitudes a person holds towards himself..."
Bums suggests that self concept is composed of two elements: self image and self esteem. Self image is 
a "self-picture", the answer to the question, "who am I?" which contains:
"... all one's i^tributes, self conceptualizations, role and status characteristics, possessions and 
goals."
Bums (1980) p. 173
Self esteem is defined by Bums (1980, p. 174) as:
" ... the evaluation or judgement placed on each element of the self image."
Self esteem is therefore multi-dimensional. Mussen et al (1990) suggest that although children seem to 
have a general sense of self worth, self esteem varies for different domains of behaviour.
In the present study most of the young people seemed to have a positive view of themselves in general 
although they were, for the most port, unhappy about and ashamed of their bed wetting and wWed it to 
stop (Section 6.4.2). This is congruent with the findings of Butler (1994), Moffett et al (1987) and 
Wagner and Gefdcen (1986) who found that the children in their study had a reUdively positive view of 
themselves, which they assessed using their Child Attitude Scale (CAS).
In the present study no formal instruments were used to measure the young person's self esteem. 
Mmsuring self esteem in children is fraught with methodological difficuttios. According to Mussen et ol 
(1990, p.391) pre school children almost always say that they are satisfied and happy with themselves.
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"accompanying their comments with a slightly mystified look". Mussen et al (1990) suggest that 
children have a more clearly formulated sense of self worth and oon^etence by the ago of nine or ten 
but fi"om this age they may not want to admit to others that they have undesirable quahties and they 
may rqjort more positive self esteem than they really feel.
Many fectors are known to affect a young person's feelings of self worth including family disruption 
and breakdown (Amato, 1986a,b; Burghes, 1994; Cockett and Tripp, 1994; Hetherington, 1989; 
Mcunen and Meadow, 1994), parcmts' behaviour towards tho young person more generally (Baumorind, 
1991; Clarke-Stewart, 1988; Gecas and Schwalbe, 1986; Lambom etal, 1991) and the ^praisal of the 
young person by teachers at school (Graham, 1990) (Section 2.3.1). All that can be said is that negative 
self evaluation as a result of wetting the bed may contribute to the young person's overall sense of self 
worth which is derived fixaq many sources. If the young person has developed a negative self image 
fi*om other sources, n^ative self evaluation as a result of bed wetting may add to this. If the young 
person has a more positive self image on the whole, it may be easier for him or her to accept that lack 
of bladder control is an isolated instance of lack of conq)etence.
6.5.3 The reinforcement of parents' and voung dcodIc s^ attitudes as family members interact 
from day to day
This section is about the way in which tho bdicfh and attitudes that parents and young people bring to 
any situation relating to bed wetting (Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2) tend to be reioforced as each interprets 
and responds to the other's behaviour.
Seen fi-om a systems perspective and the naturalist paradigm, vhich emphasise mutual simultaneous 
shaping, the concept of linear causahty is illogical. The emphasis shifts fi*om seeing parents' actions as 
the "cause" of outcomes tor the child (a psychological approach to tho family and child development 
which dominated femily research jfeom the 1950s to the 1970s) to an attempt to understand the 
influence that femily members exert on each other, through their words and actions. Communication is
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seen as a jointly constructed activity in which participants mutually evoke verbal and non-verbal 
messages and modify their own messages in response to die feedback that they receive.
The section begins by descnbmg the origins of the conceptual model (Figure 14, p. 196) which 
illustrates the relationship between behefe, feelings and behaviour as a parent and a young person 
iutùf uct from day to day. It is shown thM the inferences drawn by young people and their parents as 
they seek to interpret each others' behaviour tend to reinforce their own personally held behefSj which 
may be tenaciously held, even in the presence of conflicting evidence. It is argued that the social and 
emotional envitonment created for the young person to learn the skill of becoming dry at night is a 
reflection of the attitudes that each party brings to it and acts out. It is su^ested that the nature of the 
young person's response also affects the nature of the parent's experience of bed wetting.
The origins of the conceptual model
The conceptual model illustrated as Figure 14 had as its origins a logic diagram drawn by the 
researcher in an attenq)t to determine the sequence of events as a young person and his parents 
interpreted and responded to each other's behaviour on a "wet" morning (Figure 27).
This figure is based on an analysis of a single case, the case of Peter (age 15) and his parents. The logic 
diagram begins with a brief note of some recurring them% which had emerged during data analysis 
more generally, before summarising an "event" described more fully by Peter's fether:
"MR P :... hé gets up in the morning and he is - he has a shower. He spends maybe 20 
minutes in the shower no if he wonts to purify himself and get rid of everything a million per 
cent, so he walks out as a clean person and just leaves the bed behind for somobod)' else to 
deal with.
MOYA: And how do you ftel about that?
MR P: I don't know - 1 think to a certain errtcnt its a psychological problem with Peter - that 
he just seems to shut ofT - he doesn't want to foce up to the problem."
Father of Peter (age 15) 15124/4 p.2
This story has many features in common with other parents' descriptions of their children's' behaviour 
on "wet" mornings (Section 5.1.2).
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FIGURE 27 An example of a logic diagram:
What is going on?
Background: - recum'ng themes:
• HELPLESSNESS - from parents, young people and health care professionals
• many parents QUESTION young person's MOTIVATION to be dry
• there are hints in the data that most young people desperately WANT to be dry e.g. the way thoir 
behaviour changes when they am dry
Scenario
Event
The young person wakes up in the moming and the bed is wet. 
He gete up, spends 20 minutes in the bathroom having a shower 
and goes to school without a backward glarwe, leaving 
the wet sheets on the bed for his mother to deal with.
Parents'beliefs
Onferenoos about causes of young person's 
behaviour
1a. Young person is NOT CONCERNED about 
the bed wetting and/br 
b. Young person wùnt face up to the problem
2. Young person CAN HELP IT and Is NOT TRYINQ 
HARD ENOUGH (espedaSy father’s  view)
3. The young person Is not playing Ns part as a 
member of the famSy (e.g. not removing sheets 
althoufyj repeatetSy asked to, too long in the 
shower In the moming)
Consequences for parents
a .Feelinas
Angry, frustrated, helpless
b. Behaviour i
1. Accuse young person of not trying and not 
playing their part as a member of the farr^
± 2. Verbd or physical abuse e.g. sharrÉig, slap
± 3. Making him face it - e.g. video of nights events
Young pwson's beliefs
1. Young person WANTS to be dry.
2. The task is EASY -  even a 3 year old can do it, 'my 
Me brother can do fti'
3. However hard he tries he faSs, therefore FAILURE 
CANNOT BE REVERSED BY EFFORT.
4. Any dry nl0ts are FLUKES and do not reflect his 
aNBty to be dry.
This is LEARNED IÆLPLESSNESS -  and becomes 
setf^fiMHIng'
Consequences for vouna person
a .Feelinas
Helpless, a f^ r e ,  ashamed, embarrassed, worthless 
((Schotorrtous thinking)
Ib. B e f t a W d f i f
1. immetSate response is to:
(Bsmiss the bed wetting - 'so what?' 
or fiqhtNerbd aggression
or walk awav. Also.
2. Dtstandna - 20 ndnutes In shower +  shuts the door 
on the bedroom and wdks out a 'new' person, and
3. Denial - e.g. that his Büe brother knows
Notes
• Many pamnts say of new treatments: "Everything works for a //ft/e whllc'^ . This suggests that 
the young person never totally gives up hopo, but gives u p  easily whan it looks as though tho 
treatment is failing.
Imolications for practice
a. Change parents’ beliefs e.g. that young person can help it.
b. Families can be helped to cooe with tho situation although a cure cannot yet bo guaranteed. 
Coping is faciiitated if parents can accept the situation.
c. Behavioural training - reward the truthful kecoina of a record of wet and dry nights, not tho 
dry nights themselves, in the first instance.
22 Nov 94
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The inferences that Peter's parents had drawn from their son's behaviour were that he was not 
concerned about the bed wetting or was not prepared to fece up to it, he was not making sufficient 
effort to help himself and he was not playing his part as a member of the family (Figure 27). At times, 
his pomits felt angry, frusfratod and helpless. On one occasion Peter's fether videoed his st^son's 
response to being woken up in tho night, to lot him see what ho was like, to which Potor was said to 
have rephed:
"MR P: (quoting Peter)... T wet the bed - 1 believe you, you've proved your point!"'
Father of Peter (age 15) 1522114/28 p . 6
Peter's fether had hoped that making his son face the problem would shock him into doing something 
about it. It was not, however, said to have made any difference to Peter's behaviour. There was no 
ovidonco that Peter's parents had usod physical punishment although they had come to bohevo thnt the 
bed wetting was to some extent within his control.
Peter's bohofe are also summarised in Figure 27. Peter wanted to be dry but through repœtod feiluro, 
with every treatment tried (Sections 5.5 and 5.6) ho had come to behove that the outcome was not 
contingent on his efforts and he had given up trying. He kept his diary' for the study half heart^y and 
was said by his mother to have filled in three to four days at a lime, when she prompted him. Ho was 
clearly ashamed that he could not perform an "easy" task, which even his two and a half year old 
brother had aehie\'od. He denied that his younger brother knew about the bed wetting (Section 5.3.1) 
and he distanced himself from the situation  ^walking aw'ay from the wet bed^  taking particular care with 
his personal hygiene before leaving the house "as a clean person".
Peter's parents interpreted his behaviour os lack of effort and refusal to foce up to a problem which they 
had come to beUeve was psychological^  because all phy sical causes had boon eliminated by health core 
professionals. As described in Section 6.3.2, the parents of Anthony (age 16) had come to similar 
conclusions, based on sumlar evidence, which mcluded the young person's half-heartedness when 
engaging in treatment.
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The above example illustrates the potcn^ of certain bchofs as determinants of action  ^or inaction  ^and 
how easy it is for parents to draw inferences from their child's behaviour which reflect only a partial 
understanding of the situation. Peter had come to an attitude of resigned helplessness and hopelessness 
(Section 6.4.2) which his parents had interpreted as lack of motiv^on. Their attanpts to encourage 
him to take more responsibihty and to play a more active part in helping himself had foiled. The 
challenge for health care piofcssionals of helping yoimg people and thoir parents to find some control in 
a situation where a successful outcome to treatment cannot be guaranteed is discussed in Chapter 7.
Reflecting upon the way in which the beUefs of the members of Peter's fomily seemed to be influencing 
their behavioui towaids one another led to the devclc^mcnt of the classifications of parents' and young 
people's attitudes to bed wetting (Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.2) based on a relatively small number of 
behefs, including behefo about perceived control.
In those fomihes where punishment was consistently used it is suggested that the parents' obvious 
disapproval contributed to the young person's feelings of shame and sense of powerlessnoss  ^thereby 
having the opposite effect to the effect intended, pushing the bed wetting up the fomily's agenda 
(Section 5.4.1) and increasing tension between fomily members at key times of communal fomily 
activity (Section 5 .1.2). Tracy's mother described what happened on tho mornings when she found her 
daughter's bed was wet:
"MRS T: I just shout at her - 1 do shout. I say 'Wet again!' you ken. She just marches out
the room."
Mother of Tracy (age 9) 1521228/39 p. 6
Blaming parents who punish their children for wetting the bed moves an understanding of femily 
process httlc further forward. By focusing only on parents' responses to a situation the conditions wfoch 
lead to their behaviour can be all too easily ignored. As is illustrated in this section, parents' 
misunderstanding of liicti children's responses to criticism can lead to a self perpetuating cycle in which 
negative behaviours are continually evoked between and among fomily members.
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In those families where the parents said that they had adopted an attitude of acceptance and tolerance 
this may have helped to ease the young person's feelings of shame and helped to create a more 
supportive social environment for the young person to learn the skiU of becoming dry at night.
However, there was evidence that parents and young people sometimes saw situations differently:
"MR C: I dont bother about it. It's an illness you cant help, you cant do anything about. So 
you've got to take it or leave it - like it or lump it - just take it as it comes. You've got to 
take it - the things Tve seen! - this is nothing So vhat?
CAROL: That's not viiat you say to me! You give me big lectures about it!
MR C: Yes, so vshat? It doesn't bother me, like. I just give you lectures because you he in it 
... she just hes in it and doesn't tell anybody. That's what gets me about it."
Stepfother of Carol (age 17) 121111/64 p.5
Carol had adopted an attitude of resigned helplessness and hopelessness (Section 6.4.2). Carol's ^athy 
in the mornings was interpreted by her stepfother as a lack of willingness to help herself in ways that 
she could control and she described the worst thing about bed wetting as:
"CAROL: ... getting shouted at, having to get up for a bath and changing my bed, then 
getting slagged off."
Carol (age 17) 3214/29 p. 2
Evai in those famihes where the parents seemed to have adoptai an optimistic attitude towards the bed 
wetting, many young people had a pessimistic view of their parents’ evaluation of their behaviour. It 
may take no more than an occasional disapproving glance at a wet bed by a parent to reinforce the 
young person's behef that their bed wetting is unacceptable behaviour.
In conclusion, while the interactions between family members speared to the researcher, as "on­
looker", to be reflexive, individuals within the femily seemed to be seeing and interpreting situations in 
a linear feshion and from their own perspective, as illustrated above. As a consequence of this way of 
thinking parents seemed to perceive their own behaviour primarily as a response to the behaviour of the 
bed wetting child. For the most part they seemed to be quite unaware of the existence and consequences 
of mutual influence and their own contribution to the situations in which they found themselves.
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6.6 Perceived helplessness and perceived control
6.6.0 Introduction
Perceived helplessness appeared in many guises in the data and was at first identified as the central 
phenomenon or core concept in this study. Further analysis suggested that this concept was 
transcended by the concept of perceived control (Section 6.2.1). The phenomenon of perceived 
helplessness, its antecedent conditions and its consequences, are explored in Section 6.6.1. A concept 
analysis of perceived control is given in Section 6.6-2 where this study's findings are briefly 
compared with the vast body of research into this construct which has been conducted in other 
settings.
6.6.1 Perceived helplessness
The causal conditions for perceived helplessness and feelings of shame experienced by young people 
in this study were identified as:
• past experience of repeated failure with treatment
• unrewarded effort
• the belief that most three year olds are able to be dry at night, which defines the task 
as easy, and
• negative evaluation of bed wetting by others.
Bums (1980) suggests that individuals behave according to their self conceptuahsation, so that it
becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. The self image is validated by behaviour which in turn generates
confirmatory feedback fi-om others. A major consequence of feelings of shame and behef in
helplessness is that many young people come to behave as though they are helpless. They may refuse
to participate in treatment regimens suggested by others or at best their participation is half-hearted
(Section 5.6.1). They do not sustain their efforts to become dry for long enough for the method to
achieve the desired outcome. They are easily discouraged and interpret setbacks as confirmation that
any initial success was due to chance, and their behef in their inabihty to influence the situation is
reinforced. Furthermore their ^athy is often constmed by their parents as a lack of concern about
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the bed wetting (Section 6.5.3) and they may be punished for not making sufficient effort to help 
themselves (Section 5.5.3). The result can be a cycle of helplessness involving both parents and 
young people. The situation is summarised in the axial coding diagram illustrated in Figure 28.
Establishing the sequence of e^ e^nts depicted in Figure 28 helped to account for many young people's 
attitudes towards bed wetting of resigned helplessness and hopelessness (Section 6.4.2) which was 
characterised by both apatiiy and sadness.
Lazarus (1991) describes sadness as a negative emotion which is usually linked to loss, such as the 
death of a loved one, the feilure of a central life value or role, or the loss of the positive regard of 
another person whose opinion is valued. He suggests that sadness is characterised by:
• irrevocable loss
• a sense of helplessness about restoration of the loss, and
• resignation rather than struggle.
Sadness, he suggests, indicates a move towards acceptance of and disengagement from the lost 
commitment. He suggests that emotional distress is actually attenuated when the individual "gives 
up" something that is perceived to be irrecoverable. In this sense giving up may serve an adaptive 
function. Futile endeavour is maladaptive.
Lazarus (1991) suggests that if the person does not perceive himself or herself to be completely 
helpless then other emotions are more likely in response to loss, such as anger, guilt or hope, which 
are associated with the initiation of restorative actions. While sadness is characterised by low 
engagement, as was seen in those young people who had adopted an attitude of resigned helplessness 
and hopelessness (Section 6.4.2) the emotions of anger, guilt or hope are accompanied by higher 
engagement in activities aimed at restoring what has been lost, in this case both bladder control and 
the self esteem associated with it.
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FIGURE 28 The use of a coding paradigm taxial coding) to explore the phenomenon of
üei'ceivcd hclplcssncssi as experienced bv many voung dcodIc who wet the bed
A. CAUSAL 
CONDITIONS
B PHENOMENON
1. Past experience of repeated feilure with treatment methods, 
whether or not prescribed by health care professionals
2. Unrewarded effort
3. The belief that most 3 year olds are dry at night
4. Negative evaluation of bed wetting by others
Perceived helplessness and feelings of shame 
Young people who wet the bed come to believe that they 
cannot achieve their desired goal of becoming dry at night 
through their own efforts and that any dry nights that they 
do experience are due to chance. They feel ashamed at their 
lack of ability to do what a younger child can do. (Sections 6.4,3 
and 6.6.1)
C. CONTEXT
D. INTERVENING 
CONDITIONS
1. Past experience of repeated failure
(Sections 5.5 and 5.6 - the young person mcty have engaged in many 
methods in the past to attain night time eontinence and none c f them 
has led to the achievement of the desired outcome)
2. Unrewarded effort
(Sections 5, 5 and 5.6 tho young person wants to ke dry* at night but 
has achieved no more titan tiie occasional dry mgAf however hard he 
has tried in the past)
3. The knowledge that most 3-vear olds are drv at night
(Section 5.3.1 - a younger brother or sister may now be dry)
4. Negative evaluation of the bed wetting bv others
(Sections 5.3 and 5.4- the young person receives tiie message that he 
ought to be able to be dry at rtight from others within and outwith the 
household. [Relates to bed wetting being, in part, a social construct 
(Section 2.2.1).] The consistency with which tiie young person receives 
the negative meta message tiiat his behaviour is both unacceptable and 
within his control contributes to tite young person's feelings of shame 
and helplessness.)
1. Parents mav believe themselves to be helpless, feel 
helpless and behave as though thev are helpless, from 
time to time
(Sections 6.3.2 and 6.5.1)
2. Health care professionals may believe themselves to be 
helpless, feel helpless and behave as though thev are 
helpless, from time to time
(Section 5.6- based on their past experience of repeated failure and 
unrewarded effort)
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E. ACTION/ 
INTERACTION 
STRATEGIES
F. CONSEQUENCES
Young people come to behave as though thev are helpless
1. Young people then do not sustain their efforts to become dry 
at night for long enough for the method to achieve the 
desired outcome because they do not expect it to be 
successful (Sections 5.5 and 5.6)
2. They are easily discouraged and interpret setbacks in 
treatment efficacy as confirmation that any initial success 
was due to chance. Their belief in their own inabihty to 
influence the situation is reinforced by foilure
3. They may refuse altogether to participate in treatment 
regimens suggested by others or at best participate half­
heartedly
How parents and voung people interpret and respond to 
each other’s behaviour on "wet” mornings Section 6.5.3)
1. Parents interpret the young person's behaviour as proof that:
a. the young person is not eoncomod about wotting tho bod, 
or won't fece up to the problem
b. the young person is not playing his part in helping 
the bed wetting to stop
2. The parents feel angry, frustrated and perh^s helpless
3. On finding that the young person has wot tho bo! tho parents 
may:
a. express their feelings of anger and frustration, verbally 
as well as non-verbally
b. accuse the young person of not making the effort to be 
dry
4. The young people foel helpless and ashamed and may:
a. reflect die parents' behaviour back to diem on 'wet' 
mornings, or walk away fi-om a confrontation
b. distance themselves from the bed wetting by taking 
special core with thoir hygiono before loading the house 
(jperhaps an end stage phenomenon is when they don't do this but 
actualfy lie cnvaks in a ivet hedi this could bo titc ultimate signal 
that the young person really has given up trying)
5. The cycle of helplessness for bodi parents and the young 
people who wet the bed is self-perpetuating.
7/4/95
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Those young people Wio had adopted an attitude of optimistic pragmatism towards their bed wetting 
(Section 6.4.2) felt helpless to influence the situation at that time but they were not without hope that 
tho)' would one day bo dry. In more than half of these cases their parents had been bed wctters and 
had become spontaneously dry so these young people knew fi-om oxporionco close to homo that dry 
nights were possible. The message of Ian's parents to their son was characterised by hopo for the 
future:
"Mr I: We keep hoping that this is the time.
MRS I: We've told him that.
MR I: Ken, when he reaches a certain age, it's going to stop."
Father and mother of Ian (age 13) 1211/8 p. 12
Ian's mother had wet the bed herself until she was 11 or 12 years old.
It so Ixqipened that tho two young people who were most angiy about their bed wotting, Simon and 
Paul (Section 6.4.2) had also taken the most responsibihty for helping themselves to be dry and 
actually became dry shortly after their enrolment into the study. It is suggested that this attitude 
towards the bed wetting may have contributed to the outcome.
Ford (1992, p. 137) describes anger as an energising emotion:
" ... anger and determination ... may be just what is needed to overcome seemingly 
intractable obstacles to goal attainment... Tm mad as hell, and Fm not going to take it any 
more!"'
Lazarus (1991, p.218) suggests that blame rather than mere accountabihty is crucial for anger:
"To blame persons, rather than simply hold them accountable or responsible ... requires ... 
that we beheve that they could have acted differently, that they had control over the 
offending action."
While anger is usually direoted towards others it can be directed inwards, as is behoved to have been 
the case for Simon and Paul, with the result that they redoubled their efforts to be dry. The feet that 
they were angry rather than sad about their bed wetting suggests that they had come to beheve that 
th ^  could exercise some control over the situation, thM they could act differeirtly. Paul's fether
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described how his son's attitude towards his bed wetting changed from sadness to annoyance, which 
led to action:
"MR P: ... its stymied him as feras going off and doing things - for a while - then he 
thought, "nuts to it!' - you know - carried on - which is a great credit to him ... once he 
took control of himself - and you know, was saying Tm so frustrated by this, I must do 
something about it' and when he got to that stage it started to change. Because he was 
then feeling as though he was in control of himself and making his own decisions, and 
making his own mind up about it."
Father of Paul (age 13) 113/3 and 4 p. 1-2.
6.6.2 Perceived control
"In the broadest sense, perceptions of control can be thought of as naive causal models 
individuals hold about how the world works: about the likely causes of desired and undesired 
events, about their own role in successes and feilures, about the responsiveness of other 
people. ... People strive to experience control because humans have an innate need to be 
effective in interactions with the environment."
Skinner (1995) p.xvi-xvii
Five decades of research have estabhshed perceived control to be powerfully predictive of people's 
behaviour and motivation in many domains of life including: adaptation to chronic illness (Affleck et 
al, 1987; Braden, 1992; Hewlett, 1994; Watson et al, 1990); pain management (Amtz and Schmidt, 
1989; Clements and Cummmgs, 1991; Walding, 1991); patient decision makmg (Fuchs, 1987; 
K^lan, 1991); adjustment to ageing (Brandstaedter and Renner, 1990; Foy and Mitchell, 1990; 
Reich and Zautra, 1991); academic performance in school children (Patrick et al, 1993; Schmitz and 
Skinner, 1993; Skinner et al, 1988a,b), and coping with stress (Conqias et al, 1991; Wannon, 1990).
This brief review of the concqit of perceived control b^ins with an overview of four distinct yet 
intenelated constructs which have contributed to an understmiding of a system of beliefs which 
transcends it, which is sometimes referred to as the competence system (Connell and Wellborn,
1991; Skinner, 1995). The four constructs are:
• locus of control (Rotter, 1966, 1975; Lefcourt, 1992)
• learned helplessness (Sehgman, 1975; Abramson et al, 1978)
• causal attribution (Weiner, 1986, 1992), and
• self-efficacy (Bandura, 1989).
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There are many other related concepts, such as Ford's (1992) concept of personal agency behefe 
Wiich are incorporated into other theories of motivation. This brief review has been restricted to the 
concepts hsted above because they have formed the basis of a great deal of research into the related 
constructs of perceived control, motivation and coping.
Locus of control
In the original formulation of this theory Rotter (1966, p. 1) describes two perspectives that 
individuals may have of their control over the outcomes of their actions:
"When a reinforcement is perceived by the subject as ... not being entirely contingent upon 
his action, then ... it is typically perceived as the result of luck, chance, fete, as under the 
control of powerful others, or as unpredictable ... When the event is interpreted in this way 
by an individual, we have labelled this as a behef in external control. If the person perceives 
that the event is contingent upon his own behaviour or his own relatively permanent 
characteristics, we have termed this a belief in internal control)'
Locus of control is said to influence success or feilure through its effects on effort expenditure and 
persistence in the attainment of a goal. It was proposed that locus of control influences the 
individual's e?q)ectancy of success in any situation. An internal locus of control has been said to 
predict a more positive outcome than an external locus of control in a variety of situations 
(Strickland, 1989; Lefcourt, 1992). Hundreds of studies have involved the measurement of locus of 
control but Ford (1992) suggests that this literature is filled with results that are anomalous or hard 
to interpret. He warns of the dangers of assuming that predictive precision is achievable using such a 
global measure of the perceived control construct as no account is taken of the influence of context.
In a critique of locus of control as a construct Skinner (1995, p 4) comments
"... it is easy to assume that an individual's generally sense of control constitutes a stable, 
enduring, cross-situational trait-like predisposition ... Studies in which individuals are 
labelled as 'internals' and 'externals' contribute to this impression. In current 
conceptualizations, however, perceived control is usually considered a flexible set of inter­
related behefs that are organized around interpretations of prior interactions in specific 
domains."
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Skimier suggests that an individual's perceived control is not a fixed and enduring personal quality 
but involves a set of personally constructed behefe which can be changed in the hght of new 
experience, even if a great deal of contradictory evidence is required to alter them.
Locus of control was not measured in the participants in this study but a clear impression was gained 
fi-om talldng with both young people and their parents that the young people's perceived lack of 
control over their bladder fimction at night was regarded by most as a very situation-specific 
phenomenon. There was, however, a smaU group of young people, such as Carol and Stephen, who 
behaved as though their predominant tendency was towards a behef in external control and the 
attitude of these young people to their bed wetting was one of resigned helplessness and hopelessness 
(Section 6.4.2).
Learned helplessness
The theory of learned helplessness has undergone several revisions since it was originally proposed 
in the early 1970s. The original studies examined the links between non-contingency and subsequent 
cognitive, behavioural and motivational deficits. Based on the findings of experiments involving rats 
and dogs (Richter, 1958; Sehgman and Maier, 1967) the central proposition was that when people 
experience aversive events that occur independently of their own responses they learn that they are 
helpless and this behef in helplessness becomes more generahsed. When people who have learned 
that they are helpless in one situation are placed in situations where some control is possible, it is 
suggested that they continue to behave as though they are helpless, that is they are passive and do not 
seek out die control that is possible.
Learned helplessness has been imphcated in some forms of depression (Abramson et al, 1989; Hiroto 
and Sehgman, 1975; Sehgman, 1975; Wetzel, 1994) and has been reported as an outcome for both 
women and children foUowing years of physical or sexual abuse (Blair, 1986; KeUey,1986).
Since its original inception the theory has been revised. According to Abramson et al (1978) 
foUowing experiences of non-contingency individuals seek to explain the cause. The attribution for 
response-outcome non contingency can be classified on three dimensions of causahty: locus,
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stability and globality. Stability leads to chronicrty, globalhy is a measure of cross-situational 
generality and locus afreets the individual's self esteem.
It is not known whether young people's experience of helplessness with respect to their lack of 
control over their bed wetting, Wiich in some cases had been experienced for many years, had 
affected their perception of their own control in other situations or whether and to what extent it may 
have contributed to more general feelings of resigned helplessness and hopelessness whore theso were 
in evidence.
Causal attributions
Weiner (1986, 1992) has developed a theory of moti\'ation based on causal attribution. lie proposes 
that when something negative or unexpected happens people ask themselves why. The causes to 
which individuals attribute events can be placed along a number of dimensions which include: 
intemahty, stability, controllability and intentionality. These dimensions predict many important 
outcomes such as emotions, behaviour and the motivation to act.
When an individual attributes a sucœssful outcome to their own ability, it leads to enhanced self 
esteem, high expectations of success in the future and persistence with the activity in the mean time. 
When an individu^ attributes lack of succès to low ability, as a result of persistent feilure in the 
past, in spite of effort, the individual experiences low self esteem, feels helpless, expects feilure in 
the future and is unlikely to persist with the activity. This is reminiscent of the behaviour of many 
young people in this study wdio beheved themselves to be helpless to stop their bed wetting (Section 
6 .6. 1).
Weiner's attribution theory has found applications in many domains ranging from scholastic 
achievement and achievement in the work place to recovery from: rape; life-threatening illness, and 
traumatic accidents (Skinner, 1995). Causal attributions can influence motivation in powerful ways 
by altering an individual's e?q)ectations in relation to capability of achievement in the future.
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Self efficacy
According to Bandura (1989) an individual's emotions and behaviour are a reflection of the 
interaction of self efficacy and outcome expectancy. Effective action is most likely Wien an 
individual has a positive judgement of his self efficacy and a high expectation of a positive outcome. 
An individual who beheves that his self efficacy is low and a positive outcome is unlikely is, by 
contrast, likely to be apathetic and resigned. If a person with a behef in his own low self-efficacy 
beheves that others do enjoy the benefits of their efforts then Bandura suggests that the result is self 
devaluation and despondency. This is akin to the situation for many bed wetters wiio beheve that 
they themselves have no control over the situation which can be controlled by most 3-year olds. They 
beheve that the task is easy and should be readily achievable because most pre-school infants can 
achieve it. Bandura (1989) suggests that an individual's expectation of success in a given situation 
may be enough to create that success and even to blunt the impact of minor feilures. The ihusion of 
control may be adsqjtive if it leads to positive emotions such as optimism. This theme is explored 
further in Chapter 7.
A new conceptuahsation of perceived control
Based on research into perceived control and achievement in school children (e.g. Skinner et al, 
1988a,b; Schmitz and Skinner, 1993) and drawing upon different aspects of perceived control 
highlighted by studies of the related constructs of locus of control, learned helplessness, causal 
attribution and self efficacy described above, Skinner (1995) has proposed a new conceptuahsation 
of perceived control.
She distinguishes between three kinds of behef;
• control behefs - Wiich refer to generahsed expectancies about the extent to which the self 
can produce desired or prevent undesired events
• strategy (means-end) beliefs - which refer to generahsed expectancies about the extent to 
Wiich certain means are sufficient conditions for the production of ends (outcomes), and
• capacity (agency) behefs - which refer to generalised expectancies about the extent to which 
the self possesses or has access to certain means.
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Skinner proposes that these three behef sets fimction in the regulation and inte^retation of action. 
Strategy and capacity bchcfe arc involved in the evaluation and interpretation of performance. They 
arc both used in the individual's attempt to understand the moaning of successes and feilures and are 
themselves influenced by performance outcome. Control behefe are a combination of strategy and 
capacity behefe. Control behefe are analogous to performance expectations and success estimation, 
According to Skinner’s (1995, p.35-36) conceptualisation, strategy and capacity behefe are 
independent:
"A person can bo high on capacity (T have ah the means') and still report low strategy behefe 
(But none of the means produce any outcomes'). Or a person can be high on strategy behefe 
(There are lots of means that lead to outcomes') but stih perceive him - or herself - as 
lacking in edacity (But I don't have any of them')."
Strategy behefe are about "what it takes to ... " while edacity behefe relate to the individual's
perception of himself as "having what it takes to ...". Strategy behefe have a paraUol in the construct
of locus of control and include behefe about whether the outcome is dependent upon: effort, abihty,
powerful others or luck. Skinner et al (1988a,b) used these dimensions to develop profiles of
perceived control which they postulated would predict engaganent versus disaffection in the
academic domain.
Skinner ct ol (1990) found that children's engagement was positively related to control behefe and 
capacity behefe for effort and abihty, in the way predicts and was undermined by strategy behefe 
relating to luck. The highest levels of engagement were found among children whio reported that 
effort was an effective means and that they had the edacity to exert effort.
It is suggested in Chzq)tcr 7 that similar resKnch into young people's control behefe could be helpful 
in predicting which young people are likely to persist with treatment for their bed wetting for long 
enough for it to be effective. It is suggested, however, that prolonged engagement is also likely to bo 
strongly influenced by parents' own control behefe as most young people are likely to require a 
measure of help and support during this time (Chapter 7).
In seeking an answer to the question: "How do individual differences in perceived control develop?"
Sldnner (1995) puts forward a theory based on the assumption articulated by Sehgman in 1975 in
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relation to learned helplessness, namely that control behefe and their eonoequenoes eon create a self 
perpetuating cycle:
"Individuals who beheve tho)' have control act in ways that make success more likely and so 
confirm their initial high e?q)ectations of control. Furthermore, their sustained engagement in 
chaUenging tasks is hkely to lead to the development of actual competence over time. In 
contrast, indiwduals who do not beheve die)' can influence outcomes act in wa^ 's that forfeit 
opportunities for exerting control. Over time, through their passivity and avoidance of 
difficult tasks, they forgo the development of new competencies. Individual differences in 
developmental trajectories of both subjective control and objective competence wih result."
Skinner (1995) p.xvii
The chaUenge for health care professionals is to foster in young people who wet the bed, and their 
parents, a behef that some control over the situation is possible (Chapter 7).
6.7 Summary
Most young people are sad and ashamed about wetting the bed and want it to stop but they vary 
widely in thoir bohof in thoir own capacity to influence the situation and in their optimism about what 
the future holds.
Young people loam to feel ashamed of their bed wotting because of the negative evaluation of this 
behaviour by others, both within and outwith the household. The)' define the taslr os "easy" because 
they beheve that most three year olds can achieve it. As a result of past experience of repeated 
fiiiluro to become dry at night, however hard they have tried, they attribute their own look of success 
in this task to lack of ability. The thro^ posed to their self esteem by the ccmsure of others causes 
many young people to try to hide their "deficiency" from others and to avoid situations which might 
lead to the discovery of their secret.
When a young person is blamed for wetting the bed the young person's feelings of humiliation and 
shame are reinforced because they have fiiiled to hve up to an ego-ideal and have dis^pointed 
another person or other persons whose ^probation matters to them. As a result the young person 
experiences a further loss of control, an increasing sense of powerlessness and motivational
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inhibition. This is often interpreted by parents as a lack of concern. The young person is blamed for 
lack of effort and the cycle can become self perpetuating.
In situations where the young person is blamed and the bed wetting moves up the family's agenda, 
tension relating to bed wetting may increase as the young person's behef in his capacity to influence 
the situation declines, making the attainment of the desired goal less likely. The widespread practice 
by parents and others of blaming young people who wet the bed is therefore counter productive.
The imphcations of this study's findings for practice are explored in Chapter 7. This includes a 
discussion of how young people, their parents and indeed health care professionals can increase their 
behef in their capacity to influence a situation where the treatment process for bed wetting is 
controUable but where a rapid and successful outcome cannot be guaranteed.
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CHAPTER 7; IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND POSSIBLE DmECTIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
7.0 Introduction
The findings of this study have a number of imphcations for practice, many of which could form the 
basis for further research.
The aetiology of bed wetting and how best to treat it are still matters of considerable debate 
(Chapter 2). As suggested by the data presented in Chapter 4 and elsewiiere, understanding more 
about the natural history of the acquisition of nocturnal bladder control could be a fruitful line of 
inquiry. The focus of this study and this chapter is, however, on the family as the context within 
which bed wetting is experienced and treated. The diapter begins by outlining the conditions 
suggested by the data to be required to maximise the likelihood of a successful treatment outcome 
(Section 7.1). The concept of a fomily's readiness to engage in treatment is explored in Section 7.2. 
Some ways of enhancing young people's, parents' and health care professionals' sense of competence, 
in a situation where many individuals have come to beheve themselves to be helpless, are described 
in Section 7.3. Many professionals can become involved in helping fomihes where one or more 
young person wets the bed. The imphcations of this study for service organisation are given in 
Section 7.4.
7.1 Some conditions required to maximise the likelihood of a successful outcome 
to treatment
It is stroQgly suggested by the data that the following conditions (C1-C5) may need to be met for the
young person to have the best chance of achieving dry nights as the result of an intervention:
Cl + C2 + C3 + C4 + C5
Cl -  both the young person and the parents want the bed wetting to stop
C2 = both the young person and the parents beheve that the achievement of dry nights is 
contingent upon their efforts and that they are capable of making the effort required
C3 = the goal of achieving dry nights is not out-conipeted by more pressing priorities on 
the family's agenda for action
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C4 = the family gain access to a treatment method appropriate to the young person's necds^
which is within both the parents' and the young person's capability
C5 = the family have easy and rapid access to professional support and help especially if
they experience equipment failure, apparent lack of progress or the young person or 
the parents cease to believe in treatment
It is suggested that in the absence of any one of these conditions it is unlikely that any treatment 
prescribed by health care professionals will be sustained for long enough to stand a good chance of 
success.
These conditions were arrived at empirically but they have been found to be congruent with Ford's 
(1992, p.69) scheme for classifying the processes which contribute to goal achievement:
Achievement/Competence = Motivation x Skill x Responsive Environment
Biology
Ford (1992) suggests that achievement is the result of a motivated, skilful and biologically enable 
person interacting with a responsive environment, which Meditates, or at least does not excessively 
impede progress towards a goal. However Ford (1992, p. 124) suggests that it is not enough to have 
a goal in mind and the objective skills and circumstances to achieve it:
"People must also believe that they have the Ctq>abihties and opportunities needed to achieve 
their goal. Indeed, such behe6  are often more fundamental than the actual skills and 
circumstances they represent in the sense that they can motivate people to create 
opportunities and acquire capabilities they do not yet possess ...[quoting Kolligan and 
Sternberg, 1990]: 'At all points in the life cycle it is one's construal of reahty, rather than 
reality itself^  that most accurately predicts self concepts, goals, academic performance, and 
overall mental health'."
It is suggested in the conditions (C1-C5) hsted above, that c^abiUty behe& are necessary for a 
GUGcessful outcome to an intervention but the}' are not sufficient to ensure a successful outcome. As 
well as not being out-competed (G3)j it is suggested that the Emilies require to be provided with a 
responsive and supportive environment by health care professionals.
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In the present study the parents clearly felt that most health care professionals had httle to offer 
them, although thcii intention to be fiuîilitative was rarely questioned (Section 5.6). This situation is 
not helped by tlie lack of certainty amongst professionals about the aetiology of bod wetting (Section 
2.2.1) aiid how best to treat it (Section 2.2.3). The need to enhance health care professionals' sense 
of competence in the context of the management of bed wetting is touched upon in Section 7 3
7.2 Assessing the family's readiness to engage in treatment
The data from this study suggest that most parents beheve that they are helpless, feel helpless, and 
behave as though they are helpless to influence the young person's bed wetting from time to time. In 
some cases this behef is accompanied by feelings of hopelessness (Section 6.3). It has also been 
shown that many young people come to beheve that they are helpless, feel helpless and bdiave as 
though they are helpless to stop wetting the bed (Section 6.4). A relationship between the parent's 
and the young person's perception of themselves as helpless to influence the situation and the 
likelihood of the femily taking and persisting with action to encourage the bed wetting to stop is 
proposed in the form of a conditional matrix (Figure 29).
It is suggested that the testing of the hypotheses depicted in Figure 29 could be a fruitful line for 
research. The two components of perceived control, namely strategy behefe and capacity behefs, 
proposed by Skinner êt al (1988a,b) (Section 6.6.2), could be tested using a form of the Perceptions 
of Control Questionnaire (Skinner, 1995), modified for the domain of bed wetting.
If it is confirmed by such researdi that the combination of the parents' and the young person's 
perception of control is predictive of their engagement in treatment, and their persistence or 
otherwise with it in the hght of setbacks, it would seem prudent to assess these parameters prior to 
picscribing any treatment regimen. If either the young person or the parents, or both, are assessed as 
perceiving themselves to be helpless, it is suggested that the first priority should be to attempt to 
enhance these individuals' behefe in their own competence. Some strat%ies for enhancing the 
individual's behef in competence are proposed in Section 7.3.
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FIGURE 29 The hypothesised relationship between the parent's and the voung person's 
belief in hdolessn^s and the likelihood of action being taken to encourage the 
bed wetting to stop, once the bed wetting has been identified by them both as a 
problem
Young person, who wets the bed, beheves 
that he or she is HELPLESS
YES
Parent 
beheves 
that he 
or she 
is
HELPLESS
NO
YES
NO ACTION
No action taken by parent 
or young person to stop 
the bed wetting
ACTION MAY BE INITIATED 
BUT IS UNLIKELY TO BE 
SUSTAINED 
Parents may attempt to initiate a 
treatment regimen but young 
perscm's co-operation and 
commitment is at best half­
hearted as their expectancy of 
success is low
NO
ACTION UNLIKELY
While young person may beheve 
that taking action could lead to 
more dry nights, action is 
unlikely as parents are the 
gatekeepers to resources needed 
to take action
BEST CHANCE THAT 
ACTION WILL BE BOTH 
INITIATED AND SUSTAINED 
Parent(s) and young person 
actively engage together in 
methods to stop the bed wetting - 
UNLESS the resolution of the 
young person's bed wetting is 
out-competed (m the family's 
agenda by more pressing 
priorities within the femily at the 
time
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It also shown in this study that the active treatment of the young person's bed wetting can be out- 
competed by other priorities on the femily's agenda for action (Section 5.4). Assessing the 
appropriateness of the timing of any intervention, with families, in relation to other femily priorities 
at the time could be of particular importance in ensuring that the optimum time is chosen to embark 
on any treatment r%imen which is likely to require the prolonged co-operation of all the family.
For treatment to be successful it is axiomatic that the young person should desire the goal which is to 
be striven for. There is evidence presented in this study to suggest that a small minority of young 
people may gain some secondary benefits from bed wetting (Section 6.4). This may be associated 
with a poor relationship with one or both parents. Careful questioning of the young person on his 
own and of the parents may help to identify such caceCü which may not bo obvious to a health care 
professional wfro does not know the femily well.
It may be that the femily dynamics are assessed as being so unconducive to the provision of a 
supportive environment for the young person to learn the skills of becoming dry at night that the first 
step in treatment may need to be some form of femily therapy to improve communication and to 
foster positive mutual regard and empathy between femily members, as well as to enhance the 
femily's collective problem solving skills.
7.3 Enhancing a belief in competence among voung people, their parents and 
health care professionals
"Tasks of'just manageable difficulty', Wdch are replete with unsuccessfiil attempts, are the 
natural playground for the operation of the competence system, and dealing with them 
provides learning as well as joy and satisfection However, prolonged unpredictability and 
uncontrollabihty overwhelm die competence system and, when crystallized as a general 
sense of incompetence or non-contingency, prevent it from functioning optimally in response 
to challenges."
Skinner (1995) p. 136
The need for competence is considered by Skinner to be an innate and universal human need. 
Competence in this context refers to the contingency between behaviours and outcomes and is the
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extait te wtich a person feels enable of produeing desired and pres enting undeoired es'ents. Its 
opposite is non-competence, that is helplessness (Section 6 .6 ).
Many examples of young people and their parents perceiving themselves to be helpless to influence 
the bed wetting are given in this thesis. A belief in competence can be enhanced among young people 
and their parents when they are provided with opportunities for exercising and experiencing effective 
control.
Exhortations to make more effort mav be counter-productive
In situations where individuals already perceive themselves to be doing badly, emphasising the 
effectiveness of effort may lead them to foci even more incompetent. They may further doubt their 
own abilides, stop trying and ciqierienec increased negative self evaluation. It is suggested that this is 
what is hiqipcning in the cases of those young people who are being told by their parents (usually 
their fothers) that they could be dry if only they tried harder (Sections 6.3.2 and 6.5.3).
In the academic domain this phenomenon has been dcxjcribed by Covington and Omelich (1979, 
p. 169) as "the double edged sword" of effort. Failure in spite of high effort expenditure is attributed 
to low ability. Covington and Omelich (1985) suggest in the school setting that given a choice 
between being judged lazy and being judged stupid, most people prefer to be seen as lazy. It may bo 
that young people who wet the bed would rather be judged lazy than incapable of performing a task 
perooh'ed to bo within the control of a throe year old, particularly as they grow older. This, combined 
with their knowledge from experience that effort is futile, may account for many young people's 
disengagement or at best half heartedncss when engaged in treatment. Half hearted action only 
increases the experience of foilure, lending to frustration and perhrqjs to fbolings of hopelessness.
Creating opportunities where effective control is possible
It is suggested that enhancing a belief in oompetenee among young people and their parents can be 
faeilitatcd when opportnnitics are created for them to m^orienoe effective control. In the ease of bed 
wetting this can involve exercising eonfrol over the treatment process, although the outcome cannot 
be guaranteed, and minimising the effects of the practical consequences of bed wetting.
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One way of increasing the experience of effective control, come upon serendipitously in this study, is 
to encourage young people to keep a truthful record of their wet and dry nights which is not linked to 
any reward for dry nights. Instead it is suggested that parents reward only the truthful and timely 
keeping of the record. Many parents found from their own experience that offering rewards for dry 
nights put too much pressure on the young person, with the result that the number of wet nights 
increased (Section 5.5.2). In this study several young people came to see that dry night»; were 
possible through the keeping of the diary and the success was attributed by them to their own efforts 
and not to chance (Section 6.4.2). In a sense, Wiether the increase in the number of dry nights 
achieved was, in feet, due to chance does not matter. The individual's perception that the outcome 
was contingent on their efforts is what matters as this can lead to increased engagement with a 
difScult task, enhanced self esteem and optimism for the future.
If it is decided that the circumstances are right for some form of behavioural training such as a 
bedside or body-worn alarm, the young person should be rewarded for actively engaging in the 
method and keeping an accurate and timely record rather than for achieving dry nights per se. More 
dry nights may of themselves be sufficient motivation for the young person to continue with 
treatment once the outcome is seen to be contingent on effort.
Until the young person becomes reliably dry, it may be he^fol for parents to encourage young 
people to take more responsibility for managing the practical consequences of the wet beds (Section 
5 .1.2) with a simple system of rewards or peihaps a points system leading to a special treat. This 
could have the added benefit of reducing the woric load for the parents and the tension for everyone 
within the household in the mornings.
The appropriateness of this ^proach would need to be carefully discussed with the parents. Some 
parents may feel that the young person should play their part in the practicalities without the need for 
any tangible reward. Consistent praise may well be sufficient to convey to the young person the 
message: "We appreciate your help with this task" and to foster a sense of mutual co-operation.
What is important is that the management of the practicalities is not portrayed as a punishment:
"You wet the bed, you clear it up!"
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Encouraging realistic expectations
There is evidence that the most adaptive control beliefs are realistic ones (Wannon, 1990). Malone- 
Lee (1992) suggests, in the context of bed wetting, that it is iitqjortant not to raise felse expectations 
of the likelihood of a successful outcome from treatment. There were many examples of unrealistic 
reassurance having been given to individuals in this study, as mentioned for example by Anthony:
"ANTHONY: Everyone gave me, like, an age when it would stop at. I thought, 'Oh 
great, it will just stop overnight when Pm that age', and of course it never did"
Anthony (age 16) 332/41 p.l
It is inqiortant for health care professionals to acknowledge to femihes that the attainment of night 
time bladder control is not an easy task for some young people and it is outwith their conscious 
control in most cases. The data suggest that one of the most inqx)rtant things that health care 
professionals working with femihes can do is to encourage parents to create a supportive social and 
emotional climate within the home for the young person to leam the skill of becoming dry at night. 
This involves them in accepting the young person as he is, acknowledging all the young person's 
attempts at self help, focusing on any positive gains, however small and avoiding blame.
If treatment feils it is important that the message is conveyed to femihes that this is not the feult of 
the young person or their parents if they have engaged in the trKitment conscientiously as the reasons 
^^y some young people respond to certain treatments while others do not are fai from certain 
(Chapter 2). Asking femihes to repeat treatment r^imes which they beheve do not work is doomed 
to feilure (Section 5.6.2).
When engaged in a difficult task it is clearly maladaptive to interpret each setback as evidence of
lack of abihty, yet this is what most young people quite understandably seem to do. In challenging
situations vskere active engagement is essential, people can maintain their own engagement by
r^ulatiog their action, through such means as intentional self-encouragement, boosting
determination, and optimism. Active engagement is fecihtated by bolstering feelings of effectiveness
and looking for contingencies. There are many books available on techniques to enhance "positive
thinking" but positive thinking on its own is not enough. The task for health care professionals is to
provide a supportive and responsive environment to ensure that femily members' efforts stand the
best chance of being rewarded and ta  encourage parents to do the same.
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Enhancing a sense of competence among health care professionals
Many of the principles outlined above are equally c^phooblo to health ooro professionals. The aim is 
to encourage health care professionals to engage with femilies in a difficult task for long enough for 
success to be achieved, to have realistic expectations and to be able to handle setbacks without 
resorting to disengagement. It is suggested that the confidence of health care professionals in their 
ability to help femilies could be enhanced by the availabihty of evidence based clinical protocols 
winch would help them to give care known by them to meet "best practice" standards. Evçn the 
illusion of control could be adaptive, as it could motivate professionals to acquire c^abilities that 
they do not yet possess through prolonged engagement with a challenging task.
7.4 Implications for service organisation
As this study shows, many professionals may become involved in helping fiunilios whore one or more 
children wet the bed, including: hmlth visitors; general practitionerG; school nurses; continence nurse 
adviscre; paediatricians; urologists; clinical medical officers; psychiatrists; clinical psychologists and 
social workers (Section 5.6).
Wright and Leahey (1993, p.27) stress the importance of assessing a health problem at all system 
levels, and then intervening at the system level "with the greatest leverage for change". If a 
pathological problem is su^cctcd at the oigan sy stem level, a specialist opinion fi^ om a urologist 
may be pivotal to ensuring that the most impropriate oare is initiated. If the problem is assessed as 
being exacerbated by poor interpersonal relationships within the femily, then the situation may, in 
some cases, require the intervention of a specialist in femily therapy. It is suggested, however, that 
for most monosymptomatio bed wettcrs the management of the bod wotting is well within the remit of 
the members of the primary health care team.
Enuresis clinics are being set up and evaluated in many parts of the UK and abroad (Chisholm,
1995; Larsen et al, 1992; Vermaak, 1992) and can provide a valuable service, but it is suggested 
that unless a member of the primary health care team is involved with the clinic, the context within 
which the bed wetting is being managed by the femily may be lost sight of.
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When working with pre-school children the health visitor is particularly likely to discover the 
fkiuily's "secret" and to be in a position to give practical advice and support to the femily as a whole. 
Often the health visitor acts as the gatekeeper to more specialist services, via the general practitioner.
It is, however, unrealistic to e?q)ect that dl health visitors will have fee necessary specialist 
knowledge to act effectively. There is evidence to suggest that some health visitors and school nurses 
do not feel confident about their abilities to help femilies with the management of bed wetting 
(Paterson, 1993). In Paterson's study, a number of health visitors commented that they had received 
no formal education or training in this area. To quote one of Paterson's respondents:
"... we need more training, more equipment and more e3q>ertise."
Paterson (1993) p.423
It is therefore suggested that health visitors need to be supported in this role and to receive 
appropriate in-service training and opportunities for up dating (Chisholm, 1995; ERIC, 1993).
The estabUshment of inter-disciplinary evidence based clinical protocols for assessment and 
treatment and the development of explicit referral criteria could incr^se fee probabihty of the femily 
gaining access to fee most ^ propriate help Guidelines on minimum standards of practice are 
already in existence (Morgan, 1993) and could be built upon.
7.5 Summary
It is shown in this study that parents and young people are likely to enter into clinical relationships
with pre=concdvcd ideas about the causes of fee bed wetting and fee young person's control over the
situation. In many cases these views are likely to be at variance with fee views of professionals. It is
suggested that a difference between lay and professional viewpoints can lead to feilures of
intervention, especially when femily members regard fee tr^tment suggestions of health care
professionals to be ill-conceived. Failure of professionals to assess and take cognisance of the
responsiveness, or otherwise, of fee social environment within which their tr^tments are to be
conducted may also lead to treatment failure. Understanding fee femily's perspective enables a
dialogue to be engaged in which takes account of the reahty of the femily's circumstances, including
family members' beliefs, c^abihties and access to resources. ^
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T H E  S E R E N I T Y  P R A Y E R
G o d  g r a n t  m e  t h e  s e r e n i t y  t o  a c c e p t  t h e  
t h i n g s  I  c a n n o t  c h a n g e ,  t h e  c o u r a g e  t o  
c h a n g e  t h e  t h i n g s  I  c a n  c h a n g e ,  a n d  t h e  
w i s d o m  t o  k n o w  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e .
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YOUNG PERSON'S 
URINARY SYMPTOMS 
QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire asks about any problems which your son has with passing urine in the daytime and 
at night. It will only take a few minutes to fill in. You may like to discuss the answers togetlier as a 
family or your son may complete it unaided if preferred.
Your answers will be put together with those of other young people who wet the bed on some 
occasions, to build up a picture of young people's experiences.
It is oitirely confidential. There is no need to put your name on it. The identification number on the top 
of the next page is for administrative purposes only. Your answers will only be seen by the research 
nurse and by the technician who enters the information on computer, who does not know who you are.
The research nurse will collect the form from you when she visits. She will be pleased to answer any 
questions about filling in the form when she calls.
PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS 
BUT PUT A CROSS BY ANY QUESTION WHERE THE MEANING IS NOT CLEAR
Thank you
Moya J Morison 
Research Nurse
Company limited by guarantee • registered in Scotland - N“ 7335. Registered c^rity - N" 33293
Study number O  O  O  
(for computer purposes only)
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY TICKING THE APPROPRIATE 
BOX OR ANSWERING THE QUESTION IN THE SPACE PROVIDED
Section A. Night time ivmptonn 
(Night time is from the time you go to sleep at night until the time you get up in the morning)
la. how many nights every 6 nights 5 nights 4 nights 3 nights 2 nights 1 night
in the week do you night per week per week per week per week per week: or less
usually wet the bed? per week
O z □ 3 □ 4 □ 3 □ 3 □  z
b. how many nights did every 6 nights 5 nights 4 nights 3 nights 2 nights 1 niglit
you wet the bed last niglit or less
week?
□  , □ z □ 3 □ 4 □ 3 □ r . □  z
2a. how many times per once, when once, during 4 times
night do you usually wake waking iq) the night only twice 3 times or more
up to find yourself wet ? in the morning
□ 3 □ 3 □ 4 □ 3
b. how many times per 
night did you wake up to 
find yourself wet last week?
once, when 
waking up 
in the morning
once, during
tlie night only twice
□ .  O 3 □
3 times
4 times 
or more
□
3. on dry nights, how many 
times do you usually 
get up to use the toilet?
not at once 
all
twice 3 times 4 times 
or more
I do not have 
any dry nights
4. have you ever had a period of at least 6 months
when you were dry every night? Yes No cannot remember 
8
if  YES:
b. how old were you thai? years
□  : a  □
L J  L —j months 1— 11— 1
c. for how long (in months or years) were you dry every night? months/years
(delete whatever 
does not apply)
S. when sleeping away from home 
with friends, relations or on 
holiday do you usually have:
More f  ewer lire same number
dryniglits dry niglits of dry niglits
□ ,  Q  D s
I do not sleep 
away from home
□
Section B. Sleeping arrangements at home
6a. do you share a bedroom with anyone else? Yes 1—11 No L J  !
if  Y ES, please say who you share with: _________________________________
b. do you share a bed with anyone else?
If YES, please say who you share with:
Yes O l  No 0 1 ;
7. Wiat sort of bed do you sleep in? (please tick one box):
□a. single bed
b. double bed
c. bunk bed, top
d. bunk bed, bottom
e. otlier arrangement
□ z
□ 3
□ 4
□ 5 please describe here:
8. vtcrc is the nearest toilet in relation to your bedroom? (please tick one box):
a. next to your bedroom L J 1
b. not next to your bedroom, but on Üie same floor L—j  2
c. upstairs L J 3
d. downstairs L J 4
e. out of doors L J 5
f. another arrangement L J ô
please describe here:_____ =_____ _____________________________
c. Day-time symptoms 
(from the time you get up in the morning until the time you go to sleep at night)
Not Very Occasionally Often Very Always Don't
at all occasionally often kitow
In the last month, or so:
9. luive you felt a strong 
need to pass urine with 
little or no warning?
10. have you had to
pass urine 5-10 minutes 
after you last passed urine?
11. have you had a burning 
feeling when passing urine?
EH i O 2  O s  O 4  Q s  O ô  O
12. have you leaked urine 
when coughing, sneezing, 
laughing. Jumping or lifting?
13a.havc you had such a strong 
need to pass urine that 
you leaked before being 
able to reach the toilet?
O i  O 2 O 3 O 4 O 3 O c  o
b. did tlic urine leak tlirougli
to the outside of your clothes? Yes, usually Yes, sometimes No Not applicable
□ .  O 2 O 3 □
e. do you wear a protective pad or 
any other absorbent material in 
your underpants in the daytime
in case you leak urine? Yes, usually Yes, sometimes No
14. how many times do you 
usually pais urine 
in the daytime?
1-3 times 
a day
4-9 times 
a day
10 or more times
a day 
□
Don't
know
15. once you first feel the need 
to pass urine, how long can 
you wait comfortably before 
going to the toilet?
Less tlian 
1 minute
□ ,
1-5
minutes
6-15
minutes
More tlian 
15 minutes
□ 2  O s  □
It depends. Don't
not regular know
U s  □ 8
16. Please describe any other problems or practical difTicuitics that you have with passing urine in tlie daytime;
Section D General health problem»
17. do you have any health problems? Yes [ ]  1 No I I2
If YES, please briefly list the problems here;
18. are you taking any tablets, or liquid medicines at the moment? Yes
If YES, please write down their names here:
C H i  No O ;
Questionnaire completed by (please tick one):
a. young person, alone
b. young person with one or more parents/carers
c. parent(syadult carer(s) only
□
□
□
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP
MJM 1 November 1993
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APPENDIX III
PARENT'S/CARER'S NIGHT-TIME DIARY OF YOUNG PERSON'S BED WETTING
INSTRUCTIONS
This Is your diary of the young person's wet and dry nights. It also shows how often you 
get up during the n i ^  to help or supervise the young person bceause he or she has wet the 
bed. It is very quick and easy to fill in.
At the top of each page there is a table. In this table please mark the times you discover 
a wet bed and how many times in the night you get up. Below the table there is space for 
you to describe the night's events in a little more detail and in your own words.
There are several steps to filling in the diary:
Use a new sheet for EACH night,
and fill in the day of the week and the date.
•  After the young person has gone to bed, if he or she calls you, or you heai ihc bed 
wetting alarm at any time, please put a C (for called) in row 1, and in the same box 
indicate whether the bed is: wet (W) or dry (D).
Choose the box NEAREST to the time: ive do not need the actual time
•  Just before you go to bed yourself, check the young person's bed . In row 1, put:
W if the bed is wet or D if the bed is dry and 
indicate the time when you go to bed with a tick (y )  in row 2.
•  when you get up in the morning, check the young person's bed. Indicate if the bed
is: wet (W) or dry (D), and enter this in row 1 and 
indicate the time you get up in the morning by putting a second tick in row 2.
If the young person gets up later than you, and you are still at home, indicate 
whether the bed is wet (W) or dry (D) at the time when the young person gets up.
The next part of the diary is left blank for you to describe what happened in the 
night. Who did what? How did you feel at the time? How do you fool at the time of 
writing up the diary?
You can continue on the back of the sheet if you need more space.
Please put the time when you complete the diary at the bottom of the page The 
purpose of this is to find out when people find it most convenient to describe the 
previous night's events in their own words.
A completed example is given on the next page. There are also two more examples for 
you to fill in with the research nurse. This diary method is at an early stage of development 
and the research nurse would like to make sure, with you, that this form of diary suits your 
personal circumstances. THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP
EXAMPLE 1
This is what happened: At 9pm John called his mother (C) and she discovered that the 
bed was wet (W). She checked the bed again jüst before she went to bed herself, at 
11.15 PM ('V') and John's bed was dry (D). John called his mother again at 2am. The 
bed was wet (CW). When she got up at 6.30am ( ^ )  John's bed was wet (W) again. 
When John got up at 8 am his bed was dry (D).
DAY OF WEEK....Thursday. DATE:.... 8  July.
6i»n 7pm 8pm 9pm 10pm ll|Mn mid­
night
lam 2am 3am 4am Sam 6am 7am 8am 9am
Row 1 Young
p«non%bed
weOinR
CW D CW W 1)
Row 2 Time you 
go to bed and 
time you get up 
in the morning
✓ ✓
The chart diows that John's mother had to get up once in the night to help him, but in total she 
found the bed wet three times. Below the table, she would have givrai in her own words more details 
of what happened that night.
The next two examples are for you to fill in with the research nurse
EXAMPLE 2
DAY OF WEEK: DATE:
6pm 7pm 8pm 9pm 10pm 11pm mid­
night
lam 2am 3am 4am Sam 6am 7mm 8am 9am
Row 1 Young 
perton^ ibed 
wetting .
Row 2 Time you 
go to bed and 
time you get up 
in the morning
EXAMPLE 3
DAY OF WEEK. DATE.
6pm 7pm 8pm 9pm lOpn 11pm mid­
night
lam 2am 3am 4am Sam 6am 7am 8am 9am
RowlYmmg
pefMu^bed
wetting
Row2Timeyou 
go to bed and 
time you get up 
in the morning
PARENTSVCARERS' NIGHT-TIME DIARY OF YOUNG PERSON'S BED WETTING 
DAY OF WEEK.........................................  DATE:.................................................
CODE LETTERS: W for a wet bed 
D for a dry bed 
C young person oalled you
V beneath the time you wrait to bed, and got up in the morning
6pm 7pm Spm 9pm 10pm 11pm mid­
night
Inm 2am 3am 4am Sam 6am 7am 8am 9am
Row 1 Young
penon t^bed
wettmg
Row 2 Time you 
go to bed and 
time you got up 
in the morning
Personal Diary
TIME OF COMPLETING DIARY: MJM 8/7/93
APPENDIX rV
MANAGING BED WETTING: SUMMARY OF METHODS TRIED 
(Completed by research nurse in consultation witii principal carer after discussion of mctliods tried is exhausted.)
Method Have you ever How old was he/she For how long
used this method? when yon Jlrst tried did you try this
this method? method?
(years)
Are you still using 
this method?
(^)
L BED WETTING
. Enuresis alarm 
: bedside alarm
;1 : ; type/description;
b, body worn alarm
' type/description:_
□
□
c. other
(specify/dcscription)
Medication
a. Desraoprcssln_(Dcsmospray)
□
□
cant remeniber/don't know weeks/monlhs/ycars
can't rememher/don't know weeks/monlhs/years
cnn't reincmbcr/don't know weeks/monllis/ycai's
cnnt rcntcnilxy/donl know wecks/nioiiUis/ycHrs
□
□
□
□
b. Imipramine (Tofranil)
c. Amitryptyline (Tiyptizol)
□
□
can't remember/dnnt know
cant remember/doiit know weeks/monUis/yeare
vveeks/nionlhs/yeans
□
□
d. Other - specify (1) □
can't rcmcnihcr/don't know weeks/nioiillLs/ycars
□
(2 ) □
cant remember/doiit know weeks/njontlis/ycars
□
M y .
Method Have you ever 
used this method? 
(^)
3. : Modification of evening/night time 
routines
a. lifting/raising to use toilet during night
usual time(s) of lifting: (1)_ 
(2). 
( 3 ) .
b. restricting fluid intake 
before bedtime
 ^ usual time of last drink
 ^ usual bedtime______
c. restricting tvne of fluid taken 
before bedtime
List drinks NOT given at bedtime 
e.g. coffee, cola____________
‘ d. other -specify: (1)
4. Bedding and personal protection 
Ça. mattress protection methods tried:
' v :  ( 1 ) ______ — __________________
(2).
(3 )
b. Personal protection worn 
. by young person:
■ (1)
(2).
□
□
□
□
(3)_
□
□
□
□
□
□
How old was he/she 
when you first tried 
this method?
(years)
cant remembg/dont know
cant rcincnilwr/doii't know
cant rcmember/dnnt know
cant remenibCT/dont know
cant rcmembcr/dont know
cant remcmbo'/dont know
For how long Arc you still using
did you try this this method?
method?
cant rcincinbcr/dont know
cant rememhcr/drmt know
cant remember/dont know
cant rcnienibcr/dont know
cant remember/dont know
wceks/niontha/years
weeks/mnnlhs/ycare
wecks/nionüia/years
weeks/monlhs/years
(^)
weeks/monlhs/years
wccks/monUw/ycar»
wceks/monllw/ycars
weeks/moiiüis/yeàrs
weeks/monlhs/years
wceks/monlhs/>'ears
wccks/monlln/years
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
■ kxS ■ : -Method -
5. Rewards
a. "stars for dry nights 'chart
b .. other "incentive” chart
e.g. Princess Marie's journey to the palace
Have you ever How oltl was he/she For how long Are you still using
used this method? when you first tried did you try this this method?
(^)
□
□
this method? 
(years)
method?
cant remember/dont know
cant ronembcr/dont know
weeks/months/years
wccks/months/years
□
□
c. Other - specify (1)
f f
□
□
□
cant remember/dont know
cant remember/dont know
cant rcmembcr/dont know
wccks/months/years
weeks/montlis/ycars
wceks/monüœ/ycars
□
□
□
i6 . Penalties/sanctions
a.
c.
□
□
□
cant remcmbcr/dont know weeks/monllrs/years
cant rcmemher/dont know wccks/months/years
□
□
□
cant renwanber/dont know weeks/monlhs/years
i Method Have you ever used this method? (^)
7^ Pry bed training
: > (an intensive training schedule involving
□
waking the child at set intervals during the night)
; .b.; Concurrently with an enuresis alarm? 
’ (link to Q 1 for age, duration etc.)
" I -  ■ -
8a. Relaxation and self hvnnosis 
: ÿ  . e.g. "you are the boss of your bladder"
□
□
bJ Who taught this?
I
(tick)
GP
HV
Clinical psychologist 
Urologist (hospital/clinic) 
Continence adviser 
Parents' own idea 
other (specify)
9. Psvchotheranv
: (with a clinical psychologist)
□
How old was he/she 
when you first tried 
this method?
(years)
cant remBTibCT/dont know
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
For how long 
did you try this 
method?
Are you still using
this method?
(^)
cant remember/dont know
weeks/monlhs/years
weeks/montlw/years
cant ronember/dont know weeks/monlhs/years
□
□
□
10. Familv theranv □
cant remember/dont know wedca/monlhs/years
□
11. Other □
cant remember/dont know wcd(s/monllis/ycars
□
Method.
..
Have you ever How old ivas he/she For how long
used this method? when you first tried did you try this
( this method? method?
(years)
Are you still using
this method?
(^)
□
lAYTlME WETTING
Bladder training
holding practice
n  (eg visits toilet every hour, lengthen ly 
j^^lO minutes per week until child can 
-comfortably manage 6  times/day)
X. retention control training 1— 1
v; (e.g. once a dsy drinks 1 - 1  Vi pints of 
/j^  fevourite drink, reports need to void,
- r timer set - to withold voiding until timer 
firings, period lengthened over time)
:% ’■ • ,■. . .
 ^sphincter control exercises 
V (stopping, counting, re-starting stream)
□
cant remember/dont know
cant remoTiber/dont know
cant remeniber.dont know
weeks/months/years
weeks/months/years
weeks/months/years
□
□
□
Jrv pants training
Praise for dry pants before giving child 
attention such as an activity, meal, 
:(onv€rsation)
□
cant ronember.dont know weeks/monlhs/yeare
□
DIegengitisation techniques
w^ith a clinical psychologist, to overcome
;^ >eci£ic fears relating to use of toilet)
□
cant renwanber.dont know weekn/nronlhs/years
□
Other methods (describe) □
□
cant ronenibcT.dont know weeks/inoullui/ycars
cant remember.dont know wceks/nionths/years
□
□
□
cant reinanber.dont know weeks/monUis/yeani
□
MJM 
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INBURGH
ficipal Donald Leach, BSc, FIMA, CPhys, MlnstP, CEng, MBCS
APPl i NülX V
irwood Terrace • Edinburgh • EH12 8TS Telephone 031 317 3000Fax No 031 317 3256
Health and Nursing
Head of Department
Prof W W Thomson BSc (Soc Sci),
RGN, SCM, ONC, DipNAdmin, RNT
15 August 1993
To parents and carers:
RESEARCH STUDY ON MANAGING BED WETTING
I am a postgraduate research nurse at Queen Margaret College in Edinburgh. My special 
interest is in the assessment and management of bed wetting in children and young adults.
It is surprising, perhaps, that we know very little at the moment about how parents manage 
bed wetting in young people of different ages or the effects of bed wetting on the family as 
a whole.
Bed wetting is a very common problem - much more common than most people might 
think. Many methods have been used to treat bed wetting over the years but no one way 
has been found to be successful for everyone. I am undertaking a study of the methods 
ûimilies are using now and have tried in the past. I am interested to know about any 
practical problems that families have experienced and the effects of bed wetting on the 
young people themselves and on those who care for them
In order to carry out this research I need the help of parents and carers and the purpose of 
this letter is to invite you to take part. This would involve you in:
• completing a simple questionnaire
• keeping a brief "diary of events" - this would include basic information such as how 
many nights per week the young person wets the bed and how many times you need to 
get up in the night yourself to help or supervise,
• a visit ftom me to collect the gestionnaire and to have a conversation with you about 
the methods that you have used to manage bed wetting, whether or not these were 
prescribed by the doctor. It would also be helpful to have a brief conversation with the 
young person, if he or she is willing to take part.
This study has the approval of your GP and has been approved by the appropriate 
committee of Forth Valley Health Board. You will have received this letter from your 
Health Visitor. I will only know your name if you agree to this, and if you agree to take 
part in the study and return the consent form to me
Company limited by guarantee • registered in Scotland - N" 7335. Registered charity - N® 33293
It is important that you should know that the information collected will not have your 
name on it. It is completely confidential. Your answers will only be seen by me, the 
research nurse. The technician who enters the information on computer will not be given 
your name.
As with any research you have the right to withdraw at any time, without giving a reason. 
Your GP will not be told that you have withdrawn. Withdrawing from the study would not 
in any way afreet the care that you receive, now or in the future.
If you agree to help with this research please complete the consent form enclosed 
and return it to me in the envelope provided.______________________________
If you have any questions about the study please do not hesitate to contact me, by writing 
to me at the above address or telephoning me at the following number;
0 7 8 6  8 4 2 0 3 4 .
Should I be out of the office, please leave a message on the answerphone and I will return 
your call. This telephone line is for my use only, and no-one else will hear your call.
Your help by participating in this study would be greatly appreciated. I hope that through 
your participation new knowledge will be gained which will be very useful in helping both 
nurses and doctors to understand bedwetting from the carers' point of view, and benefit 
those who experience bed wetting in the future. Many people find that they themselves 
benefit from taking part in a study such as this by talking through experiences with 
someone who is outside the family and who is not directly involved in their care.
Yours sincerely
Moya J Morison
2 u e e n  M argaret C o lle g e
NINBURGH
incipal Donald Leach, BSc, FIMA, CPhys, MlnstP, CEng, MBCS
srwood Terrace • Edinburgh • EH12 8TS
To: Mrs Moya Morison
Post graduate Research Nurse
Telephone 031 317 3000
Fax No 031 317 3256
Health and Nursing
Head of Department
Prof W W Thomson BSc (Soc Sci),
RGN, SCM. ONC. DipNAdmin. RNT
RESEARCH ON MANAGING BED WETTING 
CONSENT FORM
To be completed by parent or principal carer and by the young person if  aged 16 years 
or over
I confirm that I am willing to take part in this research.
The purpose of the study has been explained to me in writing. I understand that I may 
withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason. My GP will not be informed 
of my decision.
Signature of parent 
or principal carer ..
Please PRINT name:
Date:
Relationship to young person (if not parent):.
Signature of young person 
(if aged 16 years or over):.
Please PRINT name:
Date:
Please complete this part o f the form in BLOCK CAPITALS
ADDRESS
Telephone number (if available):....................................................
Best time for research nurse to telephone you to arrange to meet:.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP
Company limited by guarantee • registered in Scotland - N® 7335. Registered charity - N® 33293
APPENDIX VI The information required bv the Ethics of Research Committee on 
sample selection and enrolment
(reproduced as given, on the Committee's standardised proforma)
HOW MANY SUBJECTS WILL PARTICIPA TE? JusHfy satnple size
It is hoped initially to rooruit 25 hunilies from all occupational olassos to the main study, with individuals 
evenly distributed across the age range and from both sexes. Because of the sensitivity of the topic a response 
rate of only 50% may be realistic. Allowing 5-6 Emilies for pilot interviews contact may need to be m a^  with 
50-60 families initially  ^This is an exploratory study involving a grounded theory approach which is intended 
to identify the variables relevant to the study's research questions. As such it involves in-dq)th iiUerviews with 
relatively small numbers of families. Families will be recruited until the variation within the sample has been 
explained.
WHAT ARE THE CRITERIA FOR SUBJECT PARTICIPATION/EXCLUSION?
Inclusion criteria: families with one or more young persons aged 5-20 years, living at home, who have primary 
or secondary nocturnal enuresis and who experience at least 7 wet nights in a two-week period.
Exclusion criteria: Emilies where the young person with nocturnal enuresis is sufQcientfy mentally or 
physically ill or handicapped to be attending a special school or d ^  care facilities for the mentally or 
physically ill or handicapped, or to be receiving care exclusively at home.
HOW ARE SUBJECTS TO BE SELECTED?
The sample will be selected from families known to the GP and Health Visitor and from outpatients attending 
urodynamic/continence clinics referred to the Continence Advisory Nurse. In order not to breach 
confidentiality or to jeopardise relationships between the family and the GP, Health Visitor and Continence 
Adviser, a letter (Appendix V in this tliesis) inviting Ëunilies to participate in the study, will be sent direct to 
the families from their Health Centre or delivered by the Health Visitor, with a teply-i)aid envelope addressed 
to the researcher. In this way, the researcher will only know the identities of those 6milies who have given 
their informed consent. Families who decline to take part will not be followed up but the number of refusals 
will be noted to calculate the overall response rate.
HOW LONG WILL INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS BE INVOLVED IN THE STUDY?
The main data collection phase for each family is expected to be complete within 3 months. This is the time 
from the initial approach requesting the family's permission to take part in the study to the conq)l^on of 
diaries and interviews with the research nurse. At a later date, approximately 9 months after the initial contact, 
the research nurse will return to the family briefly with the aggregated study results.
NHS FACIUTIES TO BE USED IN THE COURSE OF THE STUDY 
Where appropriate, approval/agreement for use should be d^aUed.
None
HOW MILL THE CONSENT OF OTHERS CLINICiLLYINVOLIED, INCLUDING SUBJECTS' GPs, 
BE OBTAINED?
The appropriateness of the method in relation to its aims and the practicaliti% of this stutfy have been 
discussed with Mr A, Chief Nurse Adviser and Director of Quality (HE); Mrs B, Senior Nurse; Miss C, 
Director of Nursing Services and (Quality; with members of the GP Ri^earch Group, and with a senior 
consultant urologist.
The subjects' GPs will be sent a copy of this application and a complete set of the study papers and protocol as 
appended here, including tlie letter to famili%, consent form and all questionnaires, together with a consent 
form for them to complete, agreeing to their patients taking part Meetings will then be held with the Health 
Visitors of the practices being approached to explain the purpose of the shufy and its conduct
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SAMPLE SELECTION FORM * STUDY ID NUMBER □□□
Health Centre:.......................................... H/V will: a. post letter to family
( 1) unannounced n
Health Visitor:...... ...................................  (2) after telephoning first O
(3) femily already aware of study O  
Date:.............................................................. b. deliver letter bv hand at next visit CH
INCLUSION/EXCLUSION CRITERIA
A  Young person with nocturnal enuresis
1 . Is the young person with nocturnal enuresis sufficiently mentally or physically ill or handicapped 
to be: a. attending a special school or day care Ëreilities for the YES NO
mentally or physically ill or handicapped? or D D
b. receiving care exclusively at home? O □
I f  YES, nature of illness or handicap:..........................................................................................
I f  NO, continue to questions 2-6
2 . How old is the young person?.......................................
3. Personal code number:
□ □□□□□□ □ □
(male/female) d d m m y y initials
(DATE OF BIRTH) (first name/surname)
4. Is the young person living at home? YES O  NO O
5. How many nights per week, on average, does the young person wet the bed? .............
B. Family composition
6 . Which adults is the young person living with? (circle as appropriate):
a. parents: natural mother natural father partner (female) partner (male)
b. other adults: grandmother grandfather aunt uncle
other (specify):....................................................................................
7. How many other young people are there in the household? ......................................
What are there ages/sex?......................................................................................
* Completed by researcher
APPENDIX VIU
F A C E S  -  F E E ! J N G S  C A R D  T E X T S *
Here are some faces expressing various feelings
Which face comes closest to expressing:
1 . how you fbel about bed wetting
□ □ a □ a □ a
2 . how you feel when you wake up and find that the bed is wet
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
3 . how you fbel about the practical side of managing a wet bed (changing the sheets, changing 
yourself and so on)
□  □ □ □ □ □ □
 ^These cards were individually laminated, eleanable and reusable 
The texts for four cards are illustrated above
FACES - FEELINGS CARDS 
TEXTS FOR REMAINING CARDS
Which face comes closest to expressing:
4. how you think your mother feels about you wetting the bed
5 . how you think your mother feels about the practical side of managing a wet bed (ehanging 
and washing sheets and so on)
6 . how you think your father feels about you wetting the bed
7. how you think your brothers/sisters feel about you wetting the bed
8 . how you think your special friends feel about you wetting the bed (of those who know)
9 . how you feel about staying overnight with friends (whether or not you ever stay away over 
night just now)
1 0 . how your mother feels about you staying overnight with fnends
1 1 . how you feel about yourself
1 2 . how you feel about life as a whole
Which face comes closest to expressing how you feel about taking part in this study
APPENDIX IX An example of a memo written bv the researcher to herself during an 
early phase of data collection to record ideas about an emerging 
concept;
” Puttinr the sienificance of health care professionals input into perspective
• families may contact hcps^ only once (we don't know how many never do, of course)
± success subsequently?
- hcp^ back to family by chance e.g. for a developmental check for a younger child and 
discover - 8 months later - that the problem still exists
• hcp's^ own feelims o f helplessness - not having much to offer
• parents quickly recognise that hcps^ don't ha\^ e a magic way of "fixing it" - yet who else do 
they turn to if professionals can't help?
• "we've been through all that... "
• families may feel reluctant to call in the HV because of the "stigma" - the HV being seen to 
call (is this a social class related concept? - isolation of I  and II vs '^community" ofIV and F- 
being around more?) "
Note:
 ^hcp(s) = health care professional(s)
3/2/94
APPENDIX X An cxamolc of a ”storv line" (a general descriptive ovcmcw reflecting thinking about 
the study at a point in time) written at an early stage of data analysis to facilitate the 
identification and integration of emerging concents
"This story is about how parents and young people manage nocturnal enuresis and the impact of nocturnal 
enuresis on individuals living within the family home.
Unless unavailable through chronic illness or work conmiitments, the mother acts as orchestrator:
• managing the immediate consequences of nocturnal enuresis
• managing treatment, and
• managing other people - her partner
- other family members (young persons' siblings, her own brothers)
- other adults (baby sitters, her friends, young person's teachers)
- health care professionals.
This occurs within the context of the mother's wider role as child carer within the family unit, with the father 
acting in a supporting role.
The orchestrator, whether mother or father, sets the tone for the management of bed wetting, and creates the 
environment for the young person to learn the skill of becoming dry at night. The orchestrator does this 
consciously through the line or strategy that they choose to adopt and unconsciously through their attitude to 
the young person and the young person's bed wetting, and their personal interactional style (their mode of 
expressing thought in language).
The orchestrator's attitude to the young person and to their bed wetting is affected by:
• their personal philosophy, values and beliefs - in particular about parenting
• their previous personal experience of bed wetting within their immediate family
• the presence of concurrent stressors which interfere with the ea^' management of the practical 
consequences of nocturnal enuresis (wet sheets etc.)
• other consequences of the young person's bed wetting for them and for other family members (e.g. 
frustration, strain, interference with sleep and thence interference with the next day's activities)
• their perception of the extent to which the young person can control the phenomenon.
The management methods that parents try reflect their current hypothesis (provisional explanation) of the 
cause o f the young person's bed wetting. As each hypothesis is tested and ruled out the search for an 
alternative explanation continues. Many factors affect the intensity of the search, especially others' 
expectations that the child should now be dry (formally at transition times such as pre-school checks, when the 
mother may be made to face the fact that her child has not reached a developmental milestone "nonual" for a 
child at that age, or when moving to secondary school and informally through the remarks of other family 
members, JHends and acquaintances).
Both parents' attitudes to the young person's bed wetting change over time. As other possible causes are 
progressively discounted both parents come to believe that the young person could contivl and eventually stop 
bedwetting if  they made the effort. The mother's feelings ofprotectiveness towards the young person may 
however, be very tenaciously held, even into the young person's teenage years, leading to a strategy dilemma 
and conflict with her male partner. As the child gets older, parents question whether they ha\>e adopted the 
right strategy in the past (have they been too "soft"?) and become increasingly disillusioned with health care 
professionals' ability to help to resolve the problem. They may turn to complimentary medicine if they believe 
in and can afford this.
Young people have a unifonnly negative perception of their parents'feelings about their bed wetting - however 
positive and supportive a strategy the parents are endeavouring to sustain. While feeling happy about life in 
general, the young person's self image is adversely affected by a parent's unsympathetic, punitive attitude 
towards them. Young people want their bed wetting to cease and feel Saddened, embarrassed and ashamed 
about it. Their belief in their ability to control their bed wetting lessens as a result of the continued failure of 
each new method tried to deliver the desired outcome of a reliably dry bed, while their parents' belief that they 
can help it grows with the young person's increasing age.
The young person may be hindered in learning to become dry at night by deficiencies in the parents' training 
competency, which may in turn be affected by insufficiently well informed and continuing support from health 
care professionals. "
29/11/93
APPENDIX XI Steps involved in data handling, storage and retrieval.
using the NUD«IST Power Version 3.0 programme
(See also Figure 5 for an overview of the process, Table 4 for the definitions of 
some technical terms and Sections 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 for an explanation of the nature 
and purposes of the indexing system)
A  Conversations transcribed using a word processor
1. Transcripts were checked for accuracy by the researcher against audio t^es of the 
conversations with fomilies and corrections were made.
2. Each fomily member was assi^ed a unique identifying sequence of letters, e.g. MRS ABC, 
the data were split into text units (a sentence, paragraph, or interaction sequaice, according 
to meaning) and the speaker's identification added to each text umt.
3. Corrected transcripts were checked again for accuracy and converted to "text only" files (that 
is, they were stripped of all but intematimally used word processing commands so that they 
were in a form suitable for importing into NUD«IST).
B. Data imported into NUD«IST
4. 62 transcripts were imported as text only "raw files" and placed into a NUD*IST indexing
tree called "femilies" (Figure 4, node 6 ) e.g. all data from members of Mrs ABC's femily 
were put into node 6  1, from Mrs DBF's femily into node 6  2 and so on.
5 The raw file? were sarched for the individual's unique ideitifieation, e.g. MRS ABC (this is
a "string" search).
6 . All data found for one individual were placed into the individual's data node.
e.g. Mrs ABC's conversational data were put into node 7 1 (Figure 4). Her daughter's 
conversational data were put into node 7 2 and so on.
7. The same search results were put into each of the relevant base data nodes to foeilitate 
sorting subsequently.
c. ïndftTÎny attached to text units and references to these text units 
placed into the hierarchical indexing system
8 . The transcripts were first open coded (Section 3.9.2).
9. Over a 1 year period a set of hierarchical coding or "indexing" trees was developed composed
ultimately of 8 8 8  nodes where referaiees to text units were put (see Figures 4, 7 and 8 , for 
overall structure of indexing tree and some examples of indexing).
10. The imported text units were each assigned index codes.
11. A rigormis account was kept of the processes involved in data handling for each family's 
data.
D. Tndg«ing system searched and data retrieved according 
to specified search parameters *
12. The indeving systan was searched for the occurrence or co-occurrence of themes (Section 
3.9.3, Figure 6  and Appendix XU).
13. The results of the searches were kept as reports (454 in total) and printed off. Some were 
re-imported into the indexing tree.
14. The reports relating to a particular theme were then re-analysed.
15. The relatiCMiships between emerging concepts were tested using more sophisticated searches
for co-occurrence (Appendix XII).
APPENDIX Xn Descriptions of the search and sort facilities of NUD*IST 
used most frequently in this study to explore the data
(based on Richards and Richards, 1994)
(see Figure 6  for the full range of operating commands)
Operator
A. Collating operators
Intersect
Union
Less
Search Command
(intersect ( 6  1 3) (4 2) 
(7 2 2 4))
(union ( 6  1 3)
(7 2 2 4))
(less ( 6  1 3) (4 2)
(7 2 2 4) (5 3 1))
Explanation of what is done
Finds all text units indexed by all of the 
given set of two or more nodes.
Finds all text units indexed by any of 
the given set of two or more nodes.
Finds all text units indexed by the first 
mentioned node
( 6  1 3 here) but not by any of the other 
(one or more) given nodes.
B. Negation operator 
Not-in (not-in ( 6  1 3)) Finds units not indexed by the named 
node.
C. Restrictive operators 
Including-docs-from
Excluding-docs-from
( ( 6  1 3) including-docs- 
ffom (4 2))
( ( 6  1 3) exeluding-does- 
from (4 2))
Includes index references for the first 
node, but restricted to documents 
indexed by the second node.
Includes index references for the first 
node, but excludes documents indexed 
by the second node.
D. Taxonomic Tree 
Structure operators 
Inherit (inherit (5 13 4)) Merges (unions) all the index references 
in the 'ancestor' nodes of the given node 
- the ones above it in the path from it up 
to the root of the index system. Here, it 
unions index references in (5), (5 1) and 
(5 1 3).
Operator Search Command Explanation of what is done
D. (continued)
Collect (collect ( 6  3)) Merges (unions) all the index references 
at the node and at all nodes in the 
subtree below it. Suppose the nodes 
below ( 6  3) are ( 6  3 1), ( 6  3 1 4),
( 6  3 2), ( 6  3 2 2), and ( 6  3 2 3).
Then a Collect on ( 6  3) will union the 
index references in all six of the nodes. 
This can be very useful for studying all 
material about a general concept, 
including material indexed at more 
spécifié concepts below it.
E. Matrix-constructing 
operators
Matrix (matrix intersect 
(6 1)(1 12))
Takes all the children of the first-named 
node, - (suppose they are ( 6  1 1 ),
( 6  1 2), ( 6  1 3), ( 6  1 4) and ( 6  1 9); and 
all the children of the second-named 
node, - suppose they are ( 1  1 2  1 ), 
(112 2) and (112 3); and applies the 
named operator (such as Intersect) in . 
pairs to one of the first group with one 
of the second group). The result is a 
Matrix. A report on the node (made 
using Investigate node in the 
IndexSystan menu. Figure 6 ) hsts the 
requested information for each cell in 
the matrix.
Vector (vector intersect 
( 6  1 1) (I 12))
Like Matrix, except the operator is 
applied in pairs to the first node address 
itself (not its children) and the children 
of the second node address
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